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INTRODUCTION
Lynn S. Teague

Introduction

Lynn S. Teague

This volume is the last in a series of nine reporting the work
of the Salt-Gila Aqueduct, Central Arizona Project Archaeological Data
Collection Studies and Supplemental Class 3 Survey Project (SGA). This
study was funded by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Contract No. 0-0732-VOlOl) to mitigate potential adverse impacts of Central Arizona
Project construction on cultural resources in the aqueduct right-of-way.
Data recovery was conducted at 45 Hohokam sites along a 93 km (58 mile)
transect ex tending from Apache Junction to a point southwest of Coolidge
and near Picacho, Arizona (Fig. Intro. 1). This is the largest of the
Central Arizona Project archaeological studies to date, although it may
fall short of being the largest that will be conducted under the
program.
The complexity of this project is reflected in the report
series, which mirrors both the historical development of project
research and the functional and geographical variability of the sites
that were studied. The report sequence has included the following
volumes:
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

I.
II.
III.
IV.

v.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.

Research Design
Supplemental Archaeological Survey
Specialized Activity Sites
Habitation Sites on Queen Creek and Siphon Draw
Small Habitation Sites on Queen Creek
Habitation Sites on the Gila River
Environment and Subsistence
Material Culture
Synthesis and Conclusion

The most significant of the SGA Project sites have been given
names as well as numbers and are usually cited in the text by name only.
The following list correlates these sites by name, number, and volume
reference.
The Siphon Draw Site
Smiley's Well
Las Fosas
The Jones Ruin
The Ellsworth Site
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AZ U:14:73
AZ U:15:19
AZ U:15:48
AZ U:15:57
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Introduction
El Polvor6n
Frogtown
Rancho Sin Vacas
The Dust Bowl Site
The Saguaro Site
The Junkyard Site
The Gopherette Site
Casas Pequeffas
The Chiadag Site
The Oidag Site
The Tonka Site

AZ U:15:59
AZ U;l5:61
AZ U:15:62
AZ U:15:76
AZ U: 15:77
AZ U: 15: 83
AZ U:15:87
AZ U:15:97
AZ U:15:99
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IV,
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II,
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Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
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This Introduction describes much of the underlying history and
approach of the project. Following the Introduction in the first
chapter, A. E. Rogge, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) archaeologist,
contributes a commentary on the project. Then is a discussion of
project management by the Principal Investigator, followed by a general
review of project methodology.
Finally, the conclusions derived from SGA Project research are
presented. Throughout these reports there has been an effort to insure
that readers have sufficient information to form their own opinions
regarding the implications of project data. It is here that the project
staff present their final assessments of what SGA means for Hohokam
prehistory. The length of individual chapters is not determined by the
present importance of the subject, but by the quantity and quality of
information available and the extent to which interpretation is
possible.
Before proceeding it is worthwhile to review the original goals
of the project and what was finally accomplished. This is not a summary
of the research design or of research results; the first is presented in
Volume I of this series and the latter in chapters that follow in this
volume. This discussion, instead, attempts to describe the broader
context and content of the project, when it began and now.

Project Goals
Before the Request for Proposals for the Salt-Gila Aqueduct
archaeology appeared expectations within the archaeological profession
were not particularly high regarding the potential contribution of the
study to Hohokam archaeology. There was a general understanding that
the Central Arizona Project, of which SGA is a part, could have a major
impact on the archaeology of central and southern Arizona, but the
aqueducts were regarded as less significant elements of this larger
undertaking than construction of large reservoirs.
An initial reading of the Request for Proposals and of the
unpublished survey report (Stein 1979a) produced a different impression.
The SGA sites included and bracketed the controversial transition
between the Hohokam Sedentary and Classic periods. Further, the sites
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included representatives of the least known classes of Hohokam sites.
Early research had focused on the largest of Hohokam sites in order to
address fundamental problems such as of chronology; these sites
constituted a biased sample.
In the 1960s and 1970s emphasis shifted to
the study of small and sometimes ephemeral resource procurement and
processing sites. SGA presented an unusual opportunity to investigate
the intermediate range of sites, the ordinary villages where most of the
Hohokam lived. The attractions of SGA were considerable for any
archaeologist concerned with the larger problems of Hohokam prehistory.
The principal research problems of the SGA design were framed in
terms of the then current understanding of Hohokam prehistory; the
Sedentary-Classic transition was much more explicitly the focus of study
than is the case today.
Now this transition is seen as one part of a
continuum in the on-going process of change in the economic and social
organization of the Hohokam regional system.
The SGA research design proposed investigation of relationships
between change in Hohokam material culture, subsistence, exchange, and
settlement organization and environmental context, and outlined a number
of approaches to these problems.
Agricultural
studied intensively.
precedent in Hohokam
and processing sites
resources exploited,
examples.

technology, particularly water control systems, was
Botanical studies were conducted on a scale without
archaeology.
Study of smaller resource procurement
reflected concern with direct evidence of the
rather than relying on analogy with ethnographic

Defining the internal organization of settlements also required
work on a large scale; more than 13 km of backhoe trenches were
excavated at one site to identify features and clusters of features.
The excavation strategy at these sites entailed attempting to locate and
identify most of the features present, and sampling within these
features to obtain the fullest possible representation of chronological
and functional variability within the site.
Another more basic approach used in the project involves
extensive use of data from previous studies in conjunction with those
from SGA. This is a consequence of the nature of the SGA sites and the
research problems appropriate to them. The SGA sites represent missing
pieces of a complex puzzle.
Aside from a few specific instances (for example experimental
use of Subsurface Interface Radar; see Roberts, 1981a for discussion)
the techniques used in SGA were not particularly innovative. What was
new in the project was the unusual emphasis placed on some studies and
the degree to which these were an integral part of the larger research
effort. From preparation of the proposal through completion of the
final reports, specialists and archaeologists were partners in the
pursuit of shared goals.
Another aspect of the project was a continuing effort to find
better ways to do things, both for the benefit of SGA itself and for the
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benefit of future projects. This sometimes took the form of specific
experiments in methodology, but more often was an on-going conc e rn
closely tied to the research goals of the project. Research problems
addressed in this manner included defining the subsurface character of
Hohokam sites from surface evidence; the results of this work have
already greatly improved the effectiveness and cost efficiency of
subsequent survey and testing projects.
It was also thought that the
project could contribute to better understanding the management of
large-scale archaeological projects; improvements arising from SGA have
helped to make subsequent Cultural Resource Management Division (CRMD)
projects more efficient. By the time that SGA began in July, 1980, it
was the focus of ambitious hopes.

The Development of SGA Research

While the basic direction established by the SGA research design
(Teague and Crown 1982b) has been maintained throughout the project, our
perception of the problems, as well as of the answers, has changed
significantly.
The process through which this occurred deserves
attention as a reflection of the nature of archaeological research, and
in particular as a reflection of large projects generating large and
complex bodies of data. During the course of the SGA Project, questions
were reformulated for a varity of reasons. For example, we had sought to
explain elements of a reconstruction that were quickly rejected as
inaccurate.
It became superfluous to attempt to explain early Classic
period economic decline when the evidence suggested that there was no
process of decline.
We also changed the conceptual quality of the questions without
delving into the depths of philosophy of science, from which
archaeologists seldom return unscathed, it is sufficient to note that
SGA has not sought universal laws in the style of the logical
positivists. Nothing that is really interesting about human behavior is
utterly predictable, hence the triviality of the "laws" that were
proposed during archaeology's first self-conscious and fumbling attempts
to justify its existence as a science. However,
the archaeological
research process at its best has always involved the evaluation of the
fit between primary data, reconstructions of processes at work in
individual societies, and general statements about human behavior.
An excellent example of the somewhat disorderly process as it
occurred on SGA is found in the notion of early Classic period economic
collapse, an aspect of a common reconstruction of Hohokam prehistory
found to be inaccurate. Where did this notion originate? There are a
number of interesting answers, among them the failure to differentiate
between exchange networks coexisting within the economic system. But the
most interesting answer,in terms of the research process, is the use of
a flawed generalization about the processes of cultural change in
regional economic systems in generating a reconstruction specific to the
Hohokam regional system. While the reconstruction has long had
widespread acceptance, and is firmly embedded in the research design for
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the project as well as in much of the literature on the Hohokam, it is
perhaps best and most clearly developed in the work of Doyel (1977a).
There it can be found that economic decline is largely inferred from the
contracting geographical scope of a relatively homogeneous Hohokam
regional system during the Classic period, a circumstance that is, in
fact, supported by a large body of data. However, the generalization
interprets heterogeneity and differentiation as evidence of declining
interaction, specifically with declining economic interaction. This, in
turn, is interpreted as a reflection of general economic collapse in the
regional system. Internal evidence of decline in specialization and
trade has been confined to the assertion that if all decorated ceramics,
and only decorated ceramics, were produced by craft specialists for
exchange, then production and exchange were at a low point during the
Soho phase, which is marked by a declining frequency of red-on-buff
wares and occurs prior to the appearance of polychrome pottery. The
exclusive association of decorated wares with specialized ceramic
production was not directly evaluated and frequencies of other trade
goods (for example, shell and turquoise) were not examined. In this very
interesting example every level of the argument is flawed;
nevertheless, the inherent problems have escaped serious attention for
the decades that the argument has, in one form or another, been in
place.
SGA reevaluation of the argument began when it was found that
severe environmental deterioration, commonly proposed as causal in the
supposed economic collapse, did not appear to have had a catastrophic
impact on agricultural productivity.
If environmental change was not
the explanatory variable, what was? A paper presented at the
Minneapolis meeting of the Society for American Archaeology (Teague
1982a) reflected this intermediate stage of study, when the proposed
explanation was rejected but the event itself had not been reevaluated.
The somewhat tortuous arguments necessary to circumvent this situation
eventually provoked an overdue response, an examination of the kinds of
data likely to reflect intensity of exchange activity.
It was found
that specialization and exchange, rather than declining, apparently
increased during the Soho phase.
At this point the project was in possession of both a primary
data set applicable to the problem and a partially revised
reconstruction of the specific processes at work in Hohokam prehistory.
These are inconsistent with the notion that regional cultural
differentiation represents the collapse of the social and economic
system; in the early Classic period the Hohokam experienced both stable
or increasing economic interaction with several areas and increased
differentiation simultaneously.
Further SGA research indicated that both processes were
established long before the Clas$iC period, experiencing growth that
might best be described by a punctuated equilibrium model. Our research
indicates that population growth is a major variable in establishing the
trajectory of these processes. Other variables (for example
intermittent periods of increased environmental instability) seem to
have contributed to the specific rate of change in the system and to
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certain aspects of its organization, but cannot by themselves account
for the changes of the Classic period.
Clearly this does not represent the entirety of the analytical
process involved in this part of SGA research. Further, no preexisting
model of how archaeology is done is a blueprint of this process.
It has
been observed that "Few substantive problems of a nontrivial nature can
be raised for which an already available set of recovery, analytic, and
interpretive tools exist" (Schiffer and House 1977: 254). Nor were
these laid out explicitly in the SGA research design; had we attempted
. this we could still be at it, mapping complex inferential processes with
provisions for masses of contingencies. Further, SGA is not principally
a study of how archaeology is done, but of the substance of our
understanding of prehistory and human behavior. A concern with how this
is carried out is clearly necessary, but it is neither the end of the
road nor the object of the work.
The focus of archaeological theory often has been on a theory of
archaeological research rather than upon a theory of human culture or
behavior. The second focus is the ultimate goal of the discipline, the
first a means to that end. Physical scientists have generally proceeded
quite well by doing science and letting the philosophers of science
worry later about explicitly describing and interpreting the process.
This has served them better than much of current theory has served
archaeology.
In directing SGA research toward specific problems in social and
economic change among the Hohokam, contributions can be made toward the
higher level of generalization. However, it is important to recognize
the sampling problem that lies at the heart of difficulties in
evaluating generalizations about process in human cultural systems. In
the broadest sense the Hohokam are a sample of one such system.
Temporal and geographical variability within the system may provide an
opportunity to define a greater number of cases pertinent to a
particular problem (for example, the effects of population change on
economic variables can be assessed at various places and at various
times) but the sample is inherently small.
It is not possible to make
an adequate case for a broader principle from a very limited sample,
such as is provided by even the largest of individual archaeological
projects, or regional aggregates of projects.
Comparative cases can be
brought in to further examine the adequacy of a generalization, but this
requires that other cases studied in these terms be available for
evaluation. Building a sample takes time; for archaeology it has taken
more than a century. Fortunately there is continuing progress toward
the ultimate goals; in this important respect CRM has been far more
productive than it is given credit for being. Regionally focused
studies attempting to reconstruct the processes of development in
particular places are constantly expanding the sample available to
archaeology.
In individual projects we can and should evaluate these
individual cases with respect to generalizing statements, but the
process is a long one and easy answers are unlikely to be good ones.
Those who criticize project research designs for failing to specify
broad generalizations to be "tested" fail to understand that no single
project is likely to provide the information necessary for a crucial
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test of generalizations or of propositions of greater explanatory power
It happens only now and then that a
than those that have come before.
point is reached at which such a crucial test of statements about the
SGA has left a number
operation of cultural systems is possible at all.
of notions about such processes undisturbed, as does every individual
archaeological undertaking.

SGA in Context

This volume represents the final stage in SGA research, several
years after we began. In this sense it marks an ending, but it is
also the beginning of the general usefulness of SGA to archaeology.
Working with information dating from the first excavations of Hohokam
sites almost a century ago has produced a sense of continuity in
achaeological research that is reassuring; archaeological data do not
suffer from the obsolescence of so much in our society. Further, while
questions have been reformulated many times in this century-long process
of studying the Hohokam, underlying themes persist and old ideas can
provide the stimulus for newer ones. We can only hope that SGA will
prove a fruitful part of this continuum.
In more specific ways SGA is a product of its time and reflects
A great deal of work is being
the context in which it was done.
conducted in Hohokam archaeology at present, a pronounced change from
Information and ideas are accumulating rapidly and it
the a decade ago.
has become increasingly difficult for any one researcher to sustain
The traditional
awareness of the full range of Hohokam research.
mechanisms of publication and professional meetings lag behind actual
progress; only the equally traditional propensity of archaeologists to
talk to one another serves to mitigate the problem. Even within the
larger individual programs generating this work, the coordination of
work by multiple institutions presents problems in research
communication and coordination.
Under these circumstances it is difficult to assess SGA's place
The ultimate
in CAP archaeology and in Hohokam archaeology as a whole.
success of both depends in large part upon the extent to which research
addresses problems of significance to a regional understanding of
In a context as fragmented as
prehistory and to archaeology in general.
this one, it is easy for individual projects to become embroiled in
smaller questions and resolve technical and methodological problems as
ends in themselves, losing track of the long-term objectives of
archaeological research. The attempt in SGA has been to focus on the
larger problems that properly belong within the continuum of Hohokam
archaeology, so that the contributions of the project will be lasting
ones.
However, the impact of any contribution depends not just upon
its intrinsic value, but on the extent to which information and ideas
are preserved and communicated. This nine volume series is the
principal means of doing so for SGA; obviously the preparation and
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publication of reports was a major part of project work. Nevertheless,
the ASM Archaeological Series reaches only a small part of the
archaeological profession.
To reach a national audience we have
presented a symposium at Society for American Archaeology meetings,
contributed papers to meetings of the SAA and other associations, and
prepared several articles for journal publication. As is normally the
case for CRM projects, however, less has been done than is justified by
the research itself.

SGA and Cultural Resource Management

This raises the more general issue of the impact of CRM on the
kind and quality of research represented by SGA.
It is reasonable to
hope, more than a decade after the initiation of current programs, that
debate should no longer center on whether it is possible to do research
in contract archaeology.
However, what is done often falls short of
what is expected. Very often discussion of this issue ignores the
extent to which CRM falls prey to the same problems that have always
plagued archaeology.
Publication is an obvious example. Journal articles are the
normal means by which information and ideas are presented to a national
audience so that they can be assimilated by the profession.
It would
come as no surprise if grant-funded archaeology produced few journal
articles were there no financial support for those writing them; it
should not be a surprise that with little or no such support
archaeologists working under contract produce fewer articles. At a more
basic level adequate and prompt publication of research results has
always been the exception rather than the rule in American archaeology.
Some archaeologists are remiss regardless of the source or quantity of
their funding.
Others have lacked the support to complete the research
process, whether the context was one of grants or contracts. Money
cannot guarantee the quality, or even the existence, of archaeological
reports, but its absence or inadequacy virtually guarantees failure.
Quality of research is a very basic issue in CRM. CRM is like
archaeology as a whole in producing a few very good studies, many less
important but nevertheless useful contributions, and some disasters.
However, there are some aspects of CRM that predispose to disaster or
mediocrity that could be corrected with greater attention to the
mechanisms that are most effective for archaeology as a whole. The
contracting process is, for any CRM project, the first of these.
The
basic principle of the system is that the work is awarded to whomever
offers the least expensive option that is adequate to the needs of the
government. The concept of "adequate" archaeology is a difficult one at
best, but when subjected to the strains of fiscal limitations and
contracting policy and procedure, it sometimes becomes distorted beyond
recognition.
In grant-funded research, it is taken as a given that proposals
should be reviewed by archaeologists having expertise in the subject of
the proposal. Federal contracting procedure requires that reviewing
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archaeologists be generalists and places remarkable demands upon the
range of expertise of individuals, far exceeding those placed on
academic specialists. Anyone who has taken an archaeological survey
course knows that when lecturers stray from their specialty it is often
obvious that they, too, know only what is in the text.
The system
demands something that archaeology itself is unable to provide:
in-depth
expertise in widely divergent subjects.
When projects make it past this point without serious damage,
there are still problems. Project management is commonly cited as a
source of failure to produce adequate results in contract archaeology.
This issue is addressed at greater length in Teague, Chapter 2, Part I
this volume. The principal thesis of that chapter and the underlying
basis of SGA management have been that archaeological management is
indivisible from archaeological research. Elaborate technical tools
associated with professionaJ . management are less to the point than a
fundamental understanding of the archaeological resources and problems
under consideration, supplemented by simple adminstrative techniques.
"Solutions" that propose to deal with management independently of
research are not only ineffective but destructive.
It should also be observed that good management is as necessary
to research not conducted in a contract setting as it is to CRM,
although granting institutions generally have far lower expectations of
managerial and administrative competence than do contracting
corporations and agencies. This problem is yet another legacy of the
discipline as a whole. CRM has improved on the general standards of the
profession in this respect, but not so much as it could.
The institution of continuing peer review throughout the life of
the project has been created as a phenomenon confined largely to CRM,
although granting agencies do sometimes monitor progress.
It was
established to provide expertise appropriate for the identification of
problems in project research and management.
Only a little less
explicitly, it is usually intended to provide the agency the protection
of "certification" and involvement by individuals perceived as having
professional status and credibility.
It is generally not intended to
elicit productive comment from professionals having particular expertise
in the area of research encompassed by the project. The formal review
process is often structured in ways that actively discourage such
involvement. It is a triumph of form over substance.

SGA has been fortunate in that several reviewers have gone to
the trouble to go beyond the formal process to provide useful comment
and criticism. However, reviewers capable of productive contribution to
research and management sometimes have been wasted on exercises that are
little more than a fa~ade and are, in effect, asked to put a stamp of
approval on an undertaking of which they know little. On our
part,substantial effort has been devoted to a formal process that
provides little compensation for the time invested in preparing for and
conducting meetings rather than doing project research.
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The implicit foundation of the review process, that of
questioning whether a competent job is being done by competent
professionals, is not in itself a problem. CRM has forced American
archaeology to address a problem that is not new, but one that was less
conspicuous before compliance with contractual requirements became a
consideration. The archaeologists doing CRM are, after all, virtually
the entirety of a generation of archaeologists, the good as well as the
mediocre. Their experience is generally equivalent to that of those who
have normally done field research, an undertaking never dominated by the
older members of the profession. Their ultimate performance is on the
whole better, with fewer funded projects never reported and less
opportunity to found entire careers on single excavations.
Nevertheless, it is a problem that the level of professional
competence in CRM frequently falls short of meeting contractual
requirements and professional expectations.
It is no defense to note
that this is true of all archaeology, that the quality of grant-funded
research is often mediocre, and sometimes dreadful. The only systematic
approaches that have been proposed to resolve this issue have once again
tended to create too great a distinction between grant-funded and
contract archaeology. Graduate programs in cultural resource management
are beneficial to the extent that they combine rigorous archaeological
training with technical training in problem areas like project
administration, but harmful when they slight research background for
nonarchaeological technical subjects. Competent CRM is done by
competent archaeologists.
Certification programs are another response to concern about
professional qualifications, but these have been concerned principally
with establishing minimum standards for the most routine work. The
impact of certification on the discipline has been minimal.
At a different level the issue of professional competence in CRM
is clouded by the separation of the enterprise from traditional rewards
and means of professional recognition. The evidence of professional
maturity in the discipline is normally a tenured position at a
respectable institution and a good national publication record, both
difficult for anyone to obtain in a career exclusively devoted to CRM,
regardless of experience or competence.

SGA and Contemporary Archaeology

There are a number of underlying sources of these artificial
distinctions, among them the history of the salvage archaeology that
preceded CRM and the unfamiliar context of legal requirements and
contractual obligations. A more fundamental source of problems is basic
to the current condition of the archaeological discipline. Observations
by Renfrew (1983:11) in his 1982 plenary address to the Society for
American Archaeology are interesting in this respect.
The New Archaeology has never formulated a coherent policy for
dealing with great masses of data.
Information processing and
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data retrieval are not its highest priorities. One consequence
has been the relegation, at any rate in academic circles, to a
position of lower status for the activities of those undertaking
salvage archaeology. Theoretical statements, sometimes of no
great substance or plausibility, have automatically been
accorded greater respect and attention.
However, the problem is not, as this perhaps inadvertently
suggests, that CRM is concerned entirely with the acquisition of data.
The problem is that suggested by the first part of Renfrew's statement.
Contemporary archaeology is unsure what to do with large bodies of data,
however they might be acquired.
CRM is, therefore, in trouble not
because it deals only with data, but because it deals with large
quantities of data at all.
This is particularly regrettable in a
discipline supposedly directed toward generalizations about human
behavior. While such ideas can arise in virtually any way, their
testing and their use require large bodies of data.
Renfrew (1983:12) further observes that many of the "laws"
formulated under the New Archaeology are "breathtakingly trivial"; the
existing body of archaeological theory has not only failed to come to
terms with larger bodies of data, but with larger archaeological
problems.
In this situation, those dealing with large quantities of
information and aware that these are undeniably important to answering
important questions, have a variety of options.
Simply acquiring and
publishing the data for future interpretation is unacceptable, and even
impracti_c al since there must be some basis for decision-making during
the data recovery process. Further, contrary to the tenets of many
contemporary archaeologists, this option has never been the practice of
good archaeologists. A century ago Frank Cushing collected beans and
snails from Los Muertos for reasons not dissimilar to those motivating
the same activities in the SGA Project.
Another option, increasingly popular, is to attempt to give
credibility to the research by focusing upon innovative technical and
methodological approaches.
This is grand so long as it is a geniune
improvement in the efficiency and productivity of our attempts to answer
substantive problems.
It is somewhat less impressive when it is an end
in itself or when inappropriate methods replace effective ones in the
name of innovation. Too many such studies bring to a mind a long-lost
restaurant review,"Some things are new because if anyone thought of them
before they had more sense than to do them." This is by no means a
rejection of the importance of research in methodology. If anything, it
supports the need for more thoughtful research of this kind, both
experimentally in nondestructive contexts and as appropriate elements of
larger research undertakings.
At the level of substantive problems and the theory that
supports their investigation, there is neither a single shared paradigm
nor any one theoretical position among those that exist, that provides
explicit answers regarding what we are studying and how.
In Renfrew's
(1983:14) terms, archaeology currently lacks an epistemology and has
instead "a series of rather inadequately based dogmas--precepts about
how archaeology ought to be conducted." These dogmas have sometimes
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served more to hinder than to help archaeological progress. The search
for universal laws is the most conspicuous case, in which archaeology
attempted to alter itself to fit a model of the physical sciences
obsolete among most philosophers of science and badly understood by
archaeologists. Archaeologists do better when they place emphasis upon
what archaeologists do, than when borrowing from other disciplines. SGA
has been a major exercise in doing what archaeologists do. As such, ,it
is as complex an undertaking in archaeological theory as the discipline
has to offer.

Conclusions
The confusion that dominates the discipline at present is not a
creature of cultural resource management, but of a rather self-conscious
search for identity that has not been resolved. However, in scholarly
disciplines as in more personal matters, this can have the effect of
encouraging a distracted preoccupation with strange cults rather than
fostering productive development.
At present, the failure of this introspection to produce a
shared awareness of the importance of substantive research to the
theoretical development of the discipline has led to very damaging
problems. Disciplines build not on all of what has been done, but on
what is perceived as important. At present, an entire generation, busy
doing regionally specific studies in a CRM setting, is in danger of
consigning its own work to the peripheries, leaving little to occupy the
center and to serve as a basis for the future development of
archaeology. Waiting for some external source of identity and purpose
is pointless, an exercise in waiting for Godot.
It is time that archaeologists direct their attention to fixing
the things that are genuinely in need of fixing, and do so as a whole
discipline undivided by false dichotomies that obscure both problems and
solutions. CRM is indeed frustrating, very often because the "cures"
have little to do with the real problems. Solutions will require
greater accountability of all archaeologists for the resources, both
archaeological and fiscal, that they use. More important they will
require less fascination with the search for easy answers and more
respect for the complexity of great problems. SGA has had a sense of
purpose, an entirely archaeological purpose. The results are not easy
answers, but we hope that they are of lasting value.

PART I
MANAGEMENT AND METHODOLOGY
A. E. Rogge and Lynn S. Teague

Chaper 1
AN ASSESSEMENT OF THE SALT-GILA AQUEDUCT PROJECT:
AN AGENCY PERSPECTIVE
A. E. Rogge

A case can be made that federal historic preservation was born
in Arizona almost a century ago when Congress, in 1889, set aside the
Casa Grande ruin as an archaeological reservation. Some 17 years later,
after considerable political battling, a general national policy was
established with passage of the American Antiquity Act of 1906 (Lee
1970). This landmark legislation was supplemented from time to time
over the next six decades, but it was during the 1960s and 1970s that
historic preservation made significant advances as the popular concern
with environmental protection spread to cultural resources. Laws were
strengthened, funding was increased, and federal agencies took their
responsibilities for conserving cultural resources more seriously. As a
result, so-called cultural resource management (CRM) studies have come
to dominate the discipline of American anthropology.
Although the bulk of CRM funding goes for a myriad of tiny
projects, some are million-dollar-plus projects that represent a new
research opportunity, a quantum leap beyond previous levels of support
(Rogge 1983). The SGA Project, with a budget of $1.7 million, is among
these giants. To date, it is the largest single project within the
Central Arizona Project cultural resource program, and it is undoubtedly
one of the best-funded archaeological studies ever undertaken within
Arizona. I would guess that no more than 10 to 20 other projects within
the entire country have had as large a budget.
At the same
time,however, it pales next to other giants such as the Dolores
Archaeological Project of southwestern Colorado, which with an estimated
total cost approaching $15 million, currently stands as Reclamation's
biggest cultural resource mitigation project (King 1982).
Several large projects have been the subject of scrutiny and
criticism (see for example, U. S. General Accounting Office 1980, 1981)
and there seems to be a widespread hunch that big projects are not
yielding results in proportion to their level of funding (Simmons 1983).
Such criticism is, however, not limited just to big projects. The
entire field of cultural resource managment has, since its inception,
been stigmatized as "second-class" compared to academic archaeology.
Despite a maturing of CRM over the last decade and a half, there are
19
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those who yet refer to "CRMers" as "shovel bums" who cannot measure up
to the standards of true scholarship (Stange 1984).
My goal in this chapter is to use the SGA Project as an example
for defending big archaeology and CRM in general. To expose my biases I
should reveal that I was Reclamation's technical monitor for the SGA
Project. Therefore, few would expect me to argue against the project,
but I would point out that I have not been reluctant to point out
problems with CRM in general (Rogge 1983). Despite my obvious conflict
of interest, I try to present an unbiased evaluation. By emphasizing
the positive, I do not mean to imply that the SGA Project did not have
any problems, but this emphasis reflects my conviction that the SGA
Project is one of the most successful examples of big archaeology yet
completed. The record of the project is so thoroughly documented by
this technical report and eight others previously published that any
reader (with the stamina to wade through the reports) can readily assess
my evaluation.

How It All Began
Contract projects have their beginning in what federal
bureaucracies, not entirely inappropriately, refer to as a procurement
process. Some archaeologists view this as a "low bid" debacle in which
the goals of historic preservation are prostituted. Others think some
members of their own ranks have sold themselves to stay in business by
offering to do substandard research efforts. I do not think the SGA
procurement involved either of these abuses, but that does not mean the
process went smoothly.
Procurements are always tense. Expensive proposals must be put
together on very short notice. Egos are exposed to an evaluation
procedure that seems to be hidden within an unpredictable black box.
While many play, there is only one winner. As a result, technical
evaluation teams often gain one set of very good friends, but that
hardly compensates for all those new enemies.
The procurement process for the SGA mitigative study project
began as the Class III (total intensive) survey of the aqueduct
alignment was being completed. As the survey contractor was completing
the survey report, Reclamation began formal "Section 106" (of the
National Historic Preservation Act) consultation with the State Historic
Preservation Office regarding the significance of the recorded sites,
the effect the project would have on those sites, and what would be
appropriate mitigation. Avoiding the sites was not a viable option. My
bias in guiding the development of a plan for conducting mitigative
"data recovery" was to avoid specifying exactly what should be done at
each of the more than 50 sites that lay within the direct path of
construction. In my view, we were going to be selecting the best
available experts to undertake research studies, and that those
researchers should have maximum flexibility (within project
parameters)to design the most effective research. Therefore, in
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preparing their mitigation recommendations the survey contractors were
directed to assume they were designing a reasonable approach (but only
one of many possible approaches), and to identify the required level of
personnel effort to execute that approach. As consultation progressed
we sought a blessing for this level of effort rather than for any
detailed site-by-site plan. The level of effort identified was on the
order of four field-person-years with approximately twice as much
nonfield effort for laboratory analysis, report preparation and study
administration (Stein 1979b).
Accordingly, a request for proposals (RFP) was prepared to
solicit offers to conduct mitigative study. Those interested in
submitting proposals were encouraged to consider the set of sites along
the aqueduct as a universe they could sample as they saw fit in light of
the specific research they proposed. Once the RFP was issued,
interested organizations began visiting some of the project sites, and
forming their own independent assessments. Many concluded that the
proposed level of effort was inadequate and wrote letters of protest to
the contracting officer. The problem was investigated and seemed to
center on different opinions of what lay below the surfaces of some of
the larger Hohokam village sites. Testing had been undertaken during
the survey, but it was limited to a few hand-excavated test pits at
those sites that appeared to have subsurface cultural deposits. To
complicate matters, most members of the local research community, and
all the parties involved in the Section 106 consultation, had relatively
little experience in the actual excavation of Hohokam sites.
Notoriously few surface charcteristics of such sites had been recognized
as definite clues to the type and density of subsurface features.
Initiation of construction was on the horizon and delaying
mitigation to resolve this controversy was unreasonable in light of the
costs of construction delays. The resolution of the impasse was
achieved by holding a site tour and hearing for all interested parties.
In light of the comments received, the RFP was modified to allow for an
initial phase of intensive mechanized testing. The results of this
phase were then to be used in determining an appropriate level of
effort.
Five proposals were received. Three were real contenders and
two persevered through final, knockdown negotiations. Four weighted
technical criteria were considered: (1) preliminary research design,40
percent; (2) plan of work 20 percent; (3) personnel 20 percent; and (4)
institutional support 20 percent. The aggregate technical
considerations were weighted as approximately three times as important
as cost factors. Each line item of the proposed budgets were
evaluated for appropriateness and reasonableness. Because all parameters
of the study could not be specified, the contract being negotiated was
to be cost-remimbursable. From the government viewpoint, the contractor
in such an arrangement only agrees to contribute a "best effort" in
return for having the costs of that ,effort reimbursed. The government
bears all the risk of insuring that the products are what it expected to
get, and if not, it must pay for additional effort. Therefore, the
average cost per person-year of effort was a key consideration in cost
evaluations.
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The Arizona State Museum (ASM) proposal with its major
subcontract to Harvard's Institute for Conservation archaeology (a unit
of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology) won over the
competition. The evaluation committee rated the ASM proposal as having
a slight edge in its preliminary research design and institutional
support and a slight deficiency in management plan and personnel. Given
the weighting of the evaluation criteria, this yielded a slight
technical advantage, which, combined with a cost-rate advantage, led to
the contract award. (The debriefing of the competition led to
sufficient appreciation of the integrity of the process, if not of the
technical evaluations themselves, to counter threats of formal protest).
The stage was then set for the next four years of this study. A
contract had been offered to ASM, one of the organizations that had
objected to the original proposed level of effort as too low. (This is
certainly the type of situation that can make a contracting officer
nervous). The Principal Investigator (Lynn Teague) was relatively
young, without that sacred Ph.D., taking on a project larger than any in
her previous experience. She was to be assisted by a young Ph.D.
(Patricia Crown) with little experience in the Hohokam area and another
(Russell Barber), with little experience in the West and working under
art untested subcontractual arrangement. The uncertainty of these
factors was offset by a preliminary research design that demonstrated
thorough familiarity with previous Hohokam research and a sense of the
potential for addressing some important issues in the evolution and
change of Hohokam society.

The Study Process
To some archaeologists, research by contract is a contradiction
in terms. CRM contracts are clearly not research grants (Keel 1979),
but all of us involved in CRM must also admit that any contract that
does not contribute to a better understanding of the past is a missed
research opportunity. Such lost opportunities reflect a lack of
appreciation for the ultimate reason for CRM legislation. The problem
in achieving such lofty goals is how to write a contract that a
procurement officer will approve, and yet has sufficient flexibility to
allow some room for synergistic interaction between agency staff and
contracted archaeologists.
The SGA Project was, in procurement argot, a phased, costreimbursable contract with cost-sharing features. The initial construct
phase incorporated study of the limited activity sites as well as some
of the habitation sites and allowed for 300 person-days of supplemental
test excavation at the larger habitation sites, within the two
archaeological districts that had been defined at Queen Creek and the
Gila River. These were the sites that had been the subject of
considerable differences of opinion and the focus of controversy during
the procurement process. The results of the testing (which was more
costly than the original Class III survey) were used to define the
ultimate contract ceiling. This type of arrangment is essentially a
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combined survey and mitigation contract, which our contracting officers
discourage. They feel it is an obvious conflict of interest for a
contractor to recommend a study and then be paid to do it without
competition . We were able to convince the contracting officer that
sufficient opportunity for technical review had been built into the
process to insure that the government would not suffer. To be sure,
this type of arrangement does put considerabl e responsibi lities on
technical contract monitors.
The actual contract contained only a bottom line cost limit, but
for purposes of technical monitoring and administrat ion, it was
structured into seven specific tasks (Table I.1.1.). Each task was
associated with a specific personnel assignment chart and budget related
to the research design. These seven tasks can be collapsed into four
major categories. About 12 percent of the funds were set aside for
simply administerin g the contract, but from the perspective of hindsight
we now know we got excellent project management for less than 10 percent
of the budget. Another five percent went for planning via preparation
of the research ctesign, including the supplementa l testing. Definition
of this task allowed the contractor, at the government' s expense, to
refine the preliminary version prepared during the proposal process.

Table I.1.1
CONTRACT TASKS FOR THE SALT-GILA AQUEDUCT PROJECT

Task
Number

Task Name

Estimated Effort
Person-Years "

Estimated Funding

Percentage of
Total Effort

1

Contract Administration

9.7

200,201

14

2

Research Design

2.5

89,066

4

3

Public Information

1. 1

49,027

2

4

Supplemental Survey

0.3

11,420

1

5

Nondistrict Data Re cove ry 0~-k

13. 9

391,750

21

6

District Data Recovery 1dc

37.8

880,961

55

7

Supplemental Data Recovery

1. 7

48,885

3

$

~-------------- ---- --------------- ----- --------------- Totals

6 7. Q1co'dc

$ 1,671,310

100

" Calculated at 2080 hours per person-year.
Vacation and sick leave were budgeted
separately at 5 percent of effort .
"" Two archaeological "districts" were defined along the alignment by the Class III
survey.
One was at Queen Creek and the other along the Gila River.
These
incorporated most of the habitation sites. A few habitation sites and most of
the specialized activity sites were classified as "nondistrict."
An additional 2.6 person-years was contributed by ASM as cost-sharing .
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This is one mechanism for at least slightly alleviating the "upfront"
money that contractors must generate. A relatively small, but
nevertheless significant, three percent of the contract funding went for
a public information program. The remaining 80 percent of the money
went for direct research in the form of various fieldwork, analysis and
report preparation activities. This type of "informal" task structuring
allowed for rapid adjustment of research in response to information
gained during the course of the contract without the "red tape" of
formal contract modification. At the same time the task structure
facilitated fiscal monitoring and control.

Contractor-Agen cy Responsibilitie s
Responsibility for insuring successful completion of the SGA
project was assumed by both ASM and Reclamation staff. That does not
imply that the responsibilitie s were equal, but it does reflect a
cooperative relationship. Often the relationship between contractors
and contract monitors develops into an adversarial stance in which
ambiguities become battlegrounds rather than opportunities for
flexibility. Fortunately, the SGA project never suffered from such a
burden.
ASM bore the overwhelming responsibility for the conduct of the
research. Reclamation staff assumed that experts had been contracted
and the oversight role consisted essentially of offering advice for
consideration, rather than issuing any dictums about research strategy.
Primary efforts of the agency's technical reviewers were directed at
integrating and coordinating the SGA with other CAP-funded cultural
resource studies and facilitating review by interested organizations and
individuals. Another primary agency concern was fiscal control. The
approach adopted was basically to instill the ASM project leadership
with the importance of such management, and have them again assume much
of the responsibility. The traditional university accounting of research
funding was simply not adequate, so ASM responded by developing a new
computerized program for tracking costs on a task-by-task basis.
In addition, Reclamation and ASM developed an understanding at
the beginning of the project regarding the nature of the contract cost
ceiling. This understanding reflected Reclamation's basic approach to
Section 106 consultation, which sought to identify an appropriate level
of effort. Once a contract ceiling was identified on the basis of the
supplemental testing, Reclamation's position was that despite the costreimbursable nature of the contract, costs were expected to be limited
to the ceiling, and managed to insure that a high quality, professional
research project would be completed. Allocation of money and effort on
a site-by-site basis clearly would require modifications as the work
progressed, but extra effort in one area would mean less in another.
Because the Principal Investigator was on top of the day-to-day progress
of the project, she, rather than the Reclamation staff, was recognized
as the appropriate person to make the bulk of such decisions. When
changes reached the level of task modifications, she consulted with the
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technical monitor. Although it is rumored that crew chiefs resorted to
playing poker for man-days, the new system for tracking cost and effort
was clearly the primary tool used in making these tough decisions.

The Results
It is impossible for me to adequately assess all the results of
this project. That may require years of consideration by the
professional community. I will try only to highlight what I perceive to
be some of the most significant products. I suspect much of the success
of the project stems from the fact that it has what I refer to as a
coherent "big picture" context, that is, it has a unifying theme of
investigating the longstanding problem of what happened during the
twelfth century transition from the Sedentary to the Classic periods of
the Hohokam occupation. Rather drastic changes in artifacts,
architecture and settlement patterns have long been recognized as
occurring during this transition, and the SGA Project focuses on changes
in internal site organization, intersite economic interaction, and
subsistence practices.
Within this overarching focus, individual project members
defined and followed through on numerous lower order research problems,
often achieving or at least approaching closure within the context of
the project and its overall, unifying theme. That is to say that within
Emil Haury's court of evidence (Teague, Chapter 10, Part II, this
Volume) the answers were much closer to fact than speculation. I have
classified some examples of these mid-level topics as falling within the
realms of methodology, basic documentation of culture history, and
pattern recognition.

Midlevel Topics
Within the realm of methodology the topic that stands out most
clearly was the test of subsurface interface radar as a tool for
attacking the problem of predicting what lies below the less than
revealing surfaces of many Hohokam sites. This bit of high technology
was an element of the package of "hard" science analyses that were part
of the subcontract to the Institute for Conservation Archaeology. The
innovative aspect was to a great extent technology transfer from another
regional research community. The test, although far from conclusive,
showed the technology to be less than successful. The salinity of
Sonoran Desert soils seems to limit the usefulness of this tool.
Negative evidence always has its limitations but in this case it was
useful to find out early in the project that traditional backhoe
trenching was more reliable than radar.
After this new methodology failed, another addition to the
credit side of the ledger for the SGA Project was earned. An
alternative tool was sought and developed in the form of correlations
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between the nature of surface artifact scatters and subsurface features.
An analysis of project data revealed that multiple artifact classes (as
defined by a rather gross categorization of ceramics, chipped stone,
shell, and bone) recorded by an intensive surface transect sample were
excellent predictors of the limits of subsurface features (Teague,
Chapter 3, Part I, this Volume). The parameters within which this
technique will work need to be defined, and some research to make the
technique less costly and more efficient needs to be accomplished, but
it is an important result from the project.
Other methodological tests included thermoluminescence dating
that again was less than successful, and X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy, which proved useful in characterizing variability of
ceramic pastes and obsidian lithics. A more mundane, but nevertheless
very useful methodological "trick," was to simply allow trench profiles
to dry out for considerable periods in order to enhance feature
signatures. This "trick" had been recognized during the excavations at
Snaketown, where the early Pioneer period canals became apparent only
after the trenches stood open for a while (Haury 1976: 132), but was not
widely appreciated by the younger generation of researchers working in
the Hohokam area.
Within the arena of documenting impo.rtant cultural history
facts, two major achievements of the project stand out. First, was the
documentation of a canal system on Queen Creek. The distal end of the
system has been obliterated by modern agricultural development, but the
general plan, scope and temporal dimensions of the system were reconstructable. The system was clearly smaller than the large systems long
known along the Salt and Verde rivers, but the presence of any system,
along what today is a very intermittently flowing wash, has farreaching implications. It implies that stream flows may have changed
considerably since the Hohokam occupation, or alternatively that ground
Although these
water may have been much nearer the surface.
implications need further investigation, the common characterization of
the area as an environmentally "marginal" one, into which the Hohokam
were pushed by some unknown force, has to be reconsidered.
The canal systems incorporated features that have been labeled,
perhaps too grandly, as reservoirs. These reservoirs are about the size
of small, modern "cattle tanks," which ranchers have bulldozed on washes
throughout the area. In fact, one of the reservoirs had been modified
by bulldozer and was functioning as a cattle tank when discovered. At
the beginning of the SGA Project, there was considerable controversy
about what these features were. One had been variously identified as
(1) a cobble and adobe architectural mound, (2) a canal that had been
trenched through a natural rise, or (3) a ballcourt. Limited hand
trenching resulted in the tentative conclusion that the feature was
perhaps an unfinished ballcourt. The SGA Project's positive
demonstration that the feature was, in fact, a reservoir is a major
result, but one easily forgotten because it has become such a rapidly
accepted fact.
Another significant fact regarding Hohokam agriculture that
developed from the project was the documentation of rock pile fields on
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the terraces above the Gila River.
These seem to span the entire
temporal dimension of the Hohokam occupation (although evidence for this
is somewhat tentative) and their location immediately above a major
canal system indicates the diversity of the Hohokam agricultura l
strategy. What Hohokam farmers actually grew in these rock pile fields
needs more investigatio n, but some corn and cotton pollen was recovered
in these areas. Agave also remains a likely candidate.
This leads me to what I view as a second major set of data
documented by the SGA Project and that is the wide range of both
domestic and natural plants that were manipulated and utilized by the
Hohokam. Pollen and flotation analyses were major, complementa ry
aspects of the SGA Project. Whereas previous projects have been able to
process tens of samples at most, the SGA Project was able to process
hundreds, and the results are revealing. They have indicated, for
example, that the major crop of the Queen Creek canal system was corn,
but a wide range of domestic, semidomesti c and native plants were used
at the sites studied. Firm evidence for adding tobacco to the list of
fully domesticate d species was discovered. The native little barley
also appears to have been manipulated to the point of virtual
domesticati on. Agave also seems to have been brought down from its
normal higher elevational range and grown extensively . Numerous other
native plants that were probably at least encouraged by the Hohokam
include pigweed, plantago, ground cherry and goosefoot.
Spiderling,
globemallow and Arizona poppy were obviously encouraged as weedy greens
that sprang up in irrigated fields.
In fact, the pollen of these three
plants is perhaps a more easily perceived signature for fields than even
pollen from the domesticate s grown in the fields.
Native cacti and
beans of leguminous trees, such as mesquite, were also used intensively .
The general picture resulting from the pollen and flotation
analyses is that the Hohokam were sophisticate d and diverse farmers, as
well as gatherers of native plants. The basic farming technology seems
to have evolved little over the course of the Hohokam occupation, but
subtle, and perhaps very important, changes in farming strategies,
organizatio n and control of farming groups, manipulatio n of farm
production, and use (or marketing?) of farm products may have occurred.
These intricacies remain to be documented.
Another type of mid-level topic addressed by the SGA Project is
what I call pattern recognition .
I will mention only two examples here.
The first relates to pottery studies. The accepted view of the
Preclassic to Classic period transition was that among many other types
of change, pottery types were also altered rather drastically . Although
the plain ware continued largely unchanged, the red-on-buff tradition
died out and was replaced by redwares and Salado polychromes .
The SGA
analyses indicate less drastic change and more continuity across the
transitiona l boundary. The Classic period redware tradition, for
example, clearly had its roots in the Sedentary period of the
Preclassic. Another spatial pattern was recognized that is counter to
the traditional assumption that valleys, such as the Salt and the Gila
formed natural spatial units for ceramic centers, and by implication
broader social groups. The SGA evidence indicates that rivers were
instead, at least at times, boundaries.
The ceramics of the area north
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of t he Salt River seem to form a unit, the area south of the Salt and
north of the Gila another, and the area south of the Gila River a third.
The pattern of architectural changes mirrors in some ways the
ceramic evidence for continuity. The accepted view was again one of
substantial change between the Preclassic and Classic with pit houses
being replaced by surface adobe structures. The SGA data document
experimentation with adobe in the Preclassic and substantial continuing
use of pit houses during the Classic period.
Another type of architectural patterning documented by the SGA
Project is that of spatial house clusters. The traditional view has
been that Hohokam pit house villages were rather haphazard rancher{as
with little internal structure. A recent reanalysis of the Snaketown
data has recognized what were apparently small contemporaneous groups of
houses forming courtyards and probably occupied by extended families
(Wilcox and others 1981). The SGA Project has provided some of the best
documentation of such house clusters (as well as and higher order
clusters of house clusters) and suggested how these evolved over the
history of specific villages. Again the basic house cluster unit seems to
have remained virtually unchanged from the Preclassic period despite
changes in architectural styles.
"Big Picture" Topics
The curiosity of the general public regarding past societies
seems to focus on questions that could be easily answered if we were
able to transport ourselves back in time. If we were able to live among
the Hohokam, what would our lives be like? Would it be a brutish
existence with constant worry about where the next meal was coming from,
or would it be an idyllic retreat to a simpler way of life more in
harmony with nature? Would we be in an egalitarian society or would
there be hereditary chiefs or "big men" who earned the political power
to lead? Would we all be of the same ethnic group and speak the same
language? Would we battle with our neighbors, or look to them for
marriage or trading partners? Would we live and die within 50
kilometers of where we were born? How would our familes be organized?
How many of us would there be? What would we believe about the forces
of the universe and our place in it? To be sure, most archaeologists
would be ecstatic over such a trip because such questions are very
difficult to answer with archaeological evidence. Yet in many ways, the
"big picture" issues addressed by archaeologists are so big that the
answers would not have been obvious even to members of an intact Hohokam
society. Many of these issues relate to how societies change over a
time period that may encompass a few, or many, generations. For
example, was population growing throughout the Hohokam occupation and
could the demise of the Hohokam have been due to exceeding the limits of
the environment?
The scale of such "big picture" topics seems to be directly
related to the level of our curiosity and reasons for doing archaeology,
but inversely related to the ease of making supportable conclusions.
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Archaeology is one of the more "insecure" sciences (Boulding 1980). Our
data cover only a small part of the field, the phenomena we study are
complex, crucial bits of data may be rare, and new data may drastically
revise our concusions. When we elevate our research to the "big
picture" level our insecurity only increases.
Our insecurity is all too obvious in the conflicting viewpoints
about the Hohokam (see for example, Doyel and Plog 1980). Some perceive
them as skilled but simply organized desert farmers and craftsmen, while
others view them as trading entrepreneurs who almost evolved into a
state-level society.
Some argue they destroyed their habitat by
agricultural expansion that led to salinization and loss of rich
riparian zones. Others suggest that their extensive canal systems
actually expanded these riparian zones.
The controversies reflect the
small amount of research focused on the Hohokam until about a decade
ago.
I will mention two contributions the SGA Project has made to
firming up our "big picture" of the Hohokam.
The first relates to the
pattern of system growth.
In the view of some archaeologists the
classic "golden age" of the Hohokam actually occurred in the Preclassic
period. They argue that in terms of aesthetics, Colonial period
artifacts are unsurpassed and even the pottery of the subsequent
Sedentary period smacks of the crassness of mass production. The
Classic period is largely an imported new system brought in by the
Salado people from the northeast. The prehistory of the Sonoran Desert
is, in this view, a rather episodic up and down affair in which
sociocultural systems may have mixed with or replaced one another. The
SGA Project data instead tends to support an altermative view first
expressed in the 1960s (for example Ambler 1961, Steen 1965, Wasley
1966). The weight of this evidence seems to indicate that the Hohokam
system of the Classic period was a continuation of the Preclassic
system. Hohokam prehistory from the Pioneer to Classic (and in fact
through a brief post-Classic period) seems to be the story of one
evolving system.
A second "big picture" conclusion relates to the way the Hohokam
sociocultural system was arranged across the landscape.
It was
structured, as are most societies, by important central places. During
the Preclassic these sites were identifiable by their "ball courts,"
however those features were used. At least some of the people living in
these ballcourt villages had more access to exotic trade goods indicating
that wealth and leadership was concentrated there. The differences
between the rich and poor, or leaders and followers, may not have been
great and what we may be seeing is the structure provided to a
relatively simple regional exchange economy by a religious
organization.
The structure of the Classic period was provided by villages
with platform mounds.
The distributions of ballcourts and platform
mounds are not congruent. Not all ballcourt villages evolved into
platform mound villages, but it does seem that villages with access to
exotic trade goods had platform mounds. What we may be seeing is how a
new, more complex centralized economy evolved. Platform mound
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communities were very likely integrated at least at two higher levels.
Recent surveys in the Tonto Basin, often considered the heartland of the
invading Salado, have recognized the organizational importance of
similar platform mound sites (Rice andMost, In Press). In fact, the
infrastructure of the area during the Salado period has an aura of
Classic Period Hohokam.
The SGA Project data also provide new hints that the crash of
this system in the 15th century was not total and instantaneous. A
clearly derivative post-Classic way of life, much scaled back in
complexity, continued at least briefly. No central places have been
recognized for this period and it appears almost like an unstructured
society that could not survive for long. Whether the Hohokam were
driven out or enticed from the area by some unknown force is still
unclear. It is clear that· the Salt-Gila valley, which earlier had so
clearly been the place to be, was by A.D. 1450 bypassed.
The connection between data and reconstruction of prehistory is
often tenuous, especially at the "big picture" level. Hohokam
archaeology has suffered particularly in this regard. For example,
Cushing's early "just-so-story" of the Hohokam as a highly structured
class society was discarded by later interpretations caught up in the
use of time or migrations to explain differential burial, architectural
and artifactual distributions. However, current musings about the
"Hohokam state" have returned some of Cushing's ideas to favor once
again. In my opinion, the milieu of research has more to do with our
"big picture" reconstructions than our very limited and often biased
data.
Al though the SGA Project has not explained the "big picutre" of
the evolution of the Hohokam system, it has at least supported a
reconstruction with some data. The relatively uncomplicated economy of
farmers and craftsmen of the Preclassic became considerably more complex
during the Classic period. Despite the camouflage of changing artifacts
and architecture, this seems to be a direct outgrowth of the Preclassic
society. Centralization of exchange in exotics as well as more mundane
tools is clearly documented. How basic food resources were exchanged or
redistributed remains unclear. The complexity of the Classic Hohokam
and the size of their population seems to have been substantially
greater than, for example, the few thousand Hopi or Zuni organized into
half a dozen large villages at European contact. At the same time,
there is no evidence that there was ever a Hohokam state comparable to
Mesoamerican societies. What kicked off the trend to complexity
and eventually reversed it remains unclear. Environmental change is
clearly not the answer. The primary result of the SGA Project in this
"big picture"realm is a more sharply defined case study for further
theoretical investigation of how social complexity arises and collapses.
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Some Lessons Learned
If the success that the SGA Project has experienced is to
benefit future projects, we should try to identify its sources. I will
briefly discuss five lessons that I have learned and which future
directors of big projects would do well to consider. The first lesson
is that esprit de corps among the project team is essential. The SGA
personnel had never worked together as a team before, but somehow
something "clicked." Throughout the project there was a sense of fun
and excitement of discovery, which is perhaps the best sign of good
science in action (Thomas 1978). That is not to say there were no
personnel or personality problems, but these were overcome by a
structure in which crews and crew chiefs were team players who were
expected to cooperate in achieving overall project goals. Yet each
player was given freedom to pursue a particular part of the project to
his or her own acclaim or discredit. Those in charge of excavating
sites were in general expected to analyze and prepare site reports for
the fieldwork they had directed. Although all project reports have been
compiled and edited by Teague and Crown, the team of authors has grown
to more than 30. There is no cookbook for building esprit de corps, but
holding weekly or biweekly staff meetings, which usually took the format
of scholarly seminars, was a very useful tool used by the SGA Project.
A second lesson is that old data can be very useful. All too
often cultural resource mitigation projects deal effectively with sites
within the boundaries of a given project, but fail to integrate the
results into the existing data base. Because many of the issues
addressed by the SGA Project were regional in scope, it was imperative
to consider the results of other projects in assessing the
representati veness of the SGA sample of sites in extrapolatin g to
regional conclusions . This was particularl y important because the SGA
sites were, by and large, on the small end of the site size
hierarchy.Ho wever, the SGA Project went beyond this use of older data to
actually making new analyses of evidence recovered by earlier projects.
This varied from using reported artifact counts for calculating various
types of exchange indexes, to searching old site maps for previously
unrecognize d spatial structuring , to actually reexamining the ceramic
vessels collectd almost a century ago by the Hemenway Expedition. This
dimension of the SGA Project strategy turned out to be of great use in
extending the scope of the project results. (Problems encountered while
working with old data have also highlighted the value that the
thoroughly documented SGA Project collections will have for future
researchers ).
A third lesson brought home during the course of the SGA
Project was that new data are accumulatin g so rapidly that they cannot
be assimilated fast enough by the regional research community through
normal channels of scholarly communicati on such as journal articles.
This problem was recently emphasized as new contracts for studies along
the next leg of the Central Arizona Project aqueduct system were being
negotiated. Reclamation staff expected proposals to build on at least
some of the directions established by the SGA Project, but it soon
became evident that much of the regional research community was unaware
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of the developments of the SGA Project. The SGA team had presented a
symposium at a Society for American Archaeology annual meeting, and
various other project personnel presented papers at several local and
regional conferences. But the results have not yet been absorbed
widely. As an agency expecting major mitigation studies to be
accomplished in short order, USBR should give more consideration to
facilitating dissemination of project results. At the same time, the
regional research community must work to overcome commmunication
barriers, some of which no doubt stem from competitive governmental
procurement procedures.
A fourth lesson for the entire CRM community is that we continue
to operate in an environment of fluid institutional organization and
support. Many contracting organizations have come and gone over the
last decade. During the course of the SGA Project even the seven year
old Institute for Conservation Archaeology, founded in the Rock of
Gibraltar environment of Harvard University, joined the ranks of the
disbanded. The Cultural Resource Management Division of ASM is one of
the oldest and most firmly rooted institutions of the young field of CRM
and yet only the Principal Investigator has the luxury of a permanent
staff position, giving an aura of tentativeness to the operation. The
SGA Project personnel, like most CRM researchers, have had to cope with
the nonstructure of a contract-to-contract existence. Now that the SGA
Project is finished, the training and development of expertise that grew
out of it will be dispersed. Some of the experience will undoubtedly
benefit the archaeological discipline as various individuals go on to
use their expertise on other projects, but the synergy of the team may
not be recoverable for future projects. Such fluidity may be a
necessary part of the rapid growth of CRM but it clearly heightens the
risk of "burnout."
A last lesson to be emphasized is that we must not forget that
science is pursued in an environment of uncertainty. Serendipity plays
an important role in the success or lack of success of any scientific
endeavor. We all envy those ancient Princes of Serendip, who according
to a Persian fairy tale, had the remarkable ability to make exciting
discoveries quite by accident. The SGA Project offers one outstanding
object lesson in serendipity, which I alluded to above.
Shortly after the project began I issued a warning about what
the research community should not expect the project to be able to
accomplish despite its large budget (Rogge 1981). The project sites
were basically "middling Hohokam," that is, they mostly dated to the
Sedentary and Classic transition period, 80 percent were limited
activity sites, and the rest were small villages. Therefore, it seemed
unreasonable to expect any major contributions to the longstanding
popular research issues of Hohokam origins, early Hohokam chronology,
and the demise of the Hohokam or linkage witb historic societies.
Yet one small, originally undistinguished site, which actually
began as a lettered "subsite" locus and received a bona fide site number
almost by accident, turned out to be relevant to one of these bigger
issues. This site, now known as El Polvor6n, was not recognized for
what it was until late in the analysis phase of the project. It
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provided the basis for defining a totally unexpected new phase of the
Hohokam occupation. The new post-Classic phase does not really extend
the chronology of the Hohokam closer to the historic record, but it does
shed new light on the demise of the Hohokam system. It makes several
scattered bits of evidence from previously excavated sites "fall into
place" and has provided a new perspective and focus for future research
into the collapse of sociocultural systems.

Conclusion
The cost of doing research, not only archaeological but of any
kind, is currently a touchy political issue. A glance at the history of
archaeology reveals so little reporting about the sources and amounts of
funding that it indicates that the subject of money is almost taboo.
CRM has had to break that taboo because it is played in a more public
arena than traditional academic or museum-based research. Budgets are
open to scrutiny, and the budgets of big projects tend to be
particularly scrutinized.
One biologist of a ph i losophical bent has suggested that limited
research funding is not all bad because in trying to get the most for
each precious dollar a researcher's thinking is "keen, economical,
cunning, synthetic" (Janovy 1980: 23). On the other hand this biologist
suggests that adequate money can be dangerous, often leading to sloppy
thinking with too much effort aimed simply at getting more money to
continue a line of research. But he argues that "too much money ••• is
the healthiest of all conditions" (Janovy 1980: 23) because then
scientists have freedom to gamble, and such gambles produce quantum
leaps in understanding.
Although the SGA Project's $1.7 million dollar budget might seem
to be obvious qualification for the category of too much money, the
project crew chiefs who played poker for many person-days would
certainly contest that conclusion. At the same time, the money was not
rotely consumed. Gambles were taken and the results have greatly
enhanced our understanding of the prehistoric farmers of the Sonoran
Desert.
One last point must be made. Total acceptance of Janovy's
philosophy could commit one to nihilism. If significant research is
gambling, why not simply convert the procurement process into a lottery.
The process does involve considerable gall in expecting archaeologists
to tell the government what they plan to investigate, what they will
find and why it will be significant--all before the first shovel of
earth is turned. The process as it works today is by no means perfect,
but it does establish that contractors will have a necessary basic
grounding in the tradition of research, it reveals a style in
approaching research, and it offers an opportunity to evaluate the
potential of an approach. It is comforting and encouraging to
experience projects like the SGA, projects that fulfill their potential.

Chapter 2
PROJECT MANAGEMENT: AN OVERVIEW
Lynn S. Teague

The management of the Salt-Gila Aqueduct Project has received
close attention since the negotiation of the contract in 1980. Concern
arose from the undistinguished record of large-project management
established nationally by the archaeological profession. Inadequate
performance, cost overruns and unmet schedules were too often typical of
major undertakings. As the largest of the Central Arizona Project
archaeological projects to date, SGA was a particular focus of concern
and provided an opportunity to find solutions to management problems
before even larger studies are begun.
The most common response to these problems has focused on
general management theory and methods. Various articles in the
professional literature as well as a symposium held under Department of
Interior sponsorship (Portnoy 1978) have looked to the tools of American
industry for solutions to problems in the management of archaeological
research. Acronyms that have become increasingly familiar to
archaeologists include MBO (management by objectives), CPM (critical
path method) and PERT (project evaluation and review technique).
However, too often the solutions that have been proposed are predicated
on the assumption that the absentminded scholar must be controlled, and
on the belief that superimposing the tools of American industry
(preferably through a professional manager) on the archaeological
project, will provide the answer to all of the problems to which largescale research is prey.
From the beginning, SGA management has been predicated on the
firm belief that much of this is nonsense. Management theory and
techniques have done little enough for the industries for which they _
were designed; the PERT chart is not the answer to archaeology's very
different problems. It is particularly interesting that much of today's
management theory is derived directly from the aerospace industry of the
1960s and 1970s that did produce results, but at the cost of truly
outrageous cost overruns. American industry as a whole is scarcely so
successful today that it can be taken as a model of good management.
Further, the goals of archaeology are very different.
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The discussion that follows addresses both general principals in
archaeological management and specific approaches to problem-solving
used during the course of SGA. The author's own biases should be
readily apparent at every turn.

A General Approach to Archaeological Management
In archaeological management, what is being managed? The
obvious answer is research and the resources necessary for the support
of that research. However, it has often been observed that cultural
resource management is not always creative research. This issue is not
irrelevant to the design of effective management; it is central to it.
Realistically some of the activities conducted as CRM do not
lend themselves readily to the imaginitive practice of archaeology.
More regrettably, projects that do have this potential are sometimes
carried out as rote excercises. Sites can be located, evaluated, and
excavated without reference to any significant research problems.
"Managing" these enterprises is not challenging and perhaps the standard
techniques of industry are appropriate; excavating 200 one meter squares
is not terribly different from manufacturing 200 widgets. However, it
is in the management of projects in which substantial resources
(archaeological and financial) are committed to the elusive goals of
acquiring understanding of human behavior that problems frequently
arise. Few would disagree that large archaeological projects should be
of this latter type.
The significant distinction is that the measure of value or
adequacy of any management decision can only be the extent to which it
contributes to the ability of the study to address broad research
problems. The decision-making process implied by this is far more
complex than that necessary when purely quantitative measures of success
or failure suffice. Further, the process is an archaeological one,
inherently indivisible from the research process. Whatever the
administrative support system that provides information and services to
the decision-makers, the actual decisions must be those of
archaeologists, based upon archaeological criteria. Otherwise the
result may be something that looks like archaeology, but has little to
do with the goals of archaeology.
All this is intended not just as a polemic to air the biases of
the author (although that is in itself very satisfying), but to provide
an essential background to the discussion of specific approaches used in
SGA. How well these have served the ultimate goals of archaeology is a
matter for individual judgement, but there has been success in
completing the project on schedule, within budget, and we believe in
making a valuable contribution to archaeology. This is not a fluke,
having been replicated on more recent projects with budgets in excess of
$1 million conducted by the Cultural Resource Management Division. It
is possible to accomplish this consistently and predictably, barring
accidents of fate and prehistoric behavior. Aside from the appropriate
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managerial structure, the requirements are a reasonably accurate
understanding of what the resources are and a comparably accurate
understanding of the goals of project research. The last two of these
can compensate to a degree for deficiencies in the first; the reverse is
not true.
Project Organization
An accurate observation not unique to management theory holds
that to function effectively personnel should have a clear understanding
of their own authority and responsibility and that of others within the
staff. However, in an activity requiring flexible responses to complex
problems these limits are rather differently defined than would be the
case in widget manufacture. On SGA this flexibility was achieved by
requiring that staff become familiar with the overall research goals of
the project and the place of their own work in it, and then by
permitting the maximum possible flexibility in responding to these
goals. The limits to this fexibility were the objectives of the staff
member's work, the resources available for that activity and appropriate
to the expected research contribution, and the specific procedural rules
necessary to insure comparability within a large project.

The last of these boundary conditions is not generally well
understood. Consistency, in itself, is a meaningless goal. Conformity
matters only when it is needed for some specific purpose. Indeed, it is
sufficiently difficult to enforce conformity to necessary procedural
guidelines; to attempt more not only stifles individual creativity and
enthusiasm but is likely to utterly exhaust those trying to enforce it.
It is also sometimes difficult to enforce the notion that
individual staff should have maximum flexibility in use of the resources
available to them, and minimum access to resources not allocated to
their work. This was most conspicuous in the course of SGA when it was
found that field supervisors planned to play poker for person-days.
Although this proposal was not acceptable to project management because
it violated the second part of this principle, the incident reflects the
extent to which a specific effort allocation was firmly embedded in the
consciousness of field supervisors.
On the whole, the level of authority and responsibility attached
to any staff position should be closely correlated with the level of
information available to it. Effort trade-offs within a site are
properly the concern of field personnel who know what resources are
available and who can determine what progress has been made toward
excavation goals; effort trade-offs between sites are properly only the
province of these individuals to whom information on overall progress
and resources is available.
Recently a good general statement on the organizational demands
of undertakings that solve new problems rather than routinely "solve"
old ones has been provided by Reich (1983). He identifies a number of
characteristics of successful organizations of this kind in an
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industrial context; for once the implications are appropriate to
archaeology.
Reich notes that there can be no set of "standard
operating procedures" covering all eventualities; high-level skills are
needed because the problems and opportunities cannot be anticipated. In
keeping with the preceding discussion it should be stressed that giving
staff members this flexibility requires not only that they have
appropriate levels of ability and experience but that the limits of
their flexibility be well defined.
Reich (1983:49) also observe that "Workers' performance cannot
be monitored and evaluated through simple accounting systems ••• the
quality of work is often more important than the quantity." In
archaeological terms this translates to evaluation based not upon
whether excavation is proceeding at the raLe of one cubic meter per
person-day, but whether reasonable progress is being made toward more
complex goals, such as the definition of variability in room function
within a compound.
Traditional management emphasizes highly structured personnel
hierarchies. Reich (1983:49) observes that "The radical distinction
heretofore drawn between those who plan work and those who execute it is
inappropriate ••• when production is inherently non-routine, problemsolving requires close working relationships among people at all stages
in the process." He further observes that ideally the skills of
individuals are integrated into a group whose collective capacity is
more than the sum of individual contributions. Multidisciplinary
archaeological undertakings too often ignore this fundamental aspect of
creating a truly integrated research effort.

Managing the Research Process

Large projects go through many stages, each having different
demands and different rewards for those involved. For SGA the first
stage involved not only a pressured attempt to complete test excavations
and preparation of the research design in time to get the project
underway before construction began, but a simultaneous attempt to form a
functioning project staff from a very diverse group of individual
archaeologists and specialists. There are many who believe that this
process is basically one of camaraderie and friendship; these are
instead pleasant by products of an endeavor of this kind. A shared
commitment to the project's research goals is the basis of the process.
It is not enough to tell people that they are members of a team, or that
the work is important, or that their individual contributions and
concerns are part of the whole effort. Only making this a reality
works. People who are sufficiently intelligent to do meaningful
research are intelligent enough to identify for themselves the
conditions under which they are working. For SGA, this process, begun
before the first paper bags were purchased, has continued throughout the
project.
Fieldwork presents difficult problems in research management,
complicated for SGA by an excessively long first field season.
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Following close upon three months of testing and research design
preparati on (when some crews remained in the field working at smaller
sites) was a six month field season made necessary by USBR construct ion
schedules . The final week involved keeping track of which hospitals the
various staff members were in, suggestin g the field season was
definitel y too long.
However, the work was generally successfu l due to several
condition s. Among the most important of these is pacing. The frenetic
efforts that sometimes character ize short-term projects are wholly out
of place for those embarking on more extended work. Large
archaeolo gical projects can be successfu l only if a general working
atmospher e of utterly ordinary condition s and demands is created to the
extent possible.
After the fieldwork , considera ble restructu ring of research is
usually necessary ; the cumulativ e effects of the unexpecte d in the field
must be integrate d into the overall design. Once more, to be successfu l
this should involve active contribut ions by all of the staff, and is
more productiv ely achieved through open and informal group discussio n
supplemen ted by substanti al thought and communic ation between
individua ls. It is at this point that it is possible to more precisely
define the methods to be employed in individua l analyses. In the case
of SGA, and probably in most large projects, this was complicat ed by a
need to coordinat e with completio n of initial artifact and sample
processin g and by intervent ion of a second field season and another
round of changes.
The analysis process itself resembles hibernati on. SGA
continued to hold weekly meetings of all project staff through the time
when most of the staff were measuring rocks and staring through
microscop es, but for a while there was little to say besides how many
sherds were examined that week.
Eventuall y, however, the broad outlines of the results of
individua l analyses began to take shape, and at this point it was
crucial that the project staff should assess the implicati ons of the
individua l efforts for project-w ide research problems. It
was particula rly important that this begin before actual analysis
wascompl etedand all time and money for pursuing questions raised in the
process was gone. For SGA this was by far the most exciting part of the
project; all of the stages of research have their own appeal, but this
one justifies the whole.
The most difficult problem of managemen t in archaeolo gical
contracti ng is the most general one, that of reconcili ng scholarly
idealism with the real world of contracti ng and even the real world of
complex research involving multiple individua ls. Both contract demands
and the quality of the larger research undertaki ng are best served by
work designed to focus on the research goals of the project and
implement ed so that results of individua l studies are available when
needed. Work that pursues additiona l avenues and is completed too late
to become a productiv e part of this process is not only a strain on the
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project's managerial aspects, but is intrinsically less valuable to the
larger research process than it should be.
Academic training in archaeology is still geared to the pursuits
of the lone scholar, but for many years the theoretical goals of the
discipline have required instead the orderly interaction of a variety of
analytical processes. At a time when grant funding has become so
limited that complex interdisciplina ry projects are rare outside CRM,
the responsibility for training archaeologists to work in this context
falls to an even greater extent upon contracting organizations.
Whatever the funding source, this context demands accepting limitations
on individual research in order to achieve the greater research good of
the whole. However, the contract context too often leads personnel to
view the problem as one of economic restraints rather than scholarly
responsibility to the larger research goals. The problem includes both,
as studies are budgeted to fit project goals rather than idiosyncratic
research interests. Virtue, the dedication of the lone wolf scholar, is
pitted against the callous opposition of project research directors,
rather like a morality play.
Perhaps the most common managerial response to this problem is
to give up rather than accept the role of resident ogre. Giving up
causes many cost and time overruns and is also the source of formless
projects that ultimately consist of little more than a disconnected
series of individual contributions falling short of research goals. The
problem will not go away and every archaeological manager must continue
to decide how it can best be handled when communication and
understanding fail.
At the end a very few individuals are left to do justice to all
of this, an impossibility when project staff have contributed as much as
they did in SGA. Even during this last stage, however, there is a sense
of newness as ideas continue to develop under the pressure of
assimilating so much. The most difficult aspect of research management
at this point is to know when to quit. Realistically, the calendar and
the budget provide the answer.

Administration
Organization
A final aspect of project organization involves project
administration and logistics, too commonly believed to constitute the
core of project management. The essential requirement for effective
administration is the assignment of administrative and logistic duties
not to research personnel, as afterthoughts to be worked into an already
demanding job, but to administrative personnel. These personnel should
operate under the same conditions described for research staff, and
should be competent professionals fully integrated into the project
team. Keeping track of expenses, purchasing wheelbarrows, reserving
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vehicles and hiring laborers are not in themselves less technically
demanding than much of what is done in the field and laboratory.
Expecting research personnel to have not only the time but the
competence to handle these well is expecting too much.
On SGA the project administrative assistant was the focus of
these activities, coordinating the needs of the research staff with ASM
bookkeeping and administrative staff and University of Arizona business
offices as well as supervising in-house workers responsible for
xeroxing, filling out forms, picking up shovels, and so forth. SGA was
fortunate in acquiring an administrative assistant with academic
training and experience in administration, computer operations, and
early childhood education. On reflection it is not entirely clear which
of these was most crucial to success, but the combination was effective.

Administration covers many activities, most of them competing
with research for quantities of paper consumed. In a university setting
much of the administrative activity focuses upon interaction with
institutional offices of personnel, travel, sponsored projects, and so
forth rather than directly with the specific administrative activities
that they conduct. On the whole, university participation frequently
makes little difference in project administrative effort, however. It
could scarcely be more time-consuming to advertise a position in local
papers than to complete the paperwork required to have the university do
this.
On the other hand, SGA has been fortunate in that the University
of Arizona is far more efficient than many large institutions in the
conduct of its business affairs. While the required procedures for
virtually any activity are not well designed for the somewhat aberrant
needs of a contracting organization, a combination of appropriate
administrative planning within the project and flexibility on the part
of the university permit effective operation.

Ordinary bookkeeping and related clerical work have been carried
out through the Arizona State Museum Services Division. This aspect of
project administration includes both transmitting to the university in
appropriate form the information needed to hire, fire, and purchase, and
relaying back to the project administrative assistant the information
necessary for planning.
In all of this the project adminstrative assistant serves not
just as a passive conduit for information, but as an advocate for the
needs of the research staff. However, a range of activities of somewhat
more immediate interest to the research staff involves logistics,
providing the physical resources for research, and providing to planners
the information that they need.
It was observed earlier that within CRND research personnel do
not routinely purchase equipment or make housing arrangements. This
serves a dual purpose. Control of these functions by the administrative
assistant not only relieves research personnel of time-consuming demands
but insures control of expenditures and arrangements. Frequent
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communication with all staff levels is necessary for successful
employment of an administrative assistant.
In summary, the SGA answer to handling internal administrative
problems was the full-time employment of a competent professional to
handle these matters and the full integration of this individual into
the project team.
Keeping Track of Time and Money
Keeping track of time and money are of crucial importance to a
complex project; the technical tools employed by SGA for these purposes
have been simple ones. Scheduling was assisted by the use of flow
charts. For purposes of monitoring the budget a simple but far less
common approach was used.
The basic premise of internal accounting for SGA was that while
the University of Arizona and ASM kept track of cash flow and funds
encumbered for various purposes, research planning required a different
baseline. Cash flow tells the planner only what has been paid for, not
what expense s have been incurred. Encumberances reveal only the funds
set aside for a particular purpose, and the university accounting system
provides, at best, a poor measure of even that. What is needed is an
accurate and timely report of expenses actually incurred, relative to
expectations and budget line items. Thus, a report on the account as of
30 June should reveal how many hours had been worked and how much pay
had been earned as of 30 June. This seems appallingly simple, and
amounts to an accounting designed to do for the planner what is normally
done by rough calculations from more common forms of budget reports, but
in a complex project it is the one technical tool that is indispensable.
For SGA this accounting was computerized. This is not
essential, but it is definitely helpful. In the SGA accounting format,
changes to the budget and expenditures during each reporting period
(every week during fieldwork, every two weeks at other times) are
listed, with the budget total for that line item, expenditures to date
for that line item, and the difference between the two. Quantities
(most commonly hours) are shown below the dollar amount when
a ppropr ia te.
The overall structure of the internal accounting is very
important. The categories should be conceptually identical to those
used in planning. If one large site requires a great deal of effort,
then all of the expenses assignable to that site should be listed
individually. It is useful to list functionally distinct tasks
associated with particular positions although this was not done for SGA.
For example, the field time allocated to a supervisor for a particular
site should be listed separately from the report preparation time. This
prevents the inadvertent expenditure of the one for the other. In the
case of SGA this was all done within the larger structure of project
tasks, which were defined in conjunction with the agency and
incorporated such major subdivisions of project effort as
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adminis tration, supplem ental survey, and data recovery outside
archaeo logical distric ts.
If the project is fortuna te, as SGA was, in having virtuall y
unlimite d budget flexibi lity within the terms of the contrac t, this
permits easy access to the informa tion needed to make decision s and to
respond to unpredi ctable aspects of archaeo logical fieldwor k and
analysi s. The underlyi ng principl e here is compara ble in complex ity to
the plumber 's rule that water runs downhil l. In this case, the
principl e is that money added to one activity is inevitab ly money
subtract ed from another . Perhaps the greates t single source of
unneces sary budget overruns in archaeol ogy is failure to consider the
implica tions of the whole equation when deciding to extend field or
analysis effort for one particu lar task. Using this approach to budget
monitori ng and modific ation it is relative ly easy to make the decision s
necessar y to complete projects within budget.
SGA scheduli ng used simple, if outrageo usly large, flow charts
showing both internal and contrac t deadlin es. These charts were updated
when changes were made and when portions of the work were complet ed.
Problems in scheduli ng arose from insuffic ient mechanis ms for monitor ing
report prepara tion, laborato ry work editoria l processe s. These problems
were partiall y correcte d during the course of the project, but serious
ineffici encies did occur as a conseque nce of early failure to plan
adequat ely for these problem s.
Other scheduli ng problems arose from external sources. Agency
attentio n to timely adminis tration and technica l review declined sharply
after completi on of fieldwor k. In this respect , we have not come so far
from the old days of salvage as we would like to think, when the primary
objectiv e was to remove the sites from the path of the bulldoz ers.
Monitor ing Progress
When SGA began, the principa l problems that we addresse d in
developi ng procedu res for evaluati ng progress were fieldwor k and
prepara tion of individu al site reports. Fieldwo rk progress was
monitore d through frequen t inspecti on of sites by the project directo r,
in conjunc tion with essenti ally constan t monitori ng by the project
supervi sor. At habitati on sites the excavati on goal was a compreh ensive
exposure of most subsurfa ce features and sufficie nt excavati on of
structur es and other features to determin e, among other things, the
tempora l and function al variabi lity present in site organiz ation.
Because testing had establis hed widespre ad instabi lity of deposit s, less
attentio n was directed to extramu ral areas. It was against these kinds
of objectiv es that progress was measure d. This approach was general ly
satisfac tory, although inevitab ly some decision s would now be made
differen tly.
In prepara tion of individu al site reports, deadline s were
establis hed on the basis of single chapter s. It was, therefo re,
possible to recogniz e problems before they became serious. Staff
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motivation was insured by terminating pay when chapters were not
submitted on time.
Comparable procedures were not established for basic laboratory
processing and inventory of artifacts and samples, and consequentl y
during the first year a major deviation from schedule went unnoticed for
some time. Laboratory efficiency was not generally high and some
procedures contributed to the problem by consuming time disproporti onate
to their research value. It was possible to modify the procedures to
acquire comparable results with far less effort; a greater reliance upon
sampling was the principal means of doing so. To insure that the
situation did not recur, a system of monitoring incoming artifacts
through a box count and comparing this on a weekly basis to boxes
completed was sufficient.
Monitoring final analysis and preparation of the resulting
reports was far more difficult. Because effective research coordinatio n
demanded flexibility and the ability of individual researchers to pursue
or emphasize specific portions of their studies depending on their
productivit y, internal deadlines for these individual studies were
scarcely practical. All took more time than allotted, although few took
more money than allotted.
Overruns in time occurred for a number of reasons, none related
to a larger or more complex body of data than originally expected.
Previous inexperienc e in producing reports on large, complex bodies of
data was sometimes a problem. For specialists the demands of real
coordinatio n with the remainder of the research team, including weekly
staff meetings devoted to in-depth review of research progress, was
another unexpected time drain. Various other time-consum ing activities
important to the whole project included preparation of papers for
meetings (the SGA "road show" appeared at meetings of the Society for
American Archaeology , the Pecos Conference, and at various amateur
meetings) and research summaries for annual reports.
While presentatio ns at meetings were voluntary, the remainder of
these activities were essentially mandatory elements of staff
participatio n in the project. Better management of time would have
permitted completion of more of these within the initially projected
time frames, but the mechanisms for monitoring progress were simply
inadequate to identify problem areas promptly and alter research plans
accordingly . Those project staff who have moved on to new projects are
showing an improved level of expertise in planning their own work to fit
project schedules and budgets.
Unfortunate ly, squeezing from project schedules and budgets the
time to communicate more broadly with the profession in meetings and
journals will probably remain an elusive and seldom satisfied goal for
those doing CRM.
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SGA Effort and Budget
SGA was originally budgeted at 69.6 person-years of effort at a
cost of $1,671,309.51 exclusive of cost-sharing. It is too soon for a
final evaluation of these figures; this will be provided instead in the
final annual report for the project. However, at the end of the third
contract year 63.2 person-years of effort had been reported, at a cost
of $1,551,293.43. Ninety three percent of the funds were expended, and
87 percent of projected effort had been completed.
Actual project expenditures also include University of Arizona
cost-sharing representing the salary of the Principal Investigator as
well as minor time allocations for various support personnel. In
addition, they, include ASM funds in compensation for an accounting
error early in the project, totalling about $18,000. The total cost of
completing the project is expected to be over $1,750,000. The total
effort at the end of the project will exceed an average human lifetime.

Conclusion
Good management of archaeological research is not an esoteric
matter. The basic requirements are an understanding of the objectives
of the research, qualified professional personnel, enough time and
money, and a firm attachment to reality.
Of these, the fundamental one of realism is perhaps the most
often violated. A research design inappropriate to the resources is a
fundamental error in project management. Cost and time overruns, and
more important a lack of productivity, arise f r om underestimating the
needs of the research, from additional effort required to compensate for
unproductive approaches, or from attempting to wring from sites of
little significance some result justifying the work.
Time and money are also a matter of realism: both are finite.
Regrettably the notion that this reality can be averted still persists
in many quarters, including contract operations and sponsoring agencies
that have had ample opportunity to know otherwise. So long as it does
there will be projects that no amount of managerial expertise can
salvage.
In the long run the problems of CRM far exceed those of the
individual project. Efficient archaeological research and management
require a degree of professionalism in those doing the work that is
seldom supported by institutions housing CRM organizations or by
agencies sponsoring the work. Each accuses the other of negligence in
failing to correct problems, while neither assumes responsibility.
Competent personnel become discouraged and ultimately often turn to
other pursuits. In the end there seems to be a preference for treating
a high rate of failure as an uncontrollable accident of fate rather than
what it is, the predictable outcome of policies and decisions
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appropriate
maintenance
regrettable
archaeology

to the maintenance of field schools but fatal to the
of professiona l organizatio ns. This is particularl y
because in the long run, and frequently in the short, good
costs less than bad.

Still, institution s will persist in believing that it is easier
for a crew chief to write in a room with 10 other people than it would
be for a full professor. Cost-sharin g, an elaborate ritual of
grantsmansh ip practiced with finesse by all academic institution s, is
seldom confused with research support by those doing the work, but
frequently mistaken for something real by agencies funding archaeology .
People who are competent to do their jobs generally expect to receive
pay for their work, but people who work for free are much sought after.
No wonder CRM is often in trouble. However, responsible
management of CRM is possible, if anyone is interested. Poor management
may arise from too much optimism or, at worst, from cynicism. In either
case it is no accident.

Chapter 3
OBSERVATIONS ON METHOD
Lynn S. Teague

The methods used in SGA excavation and analysis have been
described in detail in preceding volumes; here only specific issues of
general interest are discussed. A brief review of some pertinent
aspects of the SGA data recovery strategy serves as background to these
discussions ; deviations from this standard strategy sometimes were
necessary and are discussed in individual site reports.
The issues to be reviewed in this chapter include discovery
techniques, SGA contributio ns to understandin g the relationshi p between
surface and subsurface attributes of Hohokam sites, the nature of the
SGA sample of individual sites and the problems that were encountered in
implementin g that sample, and sampling strategies with respect to
several kinds of specialized analysis.

A Brief Review of SGA Research Strategies
At all SGA sites the initial stage of fieldwork was basic
mapping of natural and cultural surface features using alidade and plane
table. The most conspicuous cultural phenomenon was generally the
overall surface distributio n of artifacts, although major prehistoric
features, principally trash deposits and reservoirs, were also visible.
Transects 1 min width were overlaid on the area of the surface
artifact distributio n at systematic 10 m intervals; within these the
numbers and kinds of artifacts present were recorded in 1 m units and in
every tenth unit artifacts were collected. This generated a record of
10 percent of the site surface and a surface collection from 1 percent
of the site surface.
A subsurface interface radar (SIR) survey was also conducted at
several major sites to test the effectivene ss of the technique, which
ideally provides a map of anomalies in electromagn etic conductivit y
below the surface. Anomalies may include cultural features
distinguish able by characteris tic "signatures " in radar output patterns.
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A brief evaluation of this technique is included in this chapter and a
more thorough discussion is provided in Appendix A.
Maps of surface artifact density were generated and, in
combination with other observable site characteristics , used to develop
initial excavation approaches. Ultimately, however, backhoe trenching
was the principal discovery technique within SGA sites. At Frogtown,
the largest SGA site, 13.9 km of trench were placed. Systematic
intervals of 10 m, and even 5 m, were used, in combination with
judgemental trenches placed to evaluate stratigraphy in major features.
Trenches were intitiated up to 30 m outside site boundaries to insure
that features not represented by surface remains were identified.
Trenches were left open a minimum of two weeks and often longer to
permit drying, which facilitates distinction of cultural features, a
technique recommended to us by Emil Haury on the basis of his Snaketown
work. Considerable effort was devoted to cleaning trench faces to
distinguish the often ephemeral features of the SGA sites.
Observations were made regarding depositional characteristics of
the strata and the materials in them; it was found that many SGA sites
had been heavily sheetwashed so that extramural occupational surfaces
were not readily visible and lateral displacement of artifacts was
common. As a consequence attention to extramural areas was reduced
below that initially planned, although excavations in these areas did
produce significant information regarding the general distribution of
artifacts within sites.
In areas where overburden was deep, heavy equipment was
sometimes used to remove postoccupationa l deposits; trench profiles
permitted control adequate to define an appropriate depth. Removal of
materials directly above occupational levels was accomplished by hand.
The overall distribution of subsurface features was mapped from
trench data to permit selection of areas for excavation. At smaller
sites an attempt was made to excavate all observable features, although
trash deposits were only partially recovered. At the largest site,
Frogtown, selection of excavation areas was intended to recover as much
as possible of individual house clusters and to investigate several
clusters representing the periods of occupation evident at the site.
An initial stage of artifact and sample processing and inventory

was begun simultaneously with the fieldwork. A computerized data base
was then available for selection of samples for more detailed analysis.
Site reports were prepared in virtually all cases by the
individuals who had supervised excavations at those locations. At the
time that these were prepared the initial inventory of artifacts was
available to writers, as were initial results of specialized studies
like palynology, botany, and so forth. Scheduling complications
rendered this far more complex than it sounds, and there were frequent
minor difficulties, but this process wa~ generally effective in
permitting preparation of reports describing individual sites and
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interpret ing them on a site-spec ific basis. These reports, too, served
to establish the framework for subsequen t analysis, providing the
functiona l character izations of features and component s and temporal
identific ations necessary for work to proceed.
Analysis methods necessari ly varied depending on the class of
material under considera tion. Volumes VII and VIII in this series
describe analytica l methods in detail. In most cases major artifact
classes were sampled, emphasizi ng those provenien ces that provided good
functiona l and temporal control.
The final synthesis represent ed by this volume is largely the
domain of the Project Director and Project Superviso r, working with
results of all prior studies.
There is obviously far more that could be said, and has been
said, regarding all aspects of SGA methods. Again the reader is
referred to earlier volumes in the series for detailed reviews of
individua l aspects of data recovery and analysis methods. However, the
following issues stand out as particula rly significa nt in SGA
methodolo gy.

Discovery Technique s
Subsurfac e Interface Radar (SIR)
SIR employs electroma gnetic signals to identify anomalous
subsurfac e condition s, including cultural features and artifacts . It
has been used with success in other parts of the country. One element
of SGA testing was evaluatio n of the effective ness of this technique in
Hohokam archaeolo gy.
A review of SIR is provided in Appendix A. The procedure was
significa ntly less successfu l than hoped for, in part because
integratio n of radar results with excavatio n plans was impeded by
failure of radar personnel to complete evaluatio n of raw data in time to
be used in planning excavatio ns. In addition, problems arose from
difficult ies intrinsic to the technique . Microtopo graphic variation s
are one source of distorted results; soil condition s are another. At
Frogtown about 57 percent of features in the path of radar transects
were identifia ble through the technique . Many additiona l anomalous
"signatur es" in the radar pattern correspon d to no visible cultural
features. In Appendix A, Laden suggests that the latter problem could
be effective ly controlle d by reducing disturban ce to instrumen t
alignment caused by surface irregular ities. Because the instrumen ts are
drawn over the ground surface on platforms , even relativel y small clumps
of vegetatio n or dips in the surface can distort signals. However,
extensive surface preparati on is seldom feasible.
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The most obvious potential virtues of SIR, like those of
magnetometer and resistivity survey, are low cost and nondestructiven ess
when compared to excavation. In practice on SGA, these goals were not
met and may continue to be inaccessible in the study of most Hohokam
sites. Archaeology in urban areas where ground surfaces are often
leveled and frequently paved may benefit most from the technique,
particularly because in those locations other surface methods of
evaluation are generally ineffective. Even then the accuracy of the
method may be sufficient only to identify areas of differing feature
density, rather than individual features. Nevertheless, this could be
quite useful in early stages of site evaluation, particularly when
surfaces are disturbed.
Laden also suggests another potential use of SIR, the
identification of anomalies resulting from human behavior, but not
apparent through simple visual inspection. Soil salinity variations
arising from activities associated with irrigation and farming are among
these. Under properly controlled conditions this could be very helpful
in studies of Hohokam agriculture, perhaps even in the location of field
areas when visible evidence of this form of use is lacking.
As Laden emphasizes in his discussion, the critical variable in
appropriate use of SIR is preliminary testing to define archaeologicall y
relevant "signatures" and general feasibility of the technique under
local conditions. There is little hope that SIR will ever provide
sufficiently precise results on Hohokam sites to substitute for
excavation, but it may ultimately prove effective in achieving more
limited goals such as identifying areal differences in the kind and
density of cultural modifications of buried deposits, and identifying
specific anomalous conditions arising from prehistoric activities that
are not ordinarily visible in excavation. It will remain a specialized
tool, but SIR may, nevertheless, become a useful adjunct to the
techniques available to the Hohokam archaeologist.
Trenching
Backhoe trenches were the principal means of feature discovery
in the SGA sites. Initial hopes that horizont a l exposures would prove
useful toward this end were thwarted by the poor visibility of many
features in horizontal exposure and by the high risk of disturbing
intact cultural deposits and occupational surfaces when removing
sufficient overburden for feature visibility. Hohokam pit houses seldom
are preserved above the level of prehistoric occupational surfaces.
The initial approach to trenching was far too conservative, both
in terms of interval and in terms of continuation when features were
encountered. Un l ess extensive hand excavation, regardless of feature
density, is planned, an interval of 10 mis probably the largest that is
effective in locating a high proportion of significant subsurface
features; 5 mis often more desirable.
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It is obvious that this is a destructive approach, but no less
destructive means of adequately defining the internal structure of
Hohokam sites without massive hand excavation was identified, and the
trade-offs in terms of data retrieved far exceeded the losses associated
with destruction of remains along the backhoe transects. Hand
excavation is simply not a feasible approach to locating features within
sites spread over many acres.
There are alternatives to the systematic transects employed by
SGA in trenching. One is predicated on prediction of feature locations
from known regularities in the internal structure of Hohokam sites.
This option is workable but has several liabilities. It predisposes to
discovery features corresponding to previously known patterns;
deviations from patterns apparent in the limited number of Hohokam
habitation sites already excavated have a far lower probability of
discovery. Second, it is questionable whether this provides any
significant advantages in cost, whether measured in time and money or in
loss of resources, relative to data recovered.
Randomized probability sampling is another approach that has
been used, but one that is fundamentally inappropriate as a discovery
technique. The object of probability sampling is the definition of
characteristics of the population sampled, not the location of
individual elements of that population. Feature densities might be
predicted, but the method is an indirect and extremely inefficient means
of identifying structural variables or individual features.
A more mundane, but important, aspect of effective trenching was
brought to our attention by Emil Haury. Many structural features in
Hohokam sites are apparent only after a prolonged period of drying,
sufficient to cause extreme nervousness in those responsible for project
safety standards. In particular, anyone familiar with excavations in
the Southwest has observed that caliche, used extensively in Hohokam
architecture, has a whitish appearance when dry but when wet corresponds
in color to the original soil matrix. A period of two to three weeks is
often necessary before unburned structrues are apparent in trench
profiles. Even other features, like canals, require a drying period,
sometimes of several months.
An equally mundane, but critical, point is the need for thorough
cleaning and facing of trench profiles. This is undeniably labor
intensive, but failure to face trench profiles adequately carries an
unacceptably high risk of missing many features. Even after prolonged
drying only burned features and those containing high trash densities
are apparent in an unmodified backhoe trench profile. This could be
regarded as a simple sampling problem if it is assumed that burned
features are accurately representative of the total feature population.
This is a rash assumption indeed, not just with respect to extramural
features, but also with respect to functionally differing structures or
structures in different stages of their use history.
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Surface Artifact Distributions

During the first stage of SGA work at larger sites, surface
artifact distributions were recorded and mapped as previously described.
Some high density
On the whole this provided little useful information.
areas, in particular dense trash deposits, were significant, but an
overall low artifact density was characteristic of the SGA sites. After
completion of excavations, further attention was directed to the problem
of identifying surface-subsurface correlations in the SGA sites. The
problems addressed include definition of subsurface boundaries from
surface distributions and definition of feature locations from surface
evidence.
Maps showing the distribution of major artifact classes
(ceramics, ground stone, chipped stone, shell, and bone) were generated
for a sample of the SGA habitation sites. These included l{ancho Sin
Vacas, a Sacaton phase farmstead at Queen Creek; the Saguaro Site and
the Dust Bowl Site, Santa Cruz and Soho phase farmsteads on the Gila
River; the Junkyard Site, a Santa Cruz and Civano phase hamlet on the
Gila River; the Jones Ruin, a late Sacaton phase farmstead on the Gila
River; El Polvor6n, a Civano farmstead on Queen Creek; and Frogtown, a
Santa Cruz and Sacaton phase village on Queen Creek.
The distributional maps were of the simplest possible sort,
showing only actual recorded instances of the classes in the collection
units, without quantification or projections of total distributions
(Fig. I.3.1). Units were aggregated into groups of two along the
transects, producing a continuous sequence of 2 m by 1 m units along the
transects spaced at 10 m intervals, or in some cases the individual 1 m
by 1 m units along these transects were represented. On examination it
quickly became apparent that the co-occurrence of artifact classes
within these units tended to define the subsurface boundaries of the
sites with much greater accuracy than did the total surface
distribution, or any aspect of surface density.
Frogtown (Fig. I.3.2) presented typical problems but on a larger
than normal scale. The total area of the surface scatter was over
525,000 square meters (525 hectares). Within this area, areas
containing subsurface features amounted to fewer than 40,000 square
meters (40 hectares), or less than 10 percent of the total site area.
The normal surface artifact density fell within a range of one to five
artifacts per square meter, with an average of approximately two
artifacts per square meter. High density areas, having in excess of 25
artifacts per square meter, were clustered around the prehistoric
reservoir and in erosional channels in various peripheral portions of
the site.
It is possible, however, to make inferences about the sort of
habitation unit present from characteristics of the surface
distribution, even though specific locations of structures cannot be
determined in most cases. Farmsteads and field house sites (Rancho Sin
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Vacas, the Dust Bowl Site, the Saguaro Site, the Jones Ruin, the
Ellsworth Site, and isolated house clusters at Frogtown) fall into a
size range of about 1500 to 3000 square meters, with the larger sizes
representing sites with successive series of single or paired
structures.
The Jones Ruin, with four houses, and the Junkyard Site, which
was actually the remnant of a larger and quite dense site, reflect their
greater density of features in a more densely clustered pattern of
multiple-artifa ct units than do sites with dispersed features or fewer
total features.
El Polvor6n, a Civano phase site at Queen Creek having seven
structures, occupied an area of 5400 square meters. Thus, there is no
one-to-one correlation of total bounded area and number of structures,
but there is a generally observable increase as the sites cease to be
single or paired houses occupied successively and reach the level of
house "clusters" representing, in all probability, multiple families.
True hamlets and compound sites are easily distinguishable from
this range of isolated, paired, or single cluster sites. Las Fosas, a
Civano phase compound site on the Gila River, produced boundaries
encompassing over 17,000 square meters, while the portion of Frogtown
definable as a true multiple cluster hamlet or village (in the vicinity
of the reservoir) occupied about 40,000 square meters. High densities
also occurred at trash mounds (usually vandalized), but otherwise did
not appear to define locations of cultural features. The site
ultimately produced about 100 domestic structures, many extramural
features, and entailed the excavation of over 13 km of backhoe trench
(in addition to hand excavation and machine grading).
When artifact classes recorded during systematic surface
collections were mapped in 1 m by 1 m grid units, the boundaries of the
areas containing units with multiple artifact classes very closely
followed the boundaries of these subsurface features. In Figure I.3.2,
the solid outer line represents the boundary of the systematic surface
collection, determined by the boundary of the total surface
distribution. The dashed lines define the areas within which more than
one artifact class occurs in single grid units. All the subsurface
features identified fall within these boundaries with the exception of
an area in the northern portion of the site where subsurface boundaries
exceed those on the surface, and the eastern area that was not
collected.
When all the sites in this sample are evaluated, it is apparent
that this characteristic of surface artifact distributions predicts the
boundaries of areas containing subsurface features to within a distance
of 5 min all sites in our sample, with the exception of graded areas.
Erosional processes appear not to have sufficiently disturbed the
distribution to render the criterion unusable.
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Unfortunately, finer distinctions do not seem to be possible
using this criterion. Boundaries encompass whole house clusters, when
more than one house is present, without significant differentiation
within that area. Artifact densities are also useless for individual
feature identification, reflecting as localized phenomena only trash
deposits (mounds, pits, trash-filled structures), erosional anomalies
(small washes, for example), or locations where individual pots were
broken.
Several conditions should be noted in assessing this pattern in
SGA sites and attempting to extrapolate to similar sites elsewhere.
First, our sample included no sites that had been plowed and thus does
not permit inferences about the effects of cultivation on surface
distributions. Also, none of the sites investigated were very deeply
buried, although at two of the sites some features originated as deep as
1 m below current ground surface.
Finally, the unit size in use was arbitrary on SGA. However, at
Frogtown the 1 m by 1 m units representing a 10 percent sample of the
site provided boundary definition more precise than did aggregated units
of 2 m by J m. On at least one other site, the aggregation of units
into 2 m by 1 m grids along the transects enclosed all subsurface
features, but the basic 1 m unit failed to do so. Use of larger units
would have produced overextended boundaries at all of the sites
evaluated. As the size of individual units increases, the frequency
with which artifact classes will be associated within those units
increases, and boundaries expand accordingly. It is likely that the
choice of 1 m by 1 m or 2 m by 1 m units as the basis of boundary
definition depends to some extent upon artifact density at the site, but
no firm guidelines could be developed from the SGA data.
The transect interval of 10 m was found to be quite effective,
as even isolated features were normally associated wih surface
distributions of this size, and it is doubtful whether a closer interval
would be efficient. A broader one, or a randomized strategy, would
almost certainly not be effective at all. Simulation of greater
intervals using the SGA sites did not produce interpretable patterns.
Recording a full 10 percent of the site area was also found to be
necessary. The 1 percent collection sample was generally inadequate for
boundary definition, and it was necessary to use the 10 percent sample
recorded in the field. The recording strategy described here is
significantly more expensive than are traditional survey recording and
less intensive collection strategies, but is ultimately very efficient
in terms of cost.
Further experimentation with the technique in evaluation of
sites on the Tucson Aqueduct portion of the CAP established that
information generally equivalent to that obtained in SGA testing (when
boundaries were determined, but internal distributions of features were
not defined) could be achieved with far less trenching and consequently
at lower cost. The TAP work is more fully described in the report on
Phase A of that study (Czaplicki 1984). The approach does not resolve
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all problems, and may be inappropriate when postoccupationa l deposition
is heavy or surface disturbance intense, but effort devotee! to trenching
to establish subsurface boundaries can be greatly reduced and
destruction of buried deposits can be avoided through use of the
approach in appropriate situations.

Site Evaluation
Hohokam sites present interpretive problems unusual in the
southwestern United States. The differentiation of functional site
classes presents a difficulty particularly with respect to distinguishing smaller habitation sites (field houses and farmsteads) from
specialized activity loci. Determining the location of domestic
structures and related features is made difficult by the rarity of
surface architecture and the dispersed character of Hohokam settlements.
These problems had significant effects on planning stages of this
project, when there was substantial disagreement regarding the nature of
SGA sites and, consequently, regarding appropriate data recovery
strategies and levels of effort.
The recording strategy discussed previously is useful in
clarifying the character and function of individual sites, particularly
in defining site areas having greater consistency in their correlations
with specific site types than do total surface scatters. Also, artifact
distributions can be compared to the growing body of information
regarding the organization of Hohokam sites to establish more precisely
the internal organization of habitation sites. Given well-defined site
boundaries based upon the multiple artifact class criterion, the
locations of trash deposits, the locations of burial areas (often
visible through presence of surface bone fragments, particularly in
vandalized sites), and clustering of temporally diagnostic ceramics, a
great deal can be inferred regarding the internal structure of Hohokam
habitation sites. However, there are even more basic problems.
Distinguishing Functional Site Classes
SGA data were used to evaluate ways in which the function of
Hohokam sites can be determined on the basis of surface evidence,
focusing on very broad site categories, but nevertheless functional
distinctions, that have sometimes presented major problems in
in Lerpretation in the field. The following site classes were employed
in this analysis:
1.

Village/Hamlet:

2.

Farmsteads:
family

Permanent multiple-family residence

Permanent or continuing residence, probably single-
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Seasonal agriculture-related residence

3.

Field houses:

4.

Possible habitation: No structures located, but definite
evidence of subsurface features and a functionally diverse
artifact assemblage

5.

Water control: Canal and reservoir, adjacent to, but not
incorprated within, a habitation site

6.

Quarry:

7.

Plant processing and procurement: No habitation evidence;
category further subdivided into those superimposed upon longterm use quarry areas and those not so situated.

Lithic procurement and reduction

Table I.3.1 presents the range of percentages of all ceramics,
decorated ceramics, ground and pecked stone, chipped stone, bone, and
shell in the assemblages from sites in these classes. From these data,
some classes of sites can be fairly closely defined; plant procurement
and processing localities continue to present significant interpretive
problems.

Habitation Sites
Hohokam habitation sites have traditionally been categorized as
having surface features (trash mounds, ballcourts, platform mounds,
res rvoirs, and sometimes, in Classic period sites, visible domestic
architecture) as well as large, functionally diverse artifact
assemblages of relatively high density. These characteristics continue
to be reliable indicators of more substantial sites, but many smaller
hamlets, field houses, and farmsteads are not definitely identifiable
through these criteria.
In reviewing surface assemblage characteristics from SGA
habitation sites, it is apparent that all classes of habitation sites
cluster rather reliably within a range of high values for proportions of
ceramics in the total assemblage, with ground stone, shell, and bone
normally present. Figure I.3.3 illustrates the range of percentages of
these artifact classes (grouping ground stone, shell, and bone). All
habitation sites, but no other sites, fall within the triangle at the
lower left of the figure, ranging from 66 to 98 percent ceramics, from
2.1 to 32 percent chipped stone, from Oto 2.3 percent g r ound stone,
Cases having no
from 1 to 13 percent bone, and Oto 2.5 percent shell.
shell,
stone,
ground
of
classes
individual
representatives within the
stone
chipped
of
percentages
High
and bone are relatively infrequent.
a
within
occurs
Ruin)
(Jones
which
occur at only three sites, one of
total
skewed
doubtlessly
that
area
procurement
long-term lithic
percentages.
While substantial differences among the individual classes
composing the habitation sites are few, it can be noted that the three
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sites showing generally convincing evidence of multiple-family
occupation (Frogtown, Siphon Draw, and Las Fosas) all fall within the
lower left portion of the diagram, indicating generally higher
proportions of shell, bone, and ground stone relative to chipped stone
than exist at the smaller field house and farmstead sites. No
significant differences between field houses and farmsteads are
apparent.
Decorated ceramics for each of the constituent subclasses range
from 2 to 49 percent of the total assemblage, a substantial variation.
However, means for each of the subclasses fall between 11 and 13
percent. Not surprisingly, Classic period sites normally fall below 5
percent in decorated pottery while earlier sites tend to have greater
proportions of these artifacts. However, it should be noted that at
only two sites (Rancho Sin Vacas and AZ U:15:98) does decorated pottery
exceed 21 percent of the total assemblage. Both are Sacaton phase sites
on Queen Creek, one a farmstead and the other a field house. The
percentages of decorated ceramics in the surface assemblages (41 and 49
percent, respectively) are representative of the total excavated site
assemblage, and cannot be considered errors due to inadequate sample.
These remain unexplained.
It should also be noted that habitation sites are characterized
by relatively large total numbers of surface artifacts (invariably in
excess of 500) although densities may not exceed those of other site
classes significantly.
The "possible" habitation sites, those without identified
structures, fit into the same general assemblage pattern as do field
house and farmstead sites, including the presence of shell or bone and
the relatively high total numbers of surface artifacts (always, of
course, excluding deeply buried or disturbed sites). Field houses may
have been present, but unidentified, in excavations; or these may have
been temporary campsites associated with gathering activities.
Water Control Sites
This class is represented by only two sites, although artifact
samples were obtained from water control features in larger habitation
sites, and were obtained from many features through test excavations.
One site (AZ U:15:98) was a reservoir adjacent to but not within a
substantial habitation site. Figure I.3.3 shows that this feature
closely approximated the characteristics of habitation sites, and that
the assemblage was dominated by ceramics to an extent greater than
normal for habitation sites as a whole. The area surrounding the
reservoir at Frogtown shows a similar pattern.
The other water control feature was a canal area identified as a
separate locus ( "C") of Casas Pequefras, a Queen Creek field house site.
This locus yielded a very low percentage of ceramics relative to bone
because of a Canis sp. burial.
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Quarry Sites
Quarry sites are characterized by very high percentages of
chipped stone, predominantly cores, and primary debitage. The presence
of some ground stone and ceramics in assemblages from these sites may be
attributable to very limited plant processing on the same locality or
perhaps, in some cases, to fortuitous breakage and discard of ceramics
in transit.
Plant Procurement and Processing Sites
Sites of this class are among the most difficult to interpret.
Figure I.3.3 illustrates their dispersion, a phenomenon only partially
explainable in terms of known characteristics of site function location.
Sites located within the large lithic procurement area along the
northern terrace of the Gila River are characterized by unusually high
percentages of chipped stone. Whether these percentages are in any way
attributable to specific plant procurement and processing activities, or
are fortuitous corollaries of their location, is undetermined.
Percentages of chipped stone approximately twice those of all other
plant procurement and processing localities suggest that the continued
use of the area as a quarry accounts for a substantial portion of the
assemblage at these locations.
Figure I.3.3 shows that other plant procurement and processing
localities fall within two areas, one having a greater proportion of
chipped stone and a smaller proportion of ceramics than is typical of
habitation sites, the other falling close to, but not within, the area
of the figure delimiting habitation sites. Only four of these sites
have assemblages containing more than 50 artifacts. Two of these fall
within the area, defined as having approximately 40 to 60 percent
chipped stone, 35 to 60 percent ceramics, and Oto 35 percent ground
stone. Seven of the 19 plant procurement and processing sites
(exclusive of those on the Gila Terrace quarry area with
disproportionately high numbers of lithics) occur in this area.
The remainder of the sites probably associated with plant
procurement and processing are distributed along the periphery of the
habitation site distribution shown in Figure I.3.3. Of these sites, two
(AZ U:15:84 and AZ AA:3:26) have assemblages well in excess of 50
artifacts; the other 10 do not. The two sites at which total numbers of
artifacts are relatively high are close to habitation sites; both are
aberrant in other characteristics as well.
Of the remaining 10 sites, eight have high proportions of
ceramics in their assemblages, while two have relatively low
percentages. Chipped stone and ground stone are typically small
percentages of the assemblage as a whole, and, as at all plant
procurement and processing sites, shell and bone are completely absent.
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It is probable that much of this variabi lity is attribut able to
the artifact sample discarde d at these localiti es. Although 100 percent
of the site surface assembla ge was collecte d, this assembla ge might
consist of only a few of the objects actually used in the area. Thus,
the assembla ge is not represe ntative of the tool kit and is not
function ally interpre table. Of the four loci in the SGA sample having
large numbers of artifact s (appare ntly as a conseque nce of repeated
use), two may have been affected by proximi ty to habitati on sites. The
other two sites contain assembla ges that may accurate ly reflect the
artifac t classes employed in plant procurem ent and process ing. The
variabi lity in the composi tion of the assembla ges does not, however ,
reflect variable plant processi ng and procurem ent activiti es in any
signific ant degree. Comparis on with SGA botanic al data from features at
some of these sites shows wide differen ces in assembla ges definite ly
associat ed with compara ble activiti es.
It is worth noting that botanica l data repeated ly indicate the
processi ng of multiple plant species (requiri ng very differen t
processi ng equipme nt) at small sites. Because Hohokam wild plant
procurem ent in the SGA study area was not speciali zed, analogy to
specific practice s of ethnogra phic populati ons in the area is unlikely
to resolve the specific function of the assembla ges at such loci, or of
aggrega tes of loci within microen vironme ntal zones.
However , in areas where speciali zed gatherin g might have been
the norm, studies based upon zonal assembla ges might serve the same
function as do studies of localiti es of repeated use in the SGA sample.
Increase d use would increase the total number of artifact s discarde d in
the course of an individu al activity , and, thus, the probabi lity that
the recovere d assembla ge represen ts the assembla ge used for some
particu lar purpose .
Archaeo logists should be wary of specific reconstr uctions of
prehisto ric activiti es at these sites based upon artifac t assembl age.
Plant processi ng sites as a class, however , usually can be differen tiated from other major classes by (1) absence of shell and bone (2)
generall y lower proporti ons of ceramics and (3) differen t assembla ge
composi tion if ceramics are present in high proporti ons (Fig. I.3.3).
Plant processi ng localiti es are not however , distingu ished by lower
proporti ons of decorate d ceramics than habitati on sites. On the
contrary , the proporti on is 22 percent , well above the 11 to 13 percent
range of means for the various kinds of habitati on sites. This figure
is skewed by several very small sites with high proporti ons of decorate d
ceramics (for example , 91 percent at AZ U:10:11 where the total
assembla ge consiste d of 11 artifact s) that are almost impossib le _in
larger and more represe ntative assembl ages. Neverth eless, even AZ
AA:3:26 , with a total of 306 surface artifac ts, had 40 percent decorate d
ceramics (exceedi ng all but two habitati on sites); definite
represe ntation of multiple vessels means that this high proporti on of
decorate d ware cannot be attribut ed to unusual ly large numbers of sherds
from one or two vessels .
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Ambiguous cases under comparable conditions should be few.
These definitions should be useful in differentiating small habitation
sites from more specialized sites, a persistent problem in the
evaluation of Hohokam sites from survey data.
More specific distinctions have not often been possible on the
basis of the artifact classes employed in this analysis. While more
detailed artifact analysis may help, reservations remain about the
specific functional interpretation of specialized sites having small
assemblages when independent evidence of function (for example
carbonized plant remains) is absent.
Other Aspects of Site Evaluation
The qualities of Hohokam sites assessed in developing data
recovery plans include not only site function and boundaries, but
integrity, depth, age, and subsurface density of features and artifacts.
The first of these, integrity, may be the most complex. There is no
such thing as an undisturbed Hohokam site; time, erosion, and decay will
necessarily have had major effects on site condition. However, the SGA
experience demonstrates that even sites that might be judged poor in
condition may yield a great deal of information. Junkyard and Siphon
Draw are among the SGA sites that have experienced substantial
disturbance and nevertheless have provided valuable information.
Many adjustments must, nevertheless, be made in excavation
methods in response to problems with site integrity. During the testing
phase at Frogtown it was quickly found that artifacts were aligned
together in arcs representing displacement by sheetwash. Nevertheless,
general associations of artifact groups with features and work areas
could not be discounted. Thus fine-grained or point proveniencing of
extramural artifacts was not attempted, but maintenance of horizontal
controls through 2 m by 2 m units and of vertical control through
natural and cultural stratigraphy and arbitrary levels within these was
necessary.
In more protected contexts, chiefly within features, other
conditions obtained. It was be observed that in the first rainstorm pit
houses filled with silt and debris to the existing ground surface,
suggesting that prehistorically as well rapid filling after abandonment
would have been the norm. On the other hand, few structures at SGA
sites were abandoned in use, and frequently even floors and walls were
difficult to define. This dictated great caution in the interpretation
of "floor" assemblages.
The point of this discussion is a simple one, that no single
excavation strategy will suffice in dealing with Hohokam habitation
sites. To the extent that depositional conditions and postoccupationa l
modifications can be evaluated prior to full-scale data recovery,
excavation may be tailored to the level of precision actually possible
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in interpret ing features and sites. In some cases it is necessary to
adjust expectati ons to realistic levels; at the major SGA sites of
Siphon Draw and Frogtown there were many problems in defining
architect ural features, floor contexts, and depositio nal history. Some
were overcome, while others may represent informati on that was simply
not available . In still other cases more time-consu ming strategie s
might have clarified particula r problems, put were judged insuffici ently
produc t ive to justify the effort required.

Sampling Within SGA Sites
In many cases sampling within the SGA sites was not a major
problem. At small specializ ed sites all visible remains were recov e red
or recorded. At larger sites all structure s and extramura l features
were excavated and samples were obtained from larger features such as
trash mounds. This strategy was adopted to permit examinati on of
changes in site structure and in feature functions through time. It
also recognize d the sampling difficult ies posed by problems such as low
frequency of structure s with intact floor assemblag es.
Frogtown was the only SGA site so large that substanti al
decision-m aking was involved in selection of excavatio n areas. In
retrospec t many of these decisions could have been improved. First,
because it was not known at the time of excavatio n that artifact class
rather than density was the more reliable indicator of subsurfac e
feature locations , some areas that likely had subsurfac e features were
not adequatel y trenched (despite the vast amount of overall trenching ),
while other areas in which no subsurfac e remains existed were
intensive ly tested. Figure I.3.2 shows the correlati on between
subsurfac e remains and surface areas in which multiple major artifact
classes were present. In the central portion of the site is an area in
which surface artifacts indicate, in a way that we now understan d, the
probable presence of subsurfac e features, perhaps an entire house
cluster and associate d extramura l features and artifacts . In that area
trenches were placed at intervals of up to 40 m, far too wide for
reliable location of even multiple structure s. In contrast trenching
was relativel y intensive in some areas north and east of the reservoir
where no subsurfac e features were found, and where, although densities
were at least moderate, co-occurr ence of major artifact classes was not
recorded.
A more complex problem relates to difficult ies in assessing
temporal associati ons in the field in order to allow sampling of all
. temporal distinctio ns within the site. Feedback from the laborator y was
not sufficien tly rapid to provide consisten t assistanc e and,
unfortuna tely, field identific ations were often inaccurat e. All of this
was necessari ly complicat ed by the frequency with which houses consisted
of mixed temporall y diagnosti c ceramics as a consequen ce of
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postoccupational fill from surrounding areas. The fact that floor
assemblages were seldom intact was anything but useful.
There is no easy way to excavate a site liKe Frogtown. Even the
simple distances between work areas was sufficient to consume time in
supervision. However, it would now be possible to produce better
results more efficiently by focusing more rapidly on areas of subsurface
deposits. Also, more attention should have been devoted to insuring
rapid laboratory returns of basic ceramic classifications. There is
little that could have been done to render use of subsurface interface
radar (SIR) more effective in this case.
A final major problem in those excavations relates to crew size.
in hand excavation was evaluated in SGA annual reports.
required
Effort
In the first of these (Teague and Crown 1981), the rate of excavation at
Frogtown is compared to that at other sites excavated during the first
field season. An average of 1.4 square meters of dirt was hand
excavated for each person-day in the field. This contrasts with an
average of 4.2 square meters at Siphon Draw and averages in excess of
3.0 square meters at three other sites, and represents by far the
slowest rate of excavation of any SGA habitation site in that or other
years (Teague and Crown 1981: 15). This cannot be attributed to the
complexity of the site or problems in excavation; Siphon Draw was
perhaps the most difficult of SGA sites in terms of feature visibility
and required much precise excavation, but was, nevertheless, excavated
at a substantially faster rate. It is probable that the greatest single
factor in the difference is crew size. At Frogtown a crew twice the
size of the next largest SGA crew, a total of about 25 persons, was
employed. Although managerial problems were anticipated before data
recovery and the work force included two primary assistants as well as
the division of one crew into two, this was not sufficiently effective.
Either a better supervisory structure or a smaller crew might have
helped; in effect the same amount of work could have ben accomplished by
half the personnel. In twice the time the same number of person-days
might have accomplished twice the work.
This is a regrettable circumstance given the realities of
contract archaeology. Project construction schedules, particularly
after the lengthy delays of the procurement process, simply did not
permit a more efficient approach to excavation at Frogtown. While a
single crew could not have been kept in the field for a year, in the
absence of constraint, two seasons, even following close upon one
another with separate personnel and phased tasks, might have resolved
much of the problem.
In many other cases, excavations at individual sites may have
ended with minor questions unanswered, but the staff is satisfied that
most were on the whole efficient and succeeded in recovery of the bulk
of cultural remains at the sites. Procedures such as like trenching at
5 m or 10 m intervals and excavation in and around all features
encountered do not leave room for many omissions from site samples.
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Table I.3.2 provides information on total areas excavated as
well as numbers of features recovered. The percentages of the total
site areas excavated vary significantly, but this is somewhat deceptive.
Close interval trenching accounts for high levels of coverage at sites
like Frogtown where only 10 percent of the total was removed. Other
sites are deceptive for other reasons; for example at the Jones Ruin
only 23 percent of Locus A and 12 percent of ' Locus B were excavated.
However, much of the area included within the total site consists of
rocky slopes (sometimes with surface trash) and rock pile areas
representing agricultural activities rather than habitation. The best
gauge of the thoroughness of data recovery is examination of site maps,
from which it may be determined whether significant features might have
escaped detection through the trenching patterns and subsequent
excavation strategies employed in the individual cases.

Analytical Procedures
Computer Data Base
The first analytical problem encountered was the basic one of
developing an efficient computerized inventory of the hundreds of
thousands of artifacts recovered by SGA. In many ways this effort
failed. Initial problems related largely to excessive detail in the
program, and some classes of information were subsequently deleted.
Other problems, however, related to the greater expense of performing
equivalent manipulations of data using the SIR software selected than
would have been incurred with other programs, and to awkwardness in
performing simple manipulations. One attribute of the SIR software
particularly ill-suited to archaeological data base management is the
difficulty in correcting and altering entries, a problem encountered
frequently with respect to either provenience designations (the pit that
becomes a structure and acquires a new feature designation in the
process) or artifact identifications. SIR is really suitable only for
fully completed and corrected data bases, not for ongoing efforts, and
was a very unfortunate choice for use on SGA. It was also,
consequently, a very expensive choice.
Another problem is that of maintaining records of file
modifications. This was not adequately resolved at the beginning of
SGA, creating some confusion when multiple users were working with the
data base.

Pollen and Flotation Sampling
SGA was the first excavation of Hohokam sites to undertake
extensive analysis of pollen and niacrofloral samples; in so doing it was
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established that previous sampling levels had been grossly deficient in
identifying the range of economically significant plants in use by the
Hohokam and their distribution within and between sites. In analysis of
botanical remains from Frogtown, Miksicek (1983) addresses the problem
"How many samples are necessary to give a representative picture of
plant use in a feature of a site?" Miksicek concludes that at least 12
flotation samples and about 80 charcoal fragments are necessary to give
a representative picture of plant use. If research problems emphasize
the identification of rare or poorly preserved species or if finergrained assessments are desired, sampling problems would differ. The
principal point is, however, the need for substantial attention to
recovery and analysis of pollen and flotation samples. The principles
of probability theory are not suspended because such analysis may be
expensive or has not yet achieved this level of prominence in
archaeological research. A handful of samples from large sites will
likely result in yet another conclusion that the Hohokam grew corn and
frequently lived among weeds.
Materials Analysis
A similar problem arises with respect to physical analysis of
artifacts. X-ray fluorescence studies conducted for SGA involved large
numbers of samples. Crown (1984d) discusses the results of this study.
Analysis of several hundred samples divided among the various indigenous
pottery types found at SGA sites was in some cases insufficient to
resolve pertinent problems due to inadequate sample size. Even more so
than in the case of biological analysis, the cost of these studies is
often discouraging, but the results of small unrepresentativ e samples
are generally misleading and, therefore, not just unproductive, but
possibly damaging to the quality of research interpretations .
Agricultural Feature Identification
Two significant methodological contributions to the
identification and interpretation of agricultural features can be
identified. Dart (1983a) has observed that canal courses can often be
identified from soil survey maps on the basis of sediments originating
at the water source and deposited along the canal course during the
period of use. Another substantial contribution is that of Fish (1984);
palynological remains from SGA fields can be identified as distinctive
weedy complexes associated even today with agricultural disturbance.
Even when palynological evidence of cultivated plants are absent these
provide a strong indication that the area was in use for agriculture.
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Summary

, This discussion by no means attempts a comprehensive review of
SGA methods. Even new observations and learning experiences in
archaeological methodology are far from completely covered here.
However, some particularly interesting elements of SGA methodology, some
successful and others decidedly less so, have been summarized.
Investigation of a wide range of Hohokam site types provided an
excellent opportunity to evaluate ways of determining site function,
boundaries, and structure. The overall scale of the project permitted
(in fact demanded) careful consideration of field and inventory
problems. Finally, SGA analysis confirmed that the principles of
statistical probability are not suspended for purposes of archaeological
analysis; a representative sample of organic remains or artifacts from a
site is often far more substantial than those that have been analyzed in
the past.
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Chapter 1
THE HOHOKAM CHRONOLOGY AND SALT-GILA
AQUEDUCT PROJECT RESEARCH
Patricia L. Crown
and Earl W. Sires, Jr.

Our ability to reconstruct the events and processes of
prehistory is limited by our ability to place those events and processes
in temporal perspective. After almost a century of research in southern
Arizona, problems of chronology continue to restrict the certainty with
which we can make statements about the past. As Haury (1980: 118) has
stated:
The Hohokam chronology has been the focal point of more
discussions than any other aspect of the culture. Rebuilding
the chronology has come to be a game, participated in by anyone
who is titilated by playing with numbers.
It is the early portion of the sequence, the Pioneer and early Colonial
periods, which has most often been scrutinized and revised by
archaeologists, and certainly no consensus exists on how this portion of
the sequence should be viewed (Haury 1976; Wilcox and Shenk 1977; Plog
1980; Schiffer 1982). However, with some exceptions (Gladwin 1942;
Bullard 1962; Schiffer 1982), prehistorians have largely accepted in
large part the remainder of the sequence. Ceramics are generally viewed
as adequate indicators of general temporal placement for the later
portion of the sequence. Fortunately, we may say on the basis of
ceramic dating, that the majority of the sites excavated on the SaltGila Aqueduct (SGA) Project were indeed occupied during this late
portion of the sequence.
For this reason, refinement of the existing Hohokam chronology
was not viewed as a major research goal of the project. Nor would it
have been a reasonable research goal for the project given the sites
excavated. Nonetheless, several different dating techniques were
employed in an attempt to address specific research questions of
interest. First, two sites had components dated on the basis of
ceramics to the Gila Butte phase. Because the dating of the Gila Butte
phase is a matter of some dispute, it was deemed important to obtain
dates through independent dating techniques for these components. In
addition, a single site, El Polvor6n (AZ U:15:59), produced an
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assemblage believed to be indicative of a late Civano occupation.
However, because ceramic evidence alone would not permit division of
this phase into finer chronologic al subdivision s, the possibility of
obtaining independent dates corroboratin g our initial interpretati ons
was seen as a desirable means of strengthenin g the argument for a late
date.
Second, the acquisition of nonceramic dates was seen as useful
in a situation in which large numbers of features fell into a single
phase, but in which their absolute contemporan eity was in question. The
object of dating these structures by additional means was to evaluate
relative dates of constructio n, occupation, and abandonment .
Finally, it was hoped that some specific issues concerning the
Hohokam chronology itself might be addressed through dating contexts
within SGA Project sites. While this was particularl y true for the Gila
Butte phase material, for other phases, independent dates were viewed as
a means of further refining arguments for the use of the ceramic
chronology.
The results of the attempts to obtain independent dates for SGA
Project sites were generally disappointi ng. However, these results will
be reviewed before a more general discussion of the Hohokam sequence is
presented.

Dating Methods and Results
Archaeomag netic Dating
In all, 31 archaeomagn etic samples were analyzed and interpreted
by William Deaver, Richard Lange, and Barbara Murphy. The results of
this work are presented in detail in appendices to individual site
reports. For, the present, these data will only be summarized.
Interested readers are referred to those appendices for a more general
discussion of the technique and the problems encountered in interpreting
the SGA Project samples. The information provided in the reports is
summarized in Figures 11.1.1 and 11.1.2. All samples were interpreted
using the Southwester n Virtual Geomagnetic Pole (SWVGP) curve,
which provides only post-A.D. 900 dates. Samples from contexts whose
associated ceramic assemblages suggested dates at the early end of the
curve were also interpreted using Eighmy's Virtual Geomagnetic Pole
(EVGP) curve (Sternberg 1982). Figure 11.1.1 presents ranges of dates
at the 95 Percent Confidence Interval arranged by site and general
ceramic dating. From this figure it can be seen that date ranges are
considerabl e for many of the samples. The figure reveals no clear
patterning of sample ranges from early to late; however, it is
interesting to note that all but five of the sample ranges include some
portion of the interval A.D. 900 - 1100. All but two of the samples
interpreted using Eighmy's curve produced dates in the interval A.D
600-700. Clearly, a wide variety of interpretati ons could be supported
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interval arranged by site and ceramic dating.
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with these data. While it can certainly be argued that certain portions
of the date ranges should be accepted over others on the basis of the
ceramic evidence, the archaeomagnetic dates themselves do nothing to
promote the resolution of specific archaeological questions.
Figure 11.1.2 presents the Best Fit Interval dates for these
same samples, again arranged by phase. No clear pattern emerges from
these data. In order to examine the relationship between ceramic dates
for phases and these "best fit" dates, dates for phases suggested by
Haury (1976) are outlined. Of the total of 59 best fit intervals
provided for the 25 samples, 30 (51 percent) actually fall within the
intervals identified by Haury.
Surprisingly the highest proportion of
matches between best fit dates and Haury's dates occurs at the early end
of the sequence. The worst match between best fit dates and ceramic
dates falls in the Sacaton phase interval. Once again, many of the best
fit interval dates could reasonably be argued as too early or too late
on the basis of ceramic evidence. However, such an exercise begs the
question of the actual dating of these contexts and the accuracy of
ceramic phase designations.
Radiocarbon Dating
Nine radiocarbon samples were sent to the University of Arizona
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory. The results provided by Austin Long are
presented in Table 11.1.1. W~th the exception of two dates (those for
Samples 1059 and 47), the dates provided are clearly too late. The
"post-bomb" designations indicate samples with current levels of C-14
higher than the atmospheric level prior to atomic testing. Typically,
such results would indicate that the samples were not prehistoric, but
came from disturbed contexts. In all of these instances, however,
samples were carefully chosen to avoid charcoal from questionable
contexts. For instance, Sample 1901 came from a large charred roof beam
which was recovered in direct contact with the floor of Structure 4 and
sealed by coursed caliche architectural debris. All samples came from
similar, established contexts in which there would be little chance of
modern disturbance. Some other cause for the late dates must be found.
Possible explanations are the presence of modern mold in the samples, or
laboratory error (or both).
Obviously, these results are disturbing, particularly because
some of the dates match our archaeological expectations. However, given
the definite contamination of many of the samples, it is necessary to
call into question all of these dates. If mold were indeed the problem,
the development of such mold could be avoided by drying the samples
slowly prior to sealing them in glass containers.
Thermoluminescence Dating
Three thermoluminescence (TL) samples were submitted to the
Peabody Museum Center for Archaeological Research and Development for
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evaluation of the reliability of TL dating for Hohokam materials. The
dates obtained are shown in Table 11.1.2. Two of the dates are within
the range of the ceramic dates for the Snaketown chronology as
interpreted by Haury( 1976). On the basis of the ceramic dates, we
would have expected the Gila Butte-Santa Cruz transition Structure 22 to
have been in use some time between A.D. 600 and A.D. 800. Likewise, we
would have expected the Santa Cruz-Sacaton transition Structure 78 to
have been occupied between A.D. 800 and 1000. Given the ceramic dating,
the later end of the TL dating range would appear more plausible for
both samples. The third TL date is totally out of line with the ceramic
sequence. It is of interest that this sample was taken from a vessel in
a burned Polvor6n (late Civano) pit house. Because this structure
produced sherds of Gila Polychrome, a type securely dated to the period
after A.D. 1250 (Breternitz 1966: 76-77), and the entire site appeared
to be single component, the extremely early dates provided by the TL
sample cannnot be considered accurate. Unfortunately, the inaccurate
dating obtained from this sample calls into question the reliability of
the other samples. In general, TL samples would appear to be
interpreted as falling into time periods that are earlier than expected.
Radiocarbon, archaeomagnetic , and thermoluminesce nce dates were
all obtained for two contexts. Although problems with the
interpretations of all of these dates have been discussed above, it is
instructive to examine these sets of dates. As illustrated in Figure
11.1.3, the dates do not overlap for either context. Furthermore, the
TL samples are in both cases the earliest, and the C-14 the
latest,ranges of dates presented. Additional work with sets of samples
may help establish whether or not these relationships hold between dates
provided by diff e rent t echni ques.
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Intrusive Ceramic Dating
In addition to employing these technological means of dating
prehistoric material, an attempt was made to refine the existing
chronology through the use of intrusive ceramics. The use of intrusive
ceramics in dating Hohokam features has been called into question
because of our inability to generate expectations concerning the numbers
of intrusives that should be found in particular time periods, the
generally low numbers of intrusives actually recovered, and the
longevity of many of the types recovered (Plog 1980: 11). In order to
avoid the problems associated with such an approach, the research
described here was focused primarily on examining Hohokam ceramics found
in other portions of the Southwest, and only secondarily on intrusive
ceramics found in Hohokam sites (Teague and Crown 1982c: 101). The
object of the research was to examine the occurrences of identifiable
Hohokam ceramics in well-dated contexts in other areas. Despite the
documentation of 8871 red-on-buff sherds identified in other sites as
intrusives from the Salt-Gila Basin (Crown Chapter 7, Part II, this
volume), the number of situations in which identifiable red-on-buff
sherds occurred in datable contexts was low. In general, contexts in
which identifiable Hohokam sherds occur are not datable, and datable
contexts produce only unidentifiable or plain ware Hohokam sherds.
Given current debates over the Hohokam chronology,p it is ironic that at
many sites where Hohokam sherds occur as intrusives, these sherds have
been used as a means of placing the site temporally. For present
purposes, only ceramics in reasonable association with datable material
are considered (Table 11.1.3). In general tree-ring dating of contexts
in which red-on-buff sherds were recovered corroborates Haury's (1976)
chronology. Unfortunately, no pre-Gila Butte Red-on-buff sherds came
from dated contexts. It is impossible to make more definite statements
concerning the chronology on the basis of such scanty evidence.

The Hohokam Phase Sequence
The research conducted by the SGA Project has not contributed
directly to the refinement of the Hohokam chronology per se, although it
has led to an increased understanding of the various dating techniques
employed. While this research has not added to our knowledge of the
precise dating of Hohokam ceramic types, the results of the analysis and
interpretation of material excavated at SGA Project sites hdve
implications for our interpretation of the Hohokam phase sequence. Those
aspects of our interpretation that affect the conception of the sequence
as it now stands which will be discussed below. The temporal
variability in material culture and architecture documented on the
project is too complex to be reviewed here. The interested reader is
referred to relevent portions of Volume VIII and this volume for
detailed discussions of variation through time of material culture and
architecture.
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The Ceramic Sequence
A significant problem encountered in initial laboratory analysis
was the typological placement of sherds exhibiting attributes
transitional between two defined types. Sherds with attributes of more
than one defined type identified that bridged gaps between each set of
defined types. Indeed, at several sites, transitional sherds
outnumbered sherds that could be placed in defined types. Transitional
material is not novel; in 1937, Haury (19J7: 169-70) made the following
statement:
• • • although the pottery from Snaketown was particularly
susceptible to division into types, we found that some pieces
could not be admitted into definite categories because they
shared the elements of two types. Such transitional or
borderline specimens are thrown into prominence as tangible
evidence of continuity in the development of pottery. Without
them the evolutionary story of the ceramics of Snaketown would
be far less convincing.
In discussing the problem of "type" identification of the SGA
Project material, Haury stated that if the Salt-Gila material had been
used to construct the ceramic typology originally, the so-called
"transitional" material would be defined as types, and the types as
transitional material. All of this merely serves to emphasize the
existence of a continuum in Hohokam red-on-buff ceramic manufacturing
traditions. Unlike situations in other portions of the Southwest,the
Hohokam decorated types do not overlap temporally, but rather flow
smoothly from one type to the next through transitional material (Masse
1982: 75). This transitional material exhibits attributes of both
types. By contrast, fewer contexts were found in which two decorated
types occurred in clear association in the project sites-.-The only real
exception to this statement occurred at the large stratigraphically
mixed settlement of Frogtown (AZ U:15:61). Here, the co-occurrence of
Santa Cruz, "transitional," and Sacaton Red-on-buff material in sherd
form in structures and trash deposits made interpretations of the
temporal sequence of occupation at the site difficult (Sires 1983b).
However, in no instance were whole vessels of different "types"
recovered in association. This latter finding suggests that the "mixed"
contexts were in fact, stratigraphically mixed, and not representative
of the actual depositional sequence.
Another aspect of the ceramic analysis that may have signficance
for future work in the Hohokam area is the relationship between the
decorated and red ware sequences. Abbott (1984) has successfully
demonstrated that all of the attributes of Gila Red and Salt Red occur
earlier on Sacaton Red, and that these red ware types therefore form a
continuum. In previous studies (Doyel 1974; Masse 1977; Crown 1981a),
it has been demonstrated that Gila Red and Salt Red are not strictly
diagnostic temporally, but in fact probably overlap completely in their
temporal distributions. This finding was borne out by SGA Project
ceramic studies (Abbott 1984). Furthermore, the so-called "Classic"
period red ware types were found in direct association with Sedentary
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period decorated ceramics at Frogtown (Sires 1983). On the floor of
Structure 49 at that site, a single red ware bowl with pattern polishing
(Gila Red) was found in association with Sacaton Red-on-buff and Sacaton
Red sherds. In addition, Gila Red and Sacaton Red-on-buff were the
dominant identified red ware and decorated types recovered in
association at the following SGA Project sites: Smiley's Well (Sires
1983d: 52), the Ellsworth Site (Deaver 1983a: 281-3), and The Jones Ruin
(Deaver 1983b). The types also were found to co-occur in vessel form at
Las Colinas (Crown 1981a) and in cremations at Los Hornos (Howard 1980).
In all instances, the co-occurrence of these types, taken in conjunction
with architectural and additional artifactual data, was taken as
evidence of a late Sedentary or Sedentary-Classic transition dating.
Haury (1937: 170) noted the co-occurrence of Sacaton Red-on-buff and
"Santan" Red as characteristic of the Santan phase of the Sedentary
period. Santan Red (Gladwin and Gladwin 1933: 28-29), an unpolished red
ware, was not identifed in SGA Project samples; the red ware described
here was definitely polished as well as red-slipped. The evidence would
seem to indicate, therefore, that the red ware and buff ware sequences
are not synchronous, as has generally been assumed. It is particularly
important to recognize this fact in interpretations of survey data where
Gila Red and Sacaton Red-on-buff are found in association but without
Classic period decorated ceramics. In such instances, a late Sedentary
temporal placement may be indicated rather than a Sedentary and Classic
period date (Stein 1979a; Teague 1982c).
The Polvor6n Phase
The final result of SGA Project research, and perhaps the most
important with regard to the Hohokam chronological sequence, is the
definition of the Polvor6n phase. A detailed discussion of, and
justification for the definition of, this phase has been presented by
Sires (1983c) and will not be repeated here. However, it is useful to
present information on the phase in summary.
Summary of Polvor6n Phase
Character tics
Area:

Salt-Gila Basin

Age:

Between A.D. 1350 to A.D. 1450.

Excavated Sites
with Polvor6n
phase components:

El Polvor6n (AZU:15:59); Las Colinas (AZT:12:10);
Las Casitas (AZU:15:27); Escalante (AZU:15:3);
Casa Grande Compound F (AZU:14:57).

Environment:

Lower Sonoran Desert
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Architecture:

Jacal pit houses, rectangular with rounded
corners;entryways centered al ong side wall with
curb type or short, vestibular entrance; interior
hearths, some with funnel shape.

Village
Organization:

Jacal structures arranged in small clusters, or
continued occupation of earlier Classic period
settlements.

Economy:

Probable continued irrigation agriculture, on a
smaller scale, with hunting and gathering.

Indigenous Pottery:

Low frequency of red-on-buff (heirlooms?); high
frequency of Salado Polychromes, red ware, and
plain ware; at Las Colinas "degenerate" red and
plain wares; perhaps locally manufactured red-onbrown decorated ceramics.

Intrusive Pottery:

Hopi Yellow Ware; San Carlos Red-on-brown; abundant
Tanque Verde Red-on-brown.

Ground Stone:

No known change from Classic Period.

Chipped Stone:

High frequency of obsidian; projectile points
continue in high frequency found in the Classic
period.

Bone Artifacts:

No known change from Classic Period.

Clay Artifacts:

Reappearance(?) of figurines,

Disposal of the
Dead:

Inhumation and cremation, including seated
inhumations. Cremations located in a discrete plot,
inhumations within the habitation area.

comales (?).

Summary and Conclusions
Salt-Gila Aqueduct Project research did not contribute directly
to the resolution of questions concerning the Hohokam chronology. The
chronology proposed by Haury (1976) was utilized for the consistently
late sites excavated, and what scant independent evidence was produced
for dating the Colonial through Classic periods tends to corroborate
that sequence. The high proportion of transitional decorated ceramics
recovered on the project confirms the smooth nature of the evolution of
Hohokam decorated ceramics. Additional evidence suggests that the
decorated and red ware sequences were not absolutely synchronous. A new
phase has been defined on the basis of evidence recovered at El Polvor6n,
a single-component site south of Queen Creek. The Polvor6n phase,
beginning in the mid to late fourteenth century to and lasting until
A.D. 1450, subsumes the last documented portion of the occupation of the
Salt-Gila Basin prior to the protohistoric period.

Chapter 2
HOHOKAM SUBSISTENCE AND SETTLEMENT IN THE SALT-GILA BASIN
Patricia L. Crown

Despite a century of research, Hohokam food production continues
to be a topic of investigation for prehistorians. Considerable effort
was expended on the Salt-Gila Aqueduct (SGA) Project in the attempt to
document and interpret Hohokam subsistence patterns and to place them
within a broader cultural perspective. An entire volume of this series
(Vol. VII) is devoted to the results of these researches, and numerous
additional publications review research results and address specific
issues. Given the quantity of information already available on Hohokam
subsistence, it would not be worthwhile to review all the data.
Neverthless, several specific problems raised during the course of SGA
Project research remain to be addressed.

Hohokam Subsistence Strategy
Two aspects of prehistoric subsistence patterns inferred from
the archaeological record within the SGA Project study area are of
particular significance: variability in subsistence products and the
evidence for stability in subsistence techniques.
A wide variety of
food stuffs was grown, gathered, encouraged, and hunted by the Hohokam
(Fish 1984; Miksicek 1984; Szuter 1984). Domesticated plants documented
within the study area include corn, squash, cotton, tobacco, and
probably beans. Other possible or incipient cultigens include agave,
yucca, little barley, panic grass, pigweed, and perhaps cholla. Plants
possibly encouraged include the agricultural weeds spiderling,
globemallow, and Arizona poppy, as well as those in the Onagraceae
family.
Numerous wild species were identified in SGA Project samples;
thus will not be enumerated here. Faunal remains indicate the
consistent addition of meat, particularly from rodents and rabbits, to
the diet of the Hohokam.
Stability in the subsistence technology employed by the Hohokam
within the SGA Project study area has been reported in several places
(Crown 1981b, 1982, 1983a, 1984f; Dart 1983a). Investigated features
indicate irrigation agriculture along Queen Creek and the Gila River,
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and dry farming on the Gila River. Indirect evidence suggests
floodwater farming on Siphon Draw, and on minor drainages feeding Queen
Creek and the Gila River. The techniques documented for each area do
not change through time, but persist from the beginning to the end of
occupation in these areas.
Taken together, these data indicate a subsistence base that
combined hunting, gathering, and agricultural food production. Perhaps
most important, these data indicate that diverse farming techniques were
practiced by the occupants within small geographic areas along the
drainages studied, and quite probably by the occupants of single sites,
particularly along the Gila River.
Diversity of Farming Techniques
The documentation of multiple farming practices has led to a
consideration of the causes for the use of these techniques within
relatively small geographic areas. In the past, researchers have
generally interpreted the use of farming techniques other than
irrigation within the Salt-Gila Basin as the result of population
pressure or crop failure, which are thought to have forced the Hohokam
to rely on farming practices considered less desirable than irrigation
(Grady 1976; Wilcox 1979: 86; Upham and Rice 1980: 86; Plog 1980: 16;
Masse 1981: 413-414). It has generally been inferred that dry farming
was adopted during or after the Santa Cruz phase (Grady 1976; Wilcox
1979: 106; Plog 1980: 16). Outside the Salt-Gila Basin, the use of such
techniques as floodwater farming and dry farming have been interpreted
as the necessary consequence of environmental situations in which
irrigation agriculture could not be practiced. In some situations, the
adoption of these farming practices was viewed as requiring considerable
adaptation to the localized environment by the migrant Hohokam, and
perhaps even instruction from indigenous populations (Weaver 1980).
In order to explore the validity of the "population pressurecrop failure" explanations for the multiple farming techniques
documented within the SGA study area, it has been necessary to control
the dating of the agricultural features found within this area. The
problems with dating these features, and the uncertainty of the
interpreted dates, have been discussed previously (Crown 1984f).
Nonetheless, available evidence points to the adoption of both dry
farming and irrigation agriculture along the Gila River within the study
area, certainly by the Santa Cruz phase, and probably by the Gila Butte
phase. Although our knowledge of sites occupied by the Hohokam is
limited to the recorded sample, there is no evidence to indicate
population pressure in these areas at this early date (Crown 1983a;
Teague, Chapter 4, Part II, this volume).
In the absence of evidence for population pressure at the time
of their inception, alternative explanations must be sought for the
adoption and continued use of multiple farming techniques along the Gila
River in the SGA study area. Two possibilities have been entertained.
The first is that the multiple strategies were employed to minimize risk
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in subsistence pursuits (and perhaps to provide a surplus in good
years). The second is that different crops were best suited to
different terrain and different farming practices (Crown 1984b).
Evidence from SGA Project paleoenvironmental studies provides
support for both explanations. Corn and cotton pollen were found in
samples taken between rock piles, and corn pollen was found in a single
sample taken from beneath a rock pile. The recovery of cultigen pollen
suggests that, at least in some locations,domesticated plants known to
have been grown in irrigated fields were also grown in dry-farming
locations. Yet, the recovery of abundant agave remains from habitation
sites (Miksicek 1984), and the occurrence of large roasting pits and
tabular knives in association with rock pile areas, suggests that some
rock pile fields were used specifically to grow agave. Because agave
does not require irrigation, it may have been transplanted into, and
encouraged exclusively within, dry-farmed locales. Both explanations
are probably correct and, in fact, both may apply to individual field
areas. Agave plants (Fish and others 1983: 20)
• may have been used as in modern Mexico to stabilize
terraces (Johnson 1977: 364) or other rock features. By the
same analogy, they may have been planted in rows along contours
to trap soil moisture, and interspersed with annual crops (West
1970: 364-367; Messer 1978: 107-108) where moisture availability
was promising.
It should be recognized that, regardless of intent, the ultimate result
of mixed farming strategies was to maximize returns on crops planted.
Just as dry farming was practiced on the Gila River, flood water
farming apparently was practiced along minor drainages within the
aqueduct corridor from late in the Gila Butte phase through the Soho
phase. There is an absence of evidence for population pressure along
the two "major" drainages within the study area (the Gila River and
Queen Creek) during the Gila Butte phase, and no indication that
populations were pressured into settling along minor drainages. The
minor drainages could not have supported irrigated fields, and it would
not have been simple to engineer canals from these drainages, given the
local topography. The crops for which we have evidence in floodwaterfarmed fields were the same as those grown in irrigated fields.
The evidence from the study area therefore indicates that
irrigation agriculture was practiced where feasible along the larger
drainages. Dry farming was practiced concurrently where Pleistocene
terraces provided gentle slopes (up to 7 percent) unsuitable for
irrigation agriculture. Floodwater farming was practiced on minor
drainages where irrigation agriculture was impracticable.
There is not even clear evidence that the Hohokam "improved" the
techniques used on any one plot of land through time. It would probably
be difficult to recover evidence for changes in technology in specific
locales, the features remaining presumably were the last used. However,
in all known instances within the study area, ceramic evidence points to
the use of single feature types throughout the sequence of occupation.
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Thus, irrigated tracts along Queen Creek produced sherds dating from the
Gila Butte through Polvor6n phases, but no abandoned dry-farmed areas
were found to indicate a change in land use. The situation is the same
in the Siphon Draw and Gila River areas: where there are features, the
feature types appear to have been used throughout the sequence. This
situation is at least in part the result of topographic constraints on
the types of farming that could be undertaken successfull y on particular
plots of ground. However, once a field had been watered by a particular
method, that method apparently was used throughout the life of the
field.
All available evidence suggests that the Hohokam employed
diversified farming techniques throughout their tenure within the study
area, and probably in other parts of the Hohokam domain as well.
Recent evidence from intensive surveys within the Tucson Basin reveals a
similar, diversified subsistence base, current information suggests
Pioneer through Classic period use of dry farming and canal features
(Fish and others 1983). These data suggest that the use of multiple
farming techniques was a strategy central to Hohokam subsistence ,
regardless of population size. Such a diversifed farming base would
have provided maximum insurance against crop failure, and would have
permitted optimal use of varied topography. Our increasing knowledge of
subsistence techniques within the basin itself has revealed use within
this area of all of the subsistence techniques employed by the Hohokam
outside of the basin. The Hohokam appear to have emphasized those
aspects of their subsistence repertoire that best suited the local
topographic situation. Not only did they thus provide insurance against
crop failure, but their ability to handle different farming techniques
in a variety of situations within the Salt-Gila Basin may explain the
ease with which the Hohokam were able to expand beyond it: new
environment al situations did not necessarily require the adoption of new
techniques, but merely a change in emphasis with regard to existing
strategies in their native subsistence base (Elson and other 1983).
Diversified farming techniques were used in many ethnograph ically
documented situations in the Southwest (Hack 1942; Bradfield 1971), and
have been interpreted on the basis of prehistoric information for much
of the Southwest as well (Woodbury 1961b; Dean and Lindsay 1978; Winter
1978).
1

Response to Population Change
Given a stable agricultura l technology, we must ask how the
Hohokam dealt with changes in population size. As stated above, no
single farming technique appears to have developed as a response to
population pressure. Furthermore , there is no real evidence that all
available arable land in the Salt-Gila Basin was actually ever under
cultivation at any one time. If any population pressure existed, it was
probably artificiall y induced by population aggregation rather than by
internal population growth or climatic change.
It is certain that, through time, it was necessary for the
increase production to meet the needs of a growing
to
Hohokam
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population. But it must be emphasized that the lack of evidence for
changes in agricultural technology should not be construed to imply a
static subsistence pattern for the Hohokam. In fact, possibly the
greatest asset of their mixed subsistence strategy was its fluidity and
flexibility. The proportions in the Hohokam diet of foodstuffs from
crops watered by different means, of gathered plants, and of fauna
probably changed from year to year. Thus, although the techniques
themselves did not change, the system as a whole appears to have been
highly adapted to an unpredictable environment.
There were probably additional mechanisms for dealing with the
changing needs of a changing population. Among these would have been
the use of virgin land for growing crops. Such an expansion of
agricultural holdings is a recognizable response to increasing
population among the Hohokam, and is especially evident in areas such as
Queen Creek, where rapid occupation and equally rapid abandonment of the
area has been documented. Insofar as we are able to accurately
interpret the sequence, we may say that the canal system in this area
grew with the population.
It is also possible that the addition of new strains of crops
increased the productive potential of individual fields. For instance,
the evidence for Hohokam manipulation of particular species, such as
amaranth, may be viewed as a strategy for increasing control over crop
production and yield. A number of incipient domesticates appear to have
been manipulated in some way by Hohokam agriculturalists. Table II.2.1
lists those suggested by the work of Fish (1984) and Miksicek (1984),
together with their interpretations of the dates for the appearances of
these species in the archaeological record.

Ta bl e 11.2.1
CULTIGENS AND INCIPIENT CULTIGENS ADDEO TO HOHQKAM DIET
(WITH PROBABLE DATES FOR APPEARANCE)
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Another possible mechanism for increasing yields to supply an
increasing population would be shortening the fallow time for individual
fields. However, it is difficult to assess what types of archaeological
data would point to shortened fallow peroids.
Boserup has proposed that we discard the notion of a distinction
between fields and uncultivated land in examining agricultural
development. She proposes, instead (Boserup 1965:13) that
• • • we consider a continuum of types of land use ranging from
the extreme case of truly virgin land, i.e. land which is never
cropped, through land cropped at shorter and shorter intervals,
to that part of the territory in which a crop is sown as soon as
the previous one has been harvested.
She makes the important point that virgin land at the "extensive margin"
should be considered part of this continuum, because "most or all of the
land added to the sown area as population increases in a given territory
was used already, as fallow land, pasture, hunting ground, or otherwise"
(Boserup 1965: 14). Once these uncultivated lands were added to the
farmed acreage, the functions they previously served had to be served in
new ways or by other territory. Although agricultural techniques did
not change or "intensify" among the Hohokam, land use did.
It must be remarked that aspects of the Boserup model are
difficult to reconcile with the Hohokam sequence, particularly the
appearance of irrigation agriculture at a time for which there is no
evidence of population pressure in the Hohokam area (Crown 198lb).However, because this issue can only be adequately addressed using data
from the Pioneer period, SGA Project data cannot aid its resolution.
Nonagricultural Subsistence
It has been suggested that one response to population pressure
would have been to increase the land under cultivation. However, given
that gathered foods and fauna were important components of the Hohokam
diet, alterations in the use of virgin land would have affected the
availability of specific food stuffs. Boserup's concept of a continuum
from virgin land to land cropped at shorter and shorter intervals
therefore is applicable to the situation of the Hohokam. Any alteration
in land use necessitates some evaluation of the relative potential of
that land for providing subsistence resources. Indeed, the situation
appears to have been even more complicated than is indicated by
Boserup's discussion.
Perhaps one of the most intriguing results of SGA Project
subsistence research is documentation of the alteration of the natural
environment around sites and fields. The work of Fish (1984) has
demonstrated the extent to which the Hohokam, both intentionally and
unintentionally, modified the natural environment in and around their
sites. Pollen studies reveal species within sites in proportions unlike
those found in the natural environment. Particularly in fields, it
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appears that the Hohokam selectively encouraged and used particular
weeds (Fish 1984).
In the past, researchers have suggested that the Hohokam
transformed the natural environment through their agricultural pursuits.
Plog (1980: 17) has argued that more intensive agricultural techniques
(irrigation, dry farming, and increased acreage) were adopted by
populations in the Salt-Gila Basin at the beginning of the Santa Cruz
phase as a "response to a local problem--the degradation of the mesquite
forest by over utilization (perhaps complicated by a climatic shift).''
He states further (Plog 1980: 17) that-The greater the clearing of fields, the use of mesquite for
construction or fuel, the greater the degradation of plant and
animal habitats, the greater the need to invest further
intensification resulting in more fields and more canals.
In part, Plog bases his reconstruction on the relative frequencies of
wild and cultivated plants in flotation samples from Snaketown and Las
Canopas (Plog 1980: 12), which reveal more wild than domesticated plants
prior to the Santa Cruz phase.
SGA Project data do not support Plog's reconstruction. Although
components at only two sites were occupied prior to the Santa Cruz
phase, both sites provide evidence for abundant cultigens in the
flotation record (Fig. II.2.1). It is correct that wild and manipulated
plants occur in higher frequencies than the cultigens at these sites,
however the same is true for all but one habitation component excavated
(The Oidag Site [AZ AA:3:20]). Figure II.2.1 does not reveal any clear
pattern of relative frequencies of plant types through time, and it
appears doubtful that these data accurately reflect the relative
importance of particular plant species as dietary components.
Perhaps more important, however, is that SGA Project data do not
support Plog's suggestion that mesquite forests were over-utilized by
the Hohokam of the Salt-Gila Basin. Mesquite wood occurs in flotation
samples from all phases represented in the SGA Project data. In fact,
along both the Queen Creek and Gila River areas, the latest sites
excavated (El Polvor6n [AZU:15:59] and Las Fosas [AZ U:15:19]) produced
the highest proportions of mesquite charcoal of any project sites.
Miksicek (1984) has interpreted most changes in frequencies of woody
species as related to environmental changes that were naturally rather
than culturally induced. It is clear that trees would have been cut for
building use and for fuel, but there is no clear evidence in the SGA
Project paleobotanical record for degradation of the local environment,
(at least not at the level suggested by Flog). Indeed, it seems most
probable that the Hohokam would have left a strip of riparian species,
particularly the economically important mesquite, along the river, as
did the Pima (Hackenberg 1961: VI-21). Not only would this vegetation
have provided food and fuel, but it would have retarded flood damage to
adjacent fields.
Whatever the causes for the adoption of irrigation
agriculture by the Hohokam (which appears to have occurred by the Gila
Butte phase in the project area), the degradation of the natural
environment does not seem to have been an important problem.
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There is abundant evidence that the Hohokam modified their
environment, but the modification appears to fit the model proposed by
Stein rather than that proposed by Plog. Stein has suggested that the
Hohokam may have enhanced the riparian community along the drainages
through their agricultural pursuits. (Stein 1979a: 82).
The point to be made is that intensive agriculture by the
Hohokam perhaps did not destroy the natural richness of the
riverine resource areas. On the contrary, irrigated agriculture
might have enhanced it. Even if Hohokam fields eventually
spread off the terraces and onto the floodplains, wild plants
and animals may have thrived under such conditions. Optimal
foraging of the disturbed, but by no means destroyed, habitat
might have provided a sound subsistence strategy for the
Hohokam.
Evidence from SGA Project sites and agricultural features
supports such a view of a disturbed, though enhanced, environment around
Hohokam sites. Although it is clear that the Hohokam disturbed the
environment, the work of Fish (1984)and Szuter (1984) suggests that this
disturbance was advantageous for the Hohokam. Although woody riparian
species do not appear to have grown along canals or field areas,
moisture-loving shrubs and grasses did. In particular, it would appear
that four weed types were selectively encouraged in Hohokam fields and
along canals and reservoirs in situations where culturally created mesic
habitats occurred.
Human occupation in and around sites fostered the
growth of disturbance plants, a significant proportion of which would
have had economic value. Indeed, Fish (1984) documents the presence of
different culturally induced microhabitats within and surrounding
agricultural features, thus revealing the diversity of resources
available to the Hohokam farmers. The work of Szuter ( 1984) also
suggests that the animals primarily exploited as food resources by the
Hohokam were those attracted to agricultural fields and the disturbed
site environments. The killing of such animals served a two-fold
purpose, eradicating pests and providing a supply of protein.
As Stein (1979a) notes, this situation is not unlike that
described by Rea (1979: 9) for Pima fields •
• • • rather than destroying the riparian community as some
misguided whites have tried to do with "phreatophyte control"
programs, they (the Pima) extended this mesic vegetation, via
their fields, canals, ditches, and fence rows, across the
floodplains, which made them even more attractive to wildlife.
In so doing, they increased the biological productivity of the
floodplains.
In many ways, then, the term "nonagricultural subsistence" is
not an accurate one. The Hohokam modified their environment to such an
extent, and so enhanced it in the doing, that plants derived from a
strictly natural environment cannot be separated from those derived from
the modified environment. Yet, a considerable proportion of the plants
documented in the pollen and macrofossil records are not cultivated
plants, either. The Hohokam utilized the environment they had modi1ied,
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apparently to a significant extent, and their role in changing the
environment of the Salt-Gila Basin cannot be viewed as having been
detrimental to their survival. As Rea (1979: 13) notes:
The Pima ecosystem would have continued indefinitely--it coevolved with the desert ecosystem. It did not simplify the
biotic commmunity. The Pima actually diversified it. And they
exploited their diversification, both plant and animal.
The overall, the prehistoric record interpreted from SGA Project
research reveals a subsistence base characterized by the use of diverse
resources procured by diverse means. Agricultural technology does not
appear to have changed through time, although a number of mechanisms
permitted the Hohokam to expand their food production and procurement to
meet the needs of an increasing population. Their dependence on varied
sources for foodstuffs gave them considerable flexibility in food
procurement, and allowed them to respond to a highly variable
environment. Perhaps the greatest testimony to the success of the
Hohok.am subsistence system is the length of their tenure in the SaltGila Basin.

The Role of the Environment in Hohok.am Culture Change
Although the Hohok.am modified their environment to a
considerable extent, they were still at the mercy of natural conditions.
It is important to evaluate the nature of climatic change during the
Hohokam tenure in the Salt-Gila Basin, and the extent to which changes
in the environment played a role in Hohok.am culture change. There has
been considerable debate among archaeologists over the extent to which
hypothesized climatic changes influenced Hohokam culture history. A
number of researchers have argued that environmental changes indeed
affected the course of Hohok.am prehistory, particularly the events of
the Sacaton-Soho and Soho-Civano transitions (Weaver 1972; Doyel 1981:
60, 69, 74). Other researchers have argued, to the contrary, that
environmental change was not an important factor in Classic period
developments (Grady 1976: 45-51; Wilcox and Shenk 1977). It is
important to recognize that over the course of the approximately 800
years of occupation in the Salt-Gila Basin represented by SGA Project
sites, environmental changes of some magnitude undoubtedly occurred.
However, the magnitude of these changes and the cultural responses to
them are difficult to document. The large body of paleoenvironmental
data from the SGA Project may shed some light on this matter.
On the basis of paleobotanical and fauna! data, Barber (1984),
Miksicek (1984), and Szuter (1984) have proposed the environmental
sequences outlined in Table II. 2. 2. These are compared with Weaver's
(1972) model. Weaver's and Miksicek's sequences depend on data
interpreted to some extent in light of climatic sequences documented for
other geographic areas in the Southwest, particularly the Colorado
Plateau. Graybill (1983) cautions against the use of such sequences in
reconstructing the Salt-Gila Basin climatic patterns; furthermore,
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cultural
cultural
building
are used
Miksicek

modification of the localized environment around a site and
bias in plant and animal procurement for food, fuel, and
material must be acknowledged when floral and faunal remains
to reconstruct the past environment (Barber 1984; Fish 1984;
1984; Szuter 1984).

There is considerable disagreement in the four sequences
concerning effective moisture levels in any one phase. This is
particularly true for the end of the sequence, when environmental
conditions were believed by Weaver to have brought about the changes
associated with the Hohokam Classic period. The SGA Project data
therefore, do not entirely support or negate Weaver's environmental
reconstruction. Perhaps more important is that the proposed response to
these postulated fluctuations in the environment can be disputed. Doyel
(1981: 61) has argued that the major rivers of the Salt-Gila Basin did
not experience the influx of population suggested by Weaver for the
Sacaton-Soho transition. It might also be argued that aggregation
during times of environmental stress would not represent a particularly
adaptive strategy. Indeed, the presumably marginal Queen Creek portion
of the study area was abandoned after this proposed period of low
effective moisture, while the presumably attractive Gila River portion
of the study area did not witness any increase in numbers of sites until
after this period.
Ultimately, we must conclude that no documented changes in the
physical environment can be correlated with any documented changes in
Hohokam culture. For the most part, the lack of precision in dating
both cultural and climatic processes precludes evaluating the
relationship between the two in any detail at this time. As stated
above, it would be foolish to argue that over such a long period of
tenure in the basin, no environmental changes occurred. Likewise, it
would be foolish to propose that the Hohokam did not respond to
environmental changes. However, available evidence suggests that the
sequence of occupation within the study area was not drastically altered
by environmental changes.

Implications for Hohokam Settlement Patterns
Stein (1979a: 24-25) has made the following suggestion.
Some of the advantages of dispersed settlement may be
intensified if the settlement is permanent--as many Hohokam
sites were--rather than temporary. For example, gathered plant
and animal resources can be obtained more reliably in natural
areas surrounding dispersed ("rancheria") type houses than at
the outskirts of larger settlements where many people are vying
for the same goods (Fish and Fish 1978). If such were true for
the Hohokam, then rancherias on river terraces may have been
surrounded by natural preserves which, along with agricultural
goods of the valley bottomlands, supported the site inhabitants.
Carrying capacity of such natural preserves could have
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controlled the spacing of contemporary houses and restrained
forces toward nucleation, at least until late Sedentary and
Classic times.
However, on the basis of Fish's (1984) work (described above) it would
appear that the occupants of even fairly small settlements modified the
natural habitat around their str1uctures and fields. In fact, it would
appear that this disturbed habitat may have provided more resources used
by the Hohokam than did the natural environment itself (Fig. II.2.1). It
is thus the case that settlement distributions would have affected the
ability of the Hohokam to gain access to variable terrain and resources
for farming, hunting, and gathering. It is, therefore, instructive to
consider the patterning of settlements relative to the local geography.
This discussion will concentrate on Preclassic settlements on Queen
Creek and Classic period settlements on the Gila River, time periods and
locales for which we have the most documentation.
Preclassic Queen Creek Settlement
To the north of Queen Creek, the SGA Project right-of-way widens
to accomodate a diversion dam (Sonoqui Dike), and the broader swath has
provided increased information on settlement distributions.
Nevertheless, our knowledge of the sites in the areas is for the most
part limited to the right-of-way, and the number of statements that can
be made concerning prehistoric settlement patterns is limited (Crown
1983b). Within this area, four permanent Preclassic habitation sites
and three field house sites were documented (Fig. II.2.2). Only a
single field house site (Casas Pequeffas [AZ U:15:97]) was excavated that
dated prior to the Santa Cruz phase. Given what we know aboul field
houses (Crown 1984c), it is quite probable that a permanent habitation
site associated with the field houses at Casas Pequeffas was located
somewhere within 2 km of the site. Because such a permanent habitation
site was not found within the right-of way, it could well be under
farmed land to the west, or desert to the east, of this area.
During the Santa Cruz phase, all but one of the known permanent
habitation sites was established. The single habitation area on the
north side of Queen Creek and two on the south side were associated with
reservoirs also constructed during this phase. A single field house
site with multiple structures also has a Santa Cruz phase component
(Casas Pequeffas) and may have been associated with either of the
habitation sites south of Queen Creek, or possibly with whatever
habitation site was tied to the site during the Gila Butte phase.
During the Sacaton phase, the two habitation sites south of
Queen Creek continued to be occupied. A third habitation site with a
single pit house (Rancho Sin Vacas [AZ U:15:62]) was also occupied
during the Sacaton phase. In addition, two field house sites (the
Chiadag site [AZ U:15:99] and Casas Pequeffas) were occupied during the
Sacaton phase. No sites north of Queen Creek within the study area were
occupied until late in the Sacaton phase. At the end of the Sacaton
phase, a single habitation site (Smiley's Well [AZ U:14:73]) and a
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single field house (the Ellsworth Site [AZ U:15:57]) were occupied in
this area; these two sites were occupied into the Soho phase and then
abandoned.
A number of points can be made concerning the location of these
sites relative to subsistence resources. First, none of the habitation
sites is less than 0.8 km from Queen Creek. However, the location of
canals appears to have been of greater significance in settlement
decision than the ultimate water source. Second, all three major
permanent habitation sites established during the Santa Cruz phase
(AZ U:15:60, Frogtown [AZ U:15:61], and Smiley's Well) are associated
with apparently contemporaneous reservoirs. As suggested by Teague
(1982c: 8), reservoirs appear to have been regarded as requisite to
year-round occupation of this area; these features apparently used for
domestic water supplies and possibly for pot-irrigation. The only
permanent habitation site without an associated reservoir, Rancho Sin
Vacas, was occupied during the Sacaton phase. This site, unusual in
other respects, will be discussed later.
The irrigation system along Queen Creek forms a dendritic
pattern (Turney 1929). Local topography permitted the Hohokam to
irrigate fields on both sides of the canals along much of their extent.
This possibility gave the Hohokam greater latitude in the placement of
fields, and it appears that irrigated fields were contiguous to
permanent habitation. As Figure 11.2.2 shows, the known diversion
canals that branch off main canals were constructed to feed fields
apparently located next to habitation areas. At Frogtown, the known
irrigated field (Dart 1983a; Fish 1984) was located in the midst of the
three distinct groups of Sacaton phase habitation structures. Despite
proximity to a field, however, pollen evidence and structure location
suggest that the permanent habitation structures on Queen Creek were not
located within fields, but on their peripheries.
In order of importance, the deciding factors in the placement of
permanent habitation units seem to have been a reliable domestic -water
source and proximity to irrigable land. It is not possible to state
which of these factors took precedence in the location of structures.
Field houses also were located in proximity to canals. For
these structures, however, pollen evidence suggests locations in the
midst of the fields. In addition, field houses were situated on canals
consistently closer to Queen Creek than the canals on which the
permanent habitation sites were located. Field houses were located
along each of the main canals that was not associated with a permanent
habitation site; they were, nonetheless-:-Situated in fairly close
proximity to permanent habitation sites interpreted as contemporaneous.
The existence of field houses so close to permanent habitation sites is
a matter for further discussion.
The basic pattern for sites associated with irrigated fields
appears to have entailed permanent habitation on the peripheries of the
fields on some canals, and field houses in the midst of fields on all
other canals. This pattern seems to have held from the Santa Cruz
through early Soho phases in this area. With one exception, all canals
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apparently terminated within the study area. In only one instance did
one canal feed two permanent habitation sites (Frogtown and AZ U:15:60,
which are only 1.36 km apart). It is difficult to evaluate how much
cooperation was necessary between the inhabitants of the sites to
construct and maintain the canals within the study area. However, it is
interesting to note that the Frogtown fields could also have been fed
with a second independent canal system; that each site may have had direct
access to water and that canal construction and maintenan e, as well as
water and land allocation, was undertaken by each site alone. Such
direct control over irrigation resources has been designated "local
irrigation" (Wolf and Palerm 1955: 276).
A single permanent habitation site depa rts f r om this pattern.
This site, Rancho Sin Vacas has a single pit house. No canals were
documented in the vicinity of the site, and no reservoir or other water
storage feature was found there. A small wash, 0.2 km north of the
site, now supports mesquite, palo verde, and ironwood trees. All
indications from paleoenvironmental sampling support an interpretation
of farming in the vicinity of the site. In the absence of evidence for
canals within the vicinity of the site (the closest canal is 1.38 km
north of the site), it has been suggested that floodwater farming was
practiced along the wash near the site (Crown and Hull 1983). As stated
above, this site is the only permanent habitation site in the area that
is without an associated reservoir, and is the only permanent habitation
site within the entire project area which had only a single pit house.
If floodwater farming had been practiced along the wash, it is doubtful
that the yield could have supported a signficantly larger population
than the single family believed to have lived here. Perhaps more
significant, however, is that floodwater farming does not require the
cooperation among individuals that is demanded by canal irrigation, and
thus permits isolated occupations of this sort. Occupation on the wash
was apparently short within the Sacaton phase. This pattern of
occupation is certainly anomalous within the study area, but may have
been more common elsewhere in the Hohokam domain. However, given the
apparently contemporaneous occupation of Frogtown and the lack of
evidence for real population pressure on Queen Creek, it seems likely
that the occupants of Rancho Sin Vacas lived apart for some reason other
than that of necessity. In all probability, the pattern was anomalous
for the Hohokam in general just as it was for the Hohokam within the
study area.
In summary, habitations in the Queen Creek portion of the study
area appear to have been located with due regard for the proximity of
irrigable land and reliable domestic water supplies. Perhaps due to
problems with flooding, habitation sites were located on the canal
segments farthest from Queen Creek. Field houses were located on canal
segments closer to the Creek. A field house was found close to segments
of canals that were not associated with a permanent habitation site.
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Classic Period Gila River Settlement
Thanks to the number of surveys and exavations conducted along
the Gila River (Fewkes 1908; Cummings 1926; Gladwin 1928; Midvale 1963;
Doyel 1974; Doelle 1976; Teague and Crown 1982a, 1983a, 1983b), it is
possible to evaluate Classic period settlement between Florence and
Coolidge in some detail. Despite the amount of work documented in this
area, however, it must be emphasized that much of the area had been
disturbed by agricultural development by the time surveys and
excavations were undertaken. Furthermore, it is probable that in many
portions of the area only the most visible sites were recorded. It is
for this reason that, despite the fact that several Preclassic sites
have beenexcavatedor reported in the area, only Classic period
settlement patterns will be discussed. The earlier known sites tend to
be smaller and less visible (Grewe stands as a notable exception) and
the data are seen as less reliable.
Figure II.2.3 presents Classic period sites and all agricultural
features recorded in the Florence area; because of problems with dating
agricultural features, all known features in the area are presented. On
the basis of ceramics found along the banks of these canals, we may say
with fair certainty that the canals were in fact utilized during the
Classic period. Furthermore, all but one of the few dry farming areas
that have produced datable ceramics were associated with the Classic
period. The Classic period dating of these features is therefore
tentative, but reasonable.
A number of statements can be made about the relationship
between agricultural features and habitation areas. As shown in Figure
II.2.3, canals along this portion of the Gila River parallel the river
itself. Local topography would have made it difficult to irrigate any
land that was not on the river side of the canals, because the canals
are generally backed up against terraces. However, virtually all of the
land on the river side of the canals would have been irrigable; in fact,
this land is under cultivation today.
Given a topographic pattern so different from that of Queen
Creek and the Salt River, it is not surprising to find a settlement
pattern quite distinct from those found on these other major drainages
in the Salt-Gila Basin. Along the two irrigation systems documented on
the Gila, all permanent habitation sites are located on the side of the
canals away from the irrigated land.
Furthermore, all are located
within a 1 km ribbon parallel with each canal. (Some of the larger
sites, such as Adamsville, actually extend outside this ribbon, but
still are located largely within the area). This pattern is
particularly striking within the SGA study area, where intensive surveys
have covered a considerable extent of the land. Where the SGA right-ofway is within the 1 km limit, habitation sites were recorded; where it
dips outside this limit, no habitation sites were found. Apparently,
then, all irrigated land was on one side of the canal, all habitation
sites on the other. It could reasonably be argued that no habitation
sites were found between the canals and the river because this land has
been so extensively exploited for agricultural purposes in the last
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century. Although it is indeed possible that sites were buried or
destroyed in this area, it does not seem probable; numerous surveys
conducted in the Florence area from the early part of this century
consistenly fail to record the presence of habitation areas.
Dry-farmed areas also were on the sides of canals that are away
from the river,(all within 3 km of the habitation sites), probably
because dry farming was not practiced where irrigation agriculture was
feasible, and because all the terrain preferred for dry farming lay
outside this area.
There has been considerabl e disagreemen t between prehistoria ns
on the extent to which the constructio n and maintenance of the
irrigation systems of the Salt-Gila Basin necessitated a complex social
structure among the Hohokam (Woodbury 1960, 1961a; Haury 1976: 148-150).
Nevertheles s, it has generally been agreed that "where multiple villages
depended upon a single canal, some form of intervillag e management,
including agreements on water allocation, had to be in effect" (Haury
1976: 149). The necessity for cooperation between communities is an
aspect of "district irrigation, " which is distinct from "local
irrigation. " (Wolf and Palerm 1955:276)
• • • in that the individual community lacks direct access to
water, and the problem of allocating water can no longer be met
within one community alone. At the same time, such district
irrigation lacks the massive character of larger systems
comprising several districts.
The sites cooperating on a single canal system have been termed
an "irrigation cluster" (Wolf and Palerm 1955: 276), "irrigation
community" (Doyel 1977a: 164), or "platform mound-canal system" (Gregory
and Nials 1983: 4). While cooperation between individuals using water
and land watered from a particular canal would have been necessary for
the survival of the system, the actual means by which constructio n and
maintenance were organized, and resources allocated, is unclear.
Gregory and Nials (1983) have suggested that each "irrigation community"
(consisting of individual platform mound sites and associated
populations ) had a role in maintaining segments of canals and in
allocating water and contiguous parcels of land. Multiple "irrigation
communities " sharing longer canals (canals with multiple contemporan eous
platform mound sites and thus multiple irrigation communities ) would
have had to cooperate at some level in maintaining all "community"
segments of the canal and in regulating the allocation of water and
land.
In order to examine settlement distributio n relative to
subsistence resources in greater detail, we decided to follow a
procedure suggested by the work of Gregory and Nials (1983) in studying
irrigation communities . In examining patterns of land use, they found
it reasonable to assume that a particular segment of the canal and
associated irrigated lands would have been under the control of an
irrigation community, defined as the platform mound and associated
population. Platform mounds have been documented along both main canals
near Florence; but the identificat ion of associated population, canal
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segment, and land was not simple. Here it is assumed that each platform
mound site controlled the land up the canal to the next platform mound,
rather than down the canal. This assumption was made for several
reasons. The largest sites occurred at the ends of the canals;
presumably, they would have controlled lands up canal from them.
Furthermore , this pattern makes more sense than assuming that platform
mounds were tied to lands down canal: if the platform mounds served to
integrate populations for the constructio n and maintainanc e of canals,
the residents clearly would have been more concerned with the water
brought to them than with th water flowing beyond their boundaries.
Therefore, the land up canal to the next platform mound site was
included with each such site. The land across to the river and
agricultura l features close to the habitation sites with the mound area
were included as well. Several interesting patterns emerge from this
exercise (Fig. 11.2.3).
Nonplatform mound sites tend to cluster near the platform mound
sites in each canal segment. Perhaps the most interesting pattern lies
in the distributio n of dry-farmed areas relative to these canal
segments. Each platform mound area has at least some dry-farmed land,
and this dry-farmed land tends to be situated farther from the platform
mounds sites and closer to the other habitation sites. By contrast,
areas of irrigated land, each of which is separated from habitation
units by a canal, were not so clearly associated with particular
habitation sites.
Additional portions of the land use system apparently lay beyond
the dry-farmed lands. Areas outside these farmed localities may have
been exploited for hunting and gathering native, undisturbed resources.
Such use is suggested by the occurrence of sherd and lithic scatters,
and of isolated roasting pits and rock rings at a distance from
habitation sites (Hull and Dart 1983). A final aspect of the pattern
may be interpreted from the occurrence of two field houses associated
with small drainages 4 km from the South Gila Canal. The pollen record
from these two sites (Oidag [AZ AA:3:20] and Tonka [AZ AA:3:22]) did
not suggest that the structures were located in irrigated fields,
although abundant cultigen macrofossil s attest to agricultura l activity
in the vicinity of the sites. As with Rancho Sin Vacas, it seems
reasonable to associate these field house localities with floodwater
farming.
In summary, the distributio n of sites in the Florence area
appears to have been strongly tied to the location and availabilit y of
farming land. Habitation sites occur within 1 km of the two canals.
Irrigated land was on the river side of each canal. Beyond the
habitation sites, a zone used for dry farming sketched from the edge of
the habitation sites to as far as 3 km away. Beyond this zone lay small
washes used for floodwater farming (at least as far as 4 km beyond
habitation sites), and undisturbed land that was exploited for gathering
and hunting.
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Patterns of Land Use
Examinin g the distribu tion of habitati on sites relative to
subsiste nce resource s along the Gila River and Queen Creek provides an
interest ing opportu nity to examine intensit y of land use by the Hohokam.
Patterns of land use along Queen Creek appear ~o have been tied to
settleme nt location and water sources . Permane nt habitati on structur es
are situated in a loosely aggrega ted fashion, clustere d around irrigate d
fields and in proximi ty to reservo irs. In the single instance where
floodwa ter farming appears to have been practice d, paleobo tanical
evidence still suggests that fields were located in close proximi ty to the
pit house. Hunting and gatherin g would have been undertak en both within
habitati on site environs and away from them. This type of settleme nt
pattern would have been most efficien t, combinin g the advantag es of
disperse d settleme nt near fields with concent rated populati on for canal
constru ction and mainten ance. However , it is importan t to recogniz e
that not all field areas or canal segments had permane nt habitati on in
close proximi ty. All main canals did have some type of structur e close
by, but most of these were tempora rily occupied field houses, rather
than permane nt habitati on structur es.
There is little evidence for coopera tion between the inhabita nts
of differen t habitati on sites and little reason to believe that much
coopera tion would have been necessa ry. With one exceptio n, inhabita nts
of the permane nt sites appear to have controll ed their own domestic and
farming water sources . Although AZ U:15:60 and Frogtown did share a
canal, Frogtown had access to a second canal as well. The local
irrigati on systems along Queen Creek would thus have afforded the
inhabita nts conside rable autonomy in subsiste nce pursuit s.
This settleme nt pattern contras ts with that found along the Gila
River during the Classic period. As describe d above, subsiste nce
resource s occured there in zones distingu ished by their location s
relative to the Gila River during the Classic period. A zone of
riparian vegetati on probably lay along the river, includin g trees such
as mesquit e, which was used for fuel, building materia l, and food.
Beyond this zone lay irrigate d fields between the canals and the river.
Habitati on sites were situated on the other side of the canal and up to
1 km from it. Dry farming areas also lay within a zone as broad as 3 km
from the canals. Beyond this zone lay small washes used for floodwa ter
farming at least up to 4 km beyond habitati ons sites, and undistur bed
land exploite d for gatherin g and hunting .
It is clear that intensit y of land use decrease d with distance
from the Gila River: from irrigati on agricul ture, to dry farming, to
floodwa ter farming. Foraging probably took place within all zones, with
variable species of wild and encourag ed plants availab le. Although
there are some topograp hic constra ints on the agricul tural techniqu es
that could be used on a particu lar parcel of land, this pattern
general ly follows the model describe d by Chisholm (and supporte d on the
basis of a world-w ide sample) (Chishol m 1979: 23)--the intensit y with
which each field is utilized declines with distance from the farmstea d.
However , the Gila River settleme nt pattern deviates from the predicti ons
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of this model because habitati on units were located between the
irrigate d land and the dry-farm ed land. In many instance s, sites were
located closer to dry-farm ed areas believed to be contemp oraneous , than
to irrigate d lands.
The reasons for this separati on from irrigate d fields must be
explored . To some extent, this pattern of separati ng irrigate d lands
from habitati on sites may be viewed as an attempt to maximiz e the use of
irrigabl e land. All permane nt habitati on sites were located on
nonirrig able land; however , the distance between habitati on sites and
the irrigate d fields would have made farming conside rably less efficien t
than if the structur es had been closer to irrigate d fields, because the
travel time between fields and structur es would have been increase d. It
is of great interest that the habitati on sites were in many cases,
closer to dry-farm ed areas than to irrigate d fields, suggesti ng that
proximi ty to dry-farm ed locales was of some importan ce in settleme nt
location .
This settleme nt pattern may reflect the greater integrat ion of
sites that is necessa rily an aspect of a distric t irrigati on system.
The reduced efficien cy of travel with such a distance from fields may
have been offset by the larger labor force and greater efficien cy
possible in construc ting and maintain ing the irrigati on system. In
addition , the position ing of sites on the terrace above irrigate d fields
certainl y would have afforded on excellen t vantage point for observin g
both fields and other sites. Problems with flooding of the river may
also have encourag ed habitati on at this elevatio n.
This basic pattern of settleme nt was found among the Pima during
the early historic period along the Gila River (Hackenb erg 1961: V-3),
with habitati on units scattere d "one to two miles" from the river and
irrigate d fie l ds between the structur es and the river.
The proximi ty of habitati on sites to dry-farm ed plots does
suggest that an effort was made to reduce travel time in the farming of
these areas. Floodwa ter farming was apparen tly practice d at the
greates t distance from habitati on areas. The patterni ng of farmed areas
and settleme nt along the Gila River further suggests that the degree of
communi ty control over land use may have varied with the type of land
use.
Ezell has describe d property concepts among the historic Pima in
this area. There were at least three separate concepts of property :
public, private , and communi ty. Public property (Ezell 1961: 27)
included
gatherin g areas, hun t ing grounds , the water in the river,
or stock ranges • • • • Communal property , apart from the public
domain, was owned by the coopera tive group which produced it or
brought it into use. In this class were the dams in the river,
the canals, and the fences.
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Finally, private property was acquired through individu al effort, such
as cultivat ion of a particul ar parcel of ground (Ezell 1961: 27).
Russell (1975: 88) adds to this view as follows.
When a tract was newly brought under irrigati on, a committe e of
six men was chosen to make allotme nts to those who had assisted
in digging the ditches . They chose the best land for
themselv es, which seems to have been taken as a matter of
course, in a measure compens ating for their trouble. The plots
were from 100 to 200 "steps" in width, accordin g to the number
in the family to whom they were allotted .
It is possible that similar concepts of property rights existed
among the Hohokam. For instance , in a distric t irrigati on system in
which individu als did not have direct access to water, water control
tied to the irrigati on system must have been perceive d as communal
property . Improved and irrigate d land within each canal segment
probably was held by individu als or families since it was scarce and
valuable (Netting 1982). By contras t, the proximi ty of dry-farm ing
areas to individu al habitati on sites suggests that these areas were
farmed by, and consider ed the property of, individu als at these sites,
or the inhabita nts of each site as a group (rather than the commun ity).
Finally, floodwa ter-farm ed areas, isolated at a distance from habitati on
sites, probably were farmed by, and consider ed the property of,
individu als. Hunting and gatherin g territor y was probably thought to be
in the public domain. Such an outline , of course, is highly
specula tive, but land tenure and settleme nt patterns along the Gila
River do suggest that differen t areas of land were differen tly
perceive d.

The Function of Field Houses
The last problem for discussi on here is the function of field
houses in the Hohokam settleme nt pattern. Field houses have been found
in fields that are not distant from permane nt habitati on sites.
Although it is not possible to ascertai n whether these small structur es
were used by occupan ts of permane nt habitati on sites, the question
remains why permane nt habitati ons closer to the fields did not replace
temporar y field houses. Indeed, there are two question s here. First,
why did the Hohokam have aggrega ted settleme nts rather than disperse d
farmhou ses in their fields? Second, under what circums tances were field
houses built and utilized ?
Conside rable effort has been expended by archaeo logists
attempti ng to explain this phenome non. Haury (1956: 7) has proposed
that field houses in the Anasazi area were a function of aggrega tion,
the field houses necessi tated by the increase d distance s to fields.
Moore argued that nucleati on and great physica l distance to fields are
not necessar y anteced ents of field houses, but that "the constru ction
and utilizat ion of the SUFS (season ally utilized farm shell) activity types represen ts a presuma bly strategi c response by individu als or
societie s to circums tances which through their real or anticipa ted
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effects , pose unaccep table costs" (Moore 1979: 153). This postula te
employs a concept not unlike that defined by Chisholm (1979: 61) as a
limiting distance , beyond which agricul turalist s are unwillin g to travel
on a daily or semidai ly basis. Chisholm provides substan tial
documen tation for regular ity in distance s at which "limitin g distance "
affects settleme nt patterns (Chishol m 1979: 127):
Any distance up to about a kilomet er from the dwelling is of
such little moment for any but speciali zed systems of irrigati on
and garden farming that little adjustm ent is called for in
either the pattern of settleme nt or of land use. Beyond about
1 kilomet er, the costs of movemen t become sufficie ntly great to
warrant some kind of response ; at a distance of 3-4 kilomet ers
the costs of cultivat ion necessi tate a radical modific ation of
the system of cultivat ion or settlem ent--for example by the
establis hment of subsidia ry settleme nts--tho ugh adjustm ents are
apparen t before this point is reached .
Accordin g to Chisholm , both access and intensit y of producti on affect
settleme nt and, in turn, distance between dwelling and fields affects
yields. In his view, irrigati on agricult ure necessi tates habitat on on
or near the land, in order to control water supplies for crops (Chishol m
1979: 150).
Chisholm 's work suggests that for the Hohokam, disperse d
settleme nts represen ted a more efficien t pattern than that of
nucleati on. Among the Hohok.am, however , dispersa l occurred only on a
seasona l basis; for the remaind er of the year, populati on was
concent rated in village s. The question remains why the Hohok.am
aggrega ted in village s. Haury (1956: 7) notes that Hohokam houses were
more disperse d within villages than were Puebloan structur es and states
that "village size appears to have been the product more of the
magnitud e of the populati on and local ecologic al factors than of social
or politica l forces or the necessi ty of defense ." He also suggests
(Haury 1956: 9) that the "waterw orks" of the Hohok.am necessit ated
coopera tion for planning , constru ction, and maintena nce at some level of
centrali zed authori ty.
In conside ring nucleati on among the Hohokam, a number of
reasonab le needs or advantag es may be postulat ed as influen tial in
drawing people in large settleme nts: (1) the provisio n of a reliable
domestic water supply, (2) access to localize d natural resource s,
(3) access to exchange network s, (4) common ality of religiou s beliefs ,
(5) the need to maintain religiou s edifice s, and (6) the need for
coopera tive constru ction and maintena nce of "public" waterwo r ks.
It was probably a combina tion of such factors that brought about
the nucleati on of the Hohokam, followin g, as Haury notes, somewha t
disperse d settleme nt prior to the Classic period. Regardl ess of what
combina tion of factors actually led to the formatio n of nucleate d
commun ities, the end result was increase d distance s between irrigate d
fields and permane nt habitati ons. Increase d nucleati on during the
Classic period apparen tly further increase d distance s between fields and
habitati on areas. At some point, seasona l habitati ons in fields became
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necessary. Utilizing the concepts of Chisholm (1979) and Moore (1978;
1979), it is reasonable to suppose that field houses were constructed
when the "unacceptable costs" of round-trip travel to and from fields on
a daily basis created a "limiting distance" for the Hohokam
agriculturalist. The "dispersed" nature of Preclassic Hohokam nucleated
settlements may be a response to the need to balance distance to fields
with group activities, cooperation, and rituals.
While nucleation may have occurred under a number of differing
circumstances, field houses were necessitated only by real or perceived
"unacceptable costs." Moore (1919: 162-168) provides a list of possible
advantages conferred by field houses: (1) they offered protection from
the physical environment; (2) they enables farmers to save the energy
necessary for round-trip treks from house to field, thus freeing more
en rgy for agricultural tasks; (3) they provided protection from
enemies; (4) they offered shelter to farmers who stayed to protect the
crop through the night from predators such as birds or rodents; (5) they
enabled the farmers to continue living in a large community; and (6)
they could have alleviated the tensions of communal living by providing
"refuge."
While these considerations may have led the Hohokam to build and
utilize field houses, we must inquire in what situations they have
actually been found. Chisholm suggested that while "limiting distance"
may have varied tremendously with visibility, perceived dangers, and
actual physical distance, some aecomodation in settlement p~ttern would
have been made at a distance of 3 km to 4 km between habitation and
field. His work also seems to suggest that irrigation agriculture necessitates subsidiary settlements (field houses) even closer, in thnse
instance s in which habitations were not by the fields,
Table Il .2,3 pres~nts distances between known field houses
excavated in the Salt- Gila Basin ang known contemporaneous (by phase

Table II,2.3
DISTANCE$ BETWEEN SGA FIELP HOUSEg
AND KNOWN CONTEMPORANEOUS PERMANENT HABITATION SITES
Field house site

Drai nage

Type of
farming

Pha ?e

Closest
permanent
site

Distan~e

-

-

Casas Pequei'ias , Lo c;: us A

Q\Jeen Creek

Gila Butte

Irrigation(?)

Casas Pequei'ias, Locus A

Queen Cr~ek

Santa Cruz

Irrigation

AZ U:15:61

1

km

Casas Pequei'ias, Locus B

Queen Cree)<

Sacaton

Irrigation

AZ U:15:61

1

km

Chiadag Site

Queen Creek

Sacaton

Irrigat;ion

AZ U :1 5: 61

El l sworth Site

Queen Creek

Late Sacaton

Irrigation

AZ U:1 4:73

Oidag Site

Gila River

Classic

Floodwater

Ftorence 7:8

2.9 km

Tonka Site

Gila River

Classic

Floodwater

Florence 7:8

3.4 km

--

?

. 5 km
. 7 km
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only) permanent habitation sites. Distances are less than 4 km at each
site. It is interesting, however, that distances for field houses on
Queen Creek drainage are much smaller than distances for fields on the
Gila River. There are several possible explanations for this
phenomenon. First, the contemporaneous permanent sites used for these
measurements are the closest known sites and may not have been the
actual homes of the field house occupants. Surveys in both areas may
not have identified alternative contemporaneous sites. However, surveys
in the Gila River area have been fairly extensive (Midvale 1963, 1971;
Fewkes 1919; Stein 1979a), so it seems unlikely that contemporaneous
permanent habitation sites existed closer to the two field houses on
this drainage. An alternative explanation (one that would fit
Chisholm's findings) is that because distances from fields to permanent
habitations differed with farming techniques, field houses associated
with different farming techniques would also be at different distances
from associated permanent habitation sites. On the basis of our current
knowledge, this pattern holds true for the Salt-Gila Basin sites: those
on Queen Creek were all associated with irrigation agriculture; those on
the Gila River, with floodwater farming.
If these field houses are indeed associated with the permanent
zones within which field houses and related permanent
listed,
sites
might be predictable on the basis of local farming
located
sites were
techniques. Thus, irrigated fields and field houses would appear to
occur within 0.5 km to 1.5 km of permanent habitation sites, and
floodwater farming fields and field houses within 2 km to 4 km of
permanent habitation sites in the Salt-Gila Basin. It is not yet clear
whether this pattern results simply from the documented zonation of
farming techniques around sites, or from the zonation of field house
locations around sites. Field houses might have been required near
irrigated fields because of the intensity of crop maintenance
activities, while they might have been perceived as necessary for
floodwater fields only when such fields were at a greater distance from
the site. The perceived "limiting distance" would then simply differ
with type of farming technique (Chisholm 1979: 61). Indeed, both
factors probably were at work.

Conclusion
The Hohokam adapted to their environment through a flexible
subsistence base and settlement pattern. The subsistence base included
a range of wild resources, cultivated and semicultivated plants, and
fauna. Agricultural techniques included irrigation agriculure, dry
farming, and floodwater farming. The subsistence base and agricultural
technology appear to have remained relatively stable throughout the
sequence of occupation within the study area from the Gila Butte through
Polvor6n phases. Responses to the need for increased yield probably
included the introduction of new crops and strct ins, and shifts in land
use practices. It is possible that double-cropping was practiced on
irrigated land, although we do not have direct evidence of this.
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The productivity of available water and land resources was
maximized through a hierarchy of settlement types. Land use patterns
appear to have been zonal, with decreasing intensity of land use away
from major settlements. Settlements of differing sizes and dur_a tion of
yearly occupation were occupied in these zones, with temporarily
occupied field houses at the greatest distance from major habitation
sites.
Ultimately, the flexibility of their subsistence base and the
fluidity of their settlement pattern appear to have sustained the
Hohokam through environmental changes in the Salt-Gila Basin.
Furthermore, this settlement-subsistence system appears to account for
the apparent ease with which the Hohok.am expanded their range to include
so much of the varied terrain of southern Arizona.

(''

Chapter 3
HOHOKAM ARCHITECTURE AND SITE STRUCTURE
Earl W. Sires, Jr.

Since the earliest scientific investigations of the prehistoric
groups of southern Arizona, the form and arrangement of architectural
features have served as a basis from which inferences about Hohokam
society have been drawn. Early archaeologists in the area tended to
view architectural variability as indicative of social stratification.
Thus, from his work in the Salt River Valley, and in particular Los
Muertos, Cushing (1892-1893) defined four architectural classes which he
interpreted as having been occupied by groups with different social
status. Shortly thereafter, Fewkes (1912: 152) proposed that "An
American feudal system developed in the Gila-Salado Basin, marked by
the erection of buildings belonging to some chief (civan) around which
were clustered small huts, in which the common people lived" (Haury
1945: 32).
As research increasingly revealed the presence of architectural
remains of variable construction and spatial configuration, researchers
interpreted the variability as indicative of different ethnic groups.
For instance, in his analysis of the Los Muertos material, Haury (1945:
32) rejected the earlier statements of Cushing and Fewkes, noting
instead that differences in Classic period architecture were the result
of the presence of two distinct ethnic groups--the native Hohokam and
the immigrant Salado. This Saladoan intrusion model, which was
originally presented by the Gladwins (Gladwin and Gladwin 1929, 1930),
remained in vogue as an explanation for the events of the latter portion
of the Hohokam cultural sequence for at least 45 years. During this
time, interpretations of architecture and site structure were
incorporated into a number of models in Hohokam archaeology, such as
those positing specific relationships between prehistoric and historic
groups in southern Arizona and relationships between the Hohokam and
Mesoamerican groups. Curiously, however, detailed studies of the form
and arrangement of architectural features within Hohokam sites were
lacking during this time.
In the early 1960s, researchers became increasingly interested
in interpreting Hohokam social organization. The study of spatial
patterns (visible in the distribution of archaeological materials)
emerged as one possible means of discerning social organization. Two
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approaches were used to define Hohokam social organization--studies of
patterned distributions of particular artifact types (Grebinger 1971),
and studies of the distribution of architectural and other nonmobile
features (Wilcox and others 1981). Since Wilcox's initial reanalysis of
the architectural and site structure data from Snaketown, a number of
studies have been conducted using similar methods (Howard 1982; Sires
1982; Gregory and Nials 1983; Wilcox and Sternberg 1983). Although
utilizing new methods, these studies are approaching problems that have
been of concern to archaeologists in the Hohokam area for nearly a
century.
For the SGA Project, the analysis of site organization was a
primary research objective. Each of the individual site reports
includes a treatment of this subject. In these studies, the methods
applied and the focus of interest varied in response to the particular
problems to which each site was suited. This chapter summarizes the
individual studies and examines the relevance of- these studies to a
number of larger issues.

Methodology
The methods used in the analysis of the structure of SGA Project
sites may be found in the individual site reports; more general
discussions of the theoretical bases underlying this form of analysis
are provided by Wilcox (Wilcox and others 1981), Howard (1982), Gregory
(1983), and Sires (1983a). For present purposes, only the general
principles of site structure analysis will be presented.
Just as patterns in the distribution of particular artifact
types within a site are a result of the behavioral system responsible
for their deposition and therefore allow inferences regarding this
system, so the patterns in the distribution of site features provide a
sound basis for such inferences. In fact, as Howard (1982) has noted,
site features may be more reliable indicators because they are immobile
and are less subject to postoccupational disturbance processes.
The analysis of the internal structure of a site must begin with
a consideration of both temporal structure and spatial structure. The
first task is to determine what features were present at the site at
particular points or during certain segments of time. Ideally, the
temporal control will permit the identification of absolutely
contemporaneous sets of features and occupation surfaces, which may be
interpreted as "living surfaces." Wilcox defines a living surface as "a
set of associated physical occupation surfaces and facilities that human
populations use as the setting for systems of activities" (Wilcox and
others 1981: 151). Because of the nature of the archaeological record
in southern Arizona, the establishment of such fine-scale temporal
division is not generally possible. Hence, the temporal sets under
consideration must (by necessity) subsume lengthier segments of time,
often at the phase level of resolution. However, it is often possible
to isolate sets of features more closely related in time to each other
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than to other features at the site, even though the exact temporal
dimensions of these sets remain unknown. Once such sets have been
defined, the spatial structure at various points during the
developmental history of a site may be examined.
The analysis of spatial structure demands the definition of the
function of the various features present, their spatial distribution,
and their relationships to one another. From such information, various
functional divisions may be made within the site area (for example, a
group of individual but spatially clustered cremations form a cremation
area, a larger functional division within the site). Functional
divisions may then be examined with reference to their distribution and
association with other functional divisions. The patterned reoccurrence
of specific combinations of such divisions can then be sought.
As Wilcox (Wilcox and others 1981: 148) has stated:

Systems of social processes are looked for, and separate social
groups are differentiated by identifying the behavioral
boundaries of the spatial domains in which the systems of
interaction are distributed.
The most obvious indicators of the spatial domain of a particular social
group are habitation structures. The number and arrangement of such
structures and their relationship to other functional divisions within
the site are of crucial importance in identifying the spatial domains of
resident social groups. It is assumed that equivalently structured
units of spatial organization represent social groups of equivalent
constitution. Within the SGA Project sample, several levels of
increasing structural complexity are recognizable. Each level may by
itself be equated with a particular functional site type. In addition,
the various levels may form a nested set, thereby constituting subunits
of organization within larger, more complex sites. This subject will be
discussed later in the chapter.

Architecture
During the course of the SGA Project, 196 architectural features
were excavated at 18 different sites. The features were interpreted as
dating from the Gila Butte phase through the newly defined Polvor6n
phase of the Hohokam post-Classic. In complexity, the architectural
features ranged from small, insubstantial brush structures to a
multiroomed caliche-walled compound. Functional types defined for
architectural features include field houses, specialized structures
(thought to have been used as menstrual huts or sweat baths), storage
structures, and habitation structures. The reasoning behind placing
individual structures within a particular functional class, as well as
more-detailed information concerning the construction of individual
architectural features may be found in the various site reports, and in
particular in Abbott and Huntington (1983); Deaver (1983b); Sires
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(1983a, 1983b, 1983c); and Gregory (1983). In addition, Crown (1984e)
has provided a detailed study of Hohokam small structure use based
largely on data derived from the SGA Project.
Function
Habitation Structures
Preclassic
The SGA Project sample of Preclassic habitation structures
ranges in time from the Gila Butte to the late Sacaton phase; the
majority of the samples derived from the Siphon Draw Site (AZ U:10:6)
and Frogtown (AZ U:15:61) on Queen Creek.
Only one example of a Gila Butte habitation structure (Structure
22) was identified at the Siphon Draw Site. It was not well preserved;
however, it appears to have been rectangular and probably was not
dissimilar from Santa Cruz and Sacaton phase structures at that site.
During the Santa Cruz and Sacaton phases, habitation structures
were strikingly similar in shape and method of construction. They were
typically rectangular or, in some cases, almost square with rounded
corners. Entrances were relatively short with parallel or slightly
expanding sides and were either ramped or stepped. Entry location was
at (or slightly to one side of) the midpoint of a lateral wall. The
bulbous vestibular entrance characteristic of the Sacaton phase at
Snaketown (Haury 1976) was a rare feature in the SGA Project sample.
Evidence for the construction of superstructures suggests that they were
not unlike jacal structures described for other Hohokam sites (Haury
1976). In general, two or three posts arranged along the longitudinal
axis of the structure supported the roof. However, the side walls were
anchored along the exterior perimeter of the house pits, thereby
distinguishing these structures from the typical "houses in pits" found
at Snaketown. As Haury (1976: 71) notes:
• • • the normal Hohokam residence has been described as a house
in a pit, meaning that, although the floor was sunken, side
walls rose to meet the roof from the floor level, pit houses, on
the other hand, make use of the ground as side walls, the height
being determined by the depth of the floor and structural side
walls rose from the ground surface to meet the roof.
Using this classification, the SGA Project structures would be pit
houses. Hearths were as a rule plastered and were located just inside
the entrance. With the exception of postholes, hearths were often the
only floor features present. The overall size range for these
structures was from 9.5 to 27.3 square meters; the average was 15.4
square meters. Taken as separate samples, the structures from the
Siphon Draw Site and Frogtown illustrate the regularity in size of
Preclassic habitations. At the Siphon Draw Site, house floor area
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ranged from 10.0 to 27.3 square meters, while at Frogtown it ranged from
12.6 to 22.5 square meters. Averages were 15.4 and 15.6 square meters,
respectively. No significant difference in size was noted for Santa
Cruz structures as opposed to Sacaton structures. Figure II.3.1
illustrates several Preclassic habitation structures.
Preclassic SGA Project habitation structures appear to represent
a relatively uniform architectural tradition. Temporal differences in
size or other attributes were not discerned. This tradition can be
characterized as austere in comparison to structures from Snaketown.
The SGA Project sample lacked the architectural frills or amenities such
as floor curbs, entry risers or curbs, and the bulbous vestibular
entryway which were well represented within the architectural assemblage
from that site. In addition, floor plastering (almost universally
present at Snaketown) was less frequent at SGA Project sites; only
43 percent of the habitation structures at Frogtown evidenced this
treatment. This difference may be a consequence of the prevalence of
pit houses among SGA Project structures, in contrast to the houses in
pits of Snaketown. In addition, the Pioneer and Colonial period
structure types Haury (1976) classified as P-2 and C-3 were not present
within the SGA Project sample. Such structures are rectangular with _.
sharp corners, and are distinguished by the presence of numerous clo_sel-y
spaced postholes along the floor perimeter. Roof posts were either
located in the four corners or in several parallel rows. Because only
13 cases of this structure type were identified at Snaketown, it may not
be surprising that this structure type was not in the architectural
repertoire of the inhabitants of the project area.
Sedentary-Classic Transition
Three sites contained habitation structures dating to the
Sedentary-Classic transition: Smiley's Well (AZ U:14:73), locat~d along
Queen Creek; and the Jones Ruin (AZ U:15:48), and the Gopherette Site
(AZ U:15:87), located on the north and south sides of the Gila River
respectively.
At Smiley's Well, the three habitation structures were 9.4,
15.4, and 27.4 square meters in floor area (Sires 1983d). Structures 2
and 3 were similar in all respects to earlier project habitation
structures, but Structure 1 was different in several ways. This
structure, like those at Snaketown, was a house in a pit. Wall posts
set in a groove ringed the floor and it had a bulbous vestibular
entrance. This structure more than any other within the project
resembles what has been considered the typical Sacaton habitation
structure. It is indistinguishable from the S-1 structures at Snaketown
(Haury 1976).
At the Jones Ruin, greater variability in construction was
noted. Two structures resembled the Preclassic jacal structures
described above. They were rectangular with rounded corners and
parallel-sided or bulbous entries (Structures 2 and 3). Structures 1
and 4 were similar to these in shape and entry form, but differed in
that the house pits were lined with 10 cm of adobe. Furthermore,
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substantial portions of the side walls were freestanding, having been
constructed of cobbles set in adobe mortar, and were located along the
exterior surface of the house pit (Deaver 1983b: Figs. I.4.12, I.4.13).
Walls were estimated to have been as high as 1.0 m, which would have
given them a maximum height of 1.5 m above floor level (Deaver 1984b).
Some walls appear to have been entirely of this construction, at least
along their bases. The construction of the upper portions of these
walls and of the segments of walls which did not use cobble construction
is unknown.
The Gopherette Site was occupied from the transition into the
Soho phase (Shaw 1983). The transitional component consisted of two
jacal structures (Structures 1 and 5) similar to Preclassic house forms.
However, these were associated temporally with a a third structure
(Structure 3), which had post-reinforced adobe walls 15 m to 20 cm
thick. This structure type is typical of Soho structures within the
SGA Project architectural assemblage and will be discussed at greater
length below.
Soho Phase
Because there were no Soho phase structures at the Siphon Draw
Site, or on Queen Creek, the sample is drawn entirely from five sites
along the Gila River, which were either entirely of Soho age or
contained Soho components: Las Fosas (AZ U:15:19), the Dust Bowl Site
(AZ U:15:76), the Saguaro Site (AZ U:15:77), the Junkyard Site (AZ
U:15:83), and the Gopherette Site (AZ U:15:87). From one to three Soho
phase structures were present at each site. Of the nine habitation
structures, two were jacal similar in form to earlier structures. The
remaining seven structures resembled the transitional phase Structure 3
at the Gopherette Site. These pit structures were rectangular or almost
square, generally having sharp well-defined corners (Fig. II.3.2). Side
walls originated at the bases of house pits, and were constructed of
post-reinforced adobe in six cases and of solid caliche adobe in two
cases. House pits averaged 0.43 min depth. Roofs were apparently flat
supported by internal posts generally located on either side of the
hearth at the center of each end of the structure. In six cases, the
structures exhibited bulbous vestibular entryways; the entryway was in
one instance parallel-sided but in the other case, entry shape is
unknown.
Taken as a group, these structures were the largest habitation
structures within the project sample. They ranged in size from 15.0 to
27.8 square meters, with an average of 22.1 square meters. They are
basically houses in pits with solid or post-reinforced walls and (as has
been argued in more detail elsewhere [Sires 1982]) they appear to
represent a technologically transitional architecture, combining
elements commonly associated with Preclassic architecture with those
typical of the Classic period. For instance, the bulbous covered
entryway typical of Sedentary period structures at many sites is found
in conjunction with wall types characteristic of the Class i c period.
This entry form, it should be noted, does not occur at SGA Project sites
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after the Soho phase. In many respects, these structures are similar to
the remodeled Sacaton pit houses excavated at the Sidewinder Ruin, a
Soho phase compound within the Escalante Ruin Group (Doyel 1974).
Civano Phase
Civano phase components were investigated at two sites along the
Gila River: Las Fosas, a multiroomed compound, and the Junkyard Site, a
small house group without an enclosing wall. While there is variability
within the Civano architectur al assemblage, a uniform structure type can
be depicted. This structure type accounts for 14 of the 20 Civano
habitation structures whose constructio n type can be discussed. The
details of constructio n have been discussed in the Las Fosas site report
(Sires 19~3a). In general, they are rectangular (in some cases almost
square) with square or rounded corners. They range in size from 12.4 to
24.2 square meters, with an average area of 17.6 square meters. Side
walls were built largely of coursed caliche, although in two cases at
Las Fosas, single walls of structures were of post-reinfo rced
constructio n. Wall thickness varied between 0.15 m and 0.60 m,
averaging O. 25 m to O. 30 m. An entrance was simply a break at t h~·
midpoint of a lateral wall with a low adobe curb arching outward r rom
the base. Floor features were rare, with the exception of a hearth
located inside the entrance. In some cases, postholes (indicating a
two-post roof support system) were present. In each case, the floor was
plastered. The flat roofs were constructed by placing primary beams
parallel to the short axis of the structure. The primary beams,
together with a framework of seco udary cross members, were positioned
while the upper course of caliche was still plastic. They were then
covered with a final course of adobe and bundles of reeds and small
saguaro ribs placed parallel to the primary beams, which were in turn
covered with thatch. Ultimately, the entire constructio n was covered
wih earth.
Post-reinfo rced structures were identified at both sites; one at
Las Fosas and two at the Junkyard Site. Only one of these was
sufficientl y well preserved to allow additional statements concerning
structure form and constructio n. Except for having post-reinfo rced side
walls these structures were within the range of variability for the
solid-walle d structures.
Three jacal structures were identified at Las Fosas. One
(Structure 18) was shown to have been constructed prior to the erection
of compound walls. It was contemporar y with several solid-walled
structures, with which it was later incorporate d within the compound
walls. Because none of these structures burned, there were very few
remaining details of superstruct ure constructio n. Structure 18,
however, was an irregular rectangular shape with a curb entry. The
other two jacal structures were the last structures built and they were
occupied after much of the compound had been abandoned. Structure 12
was similar to other SGA Project Preclassic house forms, being
rectangular with rounded corners and having a short parallel-sid ed
entryway. The pit sides and floor were coated with 0.05 m of adobe.
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Structure 13 was somewhat different in that it had a single roof support
post at the center and a long parallel- sided entry whose three steps
lead down to the floor.
Post-Clas sic
The attribute s of the newly proposed Polvor6n phase of the
Hohokam post-Clas sic have been described elsewhere in detail (Sires
1983c; Crown and Sires, Chapter 1, Part II, this volume). Suffice it to
say that this phase lasted from about A.D. 1350 until at least
A.O. 1450, and that architect ure was an important element in phase
definitio n. As shown here and elsewhere (Johuson 1964), jacal pit
structure s occur throughou t the Classic period as a minor element of the
architect ural assemblag e. The Polvor6n phase, however, is marked by an
apparent return to primary architect ural emphasis on the building of
such structure s.
El Polvor6n, the site for which the phase is named, is a purely
post-Clas sic settlemen t on Queen Creek th1t consists of seven jacal
structure s. Similarly late occupatio ns have been identifid as
component s of other sites, such as Las Colinas, and Compound Fat Casa
Grande. The similarit ies between the architect ure of El Polvor6n and
these other component s has been discussed elsewhere (Sires 1983c). For
the present, discussio n will focus on project structure s. These were
rectangul ar with rounded corners, ranging in size from 10.9 to 17.5
square meters and averaging 14.7 square meters (Fig. II.3.3). The pit
floor and walls were coated with a .05 m of adobe. The sole floor
features in each were a hearth in the typical position and,
occasiona lly, postholes . Entryways were centered along side walls and
were of the curb type described for Civano phase structure s. The house
superstru cture was anchored around the exterior perimeter of the house
pit. In many respects (jacal superstru cture, shape, size and nature and
placement of floor features) these structure s were not unlike those of
the Preclassi c. A major differenc e was the absence of a formal entryway
characte ristic of Preclassi c jacals. In this respect these structure s
more closely resembled those of the preceding Civano phase.
Specializ ed Structure s
This category includes structure s used for activitie s other than
habitatio n. As a rule, the SGA Project specializ ed structure s were
smaller than habitatio n structure s. Crown's (1984e) discussio n of
Hohokam small structure usage is based largely on SGA Project data. The
reader is referred to this study and to several site reports for further
informati on on these structure s (Abbott and Huntingto n 1983; Deaver
1983a; Dart 1984b; Sires 1983d, 1983e). Crown (1984e) found that a
basic division can be made between those structure s located away from
permanent or relativel y permanent settlemen ts and those within such
settlemen ts. Different functions may be inferred for these structure s.
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Specializ ed Structure s Located Away From Habitatio n Sites
These structure s within the SGA Project sample were interpret ed
as field houses. Field houses were located along Queen Creek on both
the north and south sides of the drainage (the Ellsworth Site
lAZ U:15:57], Casas PequeITas [AZ U:15:97], the Chiadag Site
[AZ U:15:99]) , and along the Gila River several kilometer s south of the
channel (the Oidag Site [AZ AA:3:20] and the Tonka Site [AZ AA:3:22]) .
They ranged in size from 3.3. to 8.5 square meters, averaging 5.7 square
meters. Their shape varied from oval to roughly rectangul ar or square
(Fig. II.3.4). Floors were basin-sha ped or level and generally were
somewhat below the aborigina l surface. Occasion ally, plastered floors
were present. Entryways for the most part were hard to define and seem
simply to have been a break in the wall, although a small vestibula r
entrance was reported for Structure 1 at the Ellsworth Site (Deaver
1Y83a). Hearths, usually unprepare d, were located along walls away from
the center of the structure . In this way a larger area of the floor was
made available for use. Postholes were the only other floor features.
Two kinds of construct ion were identifie d for these structure s. The
leaned-po le technique has been described by Dart (1983b: 248, 250) as
follows:
The walls of the house were evidently construct ed by setting up
two large posts near the center of the north and south sides,
and then either leaning other posts against a cross beam or
toward a central forked-st ick convergen ce. The pattern of the
17 postholes around the structure suggests that smaller posts
were propped against the larger ones, and that the whole
structure was covered by thatch.
The second technique may be termed bent-pole construct ion. As
266-267) describes this technique , structure s were built
(1983a:
Deaver
deep pit (15 cm to 29 cm) in the native soil and
a
ng
by "excavati
construct ing a bent-pole frame work" to support the s uperstruc ture.
These poles were driven into the ground , supported by the inside
face of the house pit, or placed in shallow depressio ns outside
the structure to hold the poles in place until horizonta l
stringers could be attached. The poles were either arched over
to meet one another and lashed together or bent toward one
another, leaving a small opening at the top. Horizonta l
stringers • • • were then lashed to the exterior of the
framework . A layer of grass thatch was added to the horizonta l
The outer shell was completed with a layer of
stringers . •
native soil. The structure was probably entered through an
opening left in one side.
Specializ ed Structure s Within Habitatio n Sites
Three
were Frogtown
on the Gila.
uses of small

sites contained structure s other than habitatio ns; these
and El Polvor6n in the Queen Creek drainage, and Las Fosas
On the basis of a review of ethnograp hically documente d
structure s, Crown (1984e) has concluded that such
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structures located within habitation sites seem to have been associated
with storing food or with the seclusion of members of the community
percieved as temporarily "dangerous."
"Dangerous" community members might have included menstruating
women and those seeking ritual purification because of illness or having
been involved in warfare.
Within the small structure assemblage at
that a basic division could be made on the basis
One type of small structure had multiple hearths
was either devoid of floor features or had floor

Frogtown, it was found
of floor morphology.
or fire pits; the other
pits.

Structures of the first type had between two and seven hearths
or fire pits, which usually were unprepared depressions that contained
ash and had oxidized sides. As in field houses, these features were
located along the walls or away from the central portion of the floor.
The presence of hearths indicates habitation; that they were small and
that there were many unprepared hearths might indicate repeated short
term occupation (if the hearths were used sequentially) by a small
number of people (perhaps a single individual), or an attempt to
increase the output of heat within the structure. Hence, structures of
this sort were thought to be sweat baths or menstrual huts (Sires
1983b). The structures ranged in size from 5.1 to 10.4 square meters,
averaging 7.3 square meters. Only one structure, however, was larger
than 8.0 square meters. The superstructure, shape, and floor treatment
appear to have been of the same sort described for field houses.
Given their small size and their lack of h2arths, structures of
the second type appear not to have functioned as habitations; they were
interpreted as storage structures due to the absence of hearths. Where
no floor features were present, stored material could simply have been
placed in containers, although floor pits were present in one structure.
These structures ranged from 5.2 to 9.0 square meters in size. Their
construction does not seem remarkably different (although perhaps
somewhat more substantial) than that of field houses. These structures
had parallel-sided or expanding vestibular entries.
At the Civano phase compound of Las Fosas, three small square
rooms were identified (Structures 7, 14, and 19), ranging in size from
5.5 to 7.0 square meters. They were constructed after the compound
walls were built and were located in the corners of plazas. They
incorporated preexisting, thick adobe walls into their construction.
Relatively thin walls (10 m to 15 cm thick) of jacal (or post-reinforced
adobe) were added onto the preexisting compound walls (Fig. 11.3.5). In
two cases, entry seems to have been gained at the corner of the thin
walls simply by way of a break in the walls. In the third case no entry
could be discerned. Floor preparation in the form of plaster was noted
in only one case (Structure 7). Floor features were few: Structure 7
contained a small ash and trash filled pit and Structure 14 a small
caliche mixing pit. Artifactual evidence did not indicate function.
Further ethnographic data (Crown 1983c) indicates that menstrual huts
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were isolated from other structures; these small, square rooms were not.
However, similar structures at other Classic period sites have been
identified as storage structures (Doyel 1974).
At El Polvor6n, a small, roughly square structure of 8.1 square
meters was excavated. It apparently was constructed with the bent-pole
technique and had a basin-shaped floor of adobe and a small unprepared
hearth. This structure was interpreted as a menstrual hut (Sires
1983b).
At Frogtown, a number of structures that were in most respects
identical to habitation structures, seem also to have been used to
varying degrees for storage purposes. Use for storage is indicated by
the presence of at least one floor pit of large size, averaging 0.82 m
in diameter by 0.42 min depth. The number of such pits varied. The
extreme case being Structure 39 in which the majority of floor space was
consumed by such features leaving little room for domestic activities.
In addition, shallow pit features and an adobe collar interpreted as a
potrest or basketrest were present and the floor assemblage suggested
storage of materials as well (Sires 1983b). These observations seem to
indicate that structure functions lay on a continuum, some structures
being used largely for habitation, but with goods stored inside the
house as well. In addition, structure function may have changed through
time. Although originally constructed as habitations, such s t ructures
may have become unsuitable for habitation (or unnecessary), and then
have been converted for storage use.

Site Structure
A review of the site structure analyses presented in the various
habitation site reports indicates that there is a hierarchy of
increasingly complex spatial organization within the site sample.
Levels within this hierarchy may occur alone or in combination with
other levels of structural organization. These structural levels
consist of sets of features and functional or spatial divisions whose
association can be documented at various locales. The details of
context and organization for these various levels may be found in the
various site reports (Gregory 1983; Sires 1983c; Deaver 1983b). The
specific ways in which these levels combine to form larger more complex
sites are discussed in several reports as well (Gregory 1983; Sires
1983a; Sires 1983b. Figure II.3.6 illustrates these structural levels
of site complexity.
Four structural levels are relevant to Hohokam sites. The
simplest of these, the "structural element," is composed of clustered
features that can be correlated with a particular function or functions.
Hence, a group of cremations forms a structural element called a
"cremation area," while a group of architectural features may form a
"habitation area." By this method the basic functional divisions within
a given site can be established.
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At the second level of structural complexity, patterns in the
occurrence of elements are defined. When a group of elements occurs
repeatedly, then an "aggregate" may be defined. The "house cluster"
concept, first proposed in Preclassic sites by Wasley (Wasley and
Johnson 1965), and defined by Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg 1981), is
perhaps the most widely identified example of this level of structural
organization within Rohokam archaeology. A house cluster consists of a
group of houses that face an extramural area in which appropriate
activities can be conducted; hence, it consists of two elements: a
house group or habitation area, and an extramural activity area.
Additional elements, such as cremation areas and trash deposits, may
also be present. In functional terms, a single house cluster (an
aggregate) may be referred to as a farmstead. The occurrence of this
form of structural organization has been documented for a wide variety
of site types and time periods, in a sense confirming its validity as an
integral aspect of the spatial structure of Hohokam sites.
The next higher level of spatial organization, the "structural
complex," is a group of spatially clustered, equivalently structured
aggregates (Fig. II.3.6). In functional terms, structural complexes may
be referred to as hamlets. Three such structural complexes were
identified on the SGA Project.
The most complex level of spatial organization within the SGA
Project sites is the "structural component." At Frogtown, several
equivalently structured complexes were present; they constitute the
village level of organization. The spatial organization and the
character of the resident social groups represented in the preceding
functional taxonomy are discussed below.
Farmsteads
The farmstead was the most frequent habitation site type. As
can be seen in Table II.3.1, the number of structures at farmsteads
ranged from one to four. It should be noted, however, that at Rancho
Sin Vacas (AZ U:15:62) the artifactual assemblage suggested the presence
of a second structure, which was not located in the excavated sample.
At El Polvor6n, the estimate of four structures may overrepresent the
actual number present. Two or three structures, therefore, seems to be
the norm for a house cluster at farmsteads. These habitation structures
are in no way different from those at larger habitation sites.
Structures were arranged so that they faced an extramural work area.
Other major site features included trash mounds and cremation areas.
The attributes identified at SGA Project farmsteads are listed in Table
II.3.1. Figure II.3.7 illustrates several project farmsteads.
In the interpretive sections of the site reports (Sires 1983d;
Gregory 1983; Ferg 1983a, 1983b; Deaver 1983a, 1983b), it was generally
argued that farmsteads were inhabited by social groups that approximated
extended families in size. Botanical evidence suggests close to yearround occupancy. While farming appears to have been the primary
endeavor, the full range of domestic activities, including the
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Table II.3.1
ATTRIBUTES OF FARMSTEADS

Site

Maximum Numb er of
Contemporaneous
Structures

Concentrated
Trash Deposits

Extramural
Work Areas

Cremation
Area

Jones Ruin

2

-

+

-

Gopherette Site (Sacaton - Soho
Transition)

3

?

+

?

Las Fo s as (Early Civano)

2

+

?

+

Smi l ey ' s Well

3

+

+

?

Gop h erette Site (Soho)

3

+

+

+

Saguaro Site

2

+

?

?

Dust Bowl Site

2

+

+

+

El Polvor6n

4

+

+

+

Siphon Draw (Gila ButteSanta Cruz Transition)

2

?

?

?

AZ U:15 : 62

1

+

?

?

+

present
e xcav atio n not sufficie nt to allow a determination

procurement of wild animal and plant foods, seems to have taken place at
farmsteads. With two exceptions (Rancho Sin Vacas and the Siphon Draw
Site), they were located adjacent to canals.
Hamlets
Three sites can be considered hamlets: Siphon Draw during the
Santa Cruz phase, Las Fosas during the Civano phase, and El Polvor6n, a
post-Classic site. As can be seen in Figure II.3.8, they are composed
of two or three spatially associated house clusters. The size, kinds of
features, and basic arrangement of each subunit within a hamlet is much
like that of a farmstead.
At the Siphon Draw Site during the Santa Cruz phase, these
clusters of two or three houses were identified, each with its own
cremation area and work area. The development of Las Fosas from a
farmstead to a hamlet and settlement is detailed in the appropriate site
report (Sires 1983a). During this portion of the occupation, there were
three house clusters, each with between two and five structures; later,
compound and plaza walls were added. For the most part, however, the
earlier site oganization was maintained and four plazas were created.
Three of these were not unlike earlier house clusters with the exception
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of being enclosed by adobe walls. Extramural work areas were
identified. However, in contrast to earlier house clusters, plaza
groups did not have their own cremation areas; instead, one cremation
area seems to have served the entire settlement. This and other
differences in the structure of hamlets through time will be discussed
later.
At El Polvor6n (a post-Classic settlement on Queen Creek), there
were two clusters of houses at one point during the site's history (Fig.
II.3.8), each with two or three structures. While particular site
conditions make it difficult to establish extramural activity areas and
to correlate them with particular house groups, the pattern of one
cremation area per hamlet appears to continue.
It is at this level that specialized or nonhabitation
architectural features were defined. At Las Fosas, small corner rooms
apparently served as storage areas or for some other specialized
purpose. At El Polvor6n, a small brush and pole structure was
interpreted as a menstrual hut. Hamlets apparently were inhabited by
several extended families. Economic cooperation and work sharing
between resident groups are likely during all times, although evidence
suggests a stronger cooperation during the Classic period (Sires 1983a).
Again, farming was a primary enterprise with the full range of domestic
activities represented. Canals were associated with all sites other
than the Siphon Draw Site.
Villages
Frogtown appears to represent the only village within the
project sites, and it may be that it may more accurately be defined as a
dispersed hamlet. The occupation of this site was separated into Santa
Cruz, Santa Cruz-Sacaton transition, and Sacaton phase components. For
at least the Santa Cruz and Sacaton phase components, the organization
of the site consisted of two (perhaps as many as five) hamletlike
subunits organized around a reservoir and along canals. In other words,
the village was composed of several spatially discrete subunits
equivalent in structure to hamlets (Fig. II.3.9). While it could not be
conclusively demonstrated, it was proposed that elements of these
subdivisions at least were occupied contemporaneously (Sires 1983b).
The subunits were similarly structured, having from two to five house
clusters, each with a work area and cremation area. Specialized
structures in the form of storage and ritual isolation structures were
identified. While the evidence was limited, in no case did more than
one house cluster have a storage structure within any complex. The
produce of each of these groups as a whole appears to have been stored
in the facilities of the particular subgroup. The social groups
proposed for these hamletlike subdivisions are thought to have been
lineages that formed segments of the village.
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Summary

Given such a hierarchy in the structure of the SGA Project
sites, several further points can be made regarding traditional views of
Hohokam site structure. The term "Rancheria" has been a traditional
label for historic Pima and Papago settlements and, by analogy, those of
the Hohokam Preclassic period. Although this term has never been
explicitly defined for the Hohokam, it has generally been understood to
mean an open, dispersed form of settlement. As Haury (1945: 173) has
defined it "each hut was an independent unit and these were scattered at
intervals over an area of considerable extent." Organization was
thought to be lacking even in large villages. Haury (1976: 77)
described Snaketown as having "no 'grain' or even loosely organized plan
in the overall arrangement of houses with respect to each other, or in
relation to refuse mounds."
The fact of structure and order in the organization of Hohokam
sites was recognized by the mid-1970s. Doyel (1974) described the
structural organization of a Classic period platform mound site and
later presented the irrigation community model. This model involved a
hierarchy of types in which "each canal network representing an
irrigation community, possessed at least one large village as well as
smaller villages or Rancherias" (Doyel 1980: 31).
Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg 1981) was the first to study in
detail the organization and changing structure of a large Hohokam
village site. Since that time, a number of other studies have examined
single large villages (Howard 1982) and the distribution of sites with
ceremonial features (Wilcox and others 1981; Gregory and Nials 1983).
These studies have shown that structure and organization at such sites
was indeed complex. The data from the SGA Project complement these
studies in the sense that they are derived from smaller sites at the
lower end of the settlement hierarchy. These data also show that there
was patterning in the arrangement of site features that does not conform
to the Rancheria model of settlement for the Preclassic. As detailed in
the Frogtown site report (Sires 1983b; and earlier in this discussion),
site features are not isolated and dispersed, but occur in several
clusters. While these groups or complexes are, in some cases, separated
by several hundred meters, the houses within a complex are anything but
dispersed.
While no sites of the size and complexity of Frogtown dating to
the Classic period were excavated on the SGA Project, there are
significant continuities in site structure from the Sedentary into the
Classic period. Farmsteads and hamlets were excavated that are
similarly structured in both time periods (Ferg 1983b; Sires 1983c,
1983d; Gregory 1983), although the nature of the architectural unit
changes, the content and layout of these sites is quite similar. One
interesting difference is found in the fact that during the Preclassic
cremation areas are spatially associated with individual house clusters
(Sires 1983b), while in the Civano phase at Las Fosas and at other sites
in the Phoenix Basin (Haury 1945) one cremation area is associated with
entire sites which are composed of several house clusters or plaza
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groups (Sires 1983a). This pattern has been interpret ed as indicatin g a
change in the level of cooperati on among resident social groups during
the Classic period (Sires 1982).
These patterns in the layout and content of Hohokam sites
continue to be recogniza ble into the Polvor6n phase of the post-Clas sic.
As discussed in the report for El Polvor6n (Sires 1983c), the same
subunits of spatial organizat ion can be discerned even though there was
a reversion to the construct ion of jacal pit houses during the Polvor6n
phase. The Rancheria concept does not seem to accuratel y describe
Preclassi c settlemen t patterns. Furthermo re, similarit ies in the
spatial structure of Hohokam sites at the lower levels of site-type
hierarchy can be identifie d from the Preclassi c into the Classic and in
the post-Clas sic as well. Many recent arguments that see the Classic
period as a logical outgrowth of the Hohokam Preclassi c, rather than as
a result of the intrusion of foreign groups into the area, have focused
on identifyin g aspects of continuit y. Continuit y certainly can be
observed in the spatial structure of the SGA Project sites. It might
also be noted that ethnograp hic data from historic indigenou s groups in
southern Arizona reveal a residenti al pattern not unlike that
encounter ed at Frogtown (Sires 1983b). A painting of a nineteent h
century Pima village on the Gila, reproduce d by Haury (1976: 46), also
exhibits a pattern not unlike that encounter ed at Frogtown during the
Hohokam Preclassi c. Because there are no maps of early Pima villages,
this is one of the few sources of informati on on the subject. A
suggested plan view of the village in the painting is illustrate d in
Figure II.3.10. If this is an accurate represent ation, then a
compariso n of this illustrati on with the site map of Frogtown during the
Sedentary period (Fig. II.3.9) shows remarkabl e similarit ies in the
arrangeme nt of houses into clusters and of these, house clusters into
complexes as discussed previousl y in this chapter. It is interestin g to
note further, that several spatially distinct complexes are present in
both cases. While there was, no doubt, substanti al variabili ty both
prehistor ically and historica lly, this informati on suggests continuit y
in settlemen t form and structura l organizat ion, not only from the
Preclassi c into the Classic period, but into the historic period as
well. The social groups thought to have occupied the various levels of
structure or site types discussed herein may also have remained
relativel y stable throughou t this time. While this may be taken as
support for interpret ing the events of the Classic period as the result
of internal developm ents, and for proposing a relations hip between
prehistor ic and historic groups in this area, it should be remembere d
that the SGA Project data were drawn from sites toward the lower end of
the scale of size and complexit y. It may be that the SGA Project sites
represent a "folk culture" level of Hohokam society and that life at
this level changed very little over time, regardles s of what happened at
larger sites.
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Figure II.3.10. A proposed plan-view interpretation of Eastman's
painting of a 19th century Gila River Pima settlement.
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Chapter 4
SETTLEMENT AND POPULATION

Lynn S. Teague

Population and its distribution are crucial variables in
cultural systems. Numerous authors have proposed that population growth
at various times significantly affected the character of change in the
Hohokam regional system (for example Grady 1976; Upham and Rice 1980;
Wilcox and Sternberg 1983). Ideally a reasonably sophisticated
demographic reconstruction might be developed from a variety of data,
such as age and sex in burial populations as well as aspects of
settlement. For a variety of reasons, not the least of them the
prevalence of cremation among the Hohokam, practical reconstruction must
rest largely upon the latter class of data.
The principal questions at present are what changes occurred in
the si~e and distribution of Hohokam population in the later periods of
their history and whether these have significant implications for the
organization of social and economic activity. The SGA Project provides
information that assists in addressing questions regarding the character
of occupation in impermanent drainages like Queen Creek and Siphon Draw
and information regarding variation in settlement type and size within
riverine communities, particularly in the Classic period.

Settlement
Aspects of Hohokam settlement have been examined in many SGA
Project studies. In Volume VII of this series, Hull (1984) discusses
the spatial relationships between specialized sites representing
resource procurement and processing activities, and habitation sites.
Also in Volume VII, Miksicek (1984) proposes some possible relationships
between environmental change and shifts in settlement distributions. In
this volume, Sires (Chapter 3, Part II) examines the internal
organization of Hohokam settlements and the ways in which changes in
that organization reflect change in the kinds of activities involving
multiple family cooperation. Crown (Chapter 2, Part II, this volume)
reviews the history of settlement in the SGA Project study area and
assesses the relationship of change to environmental change and to
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agricultu ral strategie s. This chapter emphasize s those aspects of
settlemen t particula rly pertinent to evaluatin g shifts in populatio n at
the level of the individua l site, local areas and the region. It draws
heavily upon the preceding discussio ns for the descripti ve aspect of the
settlemen t reconstru ction.
The focus is necessari ly upon settlemen t in the SGA Project
and adjacent areas, with only a very general perspecti ve on
area
study
regional distribut ions. There are many gaps in the data available on
regional settlemen t patterns in the Hohokam area. Destructi on of large
areas, particula rly those adjacent to major permanent streams, and the
numerous areas in which no intensive survey has been conducted , are
sources of uncertain ty in the data base. The difficult ies inherent in
assessing Hohokam sites from surficial evidence contribut e further to
this problem.
The Changing Distribut ion of Settlemen ts
The expansion of Hohokam settlemen t into previousl y unoccupie d
areas during the Colonial period has long been recognize d (for example,
Weaver 1972). Through the Sacaton phase a steady growth of establish ed
settlemen ts occurred. This was followed at the transitio n to the
Classic period by significa nt shifts in settlemen t location (Wilcox
1979) and on a larger scale by change in the extent of the regional
system (Weaver 1972). The SGA Project data do not contradic t these
generaliz ations but do contribut e significa nt detail to this picture.
The following temporal changes can be identifie d.
The Colonial Period
The initial movement into the central Queen Creek drainage and
Siphon Draw occurred during a period of general Hohokam expansion at the
end of the Gila Butte phase. However, the first settlemen ts were
apparentl y seasonal and represent single families or portions of single
families. In this volume Crown argues that there was probably an
associate d permanent habitatio n site nearby, even at this time, since
field houses tend to be located in close proximity to permanent
habitatio n. This is possible or alternati vely there may have been an
unusual pattern associate d with early colonizat ion, in which initial
settlemen ts were only seasonal.
By the Santa Cruz phase there was a far better developed
occupatio n in both areas. In the central Queen Creek drainage, Frogtown
(AZ U:15:61) may have housed from 85 to 125 persons during the Santa
Cruz phase (Sires 1983b) and the Siphon Draw Site (AZ U:10:6) is
estimated to have held from 88 to 98 individua ls (Gregory 1983). In the
central Queen Creek area there are also field houses, for example at
Casas Peque~as (AZ U:15:97); whether these were also associate d with
larger local settlemen ts or with more distant villages is again
uncertain , but Crown argues that associati on with larger permanent local
settlemen ts is likely. No farmstead s (settleme nts occupied by a single
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family year-round) are found in the SGA Project sample in the central
Queen Creek area during the Colonial period. In contrast farmsteads are
common along the Gila River. The Dustbowl Site (AZ U:15:76) and the
Saguaro Site (AZ U:15:77) are SGA Project examples.
Placing this in larger perspective, it is significant that
ballcourt sites are totally absent from the SGA Project sample at all
time periods. They have been recorded in the Queen Creek delta although
their identification as such must be regarded as questionable (Wilcox
and Sternberg 1983). Features at SGA Project sites that were in the
past identified as possible ballcourts, for example at Smiley's Well
(AZ U:14:73), have been conclusively identified as reservoirs; the same
misidentification may have occurred at delta sites.
Ballcourt sites were common in the riverine drainages; Wilcox
reports 27 courts on the middle Gila River between Florence and the
junction of the Gila and Salt River (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983: 116).
As was observed in the SGA Project research design (Teague and Crown
1982), the absence of these central features of Preclassic Hohokam
ritual life in areas like the central Queen Creek drainage strongly
suggest close affiliation with settlements elsewhere. Artifact
assemblages at SGA Project sites suggest that the settlement of Siphon
Draw was associated with Salt River origins while that of Queen Creek
bears closer affinities to the Gila River (for example, Vokes 1984;
Abbott 1984). A tiered hierarchy of sites, including villages at which
ritual activities took place, other permanent settlements, and seasonal
settlements subsidiary to the full range of year-round villages, is
suggested. Some individuals may have been very mobile indeed,
proceeding at the end of the farming season from a field house to a home
village, and from there to still other settlements to participate in
ceremonies.
In the midst of this mobile society, there were no very large
settlements anywhere in the Hohokam region. It cannot be proven that
Snaketown is the largest village of this period but is certainly among
the few largest. Wilcox estimates that there was a Colonial period
population of only about 400 persons there (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983:
197). Even this is predicated on a 50-year use life for pit houses, an
estimate that may well be in excess of reality. This problem will be
discussed further later in this chapter.
The Sedentary Period
During the Sedentary period Hohokam settlements in the SGA
Project sample, and in general, remained relatively stable in location.
It is generally believed that many established Hohokam villages grew in
size and population during this time (for example, Wilcox 1979). This
is probably accurate to some degree, and · in some locations, but requires
qualification to a large extent because the inference is based upon
survey observations that have serious interpretive problems.
Settlements like Frogtown, with a changing internal structure, are
deceptive in this respect. The size of the Frogtown site during the
Sacaton phase in terms of simple acreage encompassing structures and
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other features is far greater than was the case during the preceding
Santa Cruz phase. Nevertheless, the population, as estimated by Sires
(1983b), is about 130 to 200 individuals, not a great many more than
that estimated for the Santa Cruz phase population. Many more Hohokam
sites believed
have grown substantially at this time may be similarly
deceptive. Those in similar locations, for example in the Queen Creek
delta, are particularly likely to replicate the Frogtown developmental
history and to present a deceptive appearance in this respect.

to

An interesting but unresolved possibility is that the Frogtown
population may have declined during the mid-Sacaton phase. Assemblages
at this site are high in transitional Santa Cruz-Sacaton and late
Sacaton phase materials; if population was stable a somewhat higher
frequency of pure Sacaton phase contexts compared to those dating to the
transitions would be expected. Further, archaeomagnetic dates fail to
confirm any occupation at this time, although the sample is so small
that these data are of very questionable importance.

Other significant changes in settlement pattern include the
addition of farmsteads to the SGA Project sample in the Queen Creek
drainage and, very interestingly, their rarity at the same time in the
SGA Gila River sample. At Queen Creek several sites (RanchoSin Vacas
[AZ U:15:62] and Smiley's Well) are farmsteads. The Jones Site
(AZ U:15:48) is the only SGA Sedentary period site on the Gila River
definitely identifiable as a farmstead. The Saguaro Site and the
Dustbowl Site, occupied during the Colonial period and reoccupied later
in the Soho phase of the Classic period, do not appear to have been
inhabited at this time.
In contrast, Wilcox (1979: 104) found that in the portion of the
Gila River between the confluence with the Salt River and the Snaketown
Site the proportion of site acreage represented by very small sites,
presumably comparable to SGA Project farmsteads, is basically stable
through the Colonial and Sedentary periods. In the vicinity of the SGA
alignment the record of small site density is not nearly so reliable,
but it is likely that the rarity of Sedentary farmsteads in the SGA
Project Gila River .sample is a result of sample bias.
During the Sedentary period field houses are still present in
the Queen Creek sample, although not on the Gila River; Crown argues
that these again probably represent outliers of nearby settlements
rather than very distant outliers of riverine villages.
The Sedentary-Classic Period Transition
During the transition, a settlement pattern that is, not
surprisingly, intermediate between that which precedes and that which
follows it can be defined. In the SGA Project sample settlement at
Queen Creek declines significantly and is once more confined to a few
single family habitation sites. At the same time there are farmsteads
in the SGA sample on the Gila River; the Gopherette Site (AZ U:15:87;
Shaw 1983) is one example. At that site occupation began during the
transition, and continued through part of the Soho phase. Three
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structures were in use at any one time, at least one of these apparently
devoted to storage.
At the same time there is substantial change in the regional
distribution of settlements. Wilcox (1979: 108) observes that in the
middle Gila sites are closer to the river than had previously been the
case; further, medium-sized sites grow more numerous at the expense of
the largest single settlements. This latter observation may be
complicated by differences in site structure and corresponding confusion
in site definition. However, Crown observes in this volume that both
before and after the transition, settlements in the central riverine
area tend to be located within 1 km of irrigation canals.
Rather more conspicuously, there is significant change in the
areas in which occupation can be identified at all. Central Queen Creek
is not alone as an area experiencing substantial population loss. This
also characterizes drainages on the western periphery of the core area,
like Santa Rosa Wash (Raab 1976), and most of the Buttes area on the
Gila west of Florence (Debowski and others 1976). One of the
interesting aspects of the Buttes area is the restricted opportunity for
irrigation due to the excessive river gradient and high terrace
formations. However, it is inaccurate to suppose that the areas
unsuitable for riverine irrigation were those abandoned at this time.
South of the Gila River, on Brady and McClellan washes, there is
growth of major communities on intermittent drainages not conspicuously
more productive for agricultural purposes than central Queen Creek
(Czaplicki 1984).
On the whole the pattern is one of aggregation, but the evidence
does not support the notion that reduced productive capacity of areas
dependent on nonriverine agriculture techniques was a significant cause
of these changes.
The Soho Phase
During the Soho phase the central Queen Creek drainage was
depopulated while settlements in the delta continued to grow (Crown
1983b). On the Gila River the Saguaro and Dustbowl sites were
reoccupied after being occupied during the Colonial period and abandoned
during the Sedentary period. This is a curious pattern of locational
stability for such very small sites, single family farmsteads. It is at
this time that compound architecture appears; regrettably no Soho phase
compounds were included in the SGA Project sample although AZ U:15:85,
which may be a site of this type, was tested and subsequently deleted
from the data recovery program.
The SGA Project data permit definition of some important
elements of the Soho settlement pattern. Excavations confirmed that
outlying settlements are single-family occupations composed of discrete
pit house units. At the Gopherette Site, as was previously noted, three
structures were in use at any one time. Beyond these are small field
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houses, riverine in the sense of being closer to major permanent drainages then to others but beyond the reach of irrigation and apparently in
part devoted to the collection of wild resources (Dart 1983b).
Closer to the centers of clustered Classic period communities
are compounds like those excavated in the Escalante Ruin Group (Doyel
1974). The platform mound was central to the community. Subsequent
chapters will review the evidence for differentiation between compounds.
There is some evidence that the organization of discrete
settlements around platform mounds may have been roughly circular rather
than linear; Los Muertos (Haury 1945) and Tucson Aqueduct sites
(Czaplicki 1984) illustrate this.
Gregory and Nials (1983) report 11 platform mounds in the middle
Gila River drainage, where Wilcox reported 27 ballcourts. However,
several courts are sometimes clustered in single sites (Wilcox and
Sternberg 1983), and the distribution of courts among habitation sites
is radically different than that of platform mounds. While ballcourts
are found at most multiple family settlements in the riverine drainages
of the central area in the Preclassic, platform mounds are less common.
Single mounds served as the central point for groups of discrete
settlements clustered together as a community. The aggregate of such a
community cluster is roughly equivalent to the larger Preclassic
villages like Snaketown, with their outliers in relatively distant
areas. There is, however, good reason to suppose that population was
not equivalent between these Preclassic and Classic period aggregates.
The Civano Phase
It is uncertain whether significant changes in settlement
pattern, other than the appearance of the Casa Grande or other major
sites as a possible higher level in the settlement hierarchy, appear in
the Civano phase. In the Gila River portion of the SGA Project sample
there is no good evidence of change. Sires in this volume observes that
both compounds and settlements composed of discrete pit houses continue.
No outlying Civano phase farmsteads are, however, known in this area.
The situation in the central Queen Creek drainage is even more
problematic. "Civano" sites have been identified there, but the only
one excavated (El Polvor6n) in fact dates largely to the fifteenth
cen·tury ( Sires 1983c). It is argued elsewhere in this volume that this
is more properly considered the post-Classic, given the radical changes
apparent in the available data. Thus it is uncertain whether
reoccupation of areas like the central Queen Creek drainage occurred
during the Civano phase.
In contrast, it appears that sites in the Queen Creek delta
flourished during both the Soho and Civano phases of the Classic period.
In addition, platform mound communities were founded, apparently in the
Soho phase, but certainly continuing into the Civano, at Brady and
McClellan washes south of the Gila River. This issue will be addressed
in a later chapter, but at present it should be noted that there is no
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consistent pattern in the Classic period occupation of intermittent
drainages. Some, like Santa Rosa and central Queen Creek were
abandoned. Others, like the Queen Creek delta, continued to be
occupied. Still elsewhere, for example at Brady and McClellan washes,
areas with no apparent substantial Preclassic occupation in the Classic
period have fully developed platform mound communities with central
mound compounds, outlying compounds, and _peripheral farmsteads. This
failure of settlement to vary with local environment argues strongly
against regional environmental change as an explanation for change in
Classic period settlement patterns. There is no apparent consistent
difference in environmental vulnerability between areas that continued
to be inhabited and those that were not.
The Post-Classic
In the fifteenth century, and possibly somewhat before, a trend
towards depopulation of the central Hohokam area is very obvious (Sires
1983c). Although riverine settlements continue to be occupied, the
mounds themselves are gone and only small pit house settlements are
found superimposed on the evidence of earlier occupation.
El Polvor6n (Sires 1983c) is the first known single component
site of this period excavated. It is a small farmstead in the central
Queen Creek drainage. If reoccupation of this area had not occurred
previously it definitely occurred at this time.
In general the settlement pattern at this time is much
simplified from that of the Civano phase. Only one form of
architecture, the pit house, is known. The frequency of these late
sites is far lower than that of the preceding period, even though the
Civano phase appears to have been quite short, as was suggested by Doyel
(1977a).
There is an association of sites with canals at this time, so
that no radical shift in the relationship between settlement and
subsistence at this time is likely in that respect. However,
depopulation of an entire region, redistribution of population within
that region, and deletion from the site hierarchy of all substantial
settlements (quite possibly most multifamily settlements) is indeed a
radical shift.

Population

There are several levels at which population change can and
should be addressed: the single settlement or settlement complex, the
complex of communities in single areas, and the region. Change in each
of these may have different implications for Hohokam culture change.
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The Settlement
Doyel (1977a: 170) notes that the population of Snaketown,
generally recognized as among the largest single Hohokam sites, has been
estimated at about 2000 persons during tt,e Sacaton phase. He contrasts
this with an estimate of not over 150 individuals at Escalante during
the Civano phase. Doyel acknowledges that these are not strictly
comparable estimates, but he nevertheless concludes that Preclassic
settlements equal or exceed those of the Classic period in overall size.
Similarly Wilcox (1919: 108) observes that in the portion of the middle
Gila that he examined there was Classic period growth of "medium" sites,
but that very large sites are less common than had been the case
earlier.
The most fundamental problem here is basically one of site
definition. The Classic period equivalent of a site like Snaketown is a
complex of discrete compou~ds and farmsteads, not an individual
compound. In defining "sites" both kinds of designation have been used.
Nevertheless, a comparison of sites of the largest classes of their time
periods should compare a site like Snaketown with the whole of the
Los Muertos or Casa Grande complexes, not with some portion of them. As
Sires has argued in this volume, the compound is an extension of the
Preclassic grouped house clusters; as such it is only one component
of a larger settlement. The following comparison of Snaketown and
Los Muertos clarifies the possible change in population at the largest
sites in the Hohokam system, using the total complex in each case as the
unit of comparison.
As previously noted, Doyel cites a population estimate of 2000
for the Snaketown site. In contrast, Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983:
196-197) provides estimates of 968 to 1060 persons at Snaketown in the
Sacaton phase. This estimate, too, is subject to question. It is
predicated on the assumption that house use-life prior to the Sedentary
period was about 50 years, and that during the Sacaton phase this uselife was extended to 100 years. There is no direct evidence in support
of either figure, and certainly none for significant change in the preexisting pattern .during the Sacaton phase. A 20-year use-life is no
less speculative than either of the above, but seems intrinsically more
probable. Further, there is evidence that structures initially used for
habitation were subsequently converted to storage functions (Sires, this
volume), complicating calculations.
If a 20-year estimate of house use-life is used, the population
figure for Snaketown in the Sacaton phase declines to about 200 persons.
the use of a 50-year estimate, employed in Wilcox's pre-Sedentary
calculations, would still yield an estimate of no more than 500 persons.
Further complicating this is the evidence that many structures
at Hohokam settlements were specialized and do not reflect permanent
occupancy. Crown argues that many small structures were specialized
places used variously as sweat lodges, menstrual huts, or other places
of temporary isolation. Wilcox acknowledges that very large Sacaton
phase structures at Snaketown may have served functions similar to that
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of clan houses. These classes of architecture may therefore distort
population estimates.
Additionally complicating this is the problem of seasonality of
occupation. Field houses are obviously secondary residences, and should
not be included when evaluating overall population levels. Beyond this,
however, are the implications of presumably year-round settlements like
Frogtown at Queen Creek. The absence of ceremonial features at any
sites in this area suggests that in order to participate in community
ritual it would have been necessary for residents to spend some portion
of the year (possibly quite minimal) elsewhere. This suggests that some
proportion of structures at major ballcourt sites may have served as
temporary housing for such individuals rather than as year-round
residences. In this volume Sires observes that the very large
structures at sites like Snaketown, those recognized by Wilcox as
possible communal structures, are not replicated at contemporaneous SGA
Project sites. They could have served as residences for ceremonial
participants who lived elsewhere much of the year.
On the whole, it is not possible to prove or disprove any
particular population estimate for Snaketown. However, it is quite
likely, when all the evidence is considered, that the settlement in fact
housed fewer than 500 persons and it is possible that fewer than 200
persons lived there on a year-round basis during its period of maximum
development. One of Haury's arguments for a higher population is
predicated on the quantities of trash at the site, but over several
centuries even seasonal residents may create substantial debris.
In contrast, possible population levels at Los Muertos can be
examined. For purposes of establishing a baseline the estimates for the
compound at Las Fosas (AZ U:15:19) can be used. Sires (1983a) estimates
that the population of that small compound reached a total of 50 to 60
persons; these figures are based upon division of occupation into six
temporal stages. Given the relatively short duration of the Civano
phase of only 50 to 100 years, the house use-life suggested by the
occupation sequence at Las Fosas is more in keeping with the lower
20-year estimate at Snaketown than with higher figures, and therefore
provides a comparable basis for evaluation, although many of the
20 structures or rooms at Las Fosas were occupied during several stages.
Comparing the Las Fosas estimate with Los Muertos is difficult
given poor dating there. However, at least two-thirds of the 25 ruins
at Los Muertos show evidence of Civano phase occupation in the form of
polychrome ceramics. If none of the Los Muertos ruins were larger than
Las Fosas a population estimate of about 50 persons at each of 16 ruins
would yield a figure of 800 persons. However, several of the compounds
at Los Muertos are larger than is Las Fosas, appearing to have had up to
40 rooms, and few are substantially smaller. Furthermore, there is
reason to suppose that numerous small outliers at Los Muertos were not
recognized or mapped by the Hemenway Expedition.
Attempting to deal with this problem is inevitably a matter of
guess work at many levels, but it is hard to visualize a convincing
argument that the Los Muertos population was less than that of
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Snaketown, even if a maximum house use-life of 100 years is employed.
The speed of succession of structures at Las Fosas, composed of the more
substantial Classic period architecture, argues against that high figure
and suggests that the population of Snaketown may well have fallen
substantially below that of Los Muertos.
Local Population
At a somewhat higher level the character of population change in
local areas can be assessed. The irrigation system seems to be the most
pertinent level, but is complicated by uncertainty regarding change in
those systems. Wilcox (1979: 108) notes that the Casa Grande system
could have consisted of several smaller canals integrated into a single
unit only in the Classic period, following on the observation by Haury
(1976: 123) that Classic period canal systems may have been integrated
into larger units. Wilcox goes on to recognize the potential impact of
irrigation management involving multiple communities on overall social
structure.
Although it cannot be established that the Casa Grande system
was united prior to the Classic, a comparison of possible population
levels in this area is still meaningful. It would appear that
Preclassic population on the whole fell below that of the Classic
period, so that there would have been substantial change in either case
in the numbers of individuals relating to individual systems.
The example used is the south side of the Gila River between the
Grewe-Casa Grande complex on the west and Florence on the east, corresponding to the length of the Classic period canal system that fed Casa
Grande and the intervening settlements along the system. Preclassic
ballcourt sites there are Grewe and Florence; it is also possible that
Pueblo Bisnega may have been occupied in the Preclassic and Adamsville
is known to have had a late Sedentary period origin (Wilcox and
Sternberg 1983: 97). For much of the Preclassic, however, there seem to
have been two ballcourt sites along this portion of the river.
Grewe is one of the largest of the Preclassic sites, and for
present purposes may be presumed to have had a population not substantially less than that of Snaketown. There is no evidence that Florence
was ever so imposing. The two largest sites might then account for
fewer than 400 persons during the Sacaton phase, something less than
1000 persons if a longer house use-life of 50 years is used. Riverine
farmsteads are not particularly numerous during the Sacaton phase, and
should not have accounted for any very large part of the population.
Nevertheless, some additional population is suggested by their
existence. Twenty such settlements housing a generous 15 persons each
would account for an additional 300 persons.
During the Classic period in the same area there were four
platform mound complexes: Casa Grande, Pueblo Bisnaga, Adamsville, and
Florence. Of these, only Casa Grande might have equalled the magnitude
of Los Muertos. If the remainder were only one-half the size of
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Los Muertos, Classic period population in this area would have reached
1400 persons.
Unless one accepts lengthy Preclassic house use-life figures the
Classic period population at this level significantly exceeds that of
the Preclassic. Furthermore, the Classic period population is
definitely divided into very substantial communities at regular
intervals along a single irrigation network, while the earlier
settlements may have depended upon independent systems.
The Region
Ambiguities at this level are even greater than at lower levels
of analysis, given the many gaps in the sample. At this level shifts in
the distribution of population assume major importance in evaluation.
While the individual settlement population may not have
increased so much as Wilcox estimated when he doubled Sacaton phase
house use-life, even use of consistent figures for the Colonial and
Sedentary period house use-lifes at Snaketown show some population
increase there and at contemporary settlements like Frogtown.
Furthermore, during the Sedentary period there is a substantial yearround occupation in the intermittent drainages, a situation that appears
to have developed during, but not necessarily at the beginning of, the
Santa Cruz phase. Although field houses are superfluous to population
estimates and even farmsteads and hamlets may have been occupied by
individuals who had some additional provisions for their housing at
larger settlements, and thus are partially redundant in population
estimates, this pattern provides evidence of additional population.
In the Soho phase the settlement pattern is less dispersed.
Most of the population was clustered in site complexes around platform
mounds, whether they were situated on rivers or intermittent drainages.
It was argued previously that local populations did increase signifi-_
cantly on the middle Gila during this time but some portion of the
increase, perhaps a high proportion, can be attributed to abandonment
of areas like Buttes, central Queen Creek, and the western intermittent
drainages.
In the Civano the situation is less certain in the study area
since it is unknown whether reoccupation of central Queen Creek can be
dated to the Civano or to a later phase. There is certainly no reason
to believe that population declined from Soho phase levels, given the
high numbers of sites occupied during a relatively brief time, but the
possibility of increase in total population cannot be adequately
evaluated.
Finally, the post-Classic is characterized by a pronounced
reduction in total population, although this persepctive is doubtless
skewed by recognition problems in differentiating Civano from later
sites. The El Polvor6n site demonstrates that population was more
dispersed than was true in the Soho and probably in the Civano phases.
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However, population at large settlements was quite minimal. At places
like Las Colinas (Hammack and Sullivan 1981) and Escalante (Doyel 1974)
only a few rooms in these once substantial sites show evidence of late
occupation. On the whole, population probably did decline, but not so
precipitously as the reduced population of large sites alone would
suggest. Beyond this it would be absurd to attempt a detailed
evaluation of population change in the post-Classic, given the small
amount of available data.

Conclusion

There was ongoing change in demographic patterns throughout the
portion of the Hohokam sequence discussed here. Despite difficulties in
arriving at credible estimates of change in total regional population it
is possible to define elements of change in population and its
distribution that would have had specific implications for the society.
It is perhaps best to begin with the concept of population
pressure, sometimes proposed as a causal factor in systemic change at
the Sedentary-Classic transition. Schroeder (1960) and Grady (1976)
have argued that rapid growth of population strained Hohokam economy and
society, while others (Doyel 1977a) counter that regional population
growth cannot be established for this period. Whether or not it can be
established that there was regional population growth, the simplest form
of the argument that Hohokam population exceeded productive capacity can
be rejected on the basis of the SGA Project data. At the transition the
process of abandoning established settlements in the Queen Creek delta
began, and was virtually complete early in the Soho phase. Miksicek
(1984) acknowledges the possibility that agriculture in this and similar
locations may have become less productive due to increased aridity, but
on the whole the evidence does not support this interpretation. Crown
argues that abandonment of these areas constituted a less productive
agricultural strategy than that which preceded it. Furthermore, the
pattern was far more complex regionally than simple abandonment of
intermittent drainages. Areas apparently no more hospitable than Siphon
Draw and central Queen Cr eek experienced the growth of substantial
settlements. If the problem were simply one of stress on the productive
capacity of agriculture due to environmental stress and increased
population, the response was indeed a strange one.
The impact of increased population along single irrigation
systems can be explained more successfully. In the Preclassic local
populations appear to have been lower than in later times and it is
possible that irrigation systems were more fragmented than was later the
case. During the Classic period there were multiple communities
centered on platform mounds on many of the irrigation systems, and it is
probable that total local population had also increased significantly.
Increased complexity of irrigation management, therefore, could have
been a major force in sociocultural change.
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In the post-Classic there is evidence of a general reduction in
population accompanying shifts in settlement pattern that included loss
of differentiation in the settlement hierarchy and perhaps occupation of
previously abandoned areas.
The impetus for shifts in settlement location is not entirely
clear. They do not appear to be a direct response to changing
environmental conditions. Miksicek's (1984) reconstruction of change in
moisture conditions during the time that central Queen Creek was
occupied, supported by the conclusions of Fish (1984) and Szuter (1984),
shows movement into the intermittent drainages during a relatively dry
time at the end of the Gila Butte phase. Abandonment of this area was
correlated with an almost identically dry period. In the intervening
period occupation appears to have continued through the optimal
conditions of the mid-Sacaton phase, although it is possible that
population there declined at that time. Later reoccupation was also
during a relatively wet period, according to the evidence produced by
the SGA Project. In short, occupation of the intermittent drainages of
the SGA Project study area occurred under a highly variable range of
conditions and cannot be taken to express a response to one such set of
conditions.
Initial movement into the Queen Creek and Siphon Draw areas in
the late Gila Butte and early Santa Cruz phases can be attributed to the
intention to diversify agriculture for greater economic stability, but
given population at that time it cannot be regarded as a response to
population stress; canal irrigation later supported far greater riverine
populations. However, with increased population it is possible that the
impulse to diversify, and perhaps to diversify when conditions were less
than optimal, might have been encouraged.
The process of change in the settlement distribution through the
remainder of the Preclassic is not a surprising one, although it would
have been only one of several options. Basically there seems to have
been continued growth of riverine sites, while nonriverine settlements
also grew in size and permanence. As Crown argues (Chapter 2, Part II,
this volume) this was a productive and diversified strategy for
agriculture.
At the transition to the Classic pe riod, the trend towards
aggregation into riverine areas, and within these into clustered
complexes, cannot be attributed to environmental necessity. This was a
trend having its origins in some aspect of the cultural system.
Furthermore, it cannot be attributed to attempts to create a more
productive agricultural base for an expanding population, since the
strategy was probably at least somewhat counterproductive with respect
to that goal. One counterargument presents itself: if conditions were
unusually unstable then major canal systems may have been harmed by
substantial floods with greater frequency, making a larger labor pool
necessary along the rivers for their frequent repair. This explanation,
while not illogical, is not entirely satisfactory. Certainly it does
not explain such phenomena as the growth of platform mound complexes at
intermittent washes south of the Gila. Neither can aggregation be
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explained as the "natural" state of Hohokam society; previously there
had been an obvious choice to pursue a dispersed settlement strategy
under a variety of conditions.
It is possible that it was the character of the developing
economic and social system that encouraged aggregation into the Classic
period complexes. This possibility will be examined at greater length
in later chapters.

Chapter 5
ROLE AND RITUAL IN HOHOKAM SOCIETY
Lynn S. Teague

The extent to which roles and statuses are differentia ted is an
important indicator of the complexity of a society, and their defining
attributes reflect the broader organizatio n of the society. Some are
universal: in any culture, age and sex play a part in determining the
place and function of the individual in the group. More specialized
roles arise from the distinctive character of the social and economic
system.
One of the most commonly debated aspects of later Hohokam
society is its complexity before and during the Classic period. There
are few who would quarrel with Haury's contention (for example, Haury
1976) that early Hohokam society was essentially egalitarian . There are
many who have argued that at some point in the Sedentary or Classic
period egalitariani sm gave way to a social hierarchy that included an
elite class lead by priests and, possibly, other specialists . This
chapter examines some aspects of this problem.
The first attempts to define roles and status among the Hohokam
were those of Frank Cushing, director of the Hemenway Expedition. The
catalog cards of that century-old project describe a living society of
priests and farmers inhabiting the settlements of the Salt River Valley. ·
Cushing has been notorious as an eccentric, a flamboyant character of
the early days of Southwester n archaeology . Nevertheles s, a growing
familiarity with his work has shown a different side of this earliest of
Hohokam archaeolog ists, one that does not permit his interpretati ons to
be so easily dismissed. His grounding in Southwester n ethnography far
exceeds that of most archaeologi sts now living, and it is difficult to
entirely discount his inventory of the ritual paraphernal ia of the Bow
Priesthood at Los Muertos, an inventory made by a member of that society
at Zuni. Too literal in his parallels to nineteenth- century Zuni
society, Cushing nevertheles s understood the importance of specific
symbols in the representat ion of social roles.
Perhaps we have become too sure of our perspective on
Southwester n prehistory; certainly, we are insufficien tly imaginative in
the questions we ask. While a scepticism greater than Cushing's is
essential to investigatin g prehistory in a contemporar y manner, we have
155
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lost something of his understandi ng of the clues to a living Hohokam
society. Historic pueblos are not the perfect analogy to the
prehistoric people of the Salt and Gila rivers; neither are the
egalitarian Pima, who built no platform mounds or multistorie d houses.
Nevertheles s, these modern groups suggest pertinent questions to ask.
Archaeology provides several lines of evidence, each imperfect
in certain ways, to approach the interpretati ons that Cushing found so
clear. Because death uniquely separates the individual from the group,
burial assemblages are one of the most commonly used forms of evidence
of the social roles of the living. However, individuals hold multiple
roles even in the most simple of societies. The young male priest and
tool maker may be buried with evidence of all these individual elements
of his social identity, or with none. Further, sentiment and grief may
affect elaboration of burial in more primitive societies, as they do in
our own. Burial is a complex and imprecise code; in this chapter, an
effort is made to sort out the elements of this code among the Hohokam.
Regrettably , the available Hohokam burial assemblages are neither large
nor, because of the prevalence of cremation, well preserved.
In addition, differences in social role can be approached
through consideratio n of group patterns at the level of the household,
the settlement, and the community. Differentia tion of burial areas,
variability in the kinds and quantities of goods available to members of
settlements (or portions of settlements ), and architectur e provide
additional clues to the social complexity of prehistoric societies.
This chapter also attempts to cast light upon trends in Hohokam
differentia tion of role and status at these broader levels through
comparisons of SGA Project data with those from earlier studies.
It cannot be confidently maintained that any of the site samples
in question are unbiased representat ions of prehistoric reality, and
still less that a representat ive sample of settlements is included here.
Consequentl y, the results must be taken as suggestive rather than
conclusive.

Hohokam Burial Assemblages
Interpretiv e Problems
The most obvious problem in using burial assemblages as
indicators of status is that of defining the attributes characteris tic
of role and status identificat ion. Some items, such as Strombus shell
trumpets, pyrite mirrors, and copper bells, are sufficientl y rare that
there can be little doubt of their importance in reflecting special
status within the society, although the specific character of the status
may be uncertain. Because an individual' s status is a composite of many
social roles, it is unreasonabl e to presume that burial practices will
reflect clearly only one of these roles.
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Among the Papago it is common to bury individuals with
possessions used in their work during their lifetimes. However, there
was also a practice of contributing other items to funerary offerings.
For example, a man might be buried with the long-used metate of his wife
(Brew n.d.). Additionally, in researching the practices associated with
Papago roadside shrines for the dead, Brew found that children were
often accompanied by material intended to help them in the afterlife.
The children were judged particularly ill-prepared to take care of
themselves and thus to be in need of useful goods. Among the pueblo
peoples, however, it is common for personal possessions to be destroyed
or distributed among heirs (Reyman 1978: 25). An individual accompanied
into the afterlife by evidence of wealth was the exception and may more
accurately provide evidence of relative reproductive success than of
relative wealth while living.

An interesting problem raised by the SGA Project data is the
absence of a direct association between individual burials and burial
offerings. This is not uncommon in the Southwest. The pueblo dwellers
sometimes deposit burial offerings in locations separate from the human
remains themselves, usually in places with sacred importance (Reyman
1978: 250). The study conducted by Brew examined the Papago practice of
leaving offerings at the place of death rather than at the place of
burial. Practices of these kinds cloud the interpretation of grave
assemblages as evidence of personal status.
Evidence that the Hohokam used some burial practice resulting in
generalized association of burial areas with offerings comes from
Las Fosas (AZ U:15:19) a Civano phase compound. There is a clear
association between projectile points and the cremation area north of
the compound (Fig. 11.5.1). Nevertheless, direct associations between
individual cremations and these materials are rare. At this site, a
form of cremation was identified in which pots were inverted over
cremations resting on a leveled surface (Sires 1983a). Burial offerings
appear to have been placed on or above the surface.
A general association of projectile points and objects of
obsidian with burial areas (but not with individual burials) can be seen
at other SGA Project sites as well. The Saguaro Site--AZ U:15:77--(Ferg
1983a), the Junkyard Site-- AZ U:15:83--(Ferg 1983b), and others display
this pattern in less conspicuous form than does Las Fosas. It is
regrettable that data available at present do not permit better
definition of the burial practice resulting in this distribution.
On the whole, variation in burial custom among the Hohokam is
poorly understood. Interpretive caution is certainly advisable until
issues such as the one described above are resolved.
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Temporal Change
The Preclassic Period
Nelson (1981) identified rich cremation areas dating to the
Sacaton phase at Snaketown, Gatlin, and Grewe. These areas were
characterized by generally higher numbers of grave goods than were other
cremation areas at those sites (and others), and by the presence of
particularly rare and exotic items in some burials within these areas.
On the basis of Antieau's work (1981), the Cashion Site can be added to
the list of Preclassic sites with unusually rich cremation areas.
Antieau argues that there is differentiation within the Cashion
burial assemblage; he classifies 20 of 53 burials as representing
unusually high status on the basis of the presence of three or more
vessels of any kind, intrusive vessels, red-on-buff vessels, four or
more projectile points, ornamental ground stone, or figurines. If the
presence of shell were added to this list, 25 of the 53 burials would
qualify as high status burials. It seems probable that this arbitrarily
developed set of defining characteristics may not accurately reflect
status differentiation within the reported population. On the whole,
Cashion seems to represent a rich assemblage, such as those identified
by Nelson, and unlike those at SGA Project sites.
A specific comparison of Cashion and Frogtown (AZ U:15:61)
illustrates this point. Frogtown cremations, like those at Cashion,
date principally to the Santa Cruz and Sacaton phases, and include
children and adult females as well as adult males. Comparisons can be
made in terms of specific classes of burial goods (Table II.5.1).
At Cashion the mean number of vessels within burials of all
types is 1.83. At Frogtown the mean number of burial vessels is 0.72.
At Cashion the mean number of projectile points per burial is 2.68; at
Frogtown the comparable mean is 0.17. At Cashion the mean number of
shells per burial is 12.83; at Frogtown the comparable mean is 0.89.
Particularly with respect to shell and projectile points, Cashion burial
assemblages are on average far richer than those at Frogtown.
The question arises whether these pronounced differences can be
attributed to a small number of individally rich burials at Cashion.
Figure II.5.2 illustrates percentages of total burials at these sites
and at the Siphon Draw Site (AZ U:10:6) with varying numbers of vessels,
projectile points, and shell items. In each case Frogtown and Siphon
Draw are similar to the lower range at Cashion. At Cashion one-quarter
of the burials had four or more pots, while at Frogtown none had as many
as four, and only one burial at Siphon Draw (6 percent of the total) had
four pots. Six percent of Cashion burials had more than five projectile
points; none did at Frogtown or Siphon Draw. Sixteen percent of Cashion
burials had more than 10 shell items; none did at Frogtown or Siphon
Draw. The upper portion of the range is missing at Siphon Draw and
Frogtown. However, these figures do not confirm Antieau's estimates
that 38 percent of the Cashion burial population is of unusually high

Table II.5 .1
MEAN FRE QUENC IES OF BURIA L OFFERINGS FROM SELECTED HOHOKAM SITES

Si te

Age and Sex
(N)

Vessels

Projectile
Points

Shell
Ornaments

St one
Ornaments

Pr ec l assic
Cas hi on
(AZ T:11:23)

Adult Males (4)
Adult Fema l es (1)
Juveniles (11)
Tot a l (53)

3.0
6.0
0.6
1. 8

13 . 5
0 .0
o. 1
2. 7

1. 2
212.0
11. 2
12 . 8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3

Fr ogtown
(AZ U:15:61 )

Adult Fema l es (1 )
Juveni les (3)
Total (18)

1.0
0.7
0.7

o.o
o.o

o.o

0.2

3 .0
0.9

0.0
1.0
0.2

Jones Ruin
(AZ U: 15: 48)

Juve nil es ( 2)
Tota l ( 2)

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Sipho n Draw
(AZ U: 10: 6)

Adult Femal es (2?)
Juveniles ( 7)
Total (17)

0.5
1. 9
0.9

o.o
o.o
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Saguaro
(AZ U:15:76)

Total (1)

1.0

0.0

o.o

0.0

Dust Bowl
(AZ U:15: 77)

Total (4)

0.8

0.0

o.o

0.0

Junkyard
(AZ U:15:83)

Adu lt Males (2)
Total (3)

0.0
0.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

Adult Males (3)
Adult Females ( 7)
Juveniles (3)
Tota l ( 21)

0.3
1. 9
o. 7
1. 4

0.3

0 .0
0.3
0. 7
0.3

0.0
1.0

Adu lt Mal es (5)
Juveniles (14)
Tota l (20)

0.0
0.3
0.2

o.o
o.o

0.0

0.1

0.0
1. 1
0 .2

Juveniles (1 )
Total (28)

1.0
1. 7

0.0
0.1

0.0
0. l

0.0
0. l

Adult Fema l es (2)
Tota l (3)

0.0
0. 7

o.o

o. o

0 .0

0.0

0.0
0.0

o.o
o.o
o.o
0.0
0.0

Pr ec l ass i c/Class i c

o.o

Clas sic
Las Col inas
(AZ T: 12 : 10)

Esca l ante
(AZ U: 15:3)
Las Fosas
(AZ U: 15:19 )

o.o
0.0
o. 1

o.o
0.3

o.o
o.o

Post-Classic
El Polvor6n
(AZ U:15:59)
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assemblages.

Comparison of Frogtown, Siphon Draw, and Cashion burial
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status, unless it is presumed that, at a finer level of distinction,
some of the Frogtown and Siphon Draw burials are high status.
Those burials at Cashion having higher frequencies of grave
goods than do burials at Frogtown include adults of both sexes, and do
not appear to have been clustered in any one portion of the site
fragment excavated; however, the sample is too limited to be conclusive.
It does not seem to be true that all the burials in this portion of the
site were richer than those observed elsewhere, although a significant
number (about 25 percent) of them were.
Table 11.5.1 lists age and sex-related differences in burial
assemblages. Not surprisingly, women tend to have greater numbers of
whole vessels than do men, while men are more often buried with
projectile points. Personal ornaments are, in general, more common in
the burials of females than of males, although the symbolism associated
with particular classes of ornaments is uncertain and it is unlikely
that sheer quantities are very meaningful.
Young children are found with burial goods even when surrounding
burials are relatively poor, perhaps reflecting a practice related to
juvenile status, or to the sex of the deceased child.
In the Preclassic, then, age and sex status appear to have
affected both burial practices and grave goods associated with
individuals. However, there are Sacaton phase cremation areas generally
more wealthy than others: these include burials representing the whole
range of age and sex statuses and thus are not the selective burial
places of those who acquired special importance during their lifetimes.
Association of this pattern with the platform mound system is indicated
by the association of rich cremation areas with those sites that had (or
would later have) these features, as well as with specific symbols. As
Nelson observes, the Strombus trumpet is one of several rare and
apparently ritual-related artifact types associated exclusively among
the Hohokam with platform mound sites and found in these special
mortuary areas. An evaluation of the broader distribution of these
items, presented later in this chapter, sheds some light upon the
significance of rare artifacts of this kind.
The Classic Period
The Classic period differs in many ways from the Preclassic and
it has been commonly supposed that change in the complexity of social
and economic roles in Hohokam society was a major element in these
changes.
Burial data provide interesting insights into this problem.
Nelson (1981) argues that patterns of differentiation like those of the
Sacaton phase did not persist into the Classic period. A preliminary
review of offerings in burials tends to support Nelson's view (Table
11.5.1). Large differences in frequencies exist, but they do not have a
clear relationship to site function. The platform mound site of
Escalante has the lowest vessel frequency of any site listed, while the
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SGA Project site of Las Fosas (AZ U:15:19), a simple compound at
Florence, has the highest of all Classic period frequencies. But this
is deceptive, first because of change in burial practice, and second
because of inconsistency in site definition.
It can be seen from Table II.5.2 that women tend to have a
greater number of burial vessels than men, whatever the mode of burial.
Furthermore, Table II.5.2 shows that in inhumations, when the cremation
urn is no longer necessary, men most frequently have no vessels at all.
Thus, the ratio of males to females is a significant determinant of
vessel frequency. Escalante, with a low mean of 0.2 vessels per burial,
provides a sample of 20 inhumations, of which 14 are identified as
juveniles, 5 as adult males, and none as females; this accounts for the
low vessel frequency without reference to economic status.
Classic period site structure must also be considered.
Los Muertos is the only Classic period "site" for which there are data
representing extensive excavations in many individual units of a single
major Classic period settlement complex. Deriving data from the
original catalog cards of the Hemenway Expedition (Peabody Museum
archives) is a somewhat subjective exercise, given the grammatical
ambiguities in artifact counts, but it does provide interesting
information. Table II.5.3 gives approximations of vessel counts from
burials associated with the ruins at Los Muertos that together form the
counterpart of Preclassic villages like Snaketown and Cashion.
Unfortunately, the catalog is not sufficiently specific to identify full
burial assemblages, although the field notes could offer clarification.
Ruin 1 has a mean of 1.7 vessels per burial. Interestingly, as
at Escalante no adult females are represented and all burials are
inhumations. Neither at Ruin 1 nor at Escalante was a cremation area
found outside the platform mound compound area. Although the trenching
interval at Escalante leaves some question regarding the possible
presence of cremations, in combination with the Los Muertos case (where
fieldworkers identified 332 such features at other ruins in the complex)
it seems likely that there were no cremation areas at either site.
Furthermore, Ruin 1 was extensively excavated but produced only three
burials of any kind, which were identified in the field as adult males.
At both sites it appears that the platform mound was a place only for
special burials--adult males of a particular status, and in some cases
young children. The precedent for special treatment of juvenile dead
had been established prior to the Classic period, but a clearly defined
burial precinct restricted to adult males of special status does not
appear to predate the Classic period.
At Las Colinas the 1968 excavations at Mound 8 in a roughly
equivalent portion of the site produced a greater number of burials than
did Ruin 1. Table II.5.2 shows a high proportion of females among them,
but this is deceptive; all but one burial identified within the mound
compound at Mound 8 appear to postdate the construction and use of the
platform mound itself. The one burial that is definitely contemporaneous with mound use is that of an infant (and possibly an adult)
accompanied by six vessels, a quartz crystal, and shell jewelry (Saul
1981). It remains likely that only adult males and juveniles were
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0/1=
0.0

4/1=
4. 0

Cashion

Las Casitas

1,

approx imately

Siphon Draw

Dust Bowl

Saguaro

El Polvorc5n

Los Muertos

Las Fosas

Frogtown

Junkyard

0/2=
0.0

0/5=
0.0

Escalante

Sidewinder

1/3=
0.3

M

Las Coli nas
(1968)

Site

o.o

0/2-=

13/7=
1. 9

F

1.12=
1.0

4/1=
4.0

?/1=
?

6/1=
6.0

4/14=
0.3

2/3=
0 .7

J

Inhumations
Sex
Age

o.o

0/2=

2/3=
0 .7

10/9=
1.1?

o.o

0/1=

14/10=
1.4

A

1.0

0. 7

4.0

2.0?

0/2=
0.0

134/76=
1.8>'<

1.1=

2/3=

4/1=

4?/2=

3.0

4/20=
0 .2

22/15=
1.5

Total
with
Unidentified

6/2=

II.5 . 2

1/1=
1.0

14?/11
1.3?

12/3=
4.0

M

Sex

1/2=
0.5

1/2=
0 .5

6/1=
6.0

F

13/7=
1. 9

1/1 =
1.0

2+/3=
0.7+

5/4=
1.3

A

3/8=
0.4

2/2=
1.0

2/1=
2. 0

11 /13=
0.8

58 /1 7=
3. 4

Age

5/6=
0 .8

J

Cremations

VESSEL FREQUENCIES IN H0H0KAM BURIALS

Table

16/17=
0.9

3/4=
0.8

1/1=
1.0

2/1=
2.0

444/332=
1. 3 1,

51/28=
1.8

o. 7

13/18=

91 /51=
1.8

7/6=
1. 2

Total
with
Unidentified

4.0

16/17=

3/4=

1 /1=

2/3=

0.9

0.8

1.0

0 .7

578/408=
1.4

1.8

0.7
52/29=

13/18=

4/1=

14?/11=
1.3?

97/53 =
1.8

4/20=
0 .2

29/21=
1.4

Total
Burials

Santa Cruz and Sacaton

Santa Cruz or Soho

Santa Cruz or Soho

Post-Classic (Polvorc5n)

Classic

Civano

Santa Cruz and Sacaton

Sacaton and Civano

So ho

Soho

Sa nt a Cruz and Sacaton

Soho(?) and Civano

Soho and Civano

Age of
Site

Table II.5.3.
VESSEL FREQUENCIES IN HOHOKAM BURIALS AT LOS MUERTOS

Ruin
Number

Vessels/
Inhumation

Ruin I

5/3=1.7

Ruin II

30/12=2.5

Ruin III

Vessels/
Cremation

-

Total
Vessels/
Burial

Phase
or
Period

5)/3•1 .. 7

Soho(?)
Civano

41/35=1.2

71/47=1.5

Civano

10/5=2.0

24/34=0.7

34/39=0.9

Civano

Ruin IV-V

5/4=1.3

11/6=1.8

16 /10=1.6

Classic

Ruin VII

7/3=2.3

28/14=2.0

35/17=2.l

Civano

Ruin VIII

-

9/6=1.5

9/6=1.5

Civano

Ruin IX

10/5=2.0

5/3=1.7

15/8=1. 9

Classic

Ruin XIII

31/21=1.4

71/53=1. 3

101/74=1.4

Civano

Ruin XIV

-

127 /67=1.9

127/67=1.9

Civano

Ruin XVI

-

11/11=1. 0

11/11-1.0

Classic

Ruin XVII

-

4/5=0.8

4/5=0.8

Classic

Ruin XIX

6/6=1.0

8/6=1.3

14/12=1.2

Civano

Ruin xx

16 /10=1.6

21/17=1.2

3 7 /2 7=1.4

Civano

Ruin XXI

13/5=2.6

28/25=1.l

41/30=1.4

Civano

Ruin XXIII

-

14/13=1. l

14 /13=1. l

Classic

Ruin XXIV

-

5/10=0.5

5/10=0.5

Classic

Ruin XXV

2 /2=1.0

37 /27=1.4

39/29=1.3

Classic

Total

134 /76=1.8

444 /332=1. 3

578/408=
1.4

Classic
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buried in the platform mound precincts while the mound was in use. Are
there, in addition, patterns in the relative frequency of vessels in
burials among ruins at Los Muertos? Figure 11.5.3 shows the distribution of those ruins at Los Muertos that exceed (and those that do not
exceed) the overall mean of 1.4 vessels per burial throughout the
complex. Ruins exceeding the mean are clustered in the immediate
vicinity of the platform mound.
In general it seems that differentiation of status as indicated
by burial type, location, and accompanying goods became more complex
during the Classic period. Groups of wealthier burials, presumably
associated with an elite class, continued to be concentrated within
particular portions of larger sites having platform mounds. In
addition, some individuals were specially selected for burial at the
mounds themselves. Cushing identified these individuals as priests
(Hemenway Expedition Catalog; Peabody Museum Archives). This interpretation is reasonable, particularly in the light of information that will
be presented later in this chapter.
At the Civano phase compound of Los Fosas, in contrast, no
burials are particularly distinguished with respect to quantities of
burial goods, and especially rare items are altogether absent. The mean
number of vessels in inhumations is 1.0, compared to a mean of 1.7
vessels for an exclusively male population at Ruin 1 at Los Muertos, and
at Los Fosas no other burial furnishings are directly associated with
any form of burial. This may be the more typical situation at outlying
compounds, although previously described evidence that burial offerings
may not be directly associated with individual remains casts doubt on
any interpretation.
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Figure II.5.3. Map giving the locations of house units in Los Muertos
excavated by the Hemenway Exp e dition, with vessel frequencies in burials.
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Evidence of Economic Specialization
Specialization of economic roles is a major element in the
development of complex social hierarchies. Craft specialization is
discussed elsewhere (Teague, Chapter 6, Part II, this volume) and in the
various SGA Project artifact analyses. However, specialized roles can
include ritual and managerial functions as well as economic ones, and in
fact these are often closely related. At this point little more will be
said regarding specialization in crafts and agricultural products, but
the Los Muertos data provide some useful insights which expand on the
information presented elsewhere. The data are particularly interesting
in light of other data from that site which suggest that ritual specialization was a critical element in defining individual roles in Hohokam
society.
Table II.5.4 shows the various items excavated from some of the
ruins at the Los Muertos complex that might have been associated with
the production of crafts. The manufacture of pots and spinning of yarn
occurred at many compounds, although in no case is quantitative evidence
particularly impressive. It is interesting that Ruin 1 produced the
greatest quantity of evidence of pottery manufacture. Evidence of
weaving is limited to belt looms and accompaniments; this activity may
have occurred in a ritual or craft context and cannot be clearly
interpreted.
Of all those ruins in the Los Muertos complex from which these
items were tabulated, Ruin VII is unique in containing quantities of
unworked and partially worked shell; this compound may have housed
specialists in this craft. At Ruin XIII, only about 50 m north of
Ruin I, there is an unusual quantity of unworked and partially worked
turquoise. Cushing observes in his notes that unworked turquoise at
Los Muertos was often found in contexts suggestive of use as ritual
items or fetishes; this may not have been the case for all the turquoise
found at Ruin XIII, although the ruin was second only to Ruin XIV in the
number of ritual items produced. The unworked pieces may have been
associated with ritual or with manufacture of personal ornaments. Ruin
XIII provides the only such evidence of manufacture of turquoise items
at Los Muertos.
A more interesting aspect of Ruin XIII is not shown in Table
II.5.4 but is evident in maps and notes on this compound. Ruin XIII
contained very large granary pits from which Cushing recovered corn
(Haury 1945). Only a few small pits of this kind were found elsewhere
at Los Muertos, all far smaller in proportion to their contexts than
those at Ruin XIII, suggesting that storage and distribution of corn at
the settlement complex may have been centrally controlled to some
extent.
Within the Los Muertos community then, some crafts were widely
practiced. Others, however, may have been the function of only a small
segment of the community. Regrettably, with the available -data
inferences about specialized craft production at the site can be little
more than speculation.
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I

3 bone bodkins
1 spindle whorl

XVll

XXI

red potters clay
2 rolls of clay
1 ironwood paddle

1 bone bodkin

XIV

6(+) bone bodkins and
awls

2 wooden paddles
3(+) tufa polishing
stones

Xlll

spindle whorls
belt loom fragment
1 bone bodkin
1 bone needle

2 me squite paddles

5 spindle whorls
2 bone bodkins

1 spindl e whorl
6 bone bodkins

2 spindle whorls

ironwood warp stick
1 belt loom
2 bodkins

Textiles

XII

IX

2 mesquite paddles
polishing stone

2 fragmentary frog fetishes
2 Conus
Miscellaneous small
fragments
1 inlay piece
1 unfinished disk
2 partially worked
Glycymeris
1 unworked Nermetus

Vll

4(+) paddles
various wooden tools
unfired clay

Pottery

2 wooden paddles

8 worked shells for inlay

Shell Artifacts

IV-V

Ill

11

Ruin
Number

1 disk for inlay

turquoise and greenstone inlay
turquois e fragments
very larg e piece of turquoise,
partially polished

chalcedony inlay
chalcedony chips
"stone plate" for inlay

cubes and plates of inlay
red pip esto ne peb bl e

Exotic Stone Artifacts

Tools and materials associated with the produ ct ion of par ti c ul a r artifact types

CRAFT TOOLS AND MATERIALS RECOVERED AT LOS MUERTOS

Table II.5.4
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The granaries of Ruin XIII also suggest the presence of economic
specializ ation. Certain individua ls may have had a special role in the
managemen t of these granaries , controlin g community access to them.
It is unfortuna te that it is not possible, given the data
at present available , to determine whether these developme nts at
Los Muertos originate d in the Soho phase or later in the Civano.
For example, in the discussio n of economic specializ ation (Teague,
Chapter 6, Part II, this volume) it was noted that while the small Soho
phase farmstead excavated by the SGA Project at Florence, the Gopherett e
Site, contained structure s apparentl y devoted to food storage, these
may have been few or absent at the nearby Civano phase compound of
Las Fosas. The restricte d distribut ion of such features in the Civano
would mark the first time in the history of the Hohokam that storage
facilitie s were at least difficult to identify archaeolo gically and
perhaps absent within individua l household s. The possible extension of
manageria l roles to control of food distribut ion is a very important
point in evaluatin g the overall complexit y of the society.

Ritual Specializ ation
Los Muertos and the Zuni Model
Although no comprehen sive study of ethnograp hic parallels to
Hohokam ritual assemblag es has been attempted here, brief examinati on of
the Zuni analogs offered by Cushing provides some very intriguin g
direction s for further investiga tion. Matilda Coxe Stevenson (1904)
provides in her Zuni ethnograp hy a thorough descripti on of ritual
societies and ceremonia lism at Zuni. This will be compared to Cushing's
intepreta tions at Los Muertos, to additiona l data from that site, and
finally to SGA Project data regarding the artifact classes identifie d as
potential ly significa nt in the identific ation of ritual roles.
Stevenson ·confirms Cushing's associati on of the Strombus
trumpet, one of which was found in room "pp" at Ruin XIV at Los Muertos,
with the rituals of the Zuni Bow Priesthoo d of war (Stevenso n 1904:
598). In describin g the ceremonia l events in which this item appears,
she states that: "The occasion must always be eminently worthy of the
presence of the great shell. The songs • • • are very old, and known
only to four men of the Badger Clan." Other paraphern alia found in that
room are not peculiar to this society but are used in its rituals.
Cardium dippers, Turritell a beads, abalone ornaments , shell earrings,
and asbestos (Table 11.5.5) are consisten t with the assemblag es listed
by Stevenson (Table 11.5.6). The specific associati on of the vase and
dipper found in this room with the remaining paraphern alia is
particula rly suggestiv e of assemblag es associate d with the Zuni
priesthoo d as described by Stevenson . She also notes (Stevenso n 1904:
243) a specific associati on of earrings and of a particula r variety of
finger ring with ceremonie s.

Table

II.5.5

ITEMS HAVING POSSIBLE RITUAL FUNCTIONS AT LOS MUERTOS

Ruin XIII

Ruin I

turquoise-inlaid shell toad(?)
3 shell nose plugs
many concretion fetishes
3 Conus tinklers
several fragments hematite
many white shell beads
abundant large and small pieces
unworked turquoise
crystals
1 elongated shell inlaid with turquoise
1 shell accompanied by unworked turquoise
and a brilliant red crystal
various other items shell jewelry

Shell pendant with (missing) mosaic
1 Conus tinkler
galena
quartz crystal
slate tablet
1 "talc" pipe
various shell and stone jewelry items
Ruin II
5 projectile points

1 quartz crystal
"sacred blue" pigment
Ruin III

Ruin XIV

"medicine stone"
carbonate of copper pigment
shell jewelry
turquoise and serpentine jewelry

Strombus trumpet *
2 Turritella pendants**
4 abalone ornaments*
red ware vessel with 2 Cardium dippers*
stone knife
stone beads
stone crystal-'·
asbestos1pottery "clown" head
2 shell earrings

Ruin IV
3 pigments (red and white)
1 Conus tinkler
various shell ornaments
Ruin VII

Ruin XVII

1 shell nose ring

4 projectile points
bone flute
turquoise pendant
various shell ornaments

2 Conus tinklers
shell toad effigy
stone crystal
asbestos
many ground stone axes
3 projectile points
8 colors of pigment, in shells
various items of shell jewelry

Ruin XXI
10+ shell beads
Strombus (unworked)
1 shell frog effigy fragment
1 shell dipper
1 projectile point
geode
2 red stone beads
1 serpentine eagle fetish
1 slate tablet
various items shell jewelry

Ruin IX

1 Conus tinkler
1 projectile point
galena
1 crystal
1 "sacred" pipe
1 "sacred" slate tablet
various shell and stone ornaments

*Found togethe r and associated by Cushing with Bow Priesthood
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Table II.5.6
RITUAL PARAPHERNALIA OF SOME ZUNI SOCIET IES*

Bow Priesth ood (Rain Priest of the Nadir)
Olive lla shells
string s of shell
arrow points
vase and dipper
stone knife
red pigmen t
stone beads
Stromb us shell (uniqu e to Bow Priesth ood)
Shu'ma akwe Societ y (also a Rain Priest )
nose plugs (uniqu e to Shu'ma akwe)
concre tion fetish es
conica l tinkle rs
red paint
flute
rattle
pot drum
white shell beads
bits of unwork ed turquo ise for pigmen t
Rain Priest of the North
turquo ise-in laid shell toad
variou s items of shell jewelr y

_,_ From Steven son 1904
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Other analogs, not specifically mentioned by Cushing, also
exist. The Shu maakwe Society at Zuni is characterized by its use of
nose plugs, (Table II.5.6) found at several Los Muertos ruins but in
greatest quantity at Ruin XIII immediately north of the platform mound
(Table II.5.5). Other paraphernalia of the society include concretion
fetishes, belts of conical tinklers (among historic Zuni made of metal),
beads of turquoise and shell, hematite pigments and bits of fragmentary
turquoise for pigment. These too are found at Ruin XIII, the unworked
turquoise in particular abundance. It is also interesting to observe
that the most important ritual songs of this society are in the Pima
language; they are said in Zuni tradition to have been learned from the
Pima (Stevenson 1904: 29). The rituals of this society are also
noteworthy in their similarity to some in use among the Hopi ( Stevenson
1904: 547); early a~sociation between the Zuni, the Pima, and the Hopi
are reported in Zuni origin myths (Stevenson 1904: 29).
Relationships between Zuni esoteric societies are complex. For
example the Younger Brother Bow Priest is warrior to the Shu maakwe
Society. It is perhaps more important, however, that both the Elder
Brother Bow Priest and the head of the Shu maakwe Society are among the
most important of the six Zuni Rain Priests. The Ra.in Priests, even
within egalitarian Zuni society in the nineteenth century, were said to
be full time ritual specialists (Stevenson 1904: 163). The Sun Priest,
or Rain Priest of the Zenith, seems to have been first among them. Next
is the Rain Priest of the North, whose emblem is a Spondylus shell toad
inlaid with turquoise (Stevenson 1904: 243). This emblem is similar to
the controversial frog recovered from Ruin XIII north of Ruin I by
Cushing and sometimes alleged to have been manufactured by Cushing
(Haury 1945). While it is certainly beyond the scope of the pre sent
evaluation to determine the authenticity of the Los Muertos frog, it is
significant that similar objects have since been recovered--but only
from sites of comparable importance--in the Southwest. Stevenson
specifically compares the Zuni example to a similar frog found by Fewkes
at Chavez Pass. In evaluating the antiqu1.ty of this symbol among the
Hohokam it is important to remember that the Gatlin Site, the earliest
known North American platform mound settlement, has also produced a
turquoise inlaid shell frog (Wasley and Johnson 1965: 107). Table
11.5.5 shows that Ruin XII, immediately north of the platform mound, is
particularly rich in materials associated with the ethnographic ritual
assemblage. Thus the remainder of the assemblage from this compound may
also have had a special place in the ritual system.
Concentration of items of possible ritual significance
(according to Stevenson's accounts) in Ruins XIII, XIV, VII, and XXI
surrounding the platform mound at Ruin I, suggests but does not prove
conclusively that there was a pattern of distributing houses having
ritual functions around the platform mound. In asimilar arrangement the
ceremonial structures of the Rain Society at Zuni are distributed about
the sacred dance plaza.
Another aspect of this distribution is the character of the
assemblages in the remaining compounds that were inventoried, Ruins IV,
III, II, IX, and XVII. Fewer ritual objects are found at these ruins
and they are often those associated ethnographicall y with ritual
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costumes or with ordinary personal ornaments. Conus tinklers, for
example, are possible variants of the metal varieties now worn at Zuni
in a variety of ceremonies. In addition, pigments are often an element
of ritual costume rather than of craft production. Exotic mineral
specimens, such as quartz crystals, serve both in group ritual and as
personal fetishes. The "slate tablets" to which Cushing attributed
sacred significance (Hemenway Expedition Catalog, Peabody Museum) may be
equivalent to the rough and unornamented palettes of the Classic period;
Stevenson mentions these in a variety of contexts, often associated with
lesser curing societies. In short, the possible ritual-related items
found in outlying compounds seem to be fewer and less diverse than those
of the central compounds. Very rare and exotic materials like the
Strombus trumpet are apparently absent.
SGA Project Sites and the Zuni Model
Regrettably the Los Muertos data can never be evaluated in terms
of assemblage frequencies. Their presence and quantitative data
from the complex provide information, but less than one would wish.
However, additional support for the model proposed here is provided by
data from various Hohokam sites reviewed by Nelson (1981). Nelson
observes, for example, that the asbestos to which Cushing attributes
sacred importance has been found only at the major sites of Snaketown,
Grewe, Casa Grande, Escalante Las Acequias, Las Colinas, and Pueblo
Grande, in addition to Los Muertos (Nelson 1981: 314). However, these
are still indications only of presence or absence; relative quantities
of materials are significant, particularly since many of the items seem
to have served both group and individual sacred purposes. Table II.5.7
provides a listing of absolute and percentage frequencies of nonutilitarian stone items possibly associated with ritual in the SGA Project
sites, and for comparative purposes lists figures from the platform
mound sites of Las Colinas (Hammack and Sullivan 1981) and Escalante
(Doyel 1974).
On the whole the results show pronounced differences between
platform mound and other sites, whether judged against contemporaneous
permanent settlements or against the whole SGA Project sample. There
are exceptions, however. Palettes show little differentiation , and in
fact are rather less common at platform mound sites than at any SGA
Project sites, presumably because this is an item associated with
Preclassic ritual rather than with the Classic period system.
Additionally, little difference can be seen in the distribution of
quartz crystals in mound and SGA Project sites. In fact, crystals are
generally more common at SGA Project sites, although the mound frequency
of 0.02 percent of the lithic assemblage exceeds the 0.01 percent at SGA
Classic period sites. Pigments are another item of comparable frequency
at mound and SGA Project sites. The classes of artifacts that are most
similar in frequency at SGA and mound sites are those that might be
expected to be fetishes and costume ornaments for individuals;
ethnographicall y they are not confined to the central repositories of
esoteric societies.

Table II.5. 7
NONUTILITARIAN STONE FROM SALT- GILA AQUEDUCT PROJECT SITES
AND TWO PLATFORM MOUND SITES
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Very pronounced differences are apparent in other categories.
Projectile points are about twice as common at mound sites as at SGA
Project sites. Exotic mineral specimens, the unshaped minerals cited by
Cushing and by Stevenson as ritual items associated with the ceremonies
of the esoteric societies as well as used for personal fetishes, are
10 times as common at mound sites as a contemporaneous SGA Project
sites. Asbestos is present at both Las Colinas and Escalante and
totally absent in the SGA Project assemblages. In short, the SGA
Project assemblages appear to be composed of items associated with
individuals and closely resemble those found at outlying Los Muertos
compounds. They differ substantially from those found at Escalante and
Las Colinas in the frequency of some items and they completely lack some
of the particularly specialized materials identified at those sites and
at the central Los Muertos compounds.
Table II.5.7 also lists items of stone that were used as
personal ornaments; interesting patterns appear here as well. Stone
beads are rare at Classic period SGA Project sites and have an overall
frequency of only 0.02 percent of the lithic assemblage. They
constitute 1.50 percent of the lithic assemblage from the mound sites.
Finger rings are totally absent from SGA Classic period sites, and occur
with a frequency of less than 0.01 percent in all SGA Project sites;
they constitute 0.02 percent of the mound sample. Stone pendants
comprise only 0.06 percent of the Classic period SGA Project lithic
assemblage and an even lower 0.03 percent of the total SGA assemblage,
while they constitute 0.25 percent of the lithic assemblage from mound
sites. Stone jewelry, like shell jewelry, is often used in ceremonial
activities among the pueblos and the distributions observed archaeologically may relate · to a similar practice. It might also simply
reflect greater personal wealth. However it is interesting that rings
are present in Preclassic SGA Project sites, although in low
frequencies, and only disappear from them in the Classic period. This
may reflect greater differentiation in access to these objects, and
perhaps the development in later periods of a more specialized function
for these items.
Table II.5.8 shows frequencies of specific classes of shell
jewelry. Only the tinklers are generally thought to have been of
specialized ritual importance as costume elements. There is one shell
tinkler for every 8689 lithics in the SGA Project sample, and only one
for every 3280 lithics in the Classic period SGA Project sample; there
are four times as many, one for every 823 lithics, in the platform mound
site sample. On the other hand all shell jewelry included in this
sample appears with greater frequency at mound sites, with a ratio of
1 item for every 17 lithics at the mound sites in contrast to 1 for
every 83 lithics at the SGA Project sites. Further, Vokes (1984)
observes that the SGA Project shell assemblage includes only the simple
forms. There is practically no etched or inlaid shell and even simple
carving is less ornate than at large central settlements.

Table I I. 5. 8
RATIO OF SHELL ARTI FACTS TO STONE ARTIFACTS FROM SALT-GILA AQUEDUCT PROJECT SITES
AND TWO PLATFORM MOUND SITES
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Hopi Ritual and the Hohokam
There are other lines of evidence that suggest parallels between
Puebloan ritual and that of the Hohokam. Some of these are particularly
indicative of Hopi ritual. Like the Zuni analogs, they point to a
complex system of ritual societies.
The shell trumpet, for example, is recorded as having been used
at Hopi in ceremonies relating to the plumed serpent (water serpent, or
horned serpent). Fewkes (1912: 142) observed that "The Hopi cult of the
plumed serpent is said to have been derived from Palatkwabi, the land of
the giant cactus and introduced at Hopi by the Patki or Water-Corn
Clan." "Judging from known ceremonies of the Hopi, it is highly
probable that these (shell) trumpets were used (by the Hohokam) in
dramatic celebrations in which effigies of the great serpent were
introduced, the priest using the instruments to imitate the supposed
roar of this animal" (1912: 144). Fewkes (1912: 142) suggested that
while rain ceremonies were no doubt common among the Hohokam, a river
cult may have been more prominent among the desert irrigators, and that
this may have been associated with the plumed or horned s e rpent cult.
Parsons describes this cult as being commonly associated with floods by
the Pueblos (1939: 214) and the Papago (1939: 1003), as well as
specifically with irrigation (1939: 295).
Parsons (19 J 9: 970) observed that:
From Palatkwabi, the Red Land of the South, several ceremonial
traits may have been introduced (at Hopi): the office of
Sunwatcher or rather the Sun chieftaincy, the Lakon society, and
myth, perhaps ritual, relating to Horned Water Serpent and the
human scarifice to check flood • • • • There is a general Hopi
tradition that the Water Corn People represent a late migration
from the south • • • with a migratory association with Zuni.
The flood and child scarifice myth is told at Zuni, and, as we
shall see, derives from Pima-Papago. The flood presupposes a
great river. - In the last recorded version, Palatkwabi is
described as having had "an irrigating system from the river
which flows th i~ ough that country". • • • This describes
Hawikuh; it also describes the Gila River Valley, which had an
impressive system of irrigation.
It is also interesting that Parsons (1939: 995) reports a
kachinalike cult among the Pima and Papago. She identifies the Papago
myth underlying the cult of the Vipinyim with the Zuni-Hopi myth of the
Water Corn or Patki Clan, the same clan credited with transmission to
the Hopi of the plumed serpent cult. She (Parsons 1939: 1003) also
observes that the Papago of Sonora hold a Vigita mask ceremony strongly
reminiscent of the Rain chieftaincy of the Water Serpent at Zuni.
Another possible link between Hopi ceremonialism and that of the
Hohokam was suggested to the author by Emory Sekaquaptewa of the
University of Arizona Bureau of Ethnic Research. He reports that the
Hopi Bow Clan is traditionally associated with the Two-horn priesthood.
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With the One-horn priesthood they perform the Wuwutsin ceremony in which
one and two-horned dancers alternate in a dance line. Sekaquaptewa
identifies a close resemblance between the appearance of this ritual and
some of the well-known dancing figures represetned on Sacaton phase
Hohokam vessels (for example see Haury 1976: 238). Both Fewkes (1899:
534, 544) and Parsons (1923: 186) identify the origins of this ceremony
with war ritual.
The Bow Clan also traces its origins to the south, to
Palatkwapi, "place of the red wall." This Hopi tradition was documented
by Stephens and reported by Fewkes (1899), who identifies the place of
origin as Palaptkwapi, or "the Red House," located on the Gila River.
There are no Hohokam settlements archaeologically identifiable
in these terms, although it is interesting that there is another wellknown reference to a "Red House," the Chichilticalli that was a landmark
of Coronado's journey through the Southwest (Smith 1952: 77).
These traditions suggest a Hohokam origin for some of the Hopi
people and their ritual. The association of certain rituals, said to
have been derived from the Pima and Papago, with the shell trumpet,
typical of the Hohokam mound system, and with Hopi ceremony suggestive
of Hohokam ceramic designs, provides some evidence that the traditions
may have some historical substance.
However, there may be additional evidence from Double Butte
Cave, 1 mile north of Los Harnos in the central Salt River Valley. This
site was investigated by Cushing and subsequently reported by Haury
(1945: 193-202). Haury (1945: 193) states that:
Less than one mile north of Los Hornos, two volcanic hills rise
from the flat valley floor. These were known as the Double
Butte. On an early visit to Los Harnos, Cushing determined to
examine the volcanic outcrop as the possible location of a
shrine, for, as was his custom, he placed much reliance on the
distribution of these according to the mythical regions--north,
east, south, and west.
In this case Cushing's custom seems to have had the virtue of accurately
predicting the location of a prehistoric shrine. Double Butte Cave
contained a rich assemblage of perishable ritual materials. Hohokam
plain and red wares were accompanied by an unspecified number of
ceremonial cane cigarettes, approximately 75 pahos or prayer sticks,
arrows and foreshafts, a fragment of copper, a small gourd bottle, and
various items of cordage and textile. One of the pahos is particularly
interesting. A figure painted on this object documents for the first
time the prehistoric use of masks in Southwestern ritual. The whole
assemblage is strongly reminiscent of a Western Pueblo shrine, but the
masked figure is especially so. Haury (1945: 198) states that:
The similarity of this object to Hopi kachinas--the
personifications of ancestral spirits--needs hardly to be
pointed out. I am not aware that kachinas have ever been found
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in archaeological deposits but one can recognize in this
specimen the prototyp e of those currently used.
Haury (1945) interpreted the Double Butte shrine as the work of
the Puebloan Salado, who were thought to have dominated Classic period
society. The presence of typically Hohokam red and plain wares and the
style of the cane cigarettes, identified by Haury as more typical of the
Gila River than of Puebloan assemblages, tend to confirm Haury's basic
inference that the shrine is the work of those who lived in the Classic
period settlements of the Salt River Valley. However, further
observations regarding the shrine, and in particular the style of the
effigy pahos, suggest another possibility.
Sekaquaptewa suggest that the shrine may postdate occupation of
the local villages and that the shrine could be of the sort still
maintained by the Hopi to maintain a spiritual presence in places that
they once occupied. He identifies the effigy pahos illustrated by Haury
as recognizably Hopi, with those showing life forms representing styles
still in use and those with geometric designs representing archaic
styles no longer used. Sekaquaptewa's argument that the shrine
postdates Hohokam occupation of the Salt River Valley is predicated both
on his belief that some of the Hopi were Hohokam in origin and on his
belief that characteristically Hopi religious symbology such as that on
the more modern of the pahos is the product of the period when various
groups on the Hopi mesas assembled to form the current cultural group,
and does not predate that assembly.
Watson Smith, in examining the illustrations, agreed that the
life form pahos are Hopi in style, but found the geometrics less
familiar. In ceramics, the Kayenta styles in use until about A.D. 1400
are more consistent with the rigid geometry of these pahos than is the
subsequent style of the true Hopi yellow ware ceramics. However, Smith
emphasized that the geometric styles are on the whole not immediately
familar to him from his intensive studies of Hopi design.
These interpretations are uncertain, but they do independently
suggest a similar inference regarding the origin of Double Butte Cave
shrine. Both tend to suggest a date at the end of the Hohokam Classic
period and a possible association with a group in the process of
becoming a part of the developing Hopi culture. Sekaquaptewa suggests a
specific mechanism for the occurrence of the site in that location,
while Smith expresses doubt regarding direct Hohokam interaction with
the people who are now Hopi. There are alternative interpretations,
including rejection of any of the material as specifically Hopi in style
(which no one familiar with that style seems willing to accept) and the
possibility that the shrine exists for reasons independent of any
relationship between Hopi and Hohokam. Given recent thought in Hohokam
archaeology, these latter possibilities are the only ones that are not
fairly radical propositions. It would not always have seemed so
unusual, however. Dozier (1970: 31) commented that "While the Hohokam
tradition is outside the area of the eventual development of ancestral
Pueblo culture, cross influences are obvious and it is probable that
peoples carrying this cultural tradition eventually joined those of the
Anasazi." In any case the problem can be further investigated
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archaeologcally and more could be learned in the process not just about
the origins of historical populations in the Southwest but about the
Hohokam. Radiocarbon dating might, for example, ·resolve the question of
whether a katchina cult was practiced during the Classic period as
Haury's interpretation suggests, or cart only be dated to a later period.
Pima Tradition and the Hohokam
A final note regarding ethnographic traditions relevant to the
study of Hohokam ritual and its implications for social organization and
the role of the individual in society derives from Piman ethnography.
This has been discussed at length by Fewkes (1912: 42-52) in discussions
of legends of the Casa Grande. Fewkes reports numerous Piman accounts
of the chiefs of the Casa Grande, and particularly of "Morning Green,"
described as master of the rain and wind gods. It is interesting that
an informant related that the chief of Casa Grande lost his powers over
the gods when destructive rains followed a period of drought and he was
unable to stop the rain.
Interpreting the Pattern
Argument by analogy is inherently flawed. Nevertheless Cushing
chose a source of ethnographic analogs that generates a number of
archaeologicall y testable hypotheses regarding ritual roles and
organization; the correspondence between the archaeological data and
these expectations is generally good at the level of the overall
organization of ritual activity. Wilcox and Shenk (1977: 24-29) have
previously observed that Cushing's association of ethnographic ideology
and the prehistoric architecture of the Hohokam is worthy of far more
careful consideration than it has generally been given. Cushing (1892:
208) identified the organization of the Great House and of Ruin I at
Los Muertos with the search for "the middle of the world," and with
division of the universe into the four cardinal directions plus the
middle, nadir and zenith. Ruin I at Los Muertos was, to Cushing, the
equivalent of the six kivas of the Zuni that represented these
directions.
Identifying the reasons for these apparent parallels is
important to assessing their meaning for prehistoric Hohokam society.
Population movement is one possible mechanism for the observed
parallels. The late prehistoric depopulation of the Hohokam area at a
time of established economic interaction with Hopi (Crown, Chapter 7,
Part II, this volume) and at a time when Zuni and the Hohokam were
integrated into the larger interaction sphere suggested by polychrome
ceramics (Crown 1984d) lend credibility to the possibility of late
Hohokam movement into these areas. There are, however, additional
possibilities having to do with regional interaction patterns. Gumerman
(1978: 30) has observed that exchange of ritual, as well as of tangible
commodities, is well documented for the historic pueblos, but has
received inadequate attention in the interpretation of prehistoric
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interaction. Exchange of ritual might occur between Southwestern
groups, or might have in various parts of the Southwest a common
external source.
The use of the shell trumpet is of comparable antiquity among
the Hohokam and the Anasazi; Pepper (1920) and Judd (1954) report a
total of nine trumpets from Pueblo Bonito at Chaco Canyon. Pepper also
reports a turquoise inlaid jet frog, found at Pueblo Bonito in a room
north of the tower kiva accompanied by macaw burials and a very rich
ritual assemblage. Prehistorically, settlements at Zuni were part of
the Chacoan interaction sphere, and retention of patterns derived from
that antecedent are quite likely so that precedents for the Zuni items
must be presumed to date to at least as early as A.D. 1000. Parsons
(1939: 331) indicated that the shell trumpet may also have been
associated with Hopi war ritual.
Reyman (1978) lists the shell trumpet among the paraphernalia of
the Mesoamerican "pochteca," and attributes its appearance to this
controversial phenomenon. If this view were accepted the presence of
Mesoamerican traders in the Southwest at about A.D. 1000 could be
presumed to be the source of the appearance of shared ritual symbology
among the Hohokam and the Anasazi. However, there is no evidence of
Mesoamerican presence in the Southwest adequate to account for the
changes that occurred in Hohokam society at this time. Lister (1978)
provides a lengthy catalog of presumably Mesoamerican traits identified
at Chaco Canyon; if all were in fact attributable to this source they
would constitute impressive evidence of a southern presence in the
American Southwest. However, while copper bells and macaws present no
problem in this respect, what can be said of shell beads, altars,
turquoise ornament production, canals, reservoirs, or a pine tree in the
plaza of Pueblo Bonito? These are far less convincing.
Nelson's (1981) study of the distribution of items of
Mesoamerican origin in Hohokam sites argues effectively that the
expectations associated with the Pochteca model are not met.
Nevertheless, it is likely that the Hohokam and Anasazi were both
influenced by some form of interaction with Mesoamerica at this time and
that some elements of ritual symbology may have common roots in a largescale interaction sphere. Interaction inevitably involves the movement
of individudls; copper bells and macaws did not transport themselves
from the south to Chaco or to Gatlin and the interaction that they
represent required communication between people. However, there are
more credible alternatives to the notion of a professional trader class
systematically making economic dependencies out of the Southwestern
cultures.
Through the shell trade the population at Gatlin might lave been
familiar with the people and customs of the south, this would have
provided an opportunity to acquire and adopt exotic ritual paraphernalia
to reinforce a growing, internally-developing authority. Alliance with
the south might also have served the economic interests of local mound
leadership by insuring access to resources, like shell, over which
others may have exerted claims to ownership.
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Another possible basis for parallels in pueblo and Hohokam
ritual is found in interaction that predates even the appearance of
sedentism. This possibility will not be pursued here; if symbolism and
ritual are difficult of access among the Hohokam they are far more so
for these earlier people.
Summary
The ethnographic analogy suggested by Frank Cushing has
suggested archaeological expectations associated with parallels between
Hohokam and puebloan ritual and organization. The data support Cushing
to the extent that analogs in ritual materials and their distribution
exceed coincidence. Whether the meaning of ritual symbols and specific
elements of ritual organization as well as the broadly defined structure
of ritual organization are comparable is nevertheless uncertain.
The assemblage in Room "pp" of Ruin XIV at Los Muertos is very
much what could be expected archaeologically of a room devoted to the
Priesthood of the Bow. The assemblage at Ruin XIII, richest in items of
probable ritual association of all those at Los Muertos, also parallels
expectations associated with other ritual societies at Zuni, most
interestingly the Rain Priesthood.
Looking beyond the specific comparison of Zuni to Los Muertos,
other parallels are apparent. Ritual items are generally best
represented at compounds surrounding the platform mound; these include
shell frog effigies, at Zuni associated with the Rain Priesthood. In
contrast, outlying compounds and the SGA Project sites lack the rare and
specialized ritual paraphernalia associated with the compounds
surrounding Ruin I at Los Muertos and with platform mounds in general.
They do contain elements of personal costume possibly associated wih
ritual as we i l as personal fetish items such as quartz crystals.
An evaluation of distributions of ritual items at SGA Project
sites and at the platform mound sites of Escalante and Las Colinas lend
further support to the idea that ritual among the Hohokam may have been,
as at Zuni and Hopi, the province of a complex of societies, and that
many of the items associated with ritual in the pueblos may also have
had that function for the Hohokam. TQe mounds themselves are the locus
of only one part of this complex and some level of participation
extended far into the population. Nevertheless, there are pronounced
concentrations of objects having ritual association at platform mounds.
At smaller settlements, such as Escalante, the expression of the ritual
organization may have been fairly simple, while at a very large and
complex community like that at Los Muertos the location of individual
societies in surrounding compounds is likely and an elaborated form of
the ritual structure is probable. Variability in assemblages found at
the mounds themselves can therefore be expected, depending not just on
accidents of preservation but on the degree to which ritual behavior was
concentrated within mound precincts. Can the analog be carried further,
suggesting not just these important elements of organization but
specific meaning in their expressions?
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There is evidence that some symbols may have had similar
meaning. The association of frogs or toads and of turquoise with water
is one such case. Cushing observed that this association exists at
Zuni. Evidence that the Hohokam may have shared these symbols is found
in the shell toad effigy recovered from canal fill near Ruin VII at
Los Muertos, and in the presence of numerous smal l bits of turquoise
(unaccompanied by other refuse) in canal fill at Las Colinas (Nials,
personal communication). These may have been water offerings comparabl e
to the turquoise offered to springs at Zuni. These, with the
occurrences of similar items, sometimes of complex form, and whole
assemblages paralleling those of the Zuni, suggest that Hohokam ritual
symbolism may not have differed radically from that of the pueblos.
However, great caution is necessary to avoid overextending this analogy.
Speculation regarding what has not been found may provide other
possible analogs for which there may be archaeologicall y testable
correlates. For example, who actually occupied the platform mound
itself? At Zuni the Rain Priest of the Zenith, or Sun Priest, is the
most important member of the rain priesthood. The individual holding
this role plays a very important part in organizing and directing
ceremonial activities. This would be a very likely choice for the role
associated with a central elevated ritual feature.
There are, however, two higher positions in the Zuni ritual
hierarchy. These are the director of the mythologic fraternity and his
deputy. Their functions are among the most esoteric, including the very
important tasks of maintenance of the ritual calendar through
astronomical observation, selection of some other prominant priests, and
general oversight of ceremonial life. This is very intriguing with
respect to the mound system as a whole. It is difficult to imagine an
ornate structure comparable to that of Zuni situated entirely at
Escalante or at others of the smaller mound communities. It is possible
that ties between mound communities involved integration of multiple
individual communities under higher ritual leaders comparable to the
director and his deputy. Previous suggestions that the Casa Grande
might have served as an astronomical observatory for ritual purposes
(Wilcox and Shenk 1977) would fit such a model, in which the highest
ritual leadership had these functions and oversaw multipl mound
settlements. Further study of the Casa Grande along these lines, as
suggested by Wilcox and Shenk, would be a useful step towards
establishing the probability of this interpretation. At present it can
be observed that the location of the Casa Grande is suggestive of
centrality to multiple mound communities and irrigation systems, a
possibility that is discussed at greater length in the next chapter of
this volume, and that the existence of the Great House in itself is
suggestive of a ritual function higher than that of the mounds.

Conclusions
The preceding discussion argues that there was a significant
increase in the complexity of Hohokam social organization beginning at
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about A. D. 1000 and continuing until the decline of the platform mound
system at about A. D. 1400. Economic and social roles became more
differentiated than had been the case earlier as the degree of specialization increased, in both spheres, in a way integrally related to the
platform mound system. The place of the individual in society seems to
have been determined to some extent by his place in the mound-centered
system.
This contrasts with the situtation prior to the ascendancy of
the mound system. Ballcourts may have been tied to a kin-based
organization. Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983: 81) proposes that they
may have served as a means of integrating such social units as clans or
lineages.
During the Sedentary period the social system seems to have been
less elaborate than was later the case. Generally wealthy burial
populations are found in large sites either which had, or later had, a
platform mound. The burials of these populations include the full range
of age and sex classes, although some individual burials are distinguished by particularly rich assemblages that may be indicative of
special social roles, most specifically those associated wih ritual.
Some of the most distinctive elements of these burial assemblages
(pyrite mirrors, for example) are of Mesoamerican origin, but it is
argued here and elsewhere in this volume that the general increase in
complexity may originate in the growth of population and in other
internal variables rather than in external domination.
Certainly there was interaction between the Southwest and
Mesoamerica, and that interaction intensified at A.D. 1000, particularly
with respect to ritual items and behavior. However, it has already been
observed that exchange of ritual has long been practiced in the
Southwest; the ritual of complex Mesoamerican society would have been
particularly attractive to people throughout the Southwest who were
increasing in numbers and in complexity of social structure and need ed
symbols for the new levels in that structure. It is virtually certain
that those among the Hohokam who used the copper bells and Strombus
trumpets of the Sedentary period were themselves Hohokam.
During the Classic period the structure of Hohokam society seems
to have become even more complex. The dramatic spread of the platform
mound system began with the Classic. In addition to evidence of
pronounced differences in social and economic roles there is
architectural evidence of hierarchy in domestic architecture. The SGA
Project has documented the presence of farmsteads at the peripheries of
Classic pe riod communities; at these settlements iso l ated structures
rather than compounds are the rule (Chapter 3, Part II, this volume) and
evidence of personal wealth a nd special ritual roles are less common
than in the intermediate compound sites. This is consistent with the
pattern suggested by the burial data, in which the Junkyard Site was
distinguished by a far lower frequency of burial goods than was
Las Fosas or other compounds, and by frequencies of luxury and ritual
goods.
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The organization of that hierarchy seems to have been closely
related to ritual, and to participation in specialized ritual functions.
The comparison of archaeological data with ethnographic patterns at Zuni
suggested by Cushing demonstrates that the central ritual functions
associated with the mound system were not exclusively the province of
those residing at the mound. Instead, distributions of ritual
paraphernalia suggest a complex of interlocking ritual societies
centered on platform mounds, but by no means confined to them. Any part
of the system would have had a special place in Hohokam society,
although only at the mounds themselves do we find definite evidence of
differential burial of special individuals. Other kinds of variability
in Hohokam mortuary practices (inhumation in compounds, primary and
secondary cremation) must have had some significance as well, but this
is unclear at present.
The data also suggest that specialized economic functions were
shared among the inhabitants of central compounds. It is argued
elsewhere in this volume (Chapter 6, Part II, this volume) that
redistribution of some classes of goods was one of these functions.
Many of these kinds of commoditites might be classed indistinguishab ly
as personal wealth or ritual paraphernalia (jewelry of stone or shell,
for example), while others are specifically ritual in function (exotic
specimen minerals, nonutilitarian projectile points), and some are
entirely utilitarian (for example groundstone axes and tabular knives).
It has also been argued that an important function of the mound
system was management of irrigation. In the discussion of Hohokam
economy in this volume the need for coordinating multiple communities
along single systems are discussed. It is in this context that the
possibility of a hierarchy extending beyond the individual platform
mound is of particular interest, and the existence in the pue blos of
ritual roles superior to those likely to have existed at mound sites
particularly intriguing.
Eventually, by A.D. 1400, this system seems to have ceased to
function as it had. This occurs simultaneously with a decline (although
not absolute disappearance) of population. Data regarding this period
are inadequate to- fully address the impact on the Hohokam social
hierarchy, but some observations are possible. There is evidence of
very little architectural variability of the kind that earlier reflected
social and economic differences; not only do platform mounds cease to be
built or used, but domestic architecture is consistently a simple form
of discrete pit house. Since the mounds themselves had ceased to
function as central places in the system, there were no central places
to which the population could be related. There is evidence that craft
specialization declined (Vokes 1984; Chapter 6, Part II, this v0lume).
Frequencies of ritual items at El Polvor6n (AZ U:15:59), representing
this period, are consistently low with the exception of obsidian
projectile points. On the whole it appears that the society of the
fifteenth century was a far mo Le egalitarian than that which preceded
it.

Chapter 6
THE ORGANIZATION OF HOHOKAM ECONOMY
Lynn S. Teague

SGA Project research has been concerned with several aspects of
Hohokam economic behavior. The first of these focuses upon the
strategies and technologie s of agricultura l production and exploitatio n
of natural resources. Volume VII in this series deals with these in
detail; in this volume, Crown summarizes the results of those studies.
Beyond these basic issues, SGA Project research has addressed
the ways in which a wide range of commodities were produced and
distributed . In Volume VIII the results of analysis of material culture
are presented, and in each case evidence for production and distributio n
is evaluated. These studies individuall y provide clues to the character
of Hohokam economy, but it is in assessing these together that the broad
outlines of Hohokam economic behavior begin to become clear.
The data indicate that there was a significant increase in the
complexity of Hohokam economy during the Sedentary period at about
A.D. 1000. This continued until the Classic period platform mound
system ceased to function four centuries later. Elements of the ritual
of the mound system may have great antiquity among the Hohokam, as does
systematic regional trade in exotic commodities like s hell, but it is
during the Sedentary period that true mounds began to appear,
simultaneou sly with evidence that the system provided the basis for an
hierarchica lly ordered system of distributin g both exotic and locally
produced resources and goods.
The picture that emerges is not a simple or unchanging one. The
first commodities that can be associated with this system are, not
surprisingl y, prestige goods, items that served as visible emblems of
status in the society and were available in earlier periods among the
Hohokam. An earlier chapter in this volume addresses, more
specificall y, the possible determinant s of status and the organizatio n
of the ritual system through which it was expressed.
The information that has been derived from the SGA Project, and
from comparison of data from this project with information from a
century of Hohokam archaeology , indicates that the range of commodities
exchanged through networks associated with the mound system expanded
187
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during the Classic period to include utilitarian items as well as those
of ritual association . It is also argued here that management of
irrigation was an early economic function of this system. Several forms
of specializat ion can be identified, including local agricultura l
specializat ion as well as specializat ion in craft production. The
mechanisms of distributio n would necessarily have differed locally,
among nearby communities , and regionally, but these levels appear t o
have been aspects of an interrelated system.
In this chapter, the outlines of this system are described. In
archaeology it is often safer to speculate on the basis of virtually no
information at all than to attempt a reconstruct ion predicated on data
that are not amenable to statistical analysis. Nevertheles s, while the
data that are available with respect to any one commodity are limited
(particular ly because variables like geographica l accessibilt y and
temporal change must be controlled) the repetitious character of the
pattern is compelling.
Historicall y, discussions of Hohokam economy have usually fallen
into the speculative class. Until recently, information has not been
adequate to address economic issues directly, and so archaeologi sts have
been forced to rely upon less direct routes for reconstruct ing Hohokam
economy. For example, it has been assumed that the appparent loss of
Hohokam regional hegemony during the Classic period represents a decline
in economic interaction between the Hohokam of the central Salt and Gila
drainages and the people of outlying areas and a general decay of
economic well-being (Doyel 1977a). These kinds of assumptions about t ile
relationshi p between economy and sociopoliti cal organizatio n may not
survive closer scrutiny. The pitfalls of predicating economic
reconstruct ions on secondary forms of data are apparent in the radically
different development al histories that have been proposed for Hohokam
economy. It has been argued that the Hohokam developed a vertically
organized redistribut ive economy by the Sedentary period which suffered
collapse during the early Classic period (Doyel 1977a) and conversely,
that Preclassic economy was centered on kin-based exchange which
developed during the Classic period into chiefdom-co ntrolled
redistribut ive economic systems (Wilcox 1979).
While regional trade and its implication s for the economic and
social development of the Hohokam have long interested archaeologi sts
(for example Wasley and Johnson 1965; Di Peso 1974; Haury 1976; Doyel
1977a), only recently have studies emphasized internal systems of
distributio n (Nelson 1981; Teague 1981; Howard 1983; McGuire 1983). The
SGA Project research design reflects both concerns, but was initially
predicated upon the belief that there was a decline in regional trade,
and thus presumably in Hohokam economic well-being, at the SedentaryClassic period transition. Explanation for this phenomenon was sought
in environment al and social change (Teague and Crown 1982b). As work
progressed, little evidence of severe environmen tal deterioratio n was
uncovered (Miksicek 1984); this cast doubt on the most commonly proposed
causal mechanism for economic decline. The information that was being
accrued forced reexaminatio n of even the widely accepted economic
decline of this period. It became clear that systematic reexaminati on
of change in the intensity and organizatio n of exchange at local and
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region al levels was necess ary to develo p an accura te recon
struct ion of
the econom ic histor y of the Hohokam and to expla in the proces
ses at
work. This realiz ation coinci ded with rapidl y growin g intere
st among
archae ologis ts in the econom ic histor y of the Hohokam, so
that as SGA
Projec t resear ch has progre ssed, studie s offeri ng additi onal
insigh ts
have become availa ble. McGu ire's (1983) evalua tion of depend
ency
relatio nship s in relati on to the shell trade is one; Howar
d's (1983)
study of the Papag uerian role in Hohokam shell trade is anothe
r.
The SGA Projec t has provid ed a partic ularly useful additi on
to
the availa ble data base in its empha sis upon sites lackin g
the
conspi cuous ritual featur es presum ed to have had centra l functi
ons in
the integr ation of Hohokam societ y. Since these smalle r settlem
ents had
previo usly been badly underr eprese nted in the excava ted sample
of
Hohokam sites, attemp ts to evalua te varia bility in access
to nonloc al
goods betwee n sites of differ ent functi on were seriou sly impair
ed.
Althou gh the compa rative sample of sites is still not so large
or
compr ehensi ve as would be desira ble, it has become possib
le to begin to
assemb le inform ation bearin g direct ly upon the organ izatio
n of Hohokam
exchan ge networ ks and conseq uently on the relatio nship of
econom ic
system s to other aspect s of Hohokam societ y.
At the simple st level, the result ing recon struct ion can be
expres sed as the replac ement of recipr ocity by redist ributi
on as the
most comple x form of econom ic transa ction in Hohokam societ
y; a shift
associ ated with the appear ance of widesp read specia lizatio
n in crafts ,
a ranked social hierar chy, modif icatio n of settlem ent distri
butio ns,
and transf ormat ion of the means of local and region al integr
ation.
Howev er, this essen tially typolo gical descri ption of the chinge
s
in Hohokam econom y during the Colon ial, Seden tary, and Classi
c period s
is too genera l to be of much use in explai ning the develo pment
of
Hohokam cultur e. More speci ficall y, we can examin e the archae
ologic al
criter ia releva nt to defini ng and identi fying econom ic transa
ctions and
their relatio nship s to the data now availa ble. At that point,
it
become s possib le to evalua te the broade r implic ations of econom
ic change
for Hohokam societ y.

Interp reting Prehis toric Exchan ge
Introd uction
In the 1960s, anthro polog ical intere st in the study of exchan
ge
system s grew, stimul ated in part by work in econom ic geogra
phy dealin g
with the spatia l analys is of econom ic system s as reflec ted
in attrib utes
of settlem ent distri bution s (for examp le Hagge tt 1965). Almost
20 years
later there have been few thorou gh studie s of prehis toric
econom y in
North Americ a; attent ion has been, instea d, focuse d upon the
states and
incipi ent states of Mesoa merica and the Near and Middle East.
There is
now a large body of litera ture incorp oratin g the spatia l analys
is
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method s of econom ic geograp hy in archae ologica l interpr etation , but
the
dispro portion ately little of this literat ure address es specif ically
the
before
e
problem s associa ted with study of the develop ment of exchang
appeara nce of incipie nt states.
Furthe r, there has been debate regardi ng the applic ability of
models derived from state-l evel market econom ies to less complex
the
econom ic system s. Karl Polyan i, in formul ating an alterna tive to
of
terms
in
ng
suppos ition that primiti ve economy involve s decisio n-maki
much
atized
supply and demand in the fashion of market econom ies, system
of the termino logy now in common use by econom ic anthro pologi sts (Dalton
1975). Further debate centere d on the "forma list-su bstanti vist"
ally
controv ersy, now largely obsole te (Yoffee 1981); this served princip
ic
econom
in
to emphas ize the importa nce of evalua ting the variab ility
ant
systems rather than emphas izing a simple taxonom y based U!)On "domin
modes of transac tion."
Howeve r, the commonly used classif ication of econom ic
transac tions employe d by Polyan i (recipr ocity, redistr ibutio n, and
market exchang e) provide s a useful vocabu lary for dealing with the
do
spatia l dimens ions of individ ual exchang e networ ks, so long as they
ry
arbitra
to
not become extende d into rigid schema closely tied
but
sociop olitica l classif ication . This basic termino logy is used here,
been
have
that
withou t referen ce to the more elabora te taxonom ies
offered (for example Renfrew 1975) and withou t intent to imply any
specifi c evoluti onary sequenc e of socioec onomic develop ment.
To clarify the presen t analys is, terms are defined as they apply
to individ ual exchang e network s within econom ic systems and to
ks.
identif ying the archae ologica l correla tes of specif ic kinds of networ
ep
side-st
to
only
d
This is a very genera l discuss ion intende
c
contro versies and ambigu ities through identif ication of the specifi
perspe ctive adopted for this study.
The analys is has indepe ndently evaluat ed the evidenc e for
specia l produc tion and distrib ution of separa te commo dities. It is
ition
virtua lly never the case that a popula tion will transac t all acquis
of
mode
ant
"domin
the
k;
and exchang e through a single networ
of
tran saction " is, in fact, very seldom a meanin gful charac terizat ion
.
system
that
of
t
elemen
some
of
ntation
the system , but rather a represe
ual
individ
for
s
pattern
tion
transac
of
The aggreg ate of a series
social
commo dities that are spatia lly identic al and imbedde d in the same
of
ate
aggreg
The
k.
networ
e
exchang
an
as
institu tions will be defined
e
Exchang
.
system
ic
econom
the
is
society
exchang e network s within the
the
in
level
single
a
at
t
coexis
may
em
network s within the subsyst
social system (for example an elite class may engage in recipro cal
exchang e with other members of the elite as well as functio n in a
the
specia l role in the redistr ibution of other commo dities through out
at
d
involve
be
may
tions
society ) and differe nt kinds of transac
differe nt levels in the econom ic hierarc hy in exchang e of the same
ers
commod ity (for exampl e, a commod ity might be transm itted from produc
uently
subseq
and
network
ibutive
redistr
to an elite class through a
beyond the bounda ries of the econom ic unit through recipro city between
member s of the elite).
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Variables in Economic Analysis
The archaP0logical variables important in the reconstruction and
interpretation of exchange networks can be drawn from the work of
economic geographers and anthropologists. The first of these is spatial
organization. The distributions oI trade commodities within the
settlement distribution reflect the organization of the network itself.
Network Organization
The following very broad categories of spatial patterns in
individual exchange networks are employed here.
Direct access is the simplest of all ways of obtaining nonlocal
goods, and never ceases to be an element in human behavior. It entails
simply the procurement of a commodity at its source by the consumer.
Direct access may continue even when other populations are present at
the source area so long as those populations do not assert control of
the resource in question.
Reciprocity entails direct exchange between individua ls or
groups in symmetrical relationship to one another without the
intervention of any form of centralization. Reciprocal exchange is
often associated with the maintenance of kin ties and with ritual
relationships.
Redistribution presupposes some form of centralization of
commodities for allocation among the population according to
institutionalized principles defining suppliers, recipients, and value
as well as the method of transmission.
Market exchange, on the other hand, is self regulating and
operates according to supply and demand. Yoffee (1981) notes that some
form of market exchange exists in virtually every economy. Renfrew
(1975) notes that this is often spatially indistinguishable in
archaeological contexts from redistribution as previously defined.
The archaeological correlates of these spatial patterns have
been defined frequently in the literature, although the general models
proposed present many obstacles in reality. The principal forms of data
used in these analyses are distributions of artifact classes and
distributions of the settlements themselves. In the first case, small
or biased samples may present problems, and lack of information
regarding material sources can impair efforts to evaluate the
relationship between distance from s ource and access to commodities. A
more fundamental problem is the way in which frequency of commodities is
measured. Ideally, the basis of relative measure is population; in
archaeology, alternative measures are virtually always necessary.
Evaluation of settlement distributions also present problems. Site
size, based upon survey data, is the most frequently used measure, but
is very imprecise, but architectural differentiation can provide another
line of evidence of hierarchical ordering of settlements. All these
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problems will be considered at greater length later. Here the ideal
expectations associated with broadly defined types of transaction
networks are identified.
Reciprocity is generally characterized by equality of
settlements in the exchange of commodities; both the frequency and
diversity of nonlocal materials should be equivalent at contemporaneous
sites in a local area, however diverse they might otherwise be. There
should be no observable clustering of commodities other than at the
source of those commodities, and there should be a steady and consistent
"fall-off" in frequency with increased geographical distance from
source. The rate of this fall-off should reflect the number and length
of individual steps in the network, such that high numbers of short
steps tend to create more rapid fall-off than do smaller numbers of
longer steps (Hodder and Orton 1976). Prestige items and those
associated with ritual are often characterized by the lower fall-off
rates associated with fewer, longer steps. High value goods typically
are exchanged greater distances than are lower value more utilitarian
commodities (Rowlands 1973: 595; Renfrew 1975; Hodder and Orton 1976).
Redistribution, on the oher hand, is characterized by local
variability in artifact frequency and diversity, coinciding with a site
hierarchy usually (although not invariably) evident in site size and in
the distribution of specialized architectural features, as well as in
the distribution of settlements with respect to one another. Places
having a central function in the distribution of goods should have
higher frequencies of those goods, reflecting the presence of higher
amounts of the commodity than is required for local consumption.
Further, the diversity of those goods should at least equal those
present in the economic unit as a whole. Thus, if pottery manufactured
by three groups are circulated within the economic unit, representative
products of each should be present in the place central to their
distribution, although lesser settlements might exhibit only one or two
variants. Frequency and diversity vary with social as well as with
geographic distance in redistributive networks. Boundaries of
redistributive networks tend to be better defined than those of
reciprocity networks, as well.
Market exchange may produce spatial patterns identical to those
that are associated with redistribution, although the distinction is
culturally quite significant. Renfrew (1975) notes that market exchange
is commonly indistinguishable from redistribution since both produce
high frequencies and diversities of trade commodities in places central
to the exchange network. Nevertheless, while the spatial distributions
of artifacts may be identical, other lines of evidence permit arguments
in favor of one or another possibility. Routine accompaniment of
evidence of special economic function with evidence of special ritual
function suggests that the economic activity is imbedded in a social
institution that could have dictated the terms of exchange and that the
exchange function may have been carried out through ritual specialists
according to rules related to other social relationships rather than
according to supply and demand. The fundamental distinction is not the
physical presence of a market, but the way in which economic activity is
imbedded in the noneconomic institutions of the society.
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Various models are based upon the assumption that when there is
some level of centralization of internal distribution, efficiency is an
important variable in determining settlement location. Hierarchical
relationships in classical central place theory include those in which
higher order settlements are placed for efficient access by residents of
a maximum number of lower order settlements according to the marketing
principal and those in which secondary centers are wholly within the
service area of single larger centers (Hodder and Orton 1976: 60-61).
Hodder and Orton also discuss models predicated on unequal rather than
equal basic service areas for centers of differing importance and
function (Hodder and Orton 1976: 63). Specific aspects of these
models, that might be relevant to Hohokam site distributions, will be
discussed later in this chapter. In attempting to evaluate Hohokam
distributions in terms of these models, however, it is of particular
interest that they are based on the assumption of an isotrophic plain,
characterized by an even distribution of resources and unimpeded by
topographic variation. This assumption is seldom met in reality; it is
least of all true with respect to the movement of water, the most
critical of desert resources.
Boundary definition in distributions of commodities has been
regarded as a significant spatial element in defining the character of
regional and local exchange networks (for example, Irwin-Williams 1977).
Reciprocity is generally believed to produce relatively weaker boundary
definition than does redistribution, with its assumption of a definable
group of settlements responsive to one or more centers. In practice,
however, this is complicated by more than the obvious sampling problems
entailed in accurate boundary definition (Hodder and Orton 1976). For
example, if reciprocity i s imbedded in some social institution having
relatively well-defined boundaries, the distribution of commodities
exchanged through the network could also have the same relatively welldefined boundaries. Further, secondary settlements might have regular
economic and social interaction with more than one higher order
settlement.
Pragmatically, clarity of boundary definition is a relative and
often imprecise measure. However, examination of differences in clarity
of boundary definition in distributions of different commodities can be
expected to provide information regarding variability in network
organization.
Terminologies specific to patterns of trade between major
economic systems (for example those of Renfrew 1975) have largely been
developed in examination of primary state-level societies and can be
used only awkwardly in the American Southwest. These terminologies
generally assume well-defined regional boundaries between socioeconomic
systems; however, trade between a Hohokam settlement and a Mogollon
settlement did not occur in this context. Therefore, no attempt is made
to employ these terminologies in the reconstruction of regional
exchange.
In evaluating long-distance trade, a central point is whether an
external group controls access to a commodity source. If not, direct
access by members of the base economic system under study is feasible
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and settlements might be established along routes of access to extend
internal reciprocity or redistributive networks to the source.
When external populations are in a position to assert control of
the resource, other patterns can be expected, and the establishment of
some mutually satisfactory exchange relationship is necessary to acquire
access to the commodity. One method of accomplishing this in
politically uncentralized societies is noncoercive assimilation. It is
a standard economic principal that populations gravitate geographically
to more economically active locations; this is often true socially as
well. It has previously been proposed that a process of this sort was
significant in the integration of peripheral populations into the
Hohok.am regional system early in its history (Teague 1981). The spatial
pattern, evident archaeologicall y, would be the extension of the
cultural pattern of the primary economic group and of its internal
transaction networks into areas where valuable resources might be
obtained.
Alternatively, some other exchange relationship might be
developed, which could include some form of common or elite reciprocity
different from those already existing in the society, for example,
individual traders, settlement enclaves, and other options or
combinations of these.
Geographic Scale
Exchange networks and whole systems may vary greatly in scale.
It is a commonplace of economic analysis that rare and more valuable
commodities tend to travel greater distances than do more common and
less valuable goods. Thus, different networks existing within a single
system may have greatly differing geographic magnitude, with trade in
valuable prestige goods extending many hundreds of miles and exchange in
food involving far more localized networks.
Access
The degree to which a particular mechanism dominates exchange in
a commodity may vary greatly. Highly centralized control of access to a
resource or craft product has very different economic and social
implications than does less restrictive control of access, whether this
is an internally produced commodity or one imported and exported.
Production
The means of production has obvious implications for the
character of exchange. The concepts of specialization and redistribution are often linked; it is more efficient to distribute a commodity
originating at few sources through redistribution than through
symmetrically-o rganized reciprocity.
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Integration of Networks
In evaluating the economic system, the interaction of individual
networks is of central importance. This includes both their
institutional and organizational relationships and their relative
importance for various aspects of noneconomic behavior. Many economic
models deal with the implications of hierarchical ordering of networks
("first" and "second" order redistributive centers, for example); beyond
this, multiple networks at single levels in the hierarchy may exist.
For example, food might travel through reciprocity networks smaller in
social and geographic scale than reciprocity networks in which common
ritual goods are exchanged. The ways in which networks articulate with
one another should be expected to have many implications for the
integration of the society and the efficiency of the economy.
Summary
In looking at this range of variables, an attempt is made to
avoid pigeon-holing Hohokam economy, falling prematurely into
assumptions about the operation of the system and its implications for
sociopolitical organization. As Yoffee (1981: 5) has observed "If any
opinio communis can be found within economic anthropology, I suppose it
would be that the whole substantivist-formalist controversy has outlived
whatever usefulness it might once have had. Economic forces exist
within societal matrices, and the object is to get on with investigating
the underlying factors of supply and demand as well as the institutional
constraints upon their operation."
Reconstructing Hohokam Economy: Methods and Problems
Two basic classes of data available through SGA Project artifact
distributions and the spatial distribution of settlements, have a
bearing on evaluating the attributes of economic systems that have been
identified here. The following data classes can be identified with
attribute definition on the basis of the preceding discussions.
Network Organization
Variability in frequencies of artifact classes at contemporaneous sites
Variation with distance from source ("fall-off" rates)
Variation of frequencies between functional site classes
Variation in diversity of artifact classes between functional site
classes
Boundaries of artifact distributions, clarity of boundary definition
Spatial distribution of settlement types
Geographic Scale
Scale of distribution of artifacts from a common source
Spatial organization of settlements
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Access
Evidence of natural restrictions on access
Distance from source
Natural barriers
Rarity
Evidence of cultural restrictions on access
Restricted distributions of materials or artifact classes
Production by specialists
Production
Evidence of manufacture (debitage, tools) in proportion to local usage
Restricted distributions of evidence of manufacture
Variability in materials, technology, and style within artifact classes
Integration of Networks
Evidence of distribution of individual classes of commodities through
multiple networks (as defined in terms of the preceding variabiles)
Association of special economic functions with social institutions
Spatial relationships between economically significant groups of
settlement types

In the discussions that follow, all these data classes receive
some attention (often based on analyses presented in other volumes of
the SGA Project reports). The analysis of the data has been organized
around artifact distributions, both differences in frequencies and
boundaries of distributions, and the spatial distribution of
settlements. Some data classes are less accessible than others, and
consequently receive less attention.
The greatest single problem in developing a systematic
evaluation of Hohokam economy is the nature of the available sample.
While the SGA Project has provided data permitting us to begin the
process of comparative analysis between sites of different kinds, the
number and variety of sites available from which quantifiable data can
be obtained is still quite small. Many of the models proposed for
economic analysis presuppose the availability of a statistically valid
sample not present when dealing with Hohokam sites; thus, the current
study attempts only to compare general expectations with the equally
imprecise level of information now available. However, through this
process, it has been possible to clarify the nature of broad patterns in
the development of Hohokam economy.
Comparison of frequencies of commodities between sites requires
a base against which numbers of nonlocal goods can be measured.
Ideally, frequencies should be expressed as a ratio of all material in
the site to settlement population. This inferential step (at present
impossible on the basis of the information that we have) has been
avoided in the current study by using comparative artifact assemblage
figures. This approach also tends to compensate for differences in
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excavation strategies, differences in the sample of the site excavated,
and differences in recovery techniques.
Most often, this relative frequency is expressed as the ratio of
the commodity in question to total sherds recovered, since this is the
most commonly reported absolute frequency in excavated assemblages. In
some cases, it is possible to express frequency in terms of percentage
of the element of the total assemblage of which it is a part (ceramics,
lithics, and so forth). However expressed, it is important that only
those quantified samples interpretable as a representative sample of the
site in question be used. Sites in which only ballcourts, rooms,
burials, or some obviously disproportionate mix of these were excavated
have been deleted from the sample.
The analysis has focused most heavily upon intersite
comparisons, since it is at that level that variable frequencies of
goods most clearly express economic role and because this level of
analysis is more often possible. The absolute sample size is therefore
limited. For example, comparisons of frequencies of a granite known to
be nonlocal in the Florence, Arizona, area could only employ as elements
in the sample those sites in the Florence area from which representative
excavated collections and counts of total lithics including debitage and
tools are available. This sample then had to be temporally subdivided
into the principal chronological units of study. The resulting absolute
sample size for any one comparison is too low for meaningful application
of statistical techniques.
Consideration has also been given to problems of internal
differentiation. Regrettably, only at the largest of the Hohokam sites
excavated in the past do reports and archives provide the data necessary
for this level of analysis. The Hohokam shared with the Chacoans of the
Southwest a disinclination to leave intact room assemblages for study,
so that the sample of such contexts is both small and biased in ways not
yet fully understood.
Other considerations intrude upon the interpretation of the data
that are available. Recent analysis has determined that in sites within
the central Salt and Gila River drainages, shell debitage is frequently
the consequence of reworking finished shell artifacts rather than of
initial manufacture (Vokes 1984). This tends to create an inverse
relationship between debitage frequency and actual access to shell; the
frequency of debitage reflects principally the tieed to conserve existing
shell resources when access to new material is limited. Older reports
have made no distinction between debitage from reworking and initial
manufacture debitage, so that it is not possible to consistently
evaluate debitage frequency. The somewhat less than satisfactory
solution for this study has been the use of only finished artifact
frequencies, which inevitably results in some loss of interpretive
resolution. Sites where specialization in shell artifact manufacture
occurred cannot be distinguished from those simply having high
frequencies as a consequence of some special role in the consumption or
distribution of finished products. However, an analysis addressing
these issues with respect to the SGA Project data base is provided by
Vokes (1984).
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Differentiating evidence of role and status variation from that
of special function in exchange is yet another difficulty. As noted
previously, special ritual and prestige items may travel in networks
different from those conveying subsistence or utilitarian items. The
most obvious test to distinguish these kinds of networks is whether the
items in question were, in fact, ever generally distributed among the
population. If not, one still must question whether the materials are
concentrated in some locations for redistribution or entirely for local
consumption; the provenience data reported for earlier excavations do
not always clarify this.
Variation between sites in the diversity of nonlocal items is an
expectation associated with redistributive and market systems that will
receive less attention in this analysis than it deserves. Very precise
levels of analysis are often necessary to establish diversity in mineral
sources or ceramic pastes or styles; although this has been attempted
for many SGA Project artifact classes it has not always been possible to
carry these studies to the point of resolving crucial questions. In
some cases, this is a consequence of limitations in available
collections while in others, ordinary shortages of time and money
intervened. These problems should be correctable in the future with
excellent results for our understanding of the internal structure of
exchange and the regional interaction of economic networks.
One problem not encountered here is that of absolute sample size
determining observed patterns. Larger assemblages are not generally
reported from larger ballcourt or platform mound sites, but from SGA
Project sites. High frequencies of rare items and high assemblage
diversity at central sites are not a product of larger samples.
Other aspects of commodity frequency beyond gross artif&ct
classes are significant. As noted previously with r e spect to shell,
ratios of finished artifacts to debitage are meaningful in identifying
craft specialization when a reducing process of manufacture is involved.
Disproportinately high frequencies of debitage can be expected when
commodities are manufactured for exchange. Fortunately, data are
available to examine this possibility with respect to manufacture of
some lithic artifacts.
Yet another difficulty is that of evaluating evidence for the
allocation of resources not so easily counted as are artifacts.
Agricultural products can be evaluated through relative frequencies of
individua l species when sufficiently large samples from the sites to be
compared have been analyzed (Gasser and Miksicek 1983; Miksicek 1984),
and processing and storage facilities also provide evidence related to
the distribution of these goods. Less tractable examples of allocatable
resources include land, water, and labor; these are accessible largely
through study of settlement distributions relative to resources and
agricultural features.
The physical distribution of settlements is perhaps the most
frequently used index of economic structure, due to the impact of
locational analysis upon archaeology. Site size is a commonly used
measure of relative importance of settlements. In virtually all cases,
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problems arise from the destruction of portions of the settlement
systems. In the Hohokam area, this is compounded by insufficien t
information on the subsurface character of sites known only from survey.
Dispersed hamlets of substantial size may contain relatively few,
perhaps three to five, contemporan eous clusters of structures (Sires,
Chapter 3, Part II, this volume). The Classic period settlement pattern
(the lineal descendant of the preceding arrangemen t), which consists of
relatively small discrete compounds and pit house settlements clustered
in patterned arrays across large areas, is no easier to evaluate when
only survey data are available.
Fortunately , ballcourts and platform mounds, long presumed to
have central functions in the community, provide highly visible evidence
of settlement differentia tion. By the Classic period, further
variability is apparent in the coexistence within single complexes of
compound architectur e and discrete pit house settlements , although this
variability is generally not recognizabl e from survey data without
reference to complex surface distributio nal patterns (Teague 1982b).
Despite recent success in identifying consistent patterning in surface
characteris tics of these site types, most studies do not provide the
information central to these interpretati ons and, therefore, cannot be
integrated into a distributio nal analysis of settlement types.
Further difficulty in settlement pattern analysis as a means of
evaluating organizatio n is provided by the divergence of the central
Salt and Gila drainages from the assumption upon which geographic models
are predicated. Few models exist for linear settlement distribution s
like those found in the central riverine areas of the Hohokam. While in
some areas (for example those falling between the central Hohokam area
and outlying population centers like the Tucson Basin) there are no
significant intrusions on the assumptions underlying standard
distributio nal models, much caution must be exercised in the
interpretat ion of central area patterns.
The problem of boundary definition is compounded for the Hohokam
by the small sample of sites for which adequate information is
available, and the uneven distributio n of those sites. The SGA Project
analyses have attempted to deal with this to the extent possible, but
only a more substantial regional sample will serve to resolve many of
the questions that arise. For example, the full distributio n of ceramic
variants identified by Abbott (1984) and Crown (1984d) can only be
surmised without additional data.

Artifact Distributio ns: Evidence
of Production and Distributio n
Frequency Variation Among Functional Site Classes
The first step in this study has involved examination of the
extent to which frequencies of materials or artifact types, particularl y
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nonlocal goods or specialized products, vary geographically and among
functionally differentiated contemporaneous sites. The results have
been compared to the spatial distributions expected to result from
various forms of production and exchange. A variety of artifact classes
has been examined in this way in order to evaluate the possibility that
functionally different materials were distributed within the society
through different exchange networks.
It was observed earlier that the
assumption that a single "dominant" type of economic transaction
adequately identifies the character of an economic system is erroneous;
the current study attempts to evaluate the social context of individual
types of economic transaction as a step toward identifying the
implications for social organization and interaction in Hohokam society.
The principal data ba se for this study is supplied by excavated
sites from the SGA Project. · In addition, other sites in the central
Salt and Gila River dra i nages have been considered when reported
artifact assemblage data permit their interpretation.
Inclusion of
these additional sites permitted comparison of SGA Project data with
those from ballcourt and platform mound sites, but introduced questions
of sample comparability. The minimum requirements for inclusion in the
sample are a reliable count of total sherds and a count of the commodity
in question from excavated context. Further, the sample must have been
drawn from a range of functional contexts within the site, usually
including domestic structures, trash, and burials. When stone tools or
stone tool materials were the subject of study, sites from which a total
count of stone tools and debitage was not available were deleted from
the sample; total counts of the lithic assemblage were used as the
comparative basis for measuring lithic trade commodity frequency.
Several classes of sites were omitted to reduce bias.
Sites
known to have been occupied only seasonally were omitted whenever they
contain none of the commodity in question. Preliminary analysis showed
that these sites often exhibit very low frequencies of any trade goods
regardless of location or time period as a consequence of the small size
of the total sample. Sites outside the Hohokam "core" area have been
deleted from the sample to minimize geographical bias due to proximity
to source when the variables under consideration are time or site
function.
This is particularly important since sources of most
materials have not been determined and the specific effects of geography
cannot be evaluated. An exception is inclusion of sites in the Gila
Bend area in the shell and stone ornament material analysis. Knowledge
of shell sources permitted identification of the effects of distance
from source and in the case of stone these sites are evaluated as
geographicaly distinct samples.
In all cases other than that of shell, the effects of geography
are weighted only on a local basis.
If frequencies are dissimilar at
contemporaneous sites in a small area it is concluded that geography
alone does not determine frequency.
Finally, it should be noted that the sample size (total number
of sites) available for intersite comparison in most cases does not
permit statistical analysis; this underscores the need for additional
data to develop a more reliable and precise data base. At present, many
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distinction s are not possible that presumably will be possible when the
site sample permits finer-graine d distinction of temporal, geographica l,
and functional variability in distributio ns.
Appendix B lists frequencies of materials used in this sample.
Common Stone Tool Materials
When materials are procured locally by individuals for their own
use, a relatively simple geographica l clustering is expected. Within
any one area, frequencies should not vary consistentl y with respect to
place in the site hierarchy. Larger sites, including those with public
architectur e, should resemble other smaller settlements in the same area
more than they do other larger complex sites in different areas with
respect to frequencies of the materials in question. The materials used
by the Hohokam for the production of ordinary unspecializ ed stone tools
display a distributio n of this kind.
Examples of distribution s of this kind are useful not only to
establish which materials were not exchanged to a significant degree,
but also to provide a comparison with later examples in which very
different patterns can be seen.
Figure II.6.1 shows the frequencies of basalt, chert,
chalcedony, jasper, quartzite, and diorite. in a variety of sites.
All
these materials are locally available on the Gila River in the Florence
area; basalt is particularl y common. It can be seen in the graphs that
distribution s match the expectation that clustering should occur on an
entirely geographica l basis. Platform mound sites do not resemble each
other; the Escalante platform mound site on the Gila River does, in
fact, most closely resemble other nearby sites in frequencies of these
materials. (An interesting anomaly is the very high frequency of cherts
at one Queen Creek site, El Polvor6n (AZ U:15:59), the type site of the
later Polvor6n phase, in contrast with very low frequencies of these
materials at most Queen Creek sites.)
Table II.6.1 shows the percentage of the lithic assemblage
represented by locally available materials at Classic period habitation
sites on the Gila River at Florence. The first of these, Escalante, is
the only platform mound site in the sample. Escalante exceeds the local
mean in frequencies of these materials in the case of diorite and chert,
and falls below the mean in frequency of basalt and quartzite, but in no
case represents the highest frequency. Relative high frequencies of
diorite are also seen in the Sidewinder and Las Casitas assemblages ;
these sites are in the Escalante Ruin Group on the north side of the
Gila and could be expected to be more similar to Escalante than are SGA
Project sites in the sample. Similarly, for chert, the frequency at
Escalante is precisely average for frequencies in the Escalante Ruin
Group.
In summary, common stone tool materials do not meet expectation s
associated with any centralized organizatio n of distributio n.
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Table II.6.1
PERCENTAGES OF LOCALLY AVAILABLE STONE TOOL MATERIALS
IN CLASSIC PERIOD HABITATION SITES ON THE GILA RIVER AT FLORENC
E
Site

Basalt

Diorite

Chert

Escala nte (AZ U:15:3)

45.0

23.1

7.3

4.8

Las Fosas (AZ U:15:19 )

49.7

<0.1

4.6

36.1

Junkya rd (AZ U:15:83 )

44.6

0.4

7.4

Las Casitas (AZ U:15:27 )

33.0

41. 7

20.9

8.6

10.3

Sidewi nder (AZ U:15:32 )

25.9

31.3

6.0

Gopher ett e (AZ U:15:87 )

8.5

65.4

0.3

2.9

26.0

Saguaro (AZ U:15:76 )

60.7

0.4

9.5

26.0

Dust Bowl (AZ U:15:77 )

57.4

0.8

2.9

31.7

X=43. 3%
Range

25.9-6 5.4

X=9.8%

Quartz ite

X=5. 7%

X=22 .1
0.2-31 .3 Range 2.9-9.5 Range 4. 8-36 .1 %

Geogra phy, rather than the place of settlem ents in the
site hierar chy,
is the princi pal determ inant of availa bility and use.
Nonloc al Ornam ent Mater ials
Mater ials not locall y availa ble and used for orname
nt
manuf acture (shell , turquo ise, serpen tine, and so forth)
should be
expect ed to confor m to expec tation s for some form of
exchan ge netwo rk.
The presen ce of unusu ally high freque ncies of such mater
ials at some
sites (while other contem porane ous sites in the same
area exhib it far
lower freque ncies) is strong ly sugge stive of centra lizatio
n of exchan ge
rather than down- the-lin e movem ent of goods. Centra
lized exchan ge can
take the form of redist ributi on linked to social instit
ution s or of
marke t exchan ge. It was observ ed earlie r that both
produc e spatia lly
simila r patter ns; howev er, consis tent assoc iation of
high freque ncies
with ritual activi ty sugge sts a redist ributi ve networ
k integr ated into
other social instit ution s.
It is this kind of patter n that can be seen
among the Hohoka m.

Exotic Stone
Figure II.6.2 illust rates freque ncies of exotic miner
als used in
person al ornam ents expres sed as a ratio to sherds in
the assem blage.
Platfo rm mound, ballco urt, and other habita tion sites
are distin guishe d.
Mater ials includ ed in the sample are turquo ise, serpen
tine, argill ite,
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Figure II.6.2.

Ratio of exotic stone ornament materials to sherds.

and jet. Platform mound sites consisten tly appear in
portion of the ranges, while ballcourt sites do not.
sites of Gatlin (in the Gila Bend area) and Escalante
are far more similar to one another in frequenci es of
than they are to other sites in the same areas, or to
same time periods.

the highest
The platform mound
(near Florence)
these materials
other sites of the

Las Casitas, a Soho phase compound in the Escalante Ruin Group,
is the only site without a platform mound that exceeds any platform
mound site in exotic lithic ornament material frequency . The relativel y
low (for a platform mound site) frequency at Las Colinas may reflect the
heavy emphasis upon mound fill in the 1968 excavatio ns. Las Casitas may
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have a high freque ncy due to a specia l role in ritual or
exchan ge; it at
least in part predat es Escala nte proper .
Exotic stone orname nt mater ials varyin g in freque ncy in relati
on
to place in the site hierar chy, rather than geogr aphica lly,
appear to
have been distrib uted throug h a centra lized networ k by the
Seden tary
period .
Shell
In Figure II.6.3 it can be seen that distan ce from the princi
pal
Hohokam shell source , the Gulf of Califo rnia, does not accoun
t for much
variat ion in shell artifa ct freque ncies during the Precla
ssic or Classi c
period s. While shell is, on the whole, slight ly less common
as distan ce
from the source increa ses, the overa ll range does not vary
greatl y with
distan ce. Many sites at very differ ent distan ces from the
source have
simila r freque ncies.
The Classi c period distri bution is less disper sed than that
of
the Precla ssic. Freque ncies in the Gila Bend area (at about
410 km from
the Gulf) and in the Floren ce area (at about 530 km from
the Gulf) s tt ow
simila r freque ncy ranges . In part, this may be attrib uted
to a loss of
domina nce of the shell trade by Gila Bend, result ing in lower
freque ncies there (Teagu e 1981). In additi on, overa ll freque
ncies in
the Floren ce area are higher , sugge sting greate r effici ency
of
distri bution during the Classi c. Tempo ral variat ion does
not accou nt,
howev er, for the presen ce of sites in both figure s having
greate r
freque ncies than do sites closer to the source .
Figure II.6.4 illust rates freque ncies of finish ed shell
artifa cts relati ve to sherds at sites in major centra l draina
ges and at
Gila Bend, distin quishi ng platfo rm mound , ballco urt, and
other
habita tion sites. As in the case of stone orname nt mater
ials, platfo rm
mound sites show consis tently high freque ncies of shell
artifa cts. The
mound sites, regard less of time or locati on, have shell
freque ncies of
more than l for every 300 sherds , while in the centra l area,
only
Las Casita s in the Soho phase falls within this range.
Ballco urt sites are not so consis tent. One ballco urt site,
the
Buttes Dam Site, falls very near the lowest portio n of the
range for
Precla ssic habita tion sites. Anothe r ballco urt site near
the conflu ence
of the Gila and Salt (Cashi on) has a very high freque ncy
of shell. This
may be a conseq uence of the site sample at Cashio n, which
includ ed 53
burial s which accoun t for 85 percen t of the shell in the
sample . At
Cashio n, the ratio of shell to sherds in nonbu rial contex
t is l shell
artifa ct for every 359 sherds , a ratio within the normal
habita tion site
range. Thus, althou gh the site is well-p laced for region
al trade and
the presen ce of many rich burial s is in itself sugge stive
of a specia l
econom ic role, the specif ic place of Cashio n must remain
proble matic.
The patter n sugges ts that shell was ultima tely distri buted
throug h a centra lly organi zed networ k center ed on the mound
system .
Howev er, the Las Casita s case sugge sts that a specia l role
in
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Figure II.6.4. Ratios of shell artifacts to sherds in the Hohokam
central area and the Gila Bend area.
distribution may have preceded mound construction, a possibility that
gains further support from the very high frequencies found at Rock Ball
Court, the only substantial Gila Butte phase site in the Gila Bend area
and, thus, the predecessor of the Gatlin Site as well as other
settlements in the Gila Bend area. It is very interesting that the Rock
Ball Court sites has a comparatively l ow frequency of exotic stone
ornaments and the materials from which they were made, in contrast to
the high frequency of shell suggestive of importance in the shell trade
at that site. This may reflect the sequence of events in the
development of early central sites; first a special economic role
develops out of a geographical proximity to regionally rare resources
and later the platform mound and other evidence of status and wealth
develop at that settlement or a nearby successor settlement.
These findings are consistent with those of Howard (1983) who
examined ratios of shell debitage to artifacts at sites throughout the
Papagueria and the central Salt and Gila River drainages. She found
that while in the Preclassic, there is little evidence of shell artifact
manufacture in the central area and such evidence is concentrated in the
Papagueria, and later in the Classic period, more substantial evidence
of specializedmanufacture of shell artifacts at central area sites is
present. She posits a Preclassic Papaguerian shell industry supplying
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the Hohokam; in the Classic period she associated shell ornament
production with platform mound sites. Three sites on the Salt River
show evidence of Soho phase shell artifact manufacture; these are Los
Harnos, Pueblo Grande, and Mesa Grande (Howard 1983: 110).
A very interesting point is that during the Classic period,
declines in frequency with distance from source and consistency of
access throughout the central area suggest that very few steps were
involved in transmitting shell to recipients. The pattern, with
virtually identical frequencies at functionally equivalent sites
wherever they fall in the central area, is consistent with
centralization of distribution at some level higher than the individual
platform mound.
A detailed analysis of shell in the SGA Project assemblages is
reported by Vokes (1984). This analysis has several interesting
implications for the production and exchange of shell. Vokes observes
that in Preclassic and Classic period sites, the frequencies of shell
debitage at SGA Project sites do not support local manufacture of most
finished artifacts. There is some evidence of such manufacture,
although this includes reworking of older broken pieces. Local
manufacture seems to have been confined to the hamlets and villages and
even at those sites where it is most evident, is insufficient to account
for a large proportion of the finished artifacts. The most remarkable
exception is El Polvor6n. The total shell frequency at that postClassic site is the lowest of any permanently occupied site in the SGA
Project sample. The contrast is pronounced in terms of finished
artifacts, of which there are far fewer than was common earlier.
However, the contrast is less pronounced with respect to the total shell
inventory. High debitage frequencies, indicating substantial local
manufacture of very simple ornament forms, suggest that after the
Classic period shell was still available, but was locally modified to
produce ornaments.
Vokes also observes that SGA Project sites tend not to exhibit
the diversity of types and styles of shell artifacts evident at larger
sites.
Another interesting aspect of the SGA Project sample is the
relatively high frequency of Anodonta ornaments at Siphon Draw compared
to other SGA Project sites. Anodonta is a freshwater species that
survives only in permanently flowing streams. It was commonly used in
ornaments on the Salt River, but was seldom used on the Gila River. It
would not have been locally available at Siphon Draw. Its prevalance at
Siphon Draw suggests that there was close contact with the Salt River
settlements. In contrast at Queen Creek, also in the central
interdrainage area, Anodonta ornaments are not found. This supplement
to marine shell sources, apparently on a very localized basis, is an
interesting reflection of the complexity of Hohokam exchange networks.
In summary, shell distributions provide evidence relevant to
several of the economic attributes defined previously. Geographically,
there is greater fall-off in frequency with physical distance from
source in the Preclassic than is later true, suggesting a change in
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network organization to one of greater efficiency. Nevertheless, in
both periods, some sites exceed others physically closer to the source
in shell frequency. The inference is that these sites served a special
distributional function and that shell exchange was not organized around
any form of simple down-the-line reciprocity. Further, the same sites
that possess unusually high frequencies of shell also show greater
diversity in types and stylistic treatment than do other sites. In
terms of boundary definition, the Preclassic shows a rapid fall-off in
frequency at the eastern edge of the Phoenix Basin along the Gila River
(Fig. II.6.3) that may represent a boundary, while in the Classic period
no clear boundary is evident in the data presented here (Fig. II.6.3).
Taken together, these data reflect a significant change in the
organization of shell exchange at the beginning of the Classic period.
During the Preclassic, some centralization is suggested by low rates of
frequency fall-off (suggesting relatively few, long steps in the trade),
by high frequencies at some sites, and by a possible boundary coinciding
with the eastern edge of the Hohokam heartland. During the Classic,
there is virtually no frequency fall-off associated with simple physical
distance and there is a close association between high frequencies and
platform mound sites, suggesting centralization of distribution
associated with the mound system.
The geographic scale of the shell trade as a whole is obviously
significantly greater than that of the Hohokam regional system.
However, shell distributions do reflect scale in rapid frequency decline
on the eastern periphery of the Hohokam "core," probably representing
the edge of an internal distributive network. Further, in the Classic,
consistently high frequencies at mound sites and consistently low
frequencies at associated secondary settlements suggests that units on
the scale of the individual mound community were one component of
Hohokam economic networks.
Access to shell was a matter of some difficulty due to distance
at all times; it is not surprising that formalization of exchange in
this commodity might appear early. Direct access by any significant
portion of the population was essentially impossible and even kin-based
reciprocity exchanges would have provided very poor access.
Evidence of production of shell is particularly interesting. A
shift from production by specialists in the Papagueria to production by
specialists associated with mound settlements is suggested by both
Howard's and Vokes' analysis of debitage distributions. In the postClassic there is a f.1_nal shift evidence in the SGA Project data, to
local production.
Ceramics
Ceramics are a common item and an obvious candidate for
specialized production and exchange. SGA Project studies _of ceramics
have examined this possibility in detail. The possiblity that Hohokam
red-on-buff wares were produced by specialists for exchange during the
Sacaton phase was suggested by Haury (1976) on the basis of very high
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frequencies of these wares at Snaketown. At that site, decorated
ceramics comprised 40 percent of the Sacaton phase ceramic assemblage, a
very high frequency in proportion to most sites of this time. The SGA
Project evidence, however, shows little difference in the degree of
technological or stylistic variability (Abbott 1984) or variability in
materials (Crown 1984d) in Santa Cruz, Sacaton, and Casa Grande Red-onbuff. Variability is uniformly low, and there may have been as few as
two sources for red-on-buff ceramics in the study area from the Santa
Cruz through Civano phases. This low variability suggests specialized
production. However, extreme consistency in local stylistic and
technological traditions combined with widespread use of common material
sources might produce the same pattern. This seems intrinsically less
likely than restricted production of red-on-buffs, although it is
equally consistent with the data.
Red wares may also have been produced by specialists for
exchange, to an extent replacing red-on-buffs in this aspect of the
economy during the late Sedentary and Classic periods (Crown 1984b).
Sacaton Red, in particular, shows remarkably little internal variation.
In contrast, plain wares exhibit a wider range of variation (Crown
1984d). However, one distinctive variant, tempered with phyllite, seems
to have been produced in a restricted area and exchanged in a traceable
pattern beyond the area in which it was made (Abbott 1984). Phyllite
tempered Gila plain shows a pattern of steadily declining frequency away
from a source presumed to have been located on the Gila River. It is
common on the north side of the Gila at the Jones Ruin (AZ U:15:48),
less so on the south side of the Gila at various SGA Project sites,
appears in moderate frequencies in the Queen Creek drainage, and is
absent at Siphon Draw. This pattern of regular and fairly rapid decline
in frequency and poor boundary definition suggests "down-the-line"
exchange involving many small steps.
Stone Tools and Materials

Obsidian and Projectile Points
Huckell (1981) proposed that the more elaborate Hoho kam
projectile points may have been produced by specialists for exchange on
the basis of unusually consistent style and sophistication of flaking
techniques. Earlier in this volume it was shown that projectile points
show unusually high frequencies at platform mound sites compared to
other Hohokam habitation sites, which suggests that these sites may have
served a special function in their distribution.
These points were often made of obsidian, particularly during
the Classic period. Figure II.6.5 shows obsidian frequencies at
Preclassic and Classic period sites. High frequencies are represented
at platform mound sites, in particular Escalante with 19.1 percent of
the total lithic assemblage composed of obsidian. This contrasts with
less than 5 percent in all but one nonplatform mound site in the sample.
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Percentage of lithic assemblage represented by obsidian.

Figure II.6.6 shows the source of these high frequencies .
This
figure illustrates the percentage of the total lithic assemblage
composed of finished obsidian artifacts, the percentage composed of
materials and debitage related to manufacturi ng activities, and the
percentage of the assemblage composed of materials other than obsidian.
At most sites, finished obsidian artifacts constitute less than
0.5 percent of all lithic artifacts, other obsidian less than
1.0 percent. During the Classic, frequencies of obsidian cores and
debitage increase markedly at some sites; this increase is not matched
by increased numbers of finished obsidian artifacts. There is,
therefore, much more evidence of manufacture while the products of this
activity are present in far lower than expected frequencies . This
pattern is particularl y obvious at Escalante and at El Polvor6n, but is
also present at other sites, including Las Colinas. Greater access to
obsidian would not alone account for disproportio n between debitage and
finished materials, although it would account in general for the overall
quantities of obsidian present. Variation in curate behavior is also an
unlikely explanation since unusually frequent retention of cores and
debitage, and not of finished artifacts, would be difficult to explain.
It is most likely that the occupants of Escalante, and to varying
degrees other sites, were simply manufacturi ng far more obsidian
artifacts than they were keeping and that the pattern represents
manufacture for exchange, probably by craft specialists .
Sites in the
sample having low frequencies of materials and debitage may represent
recipients of finished obsidian tools.

'-----------------80----------------1

PERCENTAGE OF OTHER LITHICS
■

Platform mound sites

•

Other sites

Figure II.6.6. Percentage of lithic assemblage composed of finished
obsidian artifacts, other obsidian, and other lithic materials.
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The evidence provided by obsidian is important in several
respects. Although frequency decline with distance from source cannot
be assessed directly, geography can be controlled as a variable in
evaluation by comparison of nearby sites representing different
functional site classes. In the Preclassic frequencies are uniformly
low, but in the Classic period distribution is more efficient
(frequencies are consistently higher) and are higher at platform mounds
than at other nearby contemporaneous settlements. Centralized
distribution on the scale of the mound community is implied.
There is also evidence that much, but not all, obsidian was
worked by specialists at mound settlements during the Classici period.
During the post-Classic, however, ratios of debitage and materials to
finished artifacts and a high overall frequency suggestive of production
for exchange are evident at the small hamlet of El Polvor6n in the Queen
Creek drainage.
Other Utilitarian Tool Materials
Escalante also exhibits a high frequency of two other materials
not locally available on the Gila River at Florence: granite and slate
(Fig. II.6.7). In both cases the Jones Ruin, the only Preclassic site
in the sample, shows very low frequencies of the material. However, in
neither case is the difference between Escalante and other local sites
as great as is true in the case of some other materials.
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Utilitarian Tools
Bernard-Shaw (1984) has argued that tabular knives are a
specialized tool type associated with the harvesting and processing of
agave. She further argues that consistency in the materials and
technology of this stone tool type as well as various occurrences in
caches containing unused tools suggest that tabular knives were produce d
in few locations and exchanged widely throughout the desert region. The
Classic period tabular knife was produced from tabular stone materials
not widely found in the area in which the tools were used. Bernard-Shaw
does not, however, comment upon the possible nature of this exchange.
This is a problem of substantial interest since the tabular knife is a
clearly utilitarian object having no known function in ritual. This
contrasts with many of the stone materials previously recognized as
possible trade items, for example, projectile points, which are most
often used in ornaments or ritual objects.
Table 11.6.2 lists occurrences of tabular knives in SGA Project
habitation sites and in platform mound sites, with the percentage of the
lithic assemblage represented by this tool type. Figure II.6.8
illustrates these data for functional site classes. The mean frequency
of tabular knives at mound sites is greater than at any class of SGA
Project sites, and at 0.7 percent of the assemblage, this is not quite
twice that of the total SGA Project mean and Classic period mean of
0.4 percent. The Preclassic frequency is elevated by Frogtown figures;
unfortunately it was not possible to confirm that these are functionally
equivalent to Classic period examples (Bernard-Shaw 1984).
Las Colinas, with 0.4 percent of the lithic assemblage
represented by tabular knives, does not particularly stand out as having
great numbers of these tools. Escalante, with 1.8 percent of the
lithics represented by tabular knives, by itself accounts for the high
frequencies in the mound class. There seems little reason for the
Escalante frequencies, so substantially higher than those of
contemporary sites only a few miles away in the SGA Project sample,
other than greater emphasis upon the activities for which the tool is
used or some special role in knife distribution. Tabular knives do no t
seem a likely candidate for acquisition as evidence of wealth, nor do
they have any particular ritual function. Gasser and Miksicek (1983),
however, point out that while the cultivation of agave as a specialty
crop in the Florence area (where Escalante and many of the SGA Project
sites are located) is very probable. Las Colinas and surrounding sites
appear to have been consumers rather than producers of this crop. This
would certainly explain a minimal emphasis upon production and exchange
of agave-related tools at Las Colinas. In addition, Las Colinas has
high frequencies of large primary flake tools (Huckell 1981) that may
have been to some extent functional equivalents of the tabular knife.
The most relevant comparison is, therefore, that between
Escalante and contemporaneous SGA Project sites on the Gila River in the
Florence area. Las Fosas, where Miksicek (1984) specifically
indentifies evidence of agave cultivation has a frequency of 0.4 percent
tabular knives in the lithic assemblage. Escalante, with four and onehalf times that frequency, produced no botanical evidence of agave at

Table II.6 . 2
TABULAR KNIVES IN LITHIC ASSEMBLAGES FROM SCA HAB I TATION SITES AND PLATFORM MOUND SITES

Site type and period

Site name or number

Field houses
All periods

Chiadag
Ellsworth
Smiley's Well
Casas Pequefias, Locus A
Casas Pequefias, Locus B
Oidag
AZ U: 10:8
Subtotal

Farmsteads & Hamlets
Preclassic

Rancho Sin Vacas
Jones Ruin
Siphon Draw
Frogtown

Subtotal

Ta bul a r kniv es
as p erce nt
of total

Tab ular
Knives

Total lithics

72
885
401
2263
512
108
257

3
2
2
1
1
-

0.0
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.9
0.0

4498

9

0.2

249
4347
10121
30894

2
14
231

0.0
0.1
0.1
0. 7

45611

247

0.5

8224

14

0.2

Farmsteads & Haml e ts
Prec l a ssic/Cl a ssic

Subtotal

Farmsteads & Compound
Classic
Subto t al

l

I

I

11
56

16402

El_Polvor6n _ ____ __ ___ __

Subtotal

Tota l SCA sites

Platform mound sites

1849
14553

0.6
0.4

--------------------- ------------------- -------- - - ----~----- ------- ------

l__

Farmstead
Post - Classic

I

Gopherette
Las Fosas

La s Colinas
Esc a lante

Total mound sit es

215

l __

12159 _ __ ___

67

I__

0.4

1_______

15__ ___ _

0.1 __ _ _ _ _ _ _

12159

15

0.1

86894

352

0.4

8056
1817

32
33

0.4
1.8

98 73

65

0.7
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Figure II.6.8.
and platform mound sites.

all (Doyel 1977a). Gasser and Miksicek (1983) note that agave has only
recently been identified archaeologically and that earlier studies may
have overlooked this plant, so that the Escalante botanical data must be
considered inconclusive. Thus, these data leave open two possibilities,
that of a special role in production and distribution of these tools at
the Escalante mound or that of particularly heavy emphasis upon the
activities in which these tools were used at Escalante.
Another class of utilitarian tools, however, tends to support
the notion that production or distribution of utilitarian stone tools,
rather than in-place use, may account for disproportionately high
frequencies at mound sites. Hohokam axes have long been recognized as
one of the most sophisticated and well-made items in an admittedly
uninspired stone tool assemblage (Haury 1945: 130). Like tabular knives
they are often found in caches (for example Franklin 1978: 146).
However, unlike elaborate projectile points commonly found in ritual
context without any evidence of use, Hohokam axes generally display
evidence of use (Franklin 1978; Doyel 1974) and in the SGA Project
collection virtually all were used, apparently in chopping woods
(Bernard-Shaw 1984).
Table II.6.3 shows frequencies of ground stone axes in the SGA
Project habitation site assemblages and at the Las Colinas and Escalante
platform mound sites; mean frequencies at site classes are represented

Tabl e II.6 . 3
GROUND STONE AXES IN LITHIC ASSEMBLAGES FROM SGA HABITATION SITES AND PLATFORM MOUND SITES

Sit e type and period

l

Site name or n umber

l

Total lithics

Chiadag
El l sworth
Smiley ' s We ll
Casas Pequenas, Locus A
Casas Pequenas, Locus B
Oidag
AZ U: 10 : 8

Fi e ld houses
Al 1 p e riods

Subtota l

I

Total
axes

72

-

o. oo

885
401
2263
512
108
25 7

1

0 . 11

-

o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

-

4498

Rancho Sin Vacas
Jones Ru i n
S i phon Draw
Frog town

Farmsteads & Hamlets
Prec l assic

1

Axes as percent
of total

249
4347
10 121
30894

0 . 00

0 . 02

2
2
6
7

0 . 80
0.05
0 . 06
0 . 02

------------------------ ------------------------------------------ -

Subtota l

45611

17

0 . 04

2699
42 71
1 254

2

0.07
0 . 00
0.00

822 4

2

0.02

16402

5

0 . 03

Subto t al

12159

6

0 . 05

To t a l SGA sites

8689 4

31

0 . 04

8056
181 7

52
24

0.60
1.30

9873

77

o. 78

Farmsteads & Haml e ts
Prec l assic/Classic

Junkyard
Dust Bow l
Saguaro

Su bt0ta l

Farmstead & Compound
Classic

I

Subtota l

Farmstead
Post - Classic

Platform mound sites

Las Colinas
Escala n te

Tot a l mound sites

217

218

Teague

in Figure 11.6.9. This case lacks the ambiguity of the tabular knife
data in that wood was commonly used by all, does not seem to have been
used in such disproporti onately high quantities at mound sites, and was
accessible to all river valley dwellers. Nevertheles s, there is a very
Las Colinas and Escalante show
remarkable difference in axe frequency.
very high frequencies of 0.6 and 1.3 percent of the total lithic
assemblage respectivel y. This compares with a range of 0.0 to 0.11
percent at SGA Project sites (exclusive of the small farmstead Rancho
Sin Vacas, AZ U:15:62, where the very small size of the total sample
contributes to a relatively high frequency). Las Fosas (AZ U:15:19), a
Civano compound on the Gila, shows a frequency of only 0.03 percent of
It simply does not seem likely that the people
the lithic assemblage.
of Escalante chopped more than 40 times the wood chopped by the people
of equally well-situate d Las Fosas.
Doyel (1974) notes that neither tabular knives or axes were
found in domestic room context in the Escalante compound. They were
located in rooms on the mound itself, in specialized and storage rooms,
and in the plaza. Several, among them the largest specimens, showed a
conspicuous lack of wear. Doyel concluded that the function of these
tools in Hohokam society was largely utilitarian (Doyel 1977a: 155),
although he notes Woodbury's observation that ritual functions are known
in the Western Pueblos. Neither the SGA Project tools or any other
available data support a common ritual use for axes among the Hohokam.
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Frequency of ground stone axes in lithic assemblages .
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On the whole, the quality and consiste ncy of tool manufac ture
for axes and their appearan ce of having been used in utilitar ian rather
than ritual contex ts suggests speciali zed producti on of an ordinary
tool; their very skewed distribu tion suggests distribu tion through the
mound system.
It is probable that axes and perhaps tabular knives are
examples of utilitar ian items exchange d through the centrali zed mound
system rather than through less centrali zed network s.
Regretta bly,
ground stone leaves little residue of manufac ture, so that evidence of
large-sc ale producti on only rarely occurs.

Such evidence of ground stone producti on has been found,
however , in the New River drainage .
Doyel (1983: 7) observes that a
very substan tial mano and metate producti on area is situated in that
area, and conclude s that the level of producti on was of such intensit
y
that at least some part of the producti on must have been directed
towards exchang e.
Such situatio ns present a number of ambigui ties,
among them lack of control for the time span during which the materia
l
source was in use (and consequ ently ambigui ty regardin g actual intensit
y
of producti on at any time) and lack of evidence for the means of
distribu tion.
Doyel's (1983) data do conclus ively establis h a pattern
of ground stone tool manufac ture at the materia l source, and in
impressi ve quantiti es that do exceed normal expecta tions of local needs.
Agricul tural Products
The 1968 excavati ons at Las Colinas provide evidence of a
differen t speciali zed craft focus at that site.
Stone spindle whorls
represen t 0.7 percent of the lithic assembla ge recovere d in and around
the platform mound; the frequenc y of these artifact s is less than
0.1 percent at the nearest competi tor in the present sample (Fig.
II.6.10) . Gasser and Miksicek (1983) address the problem of
agricul tural speciali zation in a paper for the 1983 Hohokam symposiu m;
they conclude that cotton is abundan t at Las Colinas, although the best
evidence for agricul tural speciali zation at that site is from other
species of domesti cates. Whether there was a particu larly high focus
upon cotton agricult ure or not, Las Colinas may well have served as a
locus of cotton yarn or textile manufac ture.
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Gasser and Miks i_cek ( 1983) have evaluate d the distribu tions of
plant remains at a variety of Hohokam sites and suggest that special ization in agricul tural crops was quite common. Evidence that cotton
producti on and spinning may have been conducte d for purposes of trade at
Preclass ic sites on the Agua Fria River has been presente d by Gumerman
(1978: 32). He proposes that producti on of cotton in the north after
A. D. llOO may account for the breakdow n in that regional exchange
network and consequ ently for abandonm ent of the area.
Miksicek (1984) has identifi ed evidence of agricul tural
speciali zation in the SGA Project sites. During the Classic period it
is likely that agave was cultivat ed in the Florence area on a scale
suggesti ve of speciali zation for exchang e.
Regretta bly, it is difficu lt to evaluate distribu tions of
agricul tural product s. Even when overall distribu tions are reconst ructable, it is never possible , as it is with pots or scone, to define the
distribu tion of materia ls from one source.
Ritual Paraphe rnalia
The final class of materia ls to be consider ed in evaluati on of
exchange is ritual paraphe rnalia, a subject discusse d at some length in
an earlier chapter of this volume. In a recent paper, McGuire (1983)
has presente d a model for the role of economic transact ions symboliz ing
dependen cy relation ships within a society, and has evaluate d the Hohokam
shell trade in those terms. McGuire 's (1983) conclusi ons are consiste nt
with those presente d here in positing a close relation ship between the
social institut ions symboliz ed by the platform mounds and exchange of
shell.
Among the Hohokam there were at least three distinc t classes of
ritual paraphe rnalia, each of which appears to have been distribu ted
differen tly within the populat ion. Rather than repeat the data
presente d in the earlier chapter , the basic classes and the
charact eristics of their distribu tions are briefly summariz ed here.
The first class of materia ls is the most rare. Asbesto s, copper
bells, pyrite mirrors , Strombus trumpet s, inlaid and etched shell, along
with associat ed paraphe rnalia of more common kinds seem to have been the
property of ritual societie s headqua rtered at and near platform mounds.
Custody seems to have been confined to an elite priestly class
function iong in the context of the mound system.
The second class of materia ls includin g items associat ed with the
ritual system but more widely distribu ted in the society , presuma bly to
the members hip of ritual societie s. Obsidian project ile points, exotic
mineral specime ns, some shell and stone ornamen ts, and to a lesser
extent pigments seem to fall within this classifi cation of items
occurrin g most frequen tly at or near platform mounds, but also found in
outlying settleme nts. These items may have served as persona l fetishes
and as elements in costumes for ritual particip ation.
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A final class of mater ials may have a lesser part in
the mound
system ritual and are not found in higher freque ncies
at or near
platfo rm mound sites. Quartz crysta ls are part of mound
assem blages ,
but are equall y common elsewh ere. Palett es and "medic
ine stones " are
quite rare in Classi c period sites of any kind and when
they do occur
show no partic ular relatio nship to mound sites.
Summar y

Relati ve Freque ncy and Diver sity of Mater ials
and Artifa ct Classe s
The relati ve freque ncies of artifa cts at Hohoka m sites
show
severa l distin ct patter ns relate d to method s of produc
tion and exchan ge.
Locall y availa ble mater ials used in the manuf acture
of ordina ry stone
tools show a cluste ring determ ined by geogra phy. Funct
ionall y distin ct
sites, such as those having platfo rm mound s, resemb le
other sites in
their vicini ty rather than other functi onally simila
r sites.
This
patter n is entire ly consis tent with what might be expect
ed of
commo dities that are direct ly access ible to the local
popul ation.
There
is equal ity of access and distri bution al bound aries
are poorly define d.
The patter ns displa yed by commo dities known not to have
been
locall y obtain ed differ signif icantl y. Nonloc al stone
orname nt
mater ials (turqu oise, serpen tine, argill ite, jet) and
shell are
consis tently most common and most divers e at mound sites
and at sites
that later became mound sites.
These settlem ents resemb le each other,
rather than other sites in their vicini ty, in their
high freque ncies of
these mater ials.
There is no compa rable eviden ce of consis tently high
freque ncies at ballco urt sites. Shell artifa ct freqen
cies also provid e
eviden ce of increa sing effici ency of distri butio n during
the Classi c
period .
Shell, too, is most common and divers e at mound sites.
These
patter ns are indica tive of centra lized distri bution
at severa l levels .
Plain ware ceram ics seem to have been locall y produc
ed and when
they were exchan ged there is no eviden ce of centra lizatio
n of this
activi ty. There is high varia bility in mater ials.
Red-on -buff potter y,
in contra st, may have been produc ed in very few locati
ons for exchan ge
as early as the Colon ial period . The red wares, and
in partic ular
Sacato n Red, may also have been produc ed for exchan ge.
Low varia bility
in mater ials and techno logy are the most conspi cuous
eviden ce of this.
Surpr isingl y, the most locali zed distri bution s charac
terize the
polych romes of the Civano phase.
If they were exchan ged at all it was
only within closel y define d bound aries.
Obsid ian, which was commo nly used during the Classi c
period for
the manuf acture of projec tile points used largel y in
ritual , displa ys a
distri bution much like that of shell and stone orname
nt mater ials.
Social distan ce rather than physic al distan ce from the
source seems to
have determ ined access . There is furthe r eviden ce,
in ratios of
mater ials to finish ed artifa cts, that during the Classi
c period ,
obsidi an tools were manuf acture d by speci alists locate
d at the mound
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This is consisten t with Howard's finding that evidence of
sites.
Classic period shell artifact manufactu re is closely associate d with
mound sites, suggestin g some associati on (although not necessari ly
exclusive associatio n) of specializ ation in crafts with these
settlemen ts.
There is limited evidence that stone for more utilitaria n tools
There is far stronger
may have been exchanged through the mound system.
may have been
tools
n
utilitaria
ed
evidence that the more specializ
knives are far
tabular
and
axes
stone
Ground
exchanged in this way.
ve causes for
alternati
of
tion
considera
more frequent at mound sites;
in terms of
on
explanati
adequate
an
this distribut ion has not yielded
on-site tool use.
SGA Project data also provide evidence of agricultu ral
specializ ation, in particula r agave at the Florence area sites on the
Gila River. Unusually high frequenci es of spindle whorls at Las Colinas
suggest craft specializ ation in fiber productio n there.
Finally, in a preceding chapter it was demonstra ted that some
forms of ritual paraphern alia are confined to mound sites, while others
exhibit far higher than normal frequenci es at these sites.

Boundarie s in Commodity Distribut ions
The implicati ons of boundary definitio n in the analysis of
prehistor ic economies was discussed earlier. Unfortun ately, it is
seldom possible to evaluate the boundarie s within which goods were
exchanged entirely in terms of well-defi ned distribut ions of items from
one source. This problem is recognize d as a persisten t one in
discussio ns of this variable (for example Hodder and Orton 1976).
However, it is possible to evaluate this at several levels for the
Hohokam system, with varying degrees of confidenc e in the inference s
that are made.
Abbott (1984) provides an example of the kind of distribut ion
expected of down-the -line reciproci ty exchanges . Phyllite-t empered
plain wares show regular decline in frequency with physical distance
from a presumed source somewhere on the Gila River. Whether the pots or
their contents were the object of the exchange, they do not show a
consisten t distribut ion within a bounded area with an abrupt fall-off
after that point, as might be expected in a more complex form of
exchange.
In contrast, Crown (Chapter 7, Part II, this volume) provides an
excellent example of a very well bounded distribut ion, that of intrusive
ceramics. Frequenci es of particula r kinds of intrusive ceramics are
quite consisten t at contempor aneous sites within the geographi c units
defined (the North Salt, Central, and South Gila), but these same types
Fall-off is
do not appear at all beyond the boundarie s of the units.
at its
complete
abruptly
thus virtually nonexiste nt within the unit and
boundary.
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At a smaller scale, polychrome ceramics during the Civano phase
also show tightly bounded distributions, with very localized patterning
of results of trace element analysis (Crown 1984d). Whether these were
made by many individuals in each community, or produced by a few
specialists in individual communities and then distributed locally, they
do not seem to have travelled widely through any network.
It is an excellent illustration of the interlocking character of
exchange networks that the phyllite tempered plain wares identified by
Abbott (1984) cross boundaries of these kinds and are not consistent in
frequency within them.
Other objects that can be discussed in terms of bounded
distributions include very rare ritual paraphernalia. The frequency of
copper bells or pyrite mirrors is scarcely adequate to permit discussion
of frequency fall-off, but the distribution of these objects includes
all of, and more than, the Hohokam regional system. They represent a
larger interaction sphere. Within the Hohokam system they are confined
to a particular class of sites.
The geographic distribution of shell illustrated earlier in this
chapter (Fig. II.6.3) show another example. In the Preclassic, there is
a steady, but relatively slow rate of decline in frequency with distance
from source until the eastern boundary of the central Hohokam area is
reached. At that point (Buttes) decline in frequency is abrupt. In the
Classic period there is far more regional consistency in shell
frequency. Variation is largely a factor of place in the settlement
hierarchy rather than distance from source. Even the Preclassic
distribution, nevertheless, displays such a low rate of declining
frequency geographically that exchange involving few steps or
intermediaries is likely.
An important resource that can be discussed in terms of a
bounded distribution, although in a different sense, is water. Within
any one irrigation system this was derived from a common source, and was
distributed only within the system.

Finally, an inference regarding the distribution of another
class of materials can be noted. Within any one platform mound
community, the paraphernalia associated with mound ritual would have
been distributed within that community to participants. The materials
themselves would often have been identical in source to those in use
elsewhere, however, as part of larger interaction spheres.
It is regrettable that few inferences are possible at present
regarding the level at which agricultural specialization and exchange
occurred. The evidence suggests, for example, that agave was produced
in quantity for exchange in the Florence area at several settlements; it
may have been a specialty throughout the area, only in one mound
community, or in some parts of all mound communities in the system.
There is no direct evidence of the distances that the products might
have travelled. In the case of cotton, the possibility of regional
trade from the Agua Fria and perhaps North Salt areas has been
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mentioned, providing cotton to northern areas during the Preclassic
periods.
The cumulative effect of these data is to confirm that there
were multiple networks having differing boundaries. Not suprisingly,
rare and valuable commodities (for example copper bells) travelled much
farther than did intrusive ceramics from adjacent areas in the
Southwest. These, in turn, were more widely distributed than were items
like plain ware ceramics.
The bounded units that can be inferred from the data include the
individual platform mound community, the irrigation community, the
larger units bounded by rivers within the central drainages, the
regional system, and an extended Mesoamerican interaction sphere.
Gregory and Nials (1983) identify 15 irrigation level communities within
the central Hohokam area, while Crown ( Chapter 7, Part II, this volume)
identifies three geographic subunits in that same area. There is
substantial ambiguity regarding the character of exchange at both
levels. For example, the well-defined boundaries of the three subareas
may indicate that within these areas materials were distributed from one
central settlement, and only to participants within the subarea.
Alternatively, reciprocity networks between an elite might have
functioned to distribute the goods, with bounded relationships
determining the distributions.
Still other interpretations are
possible.

The Spatial Distributions of Settlements

The spatial patterning of settlements has been a crucial
variable in studies of prehistoric economy, as was discussed earlier.
The underlying premise in such models is that the need for
distributional efficiency affects settlement distributions in
predictable ways, most conspicuously in the central placement of
settlements having central functions in the economy and in
differentiation of settlement size.
Specific variants include classic
central place theory, which is predicated on an assumed isotropic plain
within which resources are evenly distributed, and modifications like
that of Haggett (1965), in which patterns associated with differentially
distributed resources are evaluated.
Among the Hohokam there is pronounced linearity of settlement as
a consequence of dependence on drainages for irrigation water and other
resources. The implications of Hohokam settlement patterns for economic
reconstruction must be examined in this context.

The Individual Mound Complex

The spatial organization of Hohokam communities has been
discussed in this volume by Sires, Crown, and Teague. Prior to the
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Classic period, this distribution is almost entirely linear in the river
valleys, with villages interspersed with farmsteads along the canal
systems. In the Sedentary period on the Gila River at Florence, these
farmsteads appear to be absent from the pattern; population previously
accounted for by these small habitation units was presumably absorbed by
larger villages and by permanent settlement in the intermittent
drainages. Within the very largest villages a complex structure like
that of the later Classic period may be present (Wilcox and others
1981), but it is only the very largest settlements that would have
supported a complex internal organization.
In the Classic period communities appear to have been organized
in a regular pattern. A preceding chapter in this volume and
information presented in this one tend to confirm the social and
economic reality of the hierarchy apparent in the distribution of
spatially and architecturally differentiated settlements within the
individual mound communities. In the full expression of this pattern
platform mounds are surrounded by compounds housing a segment of the
population apparently having special social and economic roles. Other
compounds, and then farmsteads composed of single unit pit houses, are
distributed beyond this. Figure 11.6.11 illustrates the clustering of
compounds at Los Muertos.
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The settlements situated between the Tucson Basin and the Gila
River appear to conform to this pattern as well (Czaplicki 1984),
suggesting that it is not contingent on some attribute of riverine
topography.
The pattern suggests that individual compounds or farmsteads
were closely related to one, rather than several, platform mounds.
Mound complexes often represent discrete clusters, as in the Los Muertos
case, and while some outlying settlements might be ambiguous in their
relationship to specific mounds, it is more commonly the case that there
is pronounced spatial segregation of settlements around the mounds.

Regional Distributions

The most important single point in examination of regional
distributions is whether the spatial patterning of sites suggests a
level of centralization greater than that of the platform mound.
Figure II.6.12 illustrates some of the idealized patterns
associated with geographic models; the first three diagrams represent
patterns considered characteristic of market, transport, and
administrative organization in classical central place theory, and the
fourth represents a modification suggested by Hodder and Orton (1976).
The basic element of variation is whether secondary centers are placed
for efficient access to a maximum number of higher order centers, for
efficient transport between two centers, or for efficient interaction
with one center. Hodder and Orton's variant simply introduces service
area differentials as an aspect of the pattern, with major centers
having larger service areas for all services including those also
provided by smaller centers. This variant suggests greater distances
between major centers and secondary centers than between individual
secondary centers.
The distribution of Hohokam ballcourts has been mapped by Wilcox
(Wilcox and Sternberg 1983). Figure II.6.13 (taken from this study)
illustrates the distribution of all known courts as reconstructed by
Wilcox, and Figure 11.6.14, also from that study, illustrates the
distribution of Sacaton phase courts and the distance relations between
them.
It has been observed in previous discussions that ballcourt sites
do not show consistent evidence of having had a special economic role,
although some individual ballcourt sites did apparently assume such
significance.
In Figure II.6.13 it can be observed that the location of
ballcourts is very heavily associated wich major drainages; for example
between the Tucson Basin and the Gila the distribution closely follows
the Santa Cruz River.
In Figure 11.6.14 the distances between courts are highly
irregular. Doelle (1983) does note interesting regularities in
ballcourt village spacing in the Tucson Basin and attributes these to
the need to provide access to agricultural lands and other resources.
This is consistent with the general concept, discussed earlier, of
regularity of settlement spacing arising from competition for resources.
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Figure II.6.12.
Idealized settlement patterns associated with
geographic models(from Hodder and Orton 1976).
A similar regularity may be present in portions of the central
drainages, for example in the Middle Gila, and in the Lower Verde (Fig.
11.6.14). However, the overall pattern is quite irregular. Even along
the Middle Gila and the Lower Salt sys terns, as defined by Wilcox,
distances vary considerably ~
Figure 11.6.15 illustrates the distributio n of known Classic
period platform mound sites in the central area and between the Tucson
Basin and the Gila River. The distributio n along the central riverine
drainages is characteriz ed _by the linearity noted earlier. Gregory and
Nials (198]) observed that there is considerabl e regularity of mound
settlement distributio n along irrigation systems in the central area.
In this case the regularity is considerabl y greater than that observed
earlier in ballcourt distributio ns; increased population and competition
for resources may account in part for this, but can it account for the
overall pattern'?
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The currently known distribution of Classic period mound si t es
between the Tucson Basin and the Gila is geometrically symmetrical and
quite regular in distance relationships.
However, the alignment does
not follow the Santa Cruz River, where the best agricultural lands may
be presumed to have been found, but instead follows the shortest
distance between the Tucson Basin and the southern periphery of the
central drainages, marked most conspicuously by the Casa Grande.
The
evidence that competition for agricultural lands is not the determining
variable in settlement distribution regularities is compelling.
Instead, efficiency of regional exchange may have been a factor
overriding agricultural productivity in the determination of central
settlement location. This is particularly interesting in light of the
increased emphasis upon trade with the Tucson Basin during the Classic
period identified by Crown (Chapter 7, Part II, this volume) in her
study of intrusive pottery distributions.
It is also quite interesting
that the one settlement on the southern periphery of the "core" area
that exhibits distinctive public architecture, the Casa Grande, is the
most centrally situated of the mound sites on the south Gila. Figure
II.6.16 illustrates an idealized model of a riverine settlement pattern
in which a higher order center is physically central to the linear
distribution of secondary centers.
The distribution along the south
side of the Gila River appears to correspond to this model. Further
study of mound site distribution along the northern periphery of the
Tucson Basin should be very interesting in this respect.
Two levels ·spatially greater than the mound complex were
proposed earlier as having some apparent relationship to economic
organization. These are the individual irrigation system and the units
of the central drainages defined by Crown, consisting of the South Gila,
Central, and North Salt units.
The Casa Grande fulfulls spatial
expectations associated with a role as a higher order center within the
South Gila unit.
Regrettably, there are no systematic collections from
this site sufficient to serve as a foundation for examining artifact
frequencies in this complex as another line of evidence in support or
contradiction of this hypothesized role.

• Higher order center
o Lower order center

Figure II.6.16. Settlement pattern associated with a linear resource,
such as a river (from Hodder and Orton 1976: 85).
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Can more specific elements of patterning in the settlement
distribution be identified that would tend to cast light on the nature
of economic organization at this level? Between the South Gila and the
Tucson Basin, it has already been observed that there is a regular
distribution of mound sites situated along a very direct route.
This
corresponds to the settlement distribution associated with efficiency of
transport illusrated in Figure II.6.13b. However, the eastern mound
site in the tier immediately below the Gila River introduces some
confusion.
The system may not have been centralized, or might have been
only partially centralized, such that commodities were distributed to
the eastern platform mound settlements of the unit independently of the
Casa Grande and other mound sites on the west. There may have been
another central point in a subunit of the South Gila.
Finally, the
eastern route may have served some other purpose than interaction with
the South Gila settlements.
The easternmost platform mound along the
Gila indicated in Figure II.6.15 is south of the Buttes area and removed
from the river; unfortunately, despite several attempts over the years,
the site has not been relocated from a description provided by Fewkes
(1908) and its existence is therefore not confirmed.
It nevertheless
provides some limited additional support for the notion that there might
have been an eastern route associated with alternative trade networks
rather than with the mound settlements of the South Gila unit.
Within the "core" area, can the settlement distribution be
associated with one of the specific patterns illustrated in Figure
II.6.13a-d.
There is no evidence for the differential service areas
illustrated in Figure II.6.13d; Casa Grande is no further from other
platform mound sites than they are from one another.
The transport of
water is clearly the dominant factor in settlement distributions within,
for example, the South Gila unit.
There is, regrettably, no evidence equivalent to that of the
Casa Grande for a possible major center in the Central or North Salt
units. The best candidate in the central area is Los Muertos, situated
farthest south of the Salt River sites and approximating, in all probability, the center of population within the central area. Los Muertos
is also commonly believed to have been one of the largest of the Classic
period settlement complexes, although it has not been established that a
"great house" equivalent to that at Casa Grande existed there.
No
alignment of sites equivalent to that between the Tucson Basin and Gila
can be identified between the Central and South Gila units; however,
none would have been necessary. The distance between sites on the north
side of the Gila and those on the Salt, particularly Los Muertos, is not
great. Further, large Classic period sites exist in the Queen Creek
Delta intermediate between the two. Although no platform mounds are
known at those sites, they would have been in a location intermediate
between Gila River mound sites and those on the Salt.
Clearly this is an area of great ambiguity in the data. While
the role of the individual platform mound is indicated by various lines
of evidence, the function of irrigation systems and of the larger
geographic units is suggested by only a few.
There is certainly no
suggestion that platform mounds were situated for efficient access to
three or more higher order centers, as is posite~ in the market model,
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nor is there any indication that there might have been a sufficient
number of closely spaced settlements of this kind to serve such a
function.
The remaining possibilitie s in the classical theory are
settlement distribution s reflecting autonomy of economic units or
reflecting regular and systematic transport between units.
The data are
insufficien t to resolve these issues, particularl y because it can be
expected that different commodities would have had different
implication s for such structure.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the data is the
negligible evidence for centralizat ion at the irrigation system level,
in contrast to those data that at least suggest this characteris tic at
the level of larger geographic units.
Certainly the irrigation system
involved a discrete sphere of economic interdepend ence with respect to
water, the most crucial of all possible commodities .
Nevertheles s, it
cannot be demonstrate d that management was centralized at this level.
These conclusions are consistent with some of those of Upham and
Rice (1980). Their analysis of rank-size plots of Salt River
settlements indicate that some settlements significant ly exceed the norm
in size, suggesting a primate system in which there is "substantia l
centralizat ion of economic and/or sociopoliti cal control and
minimizatio n of competitive forces" (Upham and Rice 1980: 84). They
identify Cashion and Los Muertos as the largest sites in the area
examined, and believing that the sites coexisted during the Classic
period regard this as evidence that multiple centralized units existed
in the area. Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983: 244) observes that
Cashion was largely abandoned prior to the Classic period, so that this
particular argument is not convincing. However, in a more general sense
the growth, although not simultaneou s, of two large central sites on the
Salt River separated from one another by many miles and by the river, is
consistent with the notion that multiple interaction systems existed
along the Salt, and specificall y with Crown's concept of North Salt and
Central units of economic interaction having considerabl e antiquity in
Hohokam prehistory.

Conclusions

Summary: The Data

The data presented here reflect the complexity that is to be
expected in many centuries of the economic development of a society.
They provide a basis for evaluating the attributes of economic systems
previously defined: network organizatio n and geographic scale, the
intensity or degree of control exercised by individual networks over the
distributio n of commodities , the means of production of materials and
crafts, and the overall integration of networks into a whole system.
These issues will receive furth o:.~ r attention, but a brief summary of the
applicable data will serve to introduce subsequent discussions .
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Network Organization and Geographic Scale
Differing frequencies of materials and artifact classes are an
In
important indicator of the organization of distributional systems.
of
pattern
consistent
a
the preceding data only one site class shows
unusually high frequencies of exotic and specialized commodities,
consistent with expectations associated with centralized distribution.
These are the platform mound sites of the Sedentary and Classic periods,
and those settlements that later developed into platform mound sites.
As early as the Colonial period, however, there are high
frequencies of regional trade commodities concentrated in settlements
well situated for their procurement. The Rock Ball Court Site at Gila
Bend is one example; there, shell is present in frequencies
approximating those of the later platform mound site of Gatlin.
However, more generalized evidence of special economic function is
lacking at Rock Ball Court; exotic stone ornament materials, for
In contrast, by the time
example, are not present in high frequencies.
more general evidence
is
there
Gatlin,
at
constructed
is
mound
the
that
of special function, including high frequencies of exotic stone ornament
materials not locally available in the Gi l a Bend area.
The range of materials that ultimately appear in high
frequencies in mound sites includes ritual paraphernalia of various
kinds, personal ornaments, and more utilitarian products like ground
stone axes and tabular knives.
There is, therefore, support for a central role for platform
mounds in the distribution of some classes of materials and artifacts,
The
and evidence that this was rooted in a religious institution.
geographic scale of the network centered on the individual platform
mound .is that of the individual mound community, in which the mound
itself occupies a spatially central position.
Beyond this level there are indications of other networks
existing at a geographic scale greater than that of the individual mound
community. Unfortunately, the available evidence of their internal
organization is not so clear as that provided by the data regarding
individual platform mounds.
The mutual dependency of settlements along irrigation systems
suggests a network on that scale for the distribution of water and
labor. The commodity in question, water, is necessarily distributed
through some level of cooperative organization. However, there are no
data clearly indicating the presence of any central focus for
organization of the individual irrigation system. The spatial
organization of mound settlements along the irrgation system is of
necessity linear, so that the distribution of settlements, like the
distribution of the commodity, does not clarify the issue.
At the next highest level of economic activity, there is some
evidence of centralization in the spatial distribution of settlements.
The Casa Grande, architecturally differentiated from other mound sites,
occupies a physically central location on the south side of the river,
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and, in fact, on the southern periphery of the Hohokam "core" as a
whole. Further, a network of mounds, well-placed for pedestrian trade,
links this site and the Tucson Basin. Unfortunately, the data from Casa
Grande are insufficient to determine whether this settlement differed
from others in frequencies of particular commodities.
However, distributions of artifacts do provide another line of
evidence that may be relevant to the geographic scale and organization
of an economic network in which the Casa Grande would have had a special
function.
Distributions of intrusive ceramics are bounded by the Gila
and Salt rivers. This suggests that the subunits repres e nted within
those boundaries may have had a significant function in the distribution
of some regional trade. The very well defined boundaries of these units
are consistent with a centralized rather than a down-the-line exchange.
These particular bounded units seem to have existed as early as the
Colonial period, twwever, and thus substantially predate the
architectural differentiation of Casa Grande. Nevertheless, these units
persist essentially intact in the central area until the latest Polvor6n
phase, and thus coexisted with the Casa Grande.
It is interesting in
this context that the Grewe Site (predecessor of Casa Grande) is the one
site in the sample examined by Crown that produced intrusive ceramics
representative of several of these units, so that to a limited extent
artifact distributions as well as the spatial distribution of
settlements suggest that this location might ha.ve had a special function
in regional trade prior to the appearance of architectural evidence of
differentiation.
In short, then, the data show some evidence in the spatial
distribution of settlements and in the tightly bounded distribution of
some classes of artifacts, in particular intrusive ceramics, of a
centralized economic network on the scale of geographic units bounded by
major rivers in the central area.
However, the picture is complicated by the evidence that some
materials crossed these boundaries through yet another network, or 4uite
possibly more appropriately a subset of the preceding networks, that
only transmitted very rare ritual paraphernalia.
This is indicated by
the exclusive association of items like copper bells and pyrite mirrors
with sites having evidence of central function; these items, presumably
of ritual importance, were never transmitted to the population at large.
Underlying these networks, one or more uncentralized networks
for the exchange of various commodities seem to have persisted
throughout Hohokam prehistory.
This is illustrated by the distributions
of phyllite-tempered ceramics discussed previously, which lack the
clearly defined boundaries characteristic of centralized networks, but,
doubtless, included many other commodities.
It could be expected that
in the early phases of Hohokam prehistory, these kinds of exchange were
sufficient to transport most commodities, and that the process of
centralization of distribution developed gradually.
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Productio n
Data relevant to productio n parallel thos e regarding the
organizat ion of distribut ion in their ambiguiti es as well as in their
less questiona ble aspects. Evidence of specializ ed productio n is at
best weak for the Preclassi c, except in the case of the Papagueri an
In the central area, the consisten cy of results of
shell industry.
physical analysis of buff ware pottery from the Colonial through Classic
periods and the evidence of widesprea d homogene ity in the physical
characte ristics of that pottery suggest specializ ed productio n in a few
locations . They might also, however, be interpret ed as evidence of
widesprea d use of a few clay sources in pottery manufactu re or a high
level of homogene ity in the clays used in buff wares.
However, by the Classic period, there is evidence that platform
mound sites served as special places in the productio n of some artifact
classes. Obsidian artifact manufactu re can be associate d with Escalante
and to a lesser extent Las Colinas, and Howard (1983) has observed that
during the Classic period shell artifact manufactu re seems to have been
In the case of obsidian artifacts , very
concentra ted in mound sites.
high frequenci es of materials and debitage relative to finished products
at mound sites indicate that productio n was probably at least in part
The shell data suggest
the province of specialis ts in these locations .
settlemen ts in
mound
reached
that this material, like obsidian,
t distribut ion.
subsequen
for
there
worked
unfinishe d form, to be
also provided by high
is
sites
mound
at
ation
Evidence of craft specializ
ns at
excavatio
1968
the
from
whorls
spindle
frequenci es of stone
Las Col inas •
There are also data supportin g agricultu ral specializ ation in
various areas; whether distribut ion of specializ ed agricultu ral products
involved the mound system or not cannot be establish ed with the
informati on available and presented here.

Access
The extent to which individua l exchange networks controlle d
access to individua l commoditi es seems to have varied enormousl y. Even
in the Classic period, when centraliz ed exchange seems to have reached a
peak, access to basic subsisten ce commodit ies, like corn, was not
dependent on exchange. Basic foods were normally produc e d in all the
locations examined in this study. One or more formal exchange networks
probably functione d to distribut e food to places of temporary shortage
from more fortunate locations , but normally basic subsisten ce
commoditi es were locally produced and available .
There similarly seems to have never been a time when access to
war.er for agricultu ral purposes was entirely dependent on the irrigatio n
The existence of dry-farmi ng plots throughou t Hohokam
system.
prehistor y, as an alternati ve means of agricultu re that seems to have
been routinely employed, divorced the individua l from complete
In effect, water was obtained through
dependenc e on irrigatio n water.
direct access by the consumer. Again, however, reliance on communall y
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administe red sources of water would have been far greater at some times
than at others, depending on the available rainfall and other natural
condition s.
Centraliz ed networks do not seem to have completel y controlle d
the productio n of craft specialti es. While there is substanti al
evidence of specializ ed productio n of obsidian and shell artifacts at
mound sites, there is also evidence of a low but persisten t level of
manufactu re in outlying settlemen ts. To some extent this might have
consisted of reworking existing pieces, but this does not fully account
for the data.
The only objects over which centraliz ed exchange systems seem to
have exercised complete control are rare ritual items, which are in any
case a special situation . Control was exercised not to distribut e but
to restrict distribut ion of these items. Further, their function seems
to have been inextrica bly tied to the activitie s of the central
settlemen ts.

Integratio n of Networks
Although there are i n dications of a hierarchy of exchange
networks in some of the data, there are also indicatio ns of crosscutting relations hips between networks.
In particula r, the basic level
of down-the -line exchange (probably rooted in reciproca l relations hips)
seems to have coexisted with more clearly bounded and, in some cases,
centraliz ed networks.
Common but reasonabl y valuable items, like
decorated ceramics, might have traveled in virtually all the networks
existing at any one time.
The basic unit of the mound community was certainly a subset of
the interdepe ndent communiti es of the irrigatio n network. Mound leadership would presumabl y have served an important function, whether on an
egalitari an or hierarchi cal basis, in corporate decision-m aking.
Distribut ions of commoditi es like shell provide further evidence
of the relations hips between networks.
Even in the Preclassi c, shell is
pervasive in the Hohokam region, but does not exhibit a ve r y high rate
of fall-off with distance from the source.
In the Classic period
frequenci es are very consisten t over large distances . These data
suggest relativel y large-sca le organizat ion of exchange, avoiding the
many short steps of down-the -line transmiss ion even if the route
included ony platform mounds. On the other hand, there is evidence
that the mound settlemen ts, neverthel ess, served special functions in
the productio n and distribut ion of shell objects. A hierarchi cal link
is, therefore , suggested .

Summary
The data that have b e en presented in this chapter provide a
number of lines of evidence pertinent to defining the attribute s of
Hohokam economic networks and the systems they existed within.
In some
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cases this evidence is more tantalizin g than conclusiv e, while in others
it provides a basis for reconstru cting the developme nt of crucial
The following developm ental history is
aspects of Rohokam economy.
data.
the
by
suggeted

A Reconstru ction: The Preclassi c Period

The basic Preclassi c period local economic pattern among the
Hohokam seems to have been one of uncentral ized internal productio n and
The ballcourt system, a major integrati ve
distribut ion of goods.
does not appear to have been economic ally
culture,
element of Hohokam
perhaps, as the site of ritual
except,
Hohokam
the
to
nt
significa
ls.
individua
and
families
between
exchange
There is, however, evidence of the growth of a more complex
socioecon omic system prior to the Classic period. As Nelson ( 1981) has
argued, the sites of Snaketown , Gatlin, and Grewe may all have served
special economic functions ; Cashion might be added to this list on the
basis of recent work there (Antieau 1981). The first three of these
sites had platform mounds (Grewe is the predecess or of Casa Grande) and
the last cannot be determine d given the extraordi nary degree of historic
disturban ce at the sj_te. However, neither the platform mounds or the
socioecon omic system that they represent ed achieved dominance in
Preclassi c economy.
There is no evidence that during the Preclassi c the mound system
achieved control of basic productio n of food or its distribut ion; formal
mounds are few and bear an irregular relations hip to irrigatio n systems
It is probable that productiv e resources· were normally
at this time.
managed through reciproca l relations hips on a community -level basis,
although a transitio n to more centraliz ed control might have existed in
some areas where particula rly early and pronounce d developme nt of the
system occurred.
The early economic importanc e of the incipient mound system
seems most clearly linked to the interregi onal trade in prestige goods.
For example, access to shell probably accounts for the early deve l opment
of the Gila Hend system; this is consisten t with earlier interpret ations
of the specializ ed trade role of this area (Wasley and Johnson 1965;
Teague l 9bl) and with Howard's (l 9b3) recons true tion of the Preclassi c
shell trade, which proposes Papagueri an manufactu re and subsequen t
exchange of finished items into the Hohokam regional system. Other
sites having early evidence of economic specializ ation may have had
similar advantage s in terms of access to nonloca l goods. Nelson (1981)
and McGuire (1983) propose a prestige- sphere exchange conducted by a
rising elite class in the Preclassi c, a reconstru ction that is
compatibl e with the current evidence that the decline in frequency of
exotics at that time is not precipito us with increased distance from
source and may have been closely bounded, for example at the sudden
steep decline in shell frequenci es between Florence and the Buttes on
the Gila indicated in the preceding discussio ns.
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The location of this elite appears to have been the settlements
associated with the early development of the mound system. The process
of local system development can be seen most clearly in the Gila Bend
area. The Rock Ball Court Site is exclusively Colonial pe riod in age,
and is the only known ballcourt site of that age in the area.
The
frequencies of materials at that site report e d earlier show very high
frequencies of shell, but no evidence of substantial access to nonlocal
stone ornament materials. Specialized economic function in the shell
exchange appears there prior to evidence of more general economic
differentiation in the exchange system, prior to evidence of
differentiation in status within the community, and prior to
construction of a platform mound, all of which are found only in the
Sedentary period Gatlin Site (Wasley and Johnson 1965; Nelson 1981;
Teague 1981).
While some of the exotics associated with the Sedentary period
were confined to the elite in the prestige sphere of exchange, others,
like shell and nonlocal ceramics, were more generally distributed within
the population throughout the Hohokam regional system.
The data
presented previously indicate a less efficient distribution than was
later the case in the greater rate of frequency decline with distance
from source and in the greater num 0ers of sites in the lower portions of
the frequency ranges, but some system of distribution from central sites
like Gatlin or Cashion can be inferred.
It is uncertain whether allocation of exotics to the general
population occurred in a ritual context prior to construction of the
platform mounds, but this is very likely. Possible predecessors of
platform mounds, consisting only of piled earth, are common in Hohokam
sites, and in many cases contain little artifactual debris
characteristic of trash deposits. This has been noted at Snaketown
(Haury 1976) and at Gatlin (Wasley and Johnson 1965).
Crown's analysis of intrusive ceramic distributions (Crown,
Chapter 7, Part II, this volume) provides indications of one level of
Preclassic economic organization, units representing discrete exchange
subsystems within the Hohokam system. Within the central riverine
drainages, these have been identified as the No , th Salt, Central, and
South Gila units. Exchange of intrusive ceramics was tightly bounded
within these. Conversely, Abbott's (1984) ceramic analysis suggests
that some cornmociities travelled freely across these boundaries; the
phyllite-tempered plain wares believed to have been produced in a
restricted area on the Gila are an excellent example. Variation in
frequencies of Anodonta shell ornaments, apparently obtained on the Salt
River, within the central area indicates differential access to this
supplement to marine shell within the central area.

Integration of Networks
The association of presumably higher-value commodities with the
bounded economic units and of presumably lower-value items like plain
wares within unbounded distributions suggests that while the prestigesphere exchange occurred within social entities organized at the
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community and multicommunity level, the transmission of many of the more
ordinary commodities may have involved kin-based or other lower-level
reciprocity.
In attempting to evaluate the precise function of Preclassic
economically specialized sites and their relationship to areal units, it
is very significant that evidence of some pa rticular economic
specialization seems to precede development of the remainder of the
pa ttern of economic differentiation. At l e ast in the beginning, then,
the distinctiveness of the special sites does not seem sufficiently
broadly-based to justify an inference of general control of trade, or of
other economic activities.
It is also interesting that the known sites
include one in each of four recognizable a r eal units (Gatlin in the Gila
Bend area, Snaketown in the Central area, Grewe in the South Gila area,
and Cashion in the North Salt area), but this may easily be a product of
existing sample bias rather than a true representation of a prehistoric
reality in which only one site in each subarea dominated.
The functioning of the regional economic system would require
some interaction between specialized settlements in different areal
units in exchange of nonlocal commodities, for example in the
transmissio of shell beyond major points of entry into the regional
system.

A Reconstruction: The Classic Period

The most rapid and far-reaching changes in this system can be
seen in the transition between the Preclassic and Classic periods. The
overall direction of change, toward greater complexity expressed through
an economic system of which the platform mound was an important element,
was not changed, but the extent of the role of the mound system in the
economy increased substantially by the Soho phase. Access to exotic
commodities increased, specialization in crafts and agricultural
products was widespread, and the platform mound system became the focus
of community redistribution of nonlocal commodities and specialist
products to the general population. Materials very directly related to
ritual participation represent a significant proportion of these, but
other items having utilitarian functions as well as social significance
were part of the system. As was noted previously, this seems to have
coexisted with the maintenance of restricted prestige-sphere exchange
and of more simple networks for the allocation of resources.
Groups of mound communities linked by irrigation systems may
have formed another level in the system, sharing in the distribution of
the most crucial productive resource of the desert, water.
The larger discrete economic areal units of the Preclassic
persist well into the Classic, indicated by intrusive ceramic
distributions. Within these units there were many platform mounds along
the irrigation networks, which may have formed another intermediate
level of socioeconomic integration in Classic period Hohokam society.
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At the beginning of the Civano there are several indications
that the system underwent further development. The first of these is
construction of the Casa Grande, a phenomenon discussed at great length
It is dif f ic ult to assess the
by Wilcox ( Wilcox and Shenk 197 7).
implications of this event for Hohokam economy other than through the
indirect route of noneconomic data. Wilcox, for example, postulates
Classic period redistributive economy based on a general impression of
inequalities in distributions of nonlocal commodities bolstered by
consistency with his proposed "big man" system, the length of the
Classic period (permitting substantial economic change), and the
possible development of similar redistributive economies in Anasazi and
Mogollon areas at this time (Wilcox and Shenk 1977: 196-197).
More directly, however, the position of the Casa Grande at the
center of the southern periphery of the core area and at the terminus of
an array o·f platform mound communities between the Tucson Basin and the
Gila River has been noted here. According to Crown ( Chapter 7, Part II,
this volume) the distribution of these sites and their contemporaneity
with strengthening of trade between these areas suggests that differential access to major regional trade routes may in part account for the
appearance of this new form of public architecture, as in the case of
Gatlin centuries earlier.
The second evidence of significant change is present in the
possibility that allocation of food was centralized in the early Civano,
as is tentatively suggested by the possible centralization of storage
Possible change in control of food production is also
fa~ilities.
uncertain, but is an interesting possibility. The dominance of plain
wares and red wares and the absence of polychrome ceramics at Classic
period dry-farming features in the Florence area (Dart 1983b) may well
reflect no more than the pronounced functional specialization of these
features, but leaves open the possibility that agricultural effort was
more heavily concentrated in irrigated agriculture during the Civano
phase than had been true during the preceding Soho phase. This deserves
further study since a reduction in use of dry-farming would represent a
significant reduction in the productive autonomy of individual members
of the community • . Dry farming, unlike irrigation, does not require
cooperative decision-making (see for example Vivian 1974).
The most commonly cited evidence of intensification of Civano
phase trade, the widespread appearance of polychrome pottery, is no
Polychromes
longer an acceptable form of evidence of regional exchange.
appear to have been locally produced throughout and beyond the Hohokam
area (Crown 1984d).
What more can be said of the nature of the Classic period
Hohokam economy and potential causes of change in its organization?
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Sources of Change

Reinforcement of Authority
The role of control of access to nonlocal commodities in
maintaining and strengthening the status of an elite has been discussed
by McGuire (1983); the argument that an elite, once established through
exploitation of minor differences in production and access to
commodities, attempts to extend their economic power may well account in
part for the general tendency of the redistributive economy controlled
by the platform mound leadership to exp nd its range and intensity. As
McGuire notes, during the Classic the platform mound elite acquired
control of production, as well as distribution, of shell artifacts, as
indicated by Howard's analysis.
This is one of many lines of evidence
presented here suggesting that the overall trajectory was toward a more
comprehensive control of production and exchange.
The rapid changes of the transition are not entirely accounted
for by this interpretation, however, as is recognized by McGuire.
The
benefits to the general population are not equivalent to those to the
elite unless other variables intervene.

Environmental Diversity
It has already been observed that differential access to regionally rare commodities may have played a part in the early development of
the platform mound system. Diversity of access to commodities as a
consequence of environmental diversity is a factor commonly cited as
encouraging the growth of specialization and redistributive exchange
(for example Renfrew 1975: 10).
Internally, the central Salt and Gila
drainages provide little such diversity, but differential access may
have been a factor on a larger scale. For example, the access of the
Gila Bend area populations to shell has been posited as a source of
early development of socioeconomic complexity there (Teague 1981).
The Classic period expansion of the platform mound system
cannot, however, be attributed to diversity in natural environment since
the phenomenon ceases to be a regionally rare one restricted to
principal routes of long distance trade and becomes an integral part of
community organization at a level where natural diversity is very low.
Certainly ~inor differences could have been exploited through greater
specialization, but the setting did not predispose the internal
distributive system to complexity.

Environmental Change
Environmental change has been among the most popular explanatory
devices in recent studies of the Hobokam. However, evidence is accruing
that the environment of the Sonoran Desert was relatively stable
(Miksicek 1904) and that Hohokam agricultural strategies were adequate
to cope with the range of variability in effective moisture.
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Rejecting notions of environmental catastrophe as a primary
cause of cultural change during the Hohokam Sedentary and Classic
periods, several possible roles for environmental conditions may still
be examined •
First, the Sedentary seems to have provided very nearly optimum
conditions for Hohokam agriculture (Miksicek 1984); this would have
facilitated the development of a healthy and expanding economy as well
as maintenance and growth of population during that period.
At the transition Miksicek further suggests a period of
increased instability and generally lower than average precipitation,
but not to an extent suggestive of severe stress.
Instead, he proposes
that instability may have encouraged changes in settlement pattern,
exploiting new environments and altering the use of existing ones, and
the intensification of exchange as a means of equalizing supplies of
basic commodities.
An important comparison can be made between the mid-Colonial
period and the transition in this respect.
Both were characterized by
roughly equivalent levels of decline in effective moisture (Miksicek
1984). However, in the late Gila Butte phase the Hohokam expanded into
an increased range of environments, beginning their substantial
Preclassic occupation of the intermittent drainages of the central area.
There is no evidence of substantial growth in economic complexity at
this time.

At the later Sedentary-Classic period transition there is also a
shift in settlement distributions, but away from the intermittent
drainages and toward major riverine drainages. At the same time, there
is pronounced intensification of exchange.
Thus, there was a far
greater reliance upon the first approach in the earlier period and
substantially greater emphasis upon the second during the later time of
change, representing a major change in Hohokam response to roughly
equivalent environmental conditions.

Economic Efficiency
Redistribution tends to be a more efficient means of moving
commodities than is reciprocity (Renfrew 1975: 9). However, Dalton
(1971) and Renfrew (1975), among others, have pointed out the error in
assuming that economic efficiency is of primary importance in nonmarket
economies. The integrative functions of exchange and the sets of
relationships established and maintained through the process are likely
far more important than efficiency in the distribution of shell or stone
axes.
Food and the resources necessary for its production would have
been the most critical elements of the Hohokam economy.
Critical
productive resources would have included labor as well as water and
land. Arguments about whether the degree of centralization represented
by redistribution was necessary for the management of irrigated
agriculture are often based upon the Wittfogel (1957) model of
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irrigation societies, which posits that the managerial demands of
irrigation are causal in the development of sociopolitical organization.
However, like so many of the models that have been proposed, Wittfogel
deals principally with state-level societies. Dalton (1975: 93), among
others, has noted that both reciprocity and redistribution can serve to
allocate productive resources such as water and land. The extent to
which centralized management is needed may have varied with the social
context and population distribution as well as with the technical
requirements of the system themselves.
For the Hohokam it has not yet been possible to estimate labor
requirements of construction or maintenance of canal systems or to
evaluate the demands of water and labor allocations with sufficient
accuracy to apply this model. A conservative position requires
acknowledging that mobilization of labor and allocation of water within
single settlements might have been managed in the absence of central
authority. The early development of Hohokam irrigation in the absence
of any evidence of centralized authority confirms that for the Hohokam
this was possible for many centuries.
However, Doyel (1983) and Gregory and Nials (1983) argue that
the platform mound system served an important function in the operation
and maintenance of Classic period irrigation. Irrrigation systems are
thought to have been subdivided into segments focusing on the individual
platform mound sites, which were then integrated into a cooperative
whole.
These arguments, in support of a role for the platform mound
leadership in irrigation management, focus on the distribution of mound
villages in the central area. This distribution is very regular with
respect to irrigation systems, so much so that the systems appear to be
the principal determinants of the location of these sites. However,
arguing a causal relationship between the managerial demands of
irrigation and the growth of centralized community organization requires
more than this.
In itself the distribution might be explained as the
consequence simply of increased regularity in settlement distribution
arising directly from competition for land along these systems as
population increased (Hodder and Orton 1976: 73), while the
centralization of economic authority represented by the system might
have arisen from different causes and functioned independently of
irrigation.

Population
During the late Sedentary and early Classic periods, it has been
argued that total population may have grown significantly and that this
process was definitely compounded by aggregation of population in the
riverine drainages. Population growth expressed in greater numbers of
settlements along single irrigation systems would have substantially
altered the managerial demands of Hohokam irrigation with, or without,
change in the systems themselves. Management of an irrigation system
requires coordination of all users.
If they are few, the mechanism may
be quite simple; if they are many, greater complexity is needed in the
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organization of decision-making. Platform mound leadership could have
provided not only local management of labor, land, and water, but
representation for the individual communities at the system level. The
first might have been achieved without a special class having leadership
authority within the communities, but the second function would have
Concensus or reciprocal obligations are improbable
been crucial.
solutions to the problems of irrigation manag e ment during the Classic
period.
There is little direct evidence of the mechanisms integrating
multiple platform mound communities into irrigation communities.
Decision-making and administration on a system-wide level could have
entailed equivalent roles for all platform mound leadership involved in
the system, centralized decision-mak1ng within the system such that one
leader dominated the whole, or specialized leadership such that some
mound leaders had specific roles to play in irrigation management whil e
none had individual control.
This proposed relationship between the appearance of larger
populations and multiple communities along single irrigation systems and
the growth of the platform mound system as a centralizing institution in
Hohokam economy suggests Boserup's (1965) association of agricultural
intensification with population growth and subsequently with increased
sociopolitical complexity. However, this case differs significantly
from the Boserup model, even though population growth is s e en as an
important causal variable in Hohokam culture change. First, there is no
evidence that Hohokam agricultural techniques changed during the Classic
Second, the
period (Crown, Chapter 2, Part II, this volume).
agricultural strategy of the Hohokam includes use of dry-farming
Finally, there is
techniques that did not require corporate management.
no evidence of intense population pressur e , and in f d ct the abandonment
of usable agricultural lands in intermittent drainages during the
Classic period strongly indicates that maximizing use of agricultural
lands was not an overriding objective.
This draws attention to a fuller range of possibilities than is
presented in the Wittfogel (1957) and Boserup (1965) models for the
interaction of population, environment, agriculture, and sociopolitical
complexity as variables in culture change. Both the agricultural
strategy as a whole and the moderate l e vels of population present
provided the Hohokam with many options other than development of a
highly centralized scate-level society like those examined by Boserup
(1%5) and Wittfogel (1957).
Among the variables that influenced the direction and rate of
change in Hohokam economy at the end of the Sedentary period, population
seems most significant, although by no means in itself necessarily
sufficient to have precipitated the developments that occurred. Under
similar environmental conditions, the Hohokam had previously responded
differently, a circumstance that can in part be attributed to the
absence of a well-developed foundation for socioeconomic complexit.y in
the early period, but more conspicuously to the absence of broader
managerial and organizational needs of the larger population of the
later periods.
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As Gumerman (197 8: 25) observes, "There is no thing startling
about the statement that there is a positive correlation between the
population size of a society and its degree of sociocultural
complexity." The problem is then one of defining the specific
mechanisms contributing to this correlation. Upham and Rice (1980) also
identify population growth as a major causal factor in the development .
of Hohokam sociocultural complexity, but regard this as arising from a
need to intensify production as population increased, leading to
increased specialization of individuals and settlements. They also
acknowledge the possible role of irrigation management in the
development of complexity, but regard the more general process of
intensification as more significant since, within the larger Hohokam
region, heavy reliance upon irr 1gation was not universal. The present
discussion, therefore, differs from that of Upham and Rice (1980) in the
emphasis accorded specific mechanisms, but is generally mo r e in a c cord
with their demographic explanation of the development of Classic period
complexity than with reconstructions positing warfare or environmental
catastrophe.
The character of change at the beginning of the Civano is less
certain than overall Classic period trends, but a general strengthening
of the control exercised by mound leadership seems lik ely, and the
construction of the Casa Grande may mark the development of a new level
of centralization in the economic hierarchy. Alternatively, there may
have been centralization at a level exceeding that of the irrigation
network at an earlier time and the architectural evidence of this
differentiation may only follow later.

Postscript

The preceding discussion carries Hohokam economy into the midfourteenth century.
Fortunately, inclusion among the SGA Project sites
of El Polvor6n, the first very late single-component Hohokam site
excavated, permits cautious inferences about the events after that time,
during the Polvor6n phase.
The economically relevant attributes of this phase, as best we
can define them at present, include pronounced population decline;
cessation of construction and ultimately of use of p ublic architecture
(platform mounds and the Casa Grande); a complete return to the pit
house isolate for domestic architecture except where earlier compound
structures were reused; virtual disappearance of trade in stone ornament
materials, nonlocal specimen minerals, and pigments; qualitative c hange
and quantitative decline in the shell trade; breakdown of earlier
economic areal units so that intrusive ceramic distributions are not
bounded within the central drainages; strong dominance of Tucson Basin
ceramics and to a much lesser extent pottery from the Hopi me s as and San
Cdrlos area in intrusive ceramics; appearance of a form of Casa Grande
pottery having affini t ies to Tucson Basin red-on-brown pottery, and a
continued decline in the frequency of Casa Grande Red-on-buff.
Obsidian
is more abundant at El Polvor6n than at any other site in the current
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sample and, unlike that from earlier settlemen ts, seems to have been
derived from several sources (Ebinger 1984). It is not probable tha t
this reflects proximity to source since other sites in the same area of
different ages have far lower frequenci es of this material, and since
results of trace element analysis of obsidian from this site suggest
multiple sources. Further, the ratios of f i nished artifacts to cores
and debitage show a dispropor tionately high number of manufactu ring
materials and debris, as did Escalante , suggestin g as it did there
manufactu re for exchange.
There is reoccupat ion of the central Queen Creek drainage,
although presence of another larger possibly Civano and possibly
Polvor6n site near El Polvor6n makes it possible that reoccupat ion
occurred e a rlier. The site was not excavated and so this cannot be
determine d. At the same time residual populatio ns lingered at the
previousl y larger sites of Las Colinas, Casa Grande, and Escalante ,
among others.
We have no certainty regarding environme ntal condition s at this
time, but the evidence suggests wet condition s. Evidence of continued
canal irrigatio n is provided by the location of El Polvor6n; other sites
where small populatio ns remained along the rivers may also have
continued use of canal systems. Further, the range of crops documente d
for El Polvor6n is represent ative of the range available earlier.
Project environme ntal specialis ts found no evidence of unusually poor
condition s during this time.
From a position far out on a limb, some tentative inference s
about post-Clas sic Hohokam economy can be drawn, encourage d more by a
wish to stimulate new investiga tions than by convictio n that present
evidence is sufficien t to resolve any signfican t problems regarding this
late occupatio n.
It is clear that the platform mound system that had d e veloped
over many centuries collapsed , and with it the economic networks that it
represent ed. At the same time there is a major decline in populatio n,
but the Hohokam themselve s survived with their basic agricultu ral
technolog y int.act. The prestige goods previousl y associate d with this
system are few at El Polvor6n.
Their frequency at larger sites is
impossibl e to isolate. The El Polvor6n evidence is very interestin g i n
its suggestio n that while shell wa s s t ill transporte d the manufactu re of
ornaments was left to the users.
In the riverine drainages domestic architect ure returns to a
form comparabl e to outlying settlemen ts in outlying mound communiti es
during the Civano rather than to central settlemen ts. These lines of
evidence suggest that status and role different iation declined.
There
is a return to local manufactu re of some crafts, in particula r shell
(Vokes 1984) and possibly decorated ceramics.
There is also evidence,
however, that some craft specializ ation remained in the form of the
obsidian industry. The Hohokam at this point may have served more
affluent regions much as Preclassi c Papagueri an shell specialis ts h a d
previousl y served them.
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Once again, the socioeconomic complexity of the Hohokam varied
directly with population. However, it is not possible to know whether
inherent instabilities in the system first destroyed the existing order
and population then lessened as productive capacity declined, or whether
disease or drought or some other mechanism first reduced the population.
Without speculating about specific causal mechanisms in the
decline of Classic period society, it is posssible to define an
The Hohokam of the Classic period had
important aspect of the problem.
become very specialized in many senses. It is an anthropological truism
that this substantially affects the adaptability of an organism or a
society.
Diversity in local environments in use for agricultural
It is also
production definitely declined during the early Classic.
among
irrigation
riverine
on
emphasis
unbalanced
was
possible that there
become
had
distribution
and
Production
technologies.
the agricultural
more centralized; individual social and economic roles were increasingly
The vertically organized cultural system of the Classic
specialized.
period lacked the capacity of Presedentary society to mod ify itself to
accomodate new circumstances in ways often scarcely perceptible at first
examination.
Nevertheless, it seems that the people and parts of the culture
The end of the Classic period
they sustained were rather more hardy.
was more traumatic than simply sloughing off a social superstructure no
longer useful, but it did leavea productive population still involved in
It was not a return to the
regional developments and interaction.
reemergence of a suppressed
the
or
society
Preclassic
particulars of
It
and regional change.
internal
of
centuries
by
unmodified
peasantry
This
was, however, a return to a simpler state of the system.
discussion can be concluded with the classic archaeological admonition
that further study is needed.

Summary

It has been argued that during the Sedentary period the Hohokam
developed a vertically organized economy centered on the platform mound
system that not only persisted, but grew more powerful through four
This is not meant to suggest a monolithic entity; the
centuries.
evidence suggests instead a complex system of interlocking social and
economic relationships motivated by need and maintained through
substantive and symbolic transactions.
The origins of trade among the Hohokam are very early; shell,
for example, is present in even the earliest sites. l~wever, the means
by which coillJllodities were produced and exchanged changed. Regrettably,
the sample problems existing for the later periods are far worse when
the Pioneer and early Colonial periods are considered. However, there
is evidence that centralization of some elements of regional
distribution had begun by the Gila Butte phase. For example, the
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frequencies of shell at the Rock Ball Court Site at Gila Bend are very
nearly equivalent to those of the later and otherwise more distinguishe d
Gatlin Site in the same area.
Difference in regional access to exotic
commodities seem to have played a significant part in initiating the
process of economic differentia tion.
Nevertheles s, the full expression of the system of vertically
organized distributio n of commodities seems to have awaited the later
periods; it is argued here that population growth was significant in
this development , complicatin g problems of irrigation management and
perhaps of other managerial tasks as well. The levels in the Classic
period system seem to have included hierarchica lly organized platform
mound complexes, irrigation system communities , geographic subunits of
the central area divided by the Salt and Gila Rivers, the central system
as a whole, and a larger interaction sphere including economic
interaction with areas previously identifed as the Hohokam "periphery. "
The data presented here do not resolve the question of whether
levels above the platform mound community were centrally organized or
tied entirely by reciprocal bonds. Both, of course, may have coexisted.
The shell trade data do, however, suggest the presence of a higher level
of centralizat ion in exchange of that commodity. The Classic period
distributio n shows very little frequency decay with distances within the
central area and a smaller range of variation overall than in the
Preclassic. This is consistent with a system that is quite efficient in
distributio n and that furthermore involves few individual steps between
producer and consumer. The attrition that might be expected with downthe-line exchanges, even involving only the platform mound settlements
in a higher level of reciprocity network, does not seem to be present.
This higher level of centralizat ion, if it did indeed exist, could have
been found at the irrigation system level or the larger geographic unit
level. Consistency in regional trade relationship s at the unit level
are indicated by well bounded distributio ns of intrusive ceramics within
these units, lending some credibility to the notion that this might ha ve
been the primary level at which regional trade and the distributio n of
products of that trade operated, and by a spatial organizatio n of
settlements suggestive of centralizat ion at that level.
The decline of this system accompanied populdtion depl :-: tion at
the end of the Civano phase.
The SGA Project provides some evidence
that at this time the Hohokam may have fallen into a relationshi p to
other areas (most obviously the Tucson Basin and to a lesser extent the
Anasazi area to the north) not unlike that of the Preclassic
Papaguerian s to the Hohokam of that time.

Chapt er 7
CERAMIC VESSEL EXCHANGE IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA

Patri cia L. Crown

" • • • the ancie nt Hohok am seem to have felt much
the same
towar ds Calif ornia as do the prese nt day Arizo
nans" (Gladw in 1937: 6).
Large numbe rs of "intru sive" ceram ic objec ts have
been recov ered
from Salt-G ila Basin sites in south ern Arizo na,
and large numbe rs of
ceram ic objec ts appar ently produ ced in this area
occur in other portio ns
of Arizo na. A system atic exami nation of intru
sive vesse ls and sherd s
eithe r manu factur ed or found withi n the Hohok am
area shoul d provi de a
basis for discu ssing chang es in excha nge patte
rns throug h time.
Altho ugh there are some proble ms with recog nition
and inden tifica tion of
intru sives in both areas , it is impor tant to review
the data as they now
stand and attem pt some synth esis of this large
body of inform ation.

Intru sive Ceram ics Recov ered in the Core Area
The most diffi cult aspec t of exami ning intru sives
in any area
lies in distin guish ing those ceram ics which are
actua lly intru sive from
those that are local ly manu factur ed. Here local
manu factur e encom passes
all vesse ls produ ced withi n the Salt-G ila Basin
regio n, wheth er or not
they were actua lly produ ced at the sites in which
they were recov ered.
By contr ast, "intru sive" vesse ls were manu factur
ed outsid e this regio n.
Unfor tunate ly, some vesse ls produ ced outsid e of
the region are
super ficial ly indis tingu ishab le from those manu
factur ed withi n the
regio n. Often differ ences are recog nized only
throug h chemi cal or
petro graph ic analy ses.
Such analy sis clear ly canno t be perfor med on
every sherd , so that it is neces sary to trust
the knowl edge of the hosts
of labor atory perso nnel who have exami ned sherd
s and vesse ls from
Hohok am sites . At the least , it may be surmi sed
that varia bility
existe d in the perso nnel's abili ty to recog nize
and ident ify intru sive
sherd s. Often howev er, the sherd which is initia
lly recog nized as of
intru sive origi n is given close r atten tion in
ident ificat ion than other
sherd s. Becau se of the recog nizer s' unfam iliari
ty with the ceram ic
types , such sherd s are often taken to regio nal
exper ts to ident ify and
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identif icaquite regula rly submit ted to severa l differe nt experts for
to have
tion. We may thus expect sherds suspect ed of being foreign
origin .
local
of
receive d greater attenti on than those believe d to be
local
of
be
The dilemma of course comes with sherds believe d to
t full
manufa cture, which are actuall y of foreign produc tion. Withou
the
For
gnized.
scale reanal ysis, such sherds will remain unreco
types had
purpose s of this analys is, reporte d frequen cies of intrusi ve
to be accepte d.
Table 11.7.1 presen ts frequen cies of reporte d intrusi ve types
It can be seen from this
from sites located within the Salt-G ila Basin.
recover ed
that a wide variety of intrusi ve sherds and vessels have been
s.
vessel
in Salt-G ila Basin sites, a total of over 2081 sherds and 28
distinc t
The sherds represe nt a variety of time periods and spatia lly
area
Hohokam
cultura l groups , indicat ing moveme nt of vessels into the
areas.
nt
over a consid erable period of time from a number of differe
Table 11.7.2 conden ses the number of ceramic types in Table
types.
11.7.1 into 20 geograp hic areas typica lly associa ted with these
the
in
styles
and
ues
Our knowled ge of ceramic maufac turing techniq
vessels
Southw est would tend to sugges t that the intrusi ve sherds and
ere in
somewh
ctured
manufa
y
recover ed in the Hohokam area were actuall
in each
d
include
types
the
these genera lized areas. Table II. 7. 3 lists
areal catego ry.
in
Examin ation of this table reveale d consid erable differe nces
sites.
these
at
areas
frequen cies of intrusi ves from particu lar
contra sts in
Initial ly, visual inspec tion of these differe nces suggest ed
intrusi ves
of
tages
percen
ts
Table 11.7.4 presen
intrusi ves by drainag e.
ages
percent
total
and
counts
for sites along four drainag es along with
total
the
izes
summar
11.7.5
of intrusi ves for these areas, and Table
of
drainag e percen tages. These tables confirm ed the existen ce
area.
Hohokam
the
within
ves
intrusi
of
differe nces in the distrib ution
was
it
nces
differe
such
find
to
Since it was somewh at surpris ing
ility at
conside red importa nt to discern the locus of this spatial variab
various
in
data
these
of
lation
Manipu
as fine a level as possib le.
le,
combin ations, restric ted somewh at by the sample of sites availab
is
what
into
ility
variab
l
spatia
resulte d in a breakdo wn of the
form.
conside red the most meanin gful and curren tly interpr etable
Surpris ingly, this geogra phic breakdo wn coincid ed with the
drainag es as
drainag es, not with the drainag es as unifie rs, but with the
the Salt
of
north
sites
in
ed
bounda ries. Thus, the intrusi ves recover
of the
south
sites
in
ed
recover
River differ signifi cantly from those
of the
north
and
Salt
the
of
south
area
Sites found in the
Gila River.
in
shown
are
data
These
types.
other
yet
Gila produce d intrusi ves of
than
higher
with
types
ve
intrusi
those
lists
Table II.7.6. Table II.7.7
types
ng
remaini
the
of
list
a
with
along
area,
by
expecte d frequen cies
presen t in these areas.
Only eight differe nt "intrus ive areas" are represe nted in the
the Salt
610 intrusi ve sherds from sites located on the north side of
sites.
River. No Mogollo n brown ware was recover ed at any of these
types
Arizona
Western
and
o,
Colorad
Little
a,
K.ayent
Howeve r, most of the
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Table II. 7 . 2
SHERDS IN AREAL CATEGORIES BY SITE

Site Name or Number

Reference

Snaketown/Pioneer

Haur y 1976: 328

Snaketown/Colonial

Haury 1976 :328

20b

Haury 1976: 328

16.0
55a
24.0

Snaketown/Sedentary

2*

2

3~a

Silo

Chenhall 1967:29

4

AZ U:13:9A

Johnson 1964:153

1
33.0

49
82.0
68a
54.0
99b
43 . 0

3.o

5

14a

4.0
lOa
4.0

11.0
29a
13.0

6 .0

5
2.0

12.0

5
2.0
7
3.0

2
2.0
12a
5.0

4.0

5
2.0

2
2.0
1
0.4

6
3.0

127b
228f

11

73.0

1

1

33 . 0

Rodgers 1977:50

33 . 0

2
100 . 0

Buttes Dam
Beardsley Ca nal

Wasley and Benham
1968,265)

AZ T:3:4

Weed 1972:79

Westwing

Weaver 1974

23

Herskovitz 1981 :39

1

6

14.0

86.0

100.0
7

100 . 0
Doyel 1974
Doyel 1974

6

1

1
8.0

8.0

46 . 0

Joh nson 1964: 153
AZ U: 13 :11

Johnson 2964 : 158
Schroeder 1940: 114

Site 90
Villa Buena

4
31.0

3
16.0

6
32 . 0

7
37.0

Schroede r 1940: 115
Schroeder 1940: 116
Crown 1981 :148

Escalante

Doyel 1974

AZ U : 13:21-24

Haury 1976:202-205

123
28 . 0

10.0
1
0.2
1

Doyel 19 74

1

5.0

I
5.0

100.0
25
86.0
235
53 . 0

1
3.0
20a
5.0

1

5.0

30
7.0
lOb
11.0

7

28.0

15
3.0

19
4.0

443a

1+
1.0

78

97.0
2
27 . 0
12.0

Siphon Draw Site***
Frogtown

1

1

33 . 0

1

33.0

33.0

11

12
24.0

22 . 0

8
16.0

2
4.0

12
21.0
6
4.0

5.0
34
25.0

12
24 . 0

4

1

8.0

2.0

ChiadagSite
Saguaro Site

20
100.1
Gopherette Site

1

50.0
Junkyard Site
8

6 .0

El Polvorci'n

Haury 1946:106-8

7
13.0

39
13 . 0
4
7.0

5
2.0
5+
9.0

4
7.0

Antieau 1981 :158-160
Antieau 1981 :292

6

3.0
3
2.0

196
64.0
25
45.0
90d
61.0

1. 0
1
2.0
4
3.0

Andresen 1983

2.0
2
4.0

21
14.0

4."

2
3.0

136
7.0
6

308

36.0

5

55.0
Casa Grande
Comoound F

39
62.0
72
53.0
60
19.0
1
2.0

2

2

2

8.0

8.0
3
2.0

8.0
6a
4.0

l
1.0

9

6.0

33
**Percent
***Sites without references were analyzed by the author.

b.
c.

One Vessel
Two Vessels
Three Vessels

298
d.
f.
h.

Four Vessels
Six Vessels
Twelve Vessels

256

7

27.0

5

3

19.0

12 . 0

104

2.0

67.0
832

31

1
4.0
3
2.0

6

3

r>oa1

Table II.7.3
CERAMIC TYPES INCLUDED IN AREAL CATEGORIES

Tusayan-Kayenta

Cibola

Deadmans Black-on-red
Medicine Black-on-red
Tusayan Black-on-red
Tusayan Polychrome
Lino Gray
Kana-a Black-on-white
Kana-a Gray
Black Mesa
Flagstaff Black-on-white
Sosi Black-on-white
Tusayan Black-on-white

Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white
Red Mesa Black-on-white
Puerco Black-on-white
Reserve Black-on-white
Tularosa Black-on-white
Pinedale Black-on-white
Roosevelt Black-on-white
Cibola White Ware
Other Anasazi
Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified

Little Colorado
Holbrook Black-on-white
Padre Black-on-white
Walnut Black-on-white

Gray Ware
Black-on-white
Black-on-red
Polychrome

San Carlos

White Mountain

San Carlos Red-on-brown

St. Johns Polychrome
Pinedale Black-on-red
Pinedale Polychrome
Four Mile Polychrome

Tonto Basin
Salado Red
Forestdale

Mimbres
Forestdale Smudged
San Lorenzo Red-on-brown
Mogollon Red-on-brown
Three Circle Red-on-white
Mimbres Boldface Black-on-white
Mimbres Classic Black-on-white
Three Circle Neck Corrugated

Other Mogollon
San Francisco Red
Unidentified Red
Reserve Smudged
McDonald Corrugated
Alma Plain
Alma Neck Banded
Unidentified Corrugated
Unidentified Brown Ware
Mogollon Brown Ware
Unidentified Central Arizona

San Simon/San Pedro
Encinas/Dragoon Red-on-brown
Hohokam
Canada Del Oro Red-on-brown
Rillito Red-on-brown
Rincon Red-on-brown
Tanque Verde Red-on-brown
Unidentified Red-on-brown

Mexican
Trincheras Purple-on-red
Trincheras Polychrome
Nogales Polychrome
Red-on-brown
Red Ware
Brown Ware
Black Slip

Prescott
Verde Black-on-gray
Flagstaff

Western Arizona ,
Floyd Black-on-gray
Lower Colorado Buff
Other
Jeddito Black-on-yellow
Hopi Orange
Bidahochi Polychrome

Tucson Polychrome
Unidentified Intrusive Types
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Tabl e 1 1.7. 4
PERCENTAGES OF AREAL INTRUSIVES BY SITES WITH I N FOUR DRAINAGES

I
0
00
0

:,:

Gi la River
Snake town

Pioneer
Co l onial
Sedentary

AZ U : i3:9A
AZ U: 16 : 4 and

3.0

3.0
4.0

6.0

ll.O

2.0

2.0

54.0

24 . 0

4.0

2.0

13 . 0

5.0

3.0

43.0

33 . 4

33. 3

4.0

< 1. 0

2.0

100.0

AZ U: 15: 22

100 . 0

S idewind e r

78.0

22.0

AZ U: I): 9B

50 . 0

5o.oa

AZ U:1 3:21-24

g

12.0

88 . 0

Saguaro Site

100.0

Jones Ruin

100. 0
50 . 0

50.0
8.0

Las Casitas

46.0

Junkyard Site
Las Fosas

6.0

Esca l ance

1. 0

Cre we

3.0

2.4

33 . 3

15 : 76

Go pherette Site

12 . 0

82 . 0

16. 0b

8.0

1.0

1.0

4.0

Gila River Intrusives

2.0

15.0

o. 7

7.0

8.0

5.0
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Tabl e II. 7.5
PERCENTAGES OF AREAL INTRUSIVES FOR EACH DRAINAGE
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and all the Prescot t materia l came from these sites, in addition to a
higher than expected frequenc y of Tucson Basin Hohokam and smaller
amounts of Hopi and Cibola materia l. ~re we see a primary distribu tion
of intrusiv es from areas located to the north and west of the Salt
River.
By contras t, intrusiv es from north of the Salt occur only rarely
in sites south of the Gila. Here, Tonto Basin, San Carlos areas, and
other Mogollon (primar ily corrugat ed and plain ware types) occur in
greater than expected abundan ce.
True Anasazi (includi ng Hopi)
intrusiv es represen t less than 5 percent of the total assembl age.
Finally, it can be seen from these tables that sites between the
two rivers produced the greates t variety of intrusiv e types, a total
of
sixteen differen t intrusiv e "areas" (all but the Prescot t area)
represen ted in this assembl age. While virtuall y all areas are
represen ted, it is the Mogollon types from areas east of the Basin area
which are present in greates t numbers at these sites.
In order to examine how movemen t of intrusiv e vessels or sherds
might have changed through time, these data were further broken down
by
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WITHIN THE SALT-GILA BASIN
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Table II.7.7
AREAL INTRUSIVES FOUND IN THREE GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS
WITHIN THE SALT-GILA BASIN

Intrusive Ceramic Types Present in Higher Than Expected Frequencies
Between Rivers
Hopi
Cibola
*White Mountain Red Ware
)',Forest dale
Mimbres
San Pedro/San Simon
Other Mogollon
Mexican
-;',flagstaff

North of Salt
Kayenta
Little Colorado
;',Prescott
Hohokam
Other Anasazi
Western Arizona

South of Gila
Tonto Basin
San Carlos
Other

Other Types Present
Between Rivers

Hopi
Cibola

Kayenta
Little Colorado
Tonto Basin
San Carlos
Hohokam
Other Anasazi
Western Arizona
Other

Total
Areas

North of Salt

16

White Mountain
Kayenta
Hopi
Cibola
Mimbres
Hohokam
Other Anasazi
Mexican
San Pedro/San Simon
Other Mogollon
Western Arizona

8

100% of intrusives
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South of Gila

13
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time period. For this study, dates for ceramics provided by Breternitz
(1966) were used whenever available. Dates from types not included in
his study were taken from available literature. These dates for the
types were then correlated with the traditional dates for the Salt-Gila
Basin Hohokam types (Haury 1976). No attempt was made to correlate the
local red-on-buff ceramic types with these intrusives, since the purpose
of this exercise was to see during what time periods ceramics produced
in other areas were brought in to the Hohokam domain rather than when
they were ultimately deposited.
However, evidence suggested close
correspondence between red-on-buff and intrusive types. When intrusive
types were dated to a time period overlapping more than one Hohokam
phase, the sherds of these types were added to the counts for both
phases. The totals used to obtain percentages of areal intrusives by
Hohokam phase were thus considerably higher than the actual number of
sherds from those areas.
This strategy applied only to sherds which
spanned two phases. Types spanning more than two phases and undated or
unidentified types were eliminated from consideration here.
Figure II.7.1 presents histograms of areal intrusives correlated
with red-on-buff sequence phases listed.
It can be seen from this that
no consistent pattern exists in the frequency with which intrusives from
other areas occurred in the Hohokam domain.
Intrusives from most areas
occurred in greatest abundance during the Sacaton phase, while those
from the Cibola/White Mountain and Tucson Basin areas peaked during the
Civano/Polvor6n phases. The histogram of total intrusives by phase
reveals a steady increase in intrusives through time, but this trend is
in part due to the sample of sites excavated in the area (primarily
Classic and post-Classic periods), and also due to the large number of
Classic and post-Classic period intrusives from the Tucson Basin
occurring at these sites. As shown in Figure II.7.2, which presents
relative frequencies of areal intrusives by time period, Tucson Basin
ceramics replace Mimbres and Kayenta types as the most abundant intrusives through time.
It should be noted here that several investigators
have suggested that some of these "intrusive" red-on-brown Classic or
post-Classic period ceramics were actually manufactured locally (Weed
1972; Doyel 1974; Masse 1976; Crown 1981a; Antieau 1981).
If, for
instance, one-half of the 233 red-on-brown ceramics recovered from
Las Colinas were locally manufactured as suggested, then the number of
intrusives from the Tucson Basin coming into the Salt-Gila Basin during
the Soho, Civano, and Polvor6n phases is substantially reduced.
However, because local manufacture of these ceramics has not been
demonstrated and the numbers of local versus intrusive red-on-browns not
established, it is not possible to separate these types at the present
time. For this reason, all red-on-browns were considered to be
intrusives.
Combining the information on intrusive area of origin with area
of recovery and types, it is possible to discern patterns in the
interactions between areas through time. Figures II.7.3 through 11.7.6
present generalized views of areas of origin and ultimate destinations
for the intrusives by period or phase for the Salt-Gila Basin. The
"areas of origin" are based on current understandings of where these
artifacts were manufactured and are generally large areas in which such
ceramics occur as "local" products.
It should be noted that only the
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"datable" ceramics included in Figure II. 7 .1 were used to produce these
figures. A brief review of these figures is indicated .
During the Colonial phase, the only datable intrusive s reaching
the area north of the Salt River came from the Tusayan-K ayenta area.
These types also reached the area between the rivers in addition to
Cibola white wares and Mimbres decorated and utilitaria n types.
South
of the Gila, only Hohokam red-on-bro wn ceramics from the Tucson Basin
area occur.
It should be reemphasi zed that only the datable decorated
and plain ware ceramics are included in this interpret ation. Types such
as San Francisco Red and Forestdal e Plain also occurred but may date to
virtually any phase and are thus not included here. Additiona l Mogollon
types in particula r (such as brown corrugate d and plain ware types) have
such apparentl y widesprea d areas of manufactu re that it was not possible
to indicate a single geographi c area of origin.
The Sedentary period shows much the same pattern, although
additiona l areas provided intrusive ceramics during this time.
In
addition to the areas represent ed during the Colonial, ceramics from the
Prescott, Tucson Basin, and Little Colorado areas occurred north of the
Salt, while San Pedro/San Simon and Tucson Basin ceramics occurred in
the central area, and Mimbres and San Pedro/San Simon ceramics also
occurred south of the Gila. The highest frequenci es of ceramics from
most areas reached the Basin during this time period.
During the ensuing Soho phase, frequenci es of ceramics from all
but one area dropped drastical ly. Nonethele ss, substanti al numbers of
Tucson Basin Red-on-bro wn ceramics occur in sites with Soho componen ts,
although these sites also have Civano component s and may actually date
to this phase. Tucson Basin ceramics reached all three areas. Little
Colorado, Kayenta/T usayan, and Prescott area ceramics still reached the
sites on the north bank of the Salt; Mimbres ceramics occur in sites
south of the Gila; and ceramics from all these areas, except the Little
Colorado and Prescott regions, occurred in the area between the two
rivers, in addition to Cibola/Wh ite Mountain ceramics.
This picture changes drastical ly during the Civano and Polvor6n
phases, when identifie d intrusive s from sites in the Salt-Gila Basin
reach their greatest frequency , but the areas represent ed by these
ceramics are different from those represent ed in earlier time periods.
North of the Salt River only Hopi and Tucson Basin ceramics occur, the
Tucson Basin material in considera bly higher than expected frequenci es.
South of the Gila River, Tonto Basin, San Carlos area, Hopi and Tucson
Basin ceramics occur, Tonto Basin and San Carlos material in higher than
expected frequenci es.
All this material occurs in the central area, in
addition to Cibola/Wh ite Mountain ceramics. The sherds from the
Cibola/Wh ite Mountain and Hopi areas occur in higher than expected
frequenci es in the central area.
The results of this study indicate different ial distribut ion of
intrusive ceramics from areas throughou t Arizona and into New Mexico.
The study also reveals a shift through time in the areal intrusive s most
commonly associate d with these areas. Prior to the Classic period
intrusive s tended to occur within the Hohokam domain in those places in
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closest proximity to the source of those intrusives. Thus, northern
intrusives occur on the north side of the Salt River, southern on the
south side of the Gila River, and eastern in the central area. In
addition, however, northern and southern intrusives occur in this
central area, which thus contains the greatest variety of intrusive
types. During the Soho phase the entire Salt-Gila Basin experienced a
drop in total intrusives from most areas, but the same areas were still
interacting during this phase. Finally in the Civano and Polvor6n
phases the focus of intrusives exchange changed. Intrusive types were
more evenly distributed across the Hohok.am domain, with the northern
Hopi types and southern Tucson Basin Hohokam types occurring in all
three portions of the Salt-Gila Basin. The eastern Tonto Basin and San
Carlos types occurred south of the Gila and in the central area. Only
the Cibola/Whit e Mountain area continued to be represented only in a
single geographic area: the central portion of the Basin between the two
rivers. Interesting ly though, proximity to source no longer seems to
have influenced where the highest proportion of areal intrusives
occurred. For instance, the northern Hopi types occurred in higher than
expected frequencies in the area between the rivers, the southern Tucson
Basin Hohok.am types in the area north of the Salt and the eastern Tonto
Basin and San Carlos types in the area south of the Gila. The reasons
for such a change in distributio n are not immediately clear. However,
it is clear that the earlier patterns no longer prevailed, but that the
area between the rivers still received the greatest variety of intrusive
types.
The Hopi types occur at few sites: Las Colinas, Los Muertos,
El Polvor6n (AZ U:15:59), Casa Grande (Compound F), and Las Casitas.
Interesting ly, those sites with Hopi intrusives which have independent
dates (from archaeomagn etic samples), also appear to have had late
Civano or Polvor6n phase occupations . Las Colinas has several-archaeomagn etic dates falling after A.D. 1350 (Hammack and Hammack 1981:
36-37); as does El Polvor6n (Sires 1983c), and a single structure hearth
at Las Casitas (Doyel 1974: 269). A Hopi vessel from Casa Grande has
been identified as Awatovi Black-on-ye llow made after 1325 (Andresen
1981:141). Sites occupied earlier in the Civano phase, such as
Las Fosas (AZ U: 15: 19), lack such Hopi ma teria:l. Overall, this evidence
suggests that Hopi material was widely traded late in the Civano phase
or during the Polvor6n phase, and this evidence may provide support for
future identificati ons of late Civano or Polvor6n phase sites in the
Hohok.am area (see also Hayden 1957: 129).

Hohokam Intrusives Recovered Outside the Salt-Gila Basin
The examination of ceramics from outside the Salt-Gila Basin
occurring within the Basin revealed changes through time in the patterns
of exchange with other areas of the Southwest, and the examination of
ceramics in the Salt-Gila Basin manufacture d outside the Basin revealed
similar patterning. Initially, this study was undertaken with the hope
that an in-depth examination of Hohok.am types in well-dated contexts
outside of the Basin would provide the basis for further understandi ng
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of the dating of these types (Crown and Sires, Chapter 1, Part II, this
volume). Unfortunately, it is a quirk of archaeological context that
almost all Hohokam intrusives in well-dated contexts are plain ware or
unidentified decorated types, while all identified decorated types are
in undated contexts. However, the collection of these data provided a
large body of information for investigating problems of exchange in
intrusives.
As with the intrusives found in the Basin, recognition and
identification of Hohokam red-on-buff types is dependent on the
knowledge of the investigators at particular sites. Once again it is
likely that many of these Basin sherds received greater attention due to
their unusudl nature in the assemblage. However, many Basin sherds were
probably not recognized as Hohokam products, particularly outside of
Some could quite plausibly have been viewed as
southern Arizona.
misfired or poorly finished local products. Nevertheless, over 8871
sherds identified as of Salt-Gila Basin Hohokam manufacture have been
identified in other portions of Arizona, as well as New Mexico, Nevada,
Taken together, these form an adequate sample
California, and Mexico.
for an initial investigation of Hohok.am vessel exchange.

The attempt was made to include as many sites with artifacts
identified as Hohokam red-on-buff ceramics as possible. However,
In particular,
certain areas were not included in the investigation.
would have
it
Although
included.
not
were
sites in the Tucson Basin
been possible to examine occurrences of Salt-Gila Basin sherds in later
sites there, the earlier material from the two areas is indistinguishSites in western Arizona identified as
able and therefore not used.
Hohokam were also not included in the analysis, although any from this
area identified as Patayan were. A few Papaguerian sites form the
sample from southern Arizona, but only sherds identified as of Salt-Gila
For the northern
Basin manufacture were included in the analysis.
Arizona sites, the detailed reevaluation of many assemblages by Fish and
others (1980) aided in providing counts of Hohokam products as opposed
to local materidls.
Table II. 7. 8 presents sherds from each site by area, and Figure
II. 7. 7 shows the locations of these sites. Table II. 7. 9 summarizes the
percentage data for all areas. Unfortunately, as with the Basin
intrusive data, investigators often reported only the presence of
intrusives, but not the frequencies. Nonetheless, the relative
frequencies presented are probably accurate indicators of the actual
frequencies. Although the "eastern" area has the highest number of
reported intrusives, this may be a result of greater numbers of
excavations in this area (and the northern area also) than in the
southern and western areas.
Examining the types of ceramics present, it is clear that plain
ware sherds occur with greatest regularity in all areas but western
Arizona where the sample (66 sherds) of reported intrusives is far from
In the remaining areas, plain ware sherds form 74 to 82
adequate.
percent of the assemblages. Because it is not possible to place these
plain ware sherds temporally, it is not possible to evaluate the
relative frequency of decorated to plain ware sherds through time for
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these assemblages. Unfortunately also, the form of the vessel
represented was typically unidentifiable for plain ware sherds, so that
it was not possible to evaluate tl1e relative frequency of bowls to jars
in the assemblages. Accurate information on relative frequencies of
vessel forms and types would have permitted assessment of the representativeness of these intrusive sherds found in other areas. For instance,
with such information it would have been possible to evaluate whether
more plain ware jars were exchanged into these areas than occur in a
"typical" Hohokam assemblage.
Such questions cannot be answered given
available data, and this fact severely limits our ability to interpret
the function of intrusive vessels in the exchange network.
Although functional interpretation of the data was not possible,
it was feasible to examine changes in frequencies of datable intrusives
through time for these areas. By utilizing only identifiable decorated
and other datable intrusives (Vahki Plain, Sacaton Red, and Gila Red),
relative frequencies of intrusives through time were evaluated for these
areas. All datable ceramics for each area were then combined and
relative frequencies by phase calculated. Since there was no way to
distinguish Soho from Civano phase Hohokam ceramics, all were combined
for Classic period estimates. Figure II.7.8 presents histograms by time
period for all areas.
The precise time represented by each phase is in
dispute, but the basic ceramic sequence appears sound, whatever the
duration of each time period.
From these histograms, it can be seen
that recognizable and datable intrusives occurred with greatest
frequency in the Santa Cruz phase in the western area, in the Sacaton
phase in the northern and eastern areas, and in the Classic in the
southern area.
The severe drop in trade in all areas but the south
during the Classic may reflect reality, but may also be a product of the
widespread occurrence of polished red ware durir;g this period.
Red ware
(and perhaps even polychromes) actually manufactured in the Basin might
well have gone unrecognized in other areas.
Examining the histograms of total frequencies of Basin
intrusives found in Arizona sites, it is clear that a gradual increase
in intrusives peaked during the Sacaton phase, and then fell to Pioneer
period levels during the Classic period. Likewise, the histogram of
relative frequencies of those intrusives found in other areas (Figure
11.7.9), illustrates how the northern and eastern focus of trade changed
to a southern focus during the Classic period.

Evaluating Exchange in Intrusive Ceramics

It is interesting to examine the flow of vessels into and out of
the Basin.
In doing this we are again making assumptions about sample
reliability. However, in the absence of contrary information, the
interpretations presented here are based on current knowledge and are
subject to revision as more sites are reported in the literature.
Several observations can be made concerning the data already
presented. First of all, areas of origin for the intrusive ceramics
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occurring within the Basin are for the most part the same areas in which
ceramics from the Salt-Gila Basin occur. The most notable exceptions
are the Mimbres and Kayenta areas, which are discussed in greater detail
below.
Second, areas exist in which no intrusives from the Salt-Gila
Basin are known to have occurred and which are not represented by
intrusive ceramics from Salt-Gila Basin sites. Finally, the greatest
frequency of recognized intrusive exchange during the Preclassic is with
the areas north and east of the Salt-Gila Basin. During the Classic
period, this focus changed to the south, at least for intrusives
occurring within the Basin (as stated, Salt-Gila Basin intrusives in
sites in the Tucson Basin and environs were not examined for this
study).
These data imply that the distributio n of intrusives within and
outside the Basin was far from haphazard and that it holds some
significanc e for our understandin g of the interrelatio ns between these
areas. Further examination of the data should provide additional
insight into these interrelatio nships. Three problem areas are of
immediate interest. First, by what means did this exchange occur'?
Second, why were ceramics exchanged between these areas? Finally, how
did the exchange of these artifacts change in frequency or context
through time and why did such changes occur? In order to address these
questions, it is necessary to reexamine the data presented above.
In
the discussion which follows, three assumptions concerning these data
will be made: that the intrusives recovered to date are a representative group of all the intrusives which occurred in these areas in
particular time periods; that intrusives indicate contact, direct or
indirect, between groups; and that the frequencies of intrusives found
indicate to some degree the frequency of contact between groups.

Means of Exchange

Comparing the temporal information tor the two sets of data by
area (Fig. II. 7 .10), several trends become apparent. Basin intrusives
exchange into northern sites occurred with greatest frequency during the
Sacaton phase. Likewise, northern intrusives occurred with greatest
regularity in the Basin during the Sacaton phase. Primary differences
in the distributio n of intrusives in these areas occur earlier and
later: Hohokam ceramics have a high frequency of occurrence in time
periods equivalent to Pioneer and Gila Butte contexts, dropping in
frequency during the Santa Cruz and disappearin g in the Classic. By
contrast, Kayenta, Hopi, Flagstaff, and Prescott intrusives appear only
during the Santa Cruz phase, peak during the Sacaton, disappear for most
of the Classic period, and then are represented strongly again during
the late Civano or Polvor6n phases by Hopi material.
Salt-Gila Bas.in intrusives occurring in southern sites (with the
exception of Tucson Basin sites) peaked during the Classic, just as
Tucson Basin red-on-brow n intrusives did in the Salt-Gila Basin.
However, proportiona tely more material from the Basin occurs in outside
sites than outside material in Basin sites.
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While north ern and south ern areas tend to show
some intern a l
consi stenc y in intru sive excha nge, the easte rn
area does not. A large
numbe r of intrus ives from the Basin occur in sites
in easte rn Arizo na,
begin ning in the Pione er peri od, peakin g in the
Sacat on, and great ly
dimin ishing in numbe rs durin g the Class ic. By
contr ast, it is durin g
the Class ic period that sherd s from this area
reach their great est
freque ncy in the Salt-G ila Basin .
This is the only area in which
occur rence s of intru sives by time period appea
r to have been so
unbal anced , with easte rn intru sives incre a sing
dram atical ly durin g the
Class ic in the Basin , while Basin intru sives decr
e ase dram atical ly
durin g the Class ic in the easte rn sites .
It is hard to evalu ate what these trend s might
indic ate about
chang es in intru sive excha nge throug h time.
Figur e 11.7.1 1 prese nts
compo site histog rams of relati ve frequ encie s of
intru sives in these
areas throug h time.
On the basis of these data, it appea rs that the
focus of intru sive excha nge both into and out
of the Basin was toward
the north and east durin g the Precl assic , and
shifte d to the south
durin g the Class ic. Weste rn Arizo na sites have
only rarely been
excav ated and repor ted on, but the pauci ty of
weste rn Arizo na ceram ics
in the Salt-G ila Basin itsel f appea rs genui ne.
This type of
distri butio n sugge sts defin ite direc tiona lity
in the movem ents of
intru sives into and out of the Salt-G ila Basin
. Furth ermor e, evide nce
from the distri butio n of intru sives withi n the
Basin indic ates that all
areas withi n the Basin did nut receiv e equiv alent
frequ encie s of
intru sives .
In fact, this distri butio n of intru sives makes
it quite
clear that the areas of the Basin eithe r did not
have equal acces s to
intru sives from other areas of the South west,
or did not take advan tage
of equiv alent acces s to these items . Given that
intru sives from the
Basin occur in rough ly tlle same areas which sent
intru sives into the
Basin , it is inter estin g to specu late on wheth
er or not the intru sives
in these other areas of Arizo na tended to origin
ate in speci fic portio ns
of the Salt-G ila Basin . For instan ce, Hohok am
intru sives in the
Flags taff and Presc ott areas may have origin ated
in the sites locate d on
the north bank of the Salt River , while those
in east- centr al Arizo na
may have origin ated in the area betwe en the two
river s. While we can
only be certa in that one portio n of this direc
tiona l excha nge actua lly
occur red, it seems likely that the occur rence
of such areal ly restri cted
and speci fic intru sives withi n the Basin indic
ates reaso nably clear cut
excha nge relati onshi ps with these areas . The
quest ion then becom es one
of why excha nge was restr icted geogr aphic ally
both withi n and outsid e of
the Basin .
Exami ning first the occur rence of intru sives in
restri cted areas
withi n the Basin , we can state that the Salt and
Gila river s may have
repre sente d physi cal barri ers that were not cross
ed. Howev er, given the
fact that north ern mater ial did occur south of
the Salt and south ern
mater ial north of the Gila it canno t have been
the case that the river s
were comp lete barri ers to excha nge. Nor does
such an expla nation seem
plaus ible, parti cular ly given the gener al homog
eneity in mater ial
cultu re found over this regio n.
Some sort of excha nge and comm unicat ion
acros s these drain ages must have occur red.
It is parti cular ly unlik ely
that ceram ics that had by some means been moved
hundr eds of kilom eters
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from their source could not then be passed on across these
drainag es.
The barrier must then have been cultura l in origin rather than
physic al.
It is possibl e that the inhabi tants in areas of the Salt-G ila
Basin had strong aversio ns to particu lar intrusi ve types and
simply did
not gain access to them.
It seems unlikel y howeve r that place of
residen ce relativ e to a drainag e would so strongl y correla te
with taste.
Rather, it seems most likely that the cultura l barrie r, the
correla tion
of intrusi ves with geograp hic areas, was th2 produc t of exchang
e
network s which did not cross these drainag es.
Positin g such exchang e
network s does not necess itate positin g restric tive or compet
itive
trading system s, althoug h these may have existed .
It simply appears to
have been the case that exchang e in ceramic s followe d definit
e network s
which coincid ed with the drainag es.
It is quite likely in fact that
exchang e network s within the Basin involve d sites connec ted
by
irrigat ion systems at the lowest level, and such network s would
thus
correla te with sides of the drainag es.
At any rate in the Precla ssic period s, the area north of the
Salt River receive d ceramic s from norther n and western Arizon
a, the area
south of the Gila River from souther n Arizon a, and the centra
l area from
eastern Arizona and western New Mexico .
The occurre nce of some
intrusi ves in the centra l area between the two rivers from
the north and
south sugges ts either that the centra l area had a more encomp
assing
exchang e network or that some slopove r occurre d between this
area and
the areas north of the Salt and south of the Gila.
It seems most
probab le that in fact some exchang e did occur across the defined
networ ks.
How did the intrusi ves reach these destina tions? One way to
conside r this problem is to examine histori cally docume nted
(or implied )
trails and trading routes. Figure 11.7.12 presen ts these routes
(Rogers
1929, 1941; Sauer 1932; Gifford 1932; Farmer 1935; Hrand 1938; Colton
1941; Sample 1950; Schroed er 1961; Hayden 1972; Riley 197 6, 1980; Wood
n.d.). Many of the routes travers ed areas from which intrusi
ves came.
Althoug h these may not have been the specifi c trails by which
intrusi ve
vessels came to the Hohokam region , such histori cally docume
nted trails
provide evidenc e for contac t between areas.
In light of this, it is particu larly interes ting to compare
these trails with sites which had Salt-G ila Basin intrusi ves.
As shown
in Figure 11.7.12 , the docume nted routes coincid ed remark ably
well with
the occurre nce of the Hohokam i r1trusiv e cerami cs. This finding
sugges ts
that the routes may have greater tempor al depth than is genera
lly
ascribe d to them. Such a conclu sion is far from surpris ing,
howeve r,
since histori c trails tend to follow geograp hic paths of least
resista nce which would presum ably have remaine d constan t for
centur ies.
It thus seems probab le that most of the Hohokam red-on- buff ceramic s
found outside the Basin were moved along establi shed networ
ks, and that
the intrusi ve ceramic s found within the Basin arrived along
the same
routes.
Areas not as clearly travers ed by docume nted trails include
the
Forestd ale, Black River, Mimbre s, and San Simon branche s of
the Mogollo n
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area. All these are areas which produced ceramics occurring primarily
in the central Basin between the two rivers. Ceramics from these areas
probably entered the Basin via tributaries of the two major drainages,
and then down the drainages to the central area. The red-on-buff
ceramics found in these areas probably moved out of the Basin by the
same route. While it is not difficult to speculate on the physical
means by which these ceramics reached their destinations, the precise
reasons for this network and the personnel involved in moving the
artifacts are still open to inquiry.

Ceramics as Items of Exchange

Ceramics would not appear to represent particularly appropriate
items of exchange because they are bulky, nonflexible, breakable
objects. Although it is possible that nesting would permit easier
movement of large numbers of bowls, jars could not be nested yet appear
in intrusive assemblages with some regularity. A question of continuing
interest then is whether the pots themselves were items of exchange or
were merely containers for items of exchange. One means of approaching
this problem is to view other trade items which appear with the
It is particularly instructive to view the Hohokam ceramics
ceramics.
frequencies in more "remote" areas of the Southwest.
low
in
found
Sherds of Sacaton Red-on-buff vessels were found at two sites on the
California coast near Los Angeles: Redondo Beach (Gladwin and Gladwin
1935: 204) and Big Tujunga Wash (Walker 1951: 116). In southern Nevada,
at least four sites have Hohokam plain ware sherds (Gladwin and Gladwin
In New Mexico, very few Hohokam sherds have been reported:
1935: 206).
tentatively one from Tularosa Cave (Martin and others 1952: 52) in westcentral New Nexico, and one Casa Grande Red-on-buff she rd from Burro
Steven A.
Springs Site 1 in the Mimbres area (Fitting 1973: 43).
LeBlanc has informed me that he has not seen a single Hohokam sherd from
the Mimbres area, although he has heard of Hohokam material from sites
From Mexico, relatively few
along the western edge of the Mimbres area.
Hohokam sherds have been reported from Mexico. These include Sacaton
Red-on-buff sherds from Tinaja Romero and Punta Perrasco (additional
sherds came from this site) along the Gulf of California (Hayden 1972);
four plain ware sherds from Casas Grandes (Di Peso 1974: 150); and
"some" material collected by Lumholtz near Sonoita (ives 1971: 8).
The intrusives found in California and Mexico were found at the
coast, and in both cases these were found in proximity to known or
The Los Angeles area is at the end of the
proposed trade routes.
historic Mohave trade route (Rogers 1929; Farmer 1935; Sample 19j0),
which was apparently in use by A.D. 1542 for collecting shell.
Likewise, the sherds found at the Gulf ot California in Sonora were
recovered from the Adair Bay area along a trail described by Hayden
(1972). Hayden has suggested that this route was used primarily to
obtain shell, although it has also been proposed that salt was gathered
at the Gulf of California by Hohokam who used this route (Fontana 1965:
The associdtion of sherds with suspected trade routes suggests
65, 95).
that the Hohokam material found at these places was associated with the
This interpretation of these artifactual
use of these trading routes.
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associations has be2n suggested previously (Hayden 1972; Haury 1976:
307). It is possible that tne vessels were exchanged for other goods at
these locales. However, given the low frequency of vessels found along
the Califoraia or Gulf of California coasts, Hohokam vessels do not seem
to have been commonly exchanged for local products.
It would seem more
likely that the vessels were broken or lost or possibly exchanged on
isolated occasions. Ti1ese vessels may, in fact, have been used as
containers for other goods transported on these routes. The low
frequency of vessels found in these locations suggests that they were
not the items of exchange themselves, but deposited as a by-product of
other exchange activities.
Extrapolating from this situation, it seems plausible that many
if not all the Hohokam ceramics found outside the Salt-Gila Basin were
deposited as by-products of trading activities in these areas.
It is
interesting to speculate on whether the vessels themselves were the
items exchanged, or merely containers for items of exchange.
While there is a high incidence of Hohokam plain ware in the
assemblage of intrusives found outside the area, it is somewhat doubtful
that these ce ~amics were exchanged for their aesthetic appeal.
Some of
the decorated ceramics may indeed have been considered intrinsically
valuable, but these formed only 21 percent of Lie total intrusives
believea to have originated in the Salt-Gila Basin. These figures do in
general reflect ~he frequency of red-on-buff sherds in average site
assemblages for the Preclassic periods. It thus seems unlikely that the
maJority of these ceramics were exchanged as objects themselves. By
contrast, 80 percent of the intrusives recovered within the Basin are
decorated and an additional 12 perceut are red ware. However, these
figures are probably inflated by the absence of identified plain ware
intrusives from the Tucson Basin. Given the influx of Tucson Basin redon-brown sherds into the Salt-Gila Basin during the Classic period, it
would be surprising to find no plain ware from that area in the SaltGila Basin. Since, Tucson Basin plain ware is macroscopically
indistinguishable from Salt-Gila Basin plain ware, it probably has just
not been detected in the assemblages. If we eliminate this material
from the assemblage and only consider Anasazi and Mogollon types,
figures of 68 percent decorated, 26 percent red ware and 6 percent plain
ware are obtained. A relative frequency of only 6 percent plain ware is
widely divergent from recorded frequencies at any known Mogollon or
Anasazi sites. This high incidence of decora.ted types among the
intrusives coming into the Basin differs to such a degree from the
incidence of decorated types leaving the Basin that it would be
difficult to interpret these vessels as having had the same function in
the exchange system. It is much more plausible that tile ceramics coming
into the Basin, particularly from the north and east, had intrinsic
value. This is not to say that the vessels were not also used to
trans~ort other goods, but given that plain ware would have held the
contents as well, it seems likely that the decorated vessels were indeed
prized by the Hohokam.
It is certainly the case that more whole intrusive vessels have
been recovered within the Basin than outside it, and most of these whole
vessels were recovered from cremation contexts. The cremation recovery
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contexts suggest that ~he intrusive vessels were viewed as appropriate
burial "furniture" whatever their initial function within the exchange
system.
It is interesting to note that, in thuse SGA l'roJect sites
where the majority of the site was excavated, only a few fragments of
intrusive vess e ls were found.
Given the excavation techniques and
screening, if the remainder of these vessels were deposited at the site,
we would expect to have recovered more uf che vessel pieces. This
finding suggests tbat intrusive sherds were valued and may have been
originally brought to the site as sherds rai..l1er dian as vessels.
Alternatively, the remainder of the vessels from which the sherds came
may have been curated wl1en the site was abandoned, or picked up after
abandonment by travellers through these areas. Two of -che intrusive
sherds recovered on SGA Project sites had been worked after breakage,
perhaps another indication of ti1e intrinsic value of these foreign
ceramics to these people.
It would seem valuable at ttlis juncture to inquire about the
magnitude of vessel exchange in tile prehistoric Southwest. Rather
sizable quantities of intrusive sherds occur outside their place of
origin in the Salt-Gila Basin, but given the number of sherds a vessel
may produce, it is possible that actual intrusive vessel counts would be
significantly lower than appears to be suggested by the sh~rd counts.
Although available published data do not permit us to evaluate this
problem for all tlohokam sites, the intrusive sherds from sites on the
SGA Project were all laid out and minimum and maximum vessel counts
derived by examining these (Table II.7.10). From this information, it
can be seen that the actual number of vessels represented at some of the
sites is considerably lower than would be suggested by the sherd counts.
For L.1stance, the Polvor6n phase site of El Polvor6n (AZ U:15:59)
produced the highest number of intrusive sherds of any SGA Project site
(308), but only a max imum of 39 intrusive vessels were repr;;;sented. At
sites with smaller numbers of intrusives, the actual number of vessels
represenLed was roughly equivalent with tL1e number of intrusive sherds
present. At sites with larger numbers of intrusives, intrusive vessel
counts were 8-38 percent of the sherds counts.
Such a drastic reduction
in counts suggests that the actual number of vessels brought into the
Salt-Gila liasin from outside this area was significantly lower than the
sherds counts alone would imply. The SGA Project sample is sizable,
representing over l8 ~ercent of the intrusives recovered in the Basin to
date and reported here.
If a simi~ar ratio of vessels to sherds (0.22)
existed for the entire sample of intrusives, then only 449 vessels would
be represented by the 2051 sherds reported.
It seems unlikely that the
figure is actually this low, but even if all the sherds represented
individual vessels, the total vessel countfor all the sites reported
(bocil sherds and whole vessels) would only amount to 2079 vessels. This
may seem like a high number, but spread over approximately 800 years of
exchange, the actual number of vessels brought into the area in any year
would be relatively small. This would be particularly true prior to the
Classic period, to which over half of the sherds date.
It is interesting also to assess the forms of vessels represented in the SGA Project assemblage, a task it was not possible to
perform with most published data. Given minimum vessel counts, a bowl
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to jar ratio of 1.93 was derived. According to these figures then,
almost two intrusive bowls occur in this assemblage for every one jar.
To summarize, it would appear from these data that most of the
ceramics leaving the Salt-Gila Basin were primarily plain ware of low
intrinsic value and probably contained other goods of greater value. By
contrast, vessels brougt1t into the Basin were primarily decorated and
r2d ware of probable high intrinsic value. Data from SGA Project sites
indicate a preponderance of bowls in the intrusive assemblage at these
sites. A subjective impression derived from published photographs of
intrusive sherds and vessels from sites in Lhe Basin would support the
notion that most of the intrusive vessels from other sites were bowls
and that most of the jars recovered were small jars, pitchers, or
canteens rather than jars suitable for carrying quantities of goods. It
seems most reasonabLe to conclude from this that the vessels bought into
the Salt-Gila Basin had high value themselves and were quite likely the
object of exchange rather than containers for valuable contents.
Ceramics thus do not seem to have had the same roles as exchange items
leaving the Basin as opposed to arriving in tne Basin.
A number of items might have been transported in the Hohokam
vessels. However, given the breakable nature and weight of ceramics, it
is logical to assume tnat vessels w2re used to transport items only when
necessary. The only clear category of item that would require this type
of containment would be a liquid or fine-grained solid. Two possible
exchange items which would have value and would require this type of
containment would be saguaro wine and fine-grained salt.
Having established clear differences in the types of intrusives
found within the HohoKam region, differences in the relative quantities
of intrusives entering and leaving the Basin, and differences in the
functions of the vessels in the exchange systems, it is now time to
examine more closely the nature of the exchange systems and how these
might have cnanged through time.
Several issues are of concern here:
the role of ~ndividual sites in the exchange of intrusives, the
devlopment of the exci.1ange systems, and the reasons for changes in the
exchange of intrusives through time.

The Role of Individual Sites in the Exchange of Intrusives

Within Lile Salt-Gila Basin large numbers of sites exhibit some
quantities of intrusive ceramics. The differences in the types of
intrusives found in different geographic areas have been discussed, but
the specific ways in which intrusives reached sites have not been. It
was suggested above that within the three geographic areas, exchange
networks probably involved sites connecc~d by irrigation systems. If
this were indeed the case, more complete data from individual irrigation
networks might revedl variability in intrusives between networks on the
same sides of the river. While such data are not available at the
present time, it is possible to consider the role of site function in
intrusive exchange. Did individuals at individual sites journey out to
accumulate intrusives or were tbese redistribuLed from a central point'?
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One way of addressing ttlis question is to look at tl1e relative
frequencies of intrusives relative to site function. Table II.7.11
presents relative frequencies of intrusives for Hohokam sites. Sites
with ballcourts or platform mounds are designated as such. This was
done on the assumption that such features represent some form of
community structure uniting an area beyond the site itself. We might
expect chat sites with such features would have greater control of
exchange items or greater participaton in the exchange network than
other sites. This does not seem to have been the case however. As
shown in Table II.7.11, date of occupation appears to have more to do
with relative frequency of intrusives than site ~ype. Thus four of the
first seven sites listed have Polvor6n phase components, and two more
have Civano phase components. None of the nine sites with the lowest
percentages of intrusives has a Civano or Polvor6n phase component.
Either within or prior to the Polvor6n phase, however, there is no
clearcut relationship between site size, presence of ballcourt or
platform mound, and percent of intrusives.
In addition, there does not
appear to be any relationship between percentage of intrusives and site
location. Given that the intrusives were entering these locations from
radically different geographic areas, such a finding is somewhat
surprising, for it suggests that rates of exchange were roughly
equivalent despite differing exchange networks.
There is thus no direct evidence for centralized redistribution
of intrusives from larger sites. However, given the low frequency of
these items within tt1e sites, and tile small sample of excavated sites,
it would be premature to suggest a particular mode of exchange for
networks within tile Basin.
It is clear however, ttlat geographicallyspecific networks did exist. In addition, it appears that sites with
late components in general and Polvor6n phase components in particular
tended to have the highest frequencies of intrusives regardless of site
function or location.

The Development of Exchange Networks in the Salt-Gila Basin

The correlation between site location and types of intrusives
seems to have had a long history. While few Pioneer period components
have been excavated, in Pioneer period contexts at Snaketown the
majority (82 percent) of the sherds recovered are of Mogollon types.
Tusayan White and Gray wares also occur in Snaketown Pioneer period
contexts but in lower frequencies. At the same time, the distribution
of Hohokam ceramics dating to tt1e Pioneer period in sites outside the
Basin (Fig. II.7.U) indicates the beginnings of the pattern which
continues through the Soho phase. Two of the sites are located on the
Verde River, one in eastern Arizona between the Salt and Gila Rivers,
one on tt1e San Simon River, and one in western Arizona south of Gila
Bend.
These patterns in the distribution of intrusives both within and
outside of the Basin which are apparent initially during the Pioneer
period merely strengti1en during the Colonial and Sedentary periods. It
is during the Soho phase t:hat changes in these patterns occur. Fewer

Table II.7.11
RELATIVE FREQUENCLES OF INTRUSIVES IN SALT-GILA BASIN
HOHOKAM SITES ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENeY

Percent
Intrusives/
Assemblage

Site

Location

Phases

.5

Escalante +

Central

Civano-flolvor6n

.4

U:15:59 (El Polvoron)
Cashion +
U:15:99 (Chiadag Site)

Central
North
Central

Polvoron
Pioneer-Soho
Sacaton _- Ci vano (Polvoron?)

.3

Las Colinas +
U:15:27 (Las Casitas)

North
Central

Colonial - Polvoron
Soho - Polvoron

U:15:84 (Junkyard Site)

South

Santa Cruz-Civano

•2

Site 6 (Villa Buena+)
T:8:31
U:15:22
U:15:32 (Sidewinder)
U:15:19 (Las Fosas)

Central
North
Central
Central
South

Civano
Sacaton
Soho
Soho
Civano

.1

U:16:4 (Buttes Dam+)
Van Liere +
U:13:21-24
U:15:48 (Jones Site)

Central
North
Central
Central

Sacaton
Gila Butte-Sacaton
Civano
Sacaton-Soho

.08

Casa Grande

South

Civano-Polvor6n

.06

U:15:62 (Rancho Sin Vacas)
U:15:77

Central
South

Sacaton
Santa Cruz - Soho

.04

U:9:46 (Silo)

Central

Pioneer-Sedentary

.03

U:9:46 (Superstition Freeway)
Site 38
Snaketown "'+

Central
Ce_ntral
Central

Santa Cruz-Classic
Soho-Civano
Pioneer-Sedentary

.02

T:3:4 (Beardsley Canal)
U:15:61 (Frogtown)
U:10:24 +(?) (Midvale)
U:15:87 (Gopherette Site)

North
Central
Central
South

Colonial
Santa Cruz-Sacaton
Pioneer-Classic
Soho

.01

U:15:76 (Dust Bowl Site)

South

Santa Cruz - Soho

.009

U:13:9A

Central

Snaketown-Sacaton

.005

T:7:27 (Westwing)

North

Sacaton

.003

U:10:6 (Siphon Draw)

Central

Gila Butte-Sacaton

Snaketown figure is based on Haury's estimate of 1.5 million sherds (1976: 191)
+ Sites with platform mounds and/or ballcourts
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Sites outside the Salt-Gila Basin with datable Hohokam
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numbers of intrusives reach tt1e Basin from all areas except t11e Tucson
Basin during the Soho phase. Even this apparent influx of Tucson Basin
material may actually date to the Soho phase since it is impossible to
separate Soho from Civano phase red-on-brow n ceramics at the present
time. One way to examine the dating of the red-on-brow n materials is to
use the dating of the site to date the ceramics. Of the seven sites
listed in Table II.7.1 wii:h Soho phase components but no Civano
components (no Gila Polychrome) , only one (the Sidewinder Ruin,
AZ U: l.'.): 32) has any Tanque Verde l<.ed-on-brvw n, ana this site :.-1as only
two sherds (the Cashion Site produced 90 unidentifie d rec-on-brow n
stierds and four vessels that Antieau (1981: 153-156) has suggested may
have been local products). In contrast, sites with Civano or Polvor6n
components or occupation all have some amount of Tanque Verde Red-onbrown. This distributio n suggests that the vast maJority of the Tanque
Verde found at sites in the Basin actually dates to the Civano or
Polvor6n phases. And, in fcict, the majority (87 percent) of this Tanque
Verde comes from sites with evidence for Polvor6n phase occupation.
While the number of intrusives entering the Salt-Gila Basin
during U1e Soho phase would thus seem to have dropped tor all areas, the
number of Basin ceramics occurring in sites outside the Basin is also
greatly r e duced along with the region encompassed by these sites.
Durin.g the Civano and Polvor6n phases, the number of intrusives entering
the Basin again increases dramaticall y, with several new wares and
probably new geograpaic areas represented , appar e ntly largely associated
wich Polvor6n occupation.
Nost of these vessels came from the Tucson Basin area, but
quanti t ies also came from the Hopi, Tonto Basin, San Carlos, and Cibola
areas. During this phase Hopi and Tucson Basin types are most evenly
distribuced over the entire Salt-Gila Basin, wii.ile Cibola and White
Mountain types are largely restricted to the area between the rivers,
and San Carlos and Tonto Basin types largely to the area south of Lh e
Gila.
After apparently 600 years of consistency in vessel exchange
within and outside of the Salt-Gila Basin, the abrupt drup in
frequencies of intrusives and change in the earlier networks pose a
problem worthy of additional concern.
In particula r, it is v aluable to
consider the reasons for the changes in intrusive exchange networks seen
t1ere.
The discussion which follows is a highly speculative reconstruction of possible events sur r o unding tl~ development and change in
intrusives networks over time. This discussion should not be viewed as
t ile only possible interpretat ion for t hese data, but raerely one, based
on a reading of the curren Lly available data. Future work will either
support or negat e this interpretat ion of che data, but the ba sic dat a
presented to this point must be accounted for in any alternative
interpretat ion.
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Understanding Exchange in Intrusive s in the Salt-Gila Basin

In order to understand the exchange in i11trusives in the SaltGila Basin it is useful to reconsider the trail network presented in
Figure 11.7.12. As noted previously, tilis network is based on both
ethnographicall y documented trails and interpretations of Spanish
documents. None of these trai...:..s is derived stric t ly from archaeological
information and the trails have been documented by some means to have
e xisted between A.D. 1539 and 1900. As noted also, the trails tend to
follow geographic lines of least resistance and thus probably have some
antiquity reg ct ruless of tt1e dates of documentation.
If we begin with this system of trails and assume that these
were in effect in the proto-hiscoric period, they may be of use in
interpreting intrusive exchange. Perhaps the most important thing to
note about the trails is tL1at they do not cross the region between the
rivers in the Salt-Gila Basin, but tend to skirt the region. Few
documented trails lead directly out of the Basin, and those that do
connect the Tonto Basin with the Salt-Gila Basin. On the basis of his
reconstruction of early historic trails, Riley (1980: 44) has suggested
that, "in the 16th century the old Hohokam heartland was sandwiched
between two highly active regions tl1at had a variety of contacts with
each other and with civilized Mesoamericans off to the south. The
Hohokam area, howe ver, seems co l1ave been more of a region to cross than
one to interact with." By the sixteenth century this may well have been
the case, but whether this was indeed the case earlier is a matter for
speculation (Haury 1980: 115).
The following facts are available: by the sixteenth century
trade routes by-passed the ~alt-Gila Basin; the distribution and
frequency of intrusives through time indicates a contraction in exchange
networks beginning in the Soho phase and producing changes in these
networks in the Civano and Polvor6n phases. One should consider
the possibility that the late Civano-Polvor6n changes in frequency and
distribution of intrusives were associated with a shift to th~ type of
situation suggested by Riley (1980). But, do the intrusives support
such an interpretation? As suggested above, two of the major intrusive
types present in Polvor6n siLes with late dates are Tanque Verde Red-onbrown and Hopi Yellow Ware. At the same time, local copies of red-onbrown ceramics are believed to have been made at most of these sit:es
(Doyel 1974; Crown 1981a, 19~4b). These two ceramic types occur in all
the sites in roughly equival.ent proportions, signaling the final
breakdown of the geographically specific exchange networks. The
twmogene~ty in types across the area suggests either the development of
a more broadly based unified exchange network for the entire region, or
tile complece breakaown of any network and individual participation by
"sites" in a larger trading network. A plethora of ceramics entered the
Basi 11, and some probably was copied oy local potters. On the other
hand, there is little evidence for outward flow of Salt-Gila Basin
ceramic products at this late date. Apart from the Tucson Basin, Gila
Red occurs at two sites in the Tonto Basin area and several sites in the
Quijotoa Valley, but there is 110 reported Sjlt Red outside the Basin, so
there is no clear evidence that the Salt-Gila Basin was exporting
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ceramic artifact s after A.D. 1300. The Salt-Gil a Basin was clearly the
recipien t of materia l, but it may have been incorpo rated into a much
larger exci1ange netwurk from Hopi to Tucson in strictly a middlem an
position without controll ing the source of goods moving through the
system. Riley's (1Y80) statemen t may thus be correct for the late
Civano phase. Or at least, if the Basin were not strictly a region to
cross, it had at least become part of a larger exchange network and no
longer in a position of control with respect to the producti on and
exchange of ceramic s. And if the homogen eity in Polvor6n phase
intrusiv es is indeed indicati ve of a change in the position of the SaltGila Basin in the exchange networks in the Souti&e st, then the
heterog eneity and areal-sp ecific intrusiv es present within the Basin
in
all earlier phases and ti1e plethora of Basin types outside the Basin
itself must indicate a situatio n very differen t from that postulat ed
by
Riley.
From an early point this in fact seems to have been the case.
By the Gila Butte phase at least the areas north of the Salt and between
the rivers were receivin g areal-sp ecific intrusiv es.
Since the forms
and types (decorat ed) of vessels received seem to indicate that the
vessels tnemselv es were prized, it is logical to assume that the
presence of specific types only in specific areas of the Hohokam domain
is indicati ve of quite specific exchange networks rather than specific
taste. Tile area north of tile Salt thus received materia l from the
Kayenta area, while the area between the rivers received materia l from
tlle Mimbres area. Quantit ies of Si:1erds clearly dating (on the basis
of
independ ent evidence ) to this early time period are relative ly rare,
and
none came from reported sites south of the Gila. Nonethe less, a pattern
had emerged by this time period. It is quite logical to assume that
this exchange in vessels involved a larger assembla ge of items.
Surprisi ngly, however , the areas in which these ceramics are believed
to
have been produced did not receive Hohokam ceramics themselv es.
In a
situatio n similar to that noted by LeBlanc for the Mimbres area,
J. Richard Ambler inf arms me that he knows of no Hoi1okam ceramics in
Kayenta sites. Instead, it is sites in between the Kayenta and Mimbres
intrusiv es source areas and the Basin which have quantiti es of datable
red-on-b uff ceramics by this early point. One of two processe s may be
assumed to have occurred : if the Hohokam were trading directly with
the
Kayenta and Mimbres areas, they must have been exchang ing goods other
than ceramics for the ceramics they received : alterna tively, the direct
exchange network may have been shorter, with, for instance , the upper
Verde and upper Gila areas acting as middlem en receivin g the Hohokam
ceramic s, and sending Kayenta and Mimbres ceramics to the Hohokam , while
sending other items to the K.ayenta and Mimbres areas, items perhaps
wholly unrelate d to the Hohokam .
Since, as was suggeste d earlier,
Hohokum ceramics do not seem to iwve been valued in and of themselv es,
there is no reason to believe that ceramics were exchange d for ceramics
necessa rily in any event. However , t11e compleLe absence of Hohokam
ceramics in the areas north and east of Flagsta ff and their virtual
absence in che Mimbres area would seem to suggest that the Hoilokam did
not themselv es venture into these areas, at least on a regular basis.
Apart from sites in the Flagsta ff area, the Mogollon ltim and Arizona- New
Mexico border seem to have represen ted exchange barriers that Hoh.okam
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ceramics did not cross, although ceramics from these areas were
apparently prized by the Hohokam.
The correlation between geographic areas within the Basin and
outside is in many Wctys logical.: the sites on the north side of the
Salt had more direct access to the upper Verde over trails lead:Lng up
the Agua Fria anct lower Verde rivers that were extant historically.
Trails from the central area to the tributaries of the Salt and Gila
rivers must also have been present, and access to such areas would have
been simpler from this area than from north of the Salt. The surprising
thing is not tne logic of such networks, but the presence of what appear
to have been distinct exchange "territories" at such an early date for
the seemingly culturally homogeneous Hohokam of the Salt-Gila Basin.
This situation appears to have continued unimpeded through the
The basic ctin.:ctionality of the
Sacaton pt .. ase (Figure II. 7 .14).
exchange networks remained, with the area south of the Gila also gaining
access to materials available from the tributaries of the Gila.
Ceramics from the Salt-Gila Basin in fact reached their widest
distribution during the Sacaton phase, occurring on the California and
Sonoran coasts, and all over Arizona from Flagstaff south. Where the
ceramics have been found, they occur along historically documented
trails for the most part, suggesting continuity in these trails.
However, judging from the intrusive items, the trails seem to have
traversed the central Salt-Gila Basin directly rather than by-passing it
as they apparently did historically.
During the Soho phase, the same territorial boundaries were
maintained, but the quantity of items received dropped drastically. The
It is possible that events within
causes for this change are unclear.
tiie Salt-Gila Basin resulted in less quantities of materials to
exchange. It is also possible, however, that events occurring outside
the Basin resulted in this reduction in intrusive ceramics. Since it is
known that the twelfth century was a time of change throughout much of
the Southwest, the latter explanation may be the more plausible. At any
rate, long established relationships appear to have been maintained, but
the intensity of concact diminished. Hohokam Classic period materials
occur in fewer sites outside the Basin also.
The final demise of some of the exchange relationships occurred
by the Civano phase and perhaps during the Soho phase (Fig. II.7.15).
Mimb :c es, Little Colorado, Kayenta, Flagstaff, and Prescott area ceramics
were no longer present in Hohokam sites by the early Civano phase. Some
of these areas no longer produced distinct ceramics, but those that did
were not tied to the Hohokam area through ceramic exchange. Nonetheless,
higher quantities of San Carlos, Tonto rlasin, and Cibola-Wilite Mountain
materials occur at Civano phase sites than earlier, along with some
Tucson Basin material. Intrusives from the former areas tend to occur
almost strictly south of the Salt river in both the areas between the
rivers and south of the Gila. Both San Carlos and Tonto Basin types
occur in higher than expected frequencies only south of the Gila, while
the Cibola-White Mountain materials occur in higher than expected
frequencies in the central area. Of these types only a single sherd of
Cibola White ware occurs north of L1e Salt River datiag to the Civano
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phase.
Ttlis dis tribucio n sug 6 2sts tt1e pn~sence of geograp hically
specific exchange networks in the Salt-Gil a Basin, not unlike the
earlier ones fur these areas, but greatly constric ted. Tne area between
the rivers appears to have been tied to the White Mountain region, the
area south of the Gila to the Tonto-Sa n Carlos region. The central area
may then have controll ed an exci1auge network up tt1e tributar ies of the
Salt River, without being directly involved in exchange with the Tonto
Basin, while the area souch of the Gila may have controll ed a similar
network involvin g tributar ies of the Gila River. The area north of the
Salt in fact probably received intrusiv es ±rom the Tucson area and
perhaps western Arizona , but their former exchange with the upper Verde
area seems to have died out by tile Civano phase.
We have then a long sequence of directed exchange growing during
the Preclas sic to a maximum extent during the Sacaton phase, followed
by
rapid diminuti on during the Soho. The early Civano witnesse d the
collapse of much of tilis network and its replacem ent oy smaller excl1ange
"territo ries." Ultimat ely, these areas also exchange d lower numbers
of
ceramics with the Basin, as che Salt-Gil a Basin becallle a portion of a
larger exchange network probably involvin g the Tucson Basin and perhaps
Hopi (Fig. II.7.16J . l:Sy early historic times the importan ce of the
Salt-Gil a Basin within this network had diminish ed also, and the Basin
became simply an area to travel through, rather than to.
As stated above, this highly tentativ e reconstr uction is subject
to revision as more data become availab le. However , certain facets of
the reconstr uction are undenia ble: specific areal intrusiv es were found
to correlat e WiLh specfic geograp hic areas within the basin; specific
areas outside the basin received ceramics from the basin; ceramics found
within and outside Lhe basin ci1anged in frequenc y of occurren ce Jnd
areal distribu tion through time. Ultimai: ely, these facts must be
accounte d for and it is felt that the reconstr uction presente d here has
potentia l for furtheri ng our understa nding of Salt-Gil a Basin exchang
e.

Implica tions

Perhaps the most surprisi ng informa tion to arise from the study
is the fact thaL the intrusiv e exchange patterns exempli fied by the
intrusiv es found within the Basin were far from uniform over the entire
Basin. It is also surprisi ng that the differen ces in intrusiv es found
do not correla te with drainage s as unifiers , but with drainage s as
boundar ies. While this is a logical situatio n, it has importan t
implica tions for archaeo logists working in . this area. Primari ly, this
finding suggests that the Hohokam did not have unified exchange
network s, and thus were probably not entirely unified in other aspects
of their culture. Due to the overall unity in cultural traits over the
Hohokam region, it has generall y been assumed that heterog eneity would
not exist at a finer level. Or in those cases where such heteroge neity
was suspecte cl_, research ers general ly assumed that traits would differ
by
drainage . The findings of this study suggest that it might be
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protitable to reevaluate Hohokam cultural traits and particularly other
exchange items using the drainages as boundaries.
It is also the case that any study tl~t utilized frequencies of
intrusive sherds within the Basin for examining other cultural processes
must be reassessed taking the differential distribution of these
intrusives into account. For instance, McGuire and Downum (1982)
contrast the exchange of Kayenta ceramics with the exchange of shell on
the Gila-Salt to Flagstaff trade route. They suggest that Kayenta
ceramics were traded in a down-the-line network due to a correlation of
Kayenta ceramics withdistance and a lack of correlation with site size.
However, given that only three Hohokam sites north of the Salt are used
in this study, all small in size, and that the larger sites used are all
from tl1e area between the rivers, it is not absolutely clear that the
conclusions reached have validity.
Likewise, Schroeder's extensive discussions (Schroeder 1940,
194/) of intrusives suffer from much the same problems. He suggests
that during the Colonial period Hohokam trade was primarily with the
north, and that trade with the ronto Hasin became apparent during the
Santa Cruz phase, stronger during the Sacaton phase, and dominant during
the Soho phase (along wich White Mountain area trade). Tt1e picture as
we now know it is considerably more complex than this. Unfortunately,
it also appears from his figures that most of Schroeder's Gila Butte
phase intrusives came from sites north of the Salt River (Sites 1, 23,
and 24), while his Sacaton, Soho, and ~ivano phase sites are almost
solely in the area between the rivers (Scnroeder 1947: 233).
Obviously, much work remains to be done in the Hohokam area.
Th·e results of this study demonstrate the potential of intrusive
ceramics for informing on questions of exciIBnge and social interaction,
and suggest also that it is time to reevaluate much of the data already
availab1.e on tt1e Hohokam.

Chapter 8
THE HOHOlvJ-1 COMMUNITY

Lynn S. Teague

The SGA Project research design (Te a gue and Crown 1982b)
emphasized the importance of understanding the development of the
community within the Hohokam cultural system. Preceding chapters of
this volume offer several perspectives on aspects of this level of
social organization among the Hohokam; in this chapter a summary view
will be presented.
In the SGA Project research design, it was suggested that the
Colonial Period movement into intennittent drainages may have encouraged
the development of communities composed of multiple · economically
interdependent settlements (Teague and Crown 1982b:14):
Villages situated in impermanent drainages would have been at a
continuing economic disadvantage compared to villages situated
in riverine environments.
The need of these villages for
supplementary resources could be expected to exceed those of
villages situated in the river valleys ••• it could be expected
that the redistribution of critically important commodities
nec~ssarily would have played a part in fulfilling the needs of
these villages, particularly in dry years.
In discussion of the Classic Period community, the SGA Project design
emphasized the importance of economic decline in the Soho phase as a
possible casual factor in the Classic period reorganization of Hohokam
society.
In retrospect, this reconstruction is inadequate. Agriculture
in intermittent drainages was a productive element in the Hohokam
economy, not a marginally useful response to stressful conditions.
While all agricultural systems experience bad years areas, the total
Hohokam strategy seems to have been well adapted to coping with this
problem. Movement into the intermittent drainages seems to have been a
very useful part of this adaptation.
The discussion of the Classic period community also suffers from
misconceptions, particularly in the emphasis upon a supposed economic
decline in the Soho phase. However, the initial formulations of the
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project were probably closer to the truth in emphasizing the importance
of aggregation in the river valleys and depe n dency upon irrigation in
the development of a more complex Classic period society.
The following reconstruction of Hohokam community development
provides a basis for further interpretation. This reconstruction is
predicated on information and interpretations offered in earlier
chapters of this volume.

Development of the Hohokam Community

The Colonial Period

In the very late Gila Butte phase, Hohokam settlements appear in
many locations that previously seem to have experienced little use,
including the portions of the Queen Creek and Siphon Draw drainages
transected by the SGA. Many, if not all, of these settlements in the
SGA study area were seasonal and housed only a few individuals, perhaps
not even an entire family. Whether this was true in other areas where
Hohokam settlement appears at this time is uncertain, but there is
little evidence of substantial settlement in impermanent drainages.
At the same time, Hohokam settlements in the river valleys were
neither particularly large or numerous. The SGA Project sites include
no riverine settlements of this time, but the pattern seems to have
Some villages had ballcourts but
included both villages and farmsteads.
these settlements are relatively infrequent, occurring at intervals of
up to 5 or 10 miles along one portion of the Gila River (Wilcox 1979).
The seasonal settlements documented by the SGA Project
contribute to our understanding of agricultural strategies at the time,
but do not represent a radical shift in the overall distribution of
Hohokam population. Settlements on the rivers remained the principal
There is no certainty at present whether
habitations of the Hohokam.
the individual settlements in these areas related to one or more
ballcourt villages; Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983) proposes that
multiple ballcourts were the focus of participation by residents of any
settlement. Wilcox's model of early Colonial period social organization
and the role of the ballcourt in that system as an integrative mechanism
are of considerable interest. Wilcox proposes that the ballcourt system
would have served as "a formal arena in which to play out a drama
symbolizing peaceful interaction between distinct local systems" (Wilcox
and Sternberg 1983: 232). He further associates the ballcourts with
regional trade, asserting that courts in distant areas were established
to facilitate the movement to places like Snaketown of resources exotic
In a general
to the Phoenix Basin" (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983: 231).
sense, the notions that the ballcourt system would have served to
minimize local social conflict and to symbolize integration of distant
populations into a commmon network of social and economic relationships
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are sound; specific elements of the reconstruction are more
questionable.
For example, Wilcox argues that social conflict intensified
during the Gila Butte phase, disrupting both local and interregional
trade relationships. He attributes an apparent Gila Butte phase decline
in the frequency of ritual paraphernalia at Snaketown to this (Wilcox
and Sternberg 1983: 232). In contrast, however, Haury conducted data
recovery specifically designed to identify evidence of fluctuation in
access to exotics at that site; he found no evidence of significant
differences over time (Haury 1976: 276).
The inference that might be
drawn is that ritual expression did indeed change, but that conflict and
disruption of regional trade were not elements of this change. Thus,
there is no evidence that a crisis of sorts (disruption of social and
economic relationships) occurred before an integrative mechanism
(ballcourt ritual) was in place.
Further, SGA Project data do not support the notion that the
ballcourt system had a regular and systematic relationship to trade,
although they do suggest that some individual ballcourt villages had
such a relationship, depending upon their geographic proximity to scarce
exotic resources. This does not counter the idea that the ballcourt
ritual may have helped to establish participation of distant populations
in a network of relationships having implications for the exchange of
commodities, however.
It is probable that it did so.
The position expressed here is somewhat more conservative than
that of Wilcox. While Gila Butte phase decline in trade and conflict
between communities does not seem demonstrable on the basis of currently
available data, the ballcourt system was an integrative mechanism that
tied together local and regional populations in a network of social and
possibly economic ties.
It is likely, given the distribution of
settlements in a largely unclustered arrangement, that individuals may
have µ.articipated in ritual at multiple courts, facilitating
communication and interaction. The mediation of conflict is a common
function of such cultural mechanisms.
Thus, the appearance and
expansion of the ballcourt system reflects the expansion of the larger
Hohokam system and the development of systematic social ties over a
large area.
In terms of the individual community, the early Colonial period
community may have been a rather loosely defined group of neighboring
settlements without closely defined social and economic boundaries.
There is little evidence of economic ties exceeding those normally
associated with kin-based reciprocity.
Later in the Colonial period in the Santa Cruz phase there are
significant shifts in Hohokam settlement that may have had implications
for the organization of the community.
Some settlements in the
intermittent drainages were inhabited year-round, or more or less so,
but still some areas did not acquire the ballcourts that seem to have
constituted the essential focus of Hohokam ritual life. This does not
seem to be a factor of settlement size. Sites like Frogtown on Queen
Creek were clustered aggregates of multiple families that are not
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conspicuously smaller than villages in other locations that did have
these features, for example the Buttes area on the Gila (Debowski and
others 1976).
Although residence in central Queen Creek and Siphon Draw were
"permanent", the absence of ballcourts suggests a continuing
relationship to other settlements that did have ballcourts, and perhaps
a seasonal pattern of cermonial activities involving aggreagation in
those settlements. A set of social and economic relationships to a
definable group beyond the confines of the immediate settlement is
strongly implied. Neverthless, such relationships may have included
multiple ballcourt villages and it cannot be established that there was
a single central focus to the rather dispersed Santa Cruz phase Hohokam
There is no evidence in SGA Project studies that some
community.
centralized form of redistribution at these settlements existed to
moderate periodic inequalities in agricultural production, but lower
level uncentralized mechanisms, like kin-based reciprocity, may have
However, during the late Colonial period the
served this function.
Hohokam were experiencing conditions not unlike those ascribed by Dean
(1970) to the Tsegi area Kayenta Anasazi of a slightly later time. A
high degree of population mobility, indicated by the settlement of
intermittent drainages and the complex of permanent and seasonal
occupations there, as well as aggregation in some larger villages would
have led to difficulties in integrating disparate groups into
functioning communities. Ritual organization of a kind adequate to
express community integration cross-cutting kinship lines would have
become increasingly important.

The Sedentary Period

In the Sedentary period it is likely that there was population
increase and that centralization of some social and economic activities
became institutionalized in Hohokam society.
Settlements on the rivers and on seasonal drainages grew in
size, while few new multiple family settlements were established.
However, in central Queen Creek the numbers of outlying farmsteads
The total settlement pattern was
increased over previous levels.
characterized by a high degree of dispersion even though the growth of
individual villages suggests a tendency to aggreagation of population.
During this time, the platform mound system was developing.
Mounds that are something other than simple refuse disposal have
considerable antiquity in Hohokam society, and may have represented some
element of earlier ritual but it is during the Sedentary Period that the
formal mounds normally associated with the Classic period first appear,
including their segregation of some domestic units (whether permanent or
associated only with seasonal ceremonials). Although the platform mound
itself, at this time, is a rare feature, there is more general evidence
of the development of greater social and economic differentiation within
and between settlements.
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The Sedentary period community appears to have included an elite
class having special social and economic functions , among them the
rituals of the platform mound.
Some of the trappings of mound ritual
appear to have been borrowed from Mesoamer ica, but there is no
convincin g evidence that those who held high status were themselve s
Mesoamer icans, as is suggested by the hypothesi zed "puchteca " role in
the developme nt of more complex societies in the southwest at this time.
Wilcox notes the great quantity and diversity of ritual
paraphern alia at Snaketown during the Sedentary period (Wilcox and
Sternberg 1983: 237). He concludes that this might reflect an attempt
to maximize participa tion in the ritual system, a proposal consisten t
with the widesprea d distribut ion of ritual materials in SGA Project
sites. The individua l Hohokam, at both large and small settlemen ts,
wer e involved in ritual, doubtless an important element in tying
together Hohokam society at a time of populatio n increase and greater
dispersio n and complexit y of communit ies.
Other items, for example palettes, decline greatly in frequency
during the Classic period and may be more directly associate d with the
ritual system represent ed by the ballcourt s. During the Sedentary
period, the two appear to have been to some degree autonomou s; for
example at Gila Bend, where there is an early mound at Gatlin,
ballcourt s are found at many contempor aneous settlemen ts in the area.
This time may have marked the peak of diversity in Hohokam
subsisten ce; agricultu re employing a wide range of technique s was
underway in many local environme nts throughou t the central area and on
the peripheri es of that area. Given an effective system of exchange,
this would have provided great stability to Hohokam communit ies.
Indeed, such diversity of agricultu ral strategy would scarcely have
benefitte d the general populatio n in the absence of mechanism s for
evening out the distribut ion of basic commodit ies. Neverthe less, at
this time, there is no apparent systemati c relations hip between mound
settlemen ts and productiv e resources ; they are few in compariso n to
irrigatio n systems. Thus, the one element in the system that seems to
have served a centraliz ed economic function may have done so at this
time largely with respect to truely exotic materials like shell and
turquoise and with respect to materials having specific ritual function
and importanc e as status markers of the emerging elite.

The Classic Period

During the Soho phase, several trends already apparent become
far more clearly expressed in the archaeolo gical record than had earlier
been the case. A social and economic hierarchy centered on the platform
mound is apparent. Ballcourt s appear to continue to have been used, but
at this time have a systemati c relations hip to the mounds.
Compound architect ure expresses the consolida tion of multiple
family groups sharing some economic and social activitie s, a process
underway earlier, as is indicated by house clusters and their associate d
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There was an apparent increase in the association of these
features.
multi-family groups with burial and some activities associated with
Other functions were increasingly allocated to higher
plant processing.
levels in the hierarchy. These very likely included the management of
irrigation, as well as the distribution of prestige and utilitarian
goods.
At the same time, there are single family farmsteads at the
lower end of the settlement hierarchy in which individuals continued to
live in discrete pit houses and may have had less access to the
trappings of status than did others. Nevertheless, there is evidence
that these individuals participated in the broader ritual system.
Boserup (1965) has suggested that the development of a "slave" class is
characteristic of the development of status hierarchies in complex
The Hohokam of the
societies dependent on irrigated agriculture.
smaller farmsteads cannot be characterized in this manner; they had a
part in the dominant religious system that was closely tied to the
political and social structure of the society.
One factor that may have contributed to this is an absence of
complete centralization of access to productive resources. Dry-farming
plots are apparently associated with individual settlements and storage
structures exist even at small farmsteads. Despite apparent
inequalities in access to some materials, there is no evidence that any
part of the Soho phase Hohokam population was in any sense
disenfranchised. This is also pertinent to the question of differential
ethnic identity. There seems to be little contrast between settlements
of this period other than those that should be attributable to social
and economic differences in an increasingly complex society.
The population that comprised the Soho phase community was far
less dispersed than was the case earlier. Abandonment of some areas led
to aggregation in discrete settlement clusters around platform mounds.
Permanent settlements appear to be clearly associated with single mound
There are, however, outlying field houses or, at least,
complexes.
beyond the reach of irrigation south of the Gila and
dwellings
temporary
These may have provided some compensation in
probably in other areas.
access to natural resources and potential for dry farming for areas no
longer inhabited in more distant drainages.
In summary, the Soho phase community seems to have crystallized
in its internal structure and in its spatial relationship to other
communities, achieving a high degree of regularity along lines apparent
The implications of the continued use
but not fully expressed earlier.
of the ballcourt are not readily apparent; at this point, they may have
shared with mounds a close relationship to a discrete bounded group of
settlements. They may also have cross-cut that system to provide an
additional integrative mechanism between communities.
The problem of integration of multiple mound communities along
single irrigation networks into a smoothly functioning whole is very
significant to any understanding of this time. The economically
interdependent units of the larger irrigation community may have related
to one another in a variety of ways, but there is no really convincing
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evidence of centralizat ion at that level.
Relationshi ps of relative
equality between platform mound leaders would have served this purpose,
as would centralizat ion at a higher level.
During the Civano phase there is little definite change in
community structure, although continued growth is likely.
It is also
possible that a consolidatio n of economic and social centralizat ion
occurred at this time, but this cannot be demonstrate d.
The Casa Grande
is probably dateable to the Civano phase and may represent some
integration of multiple mound communities that were new at this time, or
one that existed earlier but was not so clearly expressed in an
archaeologi cally observable form. While there is no clear evidence of
centralizat ion at the irrigation community level, there are reasons to
believe that there was a centralized hierarchy exceeding the level of
the individual mound prior to the Civano, (at least with respect to
regional trade), and the subareas bounded by the Salt and Gila rivers in
the central area may have been the operational units for this level.

be the
ritual
little
a part

The ritual structure provides some suggestions that this might
case. While Los Muertos has evidence of a fairly elaborate
hierarchy, at smaller communities , like Escalante, there is
room for such complexity. Nevertheles s, Escalante could have been
of such a system, expressed within a broader geographica l area.

The Post-Classi c

As previously noted, it is treading on thin ground to speculate
about the structure of post-Classi c society on the basis of the little
information available. However, there are suggestions that the
hierarchica l structure represented by the mounds collapsed in the
abandonment of public architectur e, a general reversion to the discrete
pit house domestic unit, dispersion of population and reduced access to
exotics and in particular, to the products of specialists .

Continuity and Change

The SGA Project has documented many continuitie s in Hohokam
material culture and social organizatio n. Through time, elements of the
settlement complex -- villages, farmsteads, field houses -- change in
their relationship s to the landscape and to one another but there is
persistence in the basic components of the system. Similarly at a lower
level, families and groups of families are consistent in total living
and working areas occupied, but change in their relationship s to one
another within settlement space and in the kinds of cooperative
activities in which they engage. As in the case of subsistence , it is
perhaps true that the great talent of the Hohokam was for the reordering
of components of their society into a variety of workable structures.
The question of why change occurred remains unanswered and must be
addressed.
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First, there is dispersal of population into new environments in
the mid-Colonial period, initially for seasonal agricultural activities.
It would be absurd to argue that population stress on the productive
potential of riverine agriculture motiviated this given the low population
of the time. Further, environmental conditions .seem not to have differed
radically from those centuries later when the process was reversed; in fact
the relatively dry conditions of the time hardly seem ideal for movement
into even dirier areas.
It may be more significant that the Hohokam cultural system was
just beginning to emerge from infancy, characterized by low population,
simplicity of organizational forms, and the early stages of full-scale
reliance upon agriculture. The virtues of diversity in subsistence are
not readily accessible to small populations who would be spread too thinly
aµ,ross the landscape by attempts to use multiple environments, particularly
when all required some level of corporate labor investment. Population
growth would have permitted this investment, even by single settlements.
It also would have encouraged this investment as local populations became
too substantial for the flexible responses--perhaps even temporary
reversion to reliance on gathering--possible for fewer people.
As an explanation, this is undeniably somewhat speculative. The
SGA Project, in conjunction with other studies, does provide support for
basic inferences about population trends, environmental conditions and
agricultural strategies,, as well as for the character of settlement
distributions at this tdime. However, reservations that can be noted include
little control of short-term environmental conditions and insufficient
knowledge of earlier Pioneer and early Colonial period settlement and
subsistence. The first should not be significant in establishing trends
apparent over a long period in a whole reg,i on. The second may be more
significant. Earlier Hohokam settlement has been found in upland areas
(Teague 1981); there may have been a change from one form of subsistence
diversification to another. Upland settlements may have persisted in
many areas. Later they were established south of the Tucson Basin in the
Santa Rita Mountains in an area surveyed only within the past decade;
others not yet identified must certainly exist. The density and character
of early sites in the floodplains and bajadas where deposition may have
obscured evidence of early occupation is unknown. There is as yet only
a weak understanding of conditions immediately prior to the earliest
times represented in the SGA Project sample.
The proposal that population growth permitted and encouraged the
changing distribution of population in the Colonial period is probal!>Jy
generally true. It is consistent with what is now known, and some
alternatives have been eliminated from consideration on the basis of SGA
Project data. Nevertheless, it is so general that it is inherently
unsatisfying as an explanation. There are few grounds for further
clarification, other than an observation that Hohokam society was
certainly not a monolithic entity and that circumstances varied, as did
the Hohokam.
In the central area, and in the SGA Project study area
specifically, it is quite likely that settlement of new environments entailed
participation by quite a few individuals, particularly in establishment
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of canals. The scale is not disproporti onate, however, to a simple
exchange of a few weeks or months labor over a period of years for some
part of the resulting produce, an exchange almost classically
characteris tic of informally negotiated reciprocity . There is no reason
to suppose that centralized organizatio n and control would have been
necessary at this stage, and there is no evidence that it existed.
Over a period of several centuries, the change that followed was
one from short-term occupation of outlying farming settlements a nd
primary residence at established riverine settlements to the reverse.
By the Sedentary period the r e was lengthy occupation of outlying
settlements and--probab ly--seasona l participatio n in ritual at central
settlements . The continuatio n of ties between settlements does suggest
that the character of their relationship was one of mutual dependency
too significant to be severed. This does not imply that the arrangement
was essential to survival, but it must have been perceived as mutually
beneficial. Social as well as economic motives can be suggested.
Why, then, at the end of the Sedentary period was this lovely
balance disrupted? The aggregation of population in riverine areas had
enormous impact on Hohokam social organizatio n and the preceding
argument makes motive for change even less obvious. Why change
something that worked?
The notion that environment al disaster forced abandonment of
central Queen Creek and similar areas has been examined and rejected
earlier. Again, there is little control of short-term conditions, but
those that can be defined are no worse than conditions in earlier times
when occupation continued, or than conditions in other areas that at the
same time experienced population growth. lbe Hohokam chose to change
their basis pattern of settlement and subsistence , a change with
enormous implication s for the internal organizatio n of Hohokam society.

Why?
Again, it is possible to identify some baseline information from
which to begin. The overall trajectory of the society was already
established . Increased specializat ion, increased differentia tion and
increased social and economic centralizat ion were already apparent.
Subsequent changes represent intensifica tion of these trends, not
alteration of the direction of change. There was a period of relatively
unstable and somewhat drier than normal conditions, but this does not
seem to have been catastrophi c in proportions .
In the short-term,
diversified agriculture would have seemed particularl y desirable, but
this might have been balanced to some extent by a need for labor for
repair of riverine canals eradicated by periodic floods.
(Flooding is
amplified by the reduced groundcover characteris tic of drier periods).
Some shifts in settlement location and hierarchy appear to be
attributabl e to growing formalizatio n of regiorial trade; it ~sin those
locations that it would be expected to have special importance in this
respect that nonriverine settlement persists into the Soho phase.
This,
however, is a somewhat better explanation for the establishme nt and
growth of surviving settlements in these areas than for abandonment of
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others unless it is assumed, in a leap of faith, that population was
unable to sustain both.
It is exceedingly frustrating at this point that no clear and
testable possibility presents itself in explanation of the shift to
aggregation in central river valleys. Again, a very general explanation
less explicit than inertia is suggested. Having gotten so far along the
road to greater complexity the tendency was to continue. Arguments
based on the tendency for an elite to expand its control and influence
Incentives, presumably in greater quantities of
exemplify this.
prestige goods and possibly in more mundane commodities, could have been
offered and indeed the Classic period distribution of these materials is
more efficient, with fewer settlements conspicuously deprived of access
than previously. Aggregation of population and increased dependency on
irrigation would have, and did, serve to consolidate the power of an
elite.
There is a disturbing element of circularity in this
Nevertheless, a credible alternative is not readily
perspective.
apparent.
The problem is substantially less vexing after this point. Once
aggregation began increasing, organizational complexity was a logical
outgrowth readily identifiable with specific social needs. This
position is argued in earlier chapters with respect to irrigation
management and the general requirements of social integration. The
needs of managing irrigation would require some solution of this kind,
if not this in particular. The need for community organization crosscutting kin relationships would also have encouraged this kind of
development. Existing social and economic trends predisposd the Hohokam
to this particular solution, in which the socially and economically
centralized mound community was the basic unit.
Finally, there is the end of this system, beginning sometime
There is the explanation that social
before A.D. 1400, to explain.
systems founded on the redistribution of prestige goods are inherently
unstable (for example McGuire 1983). The nature of explanation has
received a great deal of deserved attention, but here it seems
It does not
sufficient to observe that this is in itself insufficient.
simple form
more
a
to
(revert
fail
that
serve to distinguish the systems
develop
or
(continue
succeed
that
those
from
exist)
to
or even cease
into more complex systems).
In this case, there was widespread "failure" in the Southwest,
which may indicate that some crucial element in a bigger system was
disrupted. This may be correct but is suspect as a prehistoric "domino
theory."
Alternatively, it can be observed that on a broad scale,
Southwestern societies of the 14th century were young and roughly
equivalent in development and highly susceptible to disruption.
In the fifteenth century the Hohokam moved from a local
community structure supported by vertical networks of social and
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economic dependency to one in which horizontal relationships may have
dictated the terms of ordinary interaction. On a broader scale,
however, there is reason to suppose that obsidian craftsmen at
El Polvor6n received their materials not from a diffuse body of kinsmen
but from some well-defined link in a regional trade network and
The shell, although
transmitted the products through similar channels.
unfinished and relatively rare, was procured in some f a shion. The world
had not ended, but changed.

Conclusions

The point of this discussion is not that there is some clear and
On the contrary, it
unambiguous explanation of Hohokam culture change.
is that the study of the Hohokam is finally becoming very interesting,
It is reaching the point at which only an improved
and very difficult.
understanding of the processes by which human cultures change can shed
light on the problems. Any number of propositions can be offered in
explanation, but none can be proven by reference to the Hohokam alone.
Do human societies once in motion toward complexity tend to stay in
motion? Do they continue until interrupted by natural limi t s, or
external catastrophe, or random glitches no more specifically
predictable than the behavior of subatomic particles? Or is an
external impetus necessary to move the system forward at all?
Explanations offered for Hohokam culture change ~11
t oo seldom attempt to evaluate questions like these. General systems
theory has introduced ideas like the concept that additional energy is
necessary to raise the state of a system. Ever inventive humans can
find many ways to increase energy temporarily. When and why do they do
so? Do human cultures operate in automatic response to the same
principals that govern unthinking physical particles or do they
introduce the need for yet another level of explanation? Is culture
something more than the aggregate of behaviors? All these questions
occur long before we lapse into metaphysics and begin to ponder the
problem of free will, although the presumption that general laws--even
probabilistic ones--govern the course of human societies is undeniably
on the side of determinism.

Chapter 9
DIVERSITY AND INTEGRATION
Lynn S. Teague

The concep ts of divers ity and integra tion are fundam ental to
much of what has been said of change in Hohokam society . While
the very
name "Class ic" demons trates that some have had a more sanguin e view
of
conditi ons in the Sonoran Desert during the period A.D. 1150-14 50,
many
recent recons tructio ns view the early Classic period as a time of
failure in a long-e stablis hed system (for example Doyel 1977a;
Weaver
1972; Wilcox and Sternbe rg 1983; Teague 1981). One quote exempl
ifies
much that is common to these perspe ctives on the Sedent ary-Cla ssic
transit ion:
The genera l inward geograp hic collaps e, the reorga nizatio n of
the popula tions in the periph eral areas, the disappe arance of
much of the ornate materi al culture , the reducti on in trade and
in the produc tion of trade goods, and the great range in
mortua ry practic es does not sugges t a continu ing dynamic growth
pattern from the Sedenta ry to the Classic (Doyel 1980: 33).
Some of the assump tions listed here have been discuss ed at
length in earlier chapte rs of this volume ; the first, "gener al inward
geograp hic collap se," deserve s greater attenti on that it has receive
d so
far.
The correla tion of increas ed divers ity with a breakdo wn in
regiona l integra tion is stated more explic itly in a discuss ion of
the
Civano phase:
Evidenc e exists which sugges ts that Civano Phase culture was
charac terized by consid erable local variati on and, like the Soho
Phase, continu ed to lack the strong regiona l integra tion of the
Sacaton Phase (Doyel 1977a: 216).
This linkage of divers ity with decreas ed social and econom ic
integra tion should not be uncrit ically accepte d. Consid eration
of other
archae ologica l cases, ethnogr aphy and history provide ample evidenc
e
that the assump tion is incorre ct as a genera lizatio n about human
societ ies. Histor ically religio n (the Cathol ic Church in the Middle
Ages) and economy (Renais sance Europe) have display ed widesp read
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regional integratio n under condition s of pronounce d diversity in local
material culture, language, and custom. Returning to archaeolo gical
examples, it is not generally considere d evidence of catastrop hic loss
of cultural stability that the terminal Archaic in the United States is
character ized by increased local different iation of distinctiv e cultural
patterns. To the extent that generaliz ation is possible, it may be more
reasonabl e to assert that different iation of local cultural tradition s
is often a normal by-produc t of increasin g popul a tion particula rly under
condition s not mediated by modern mechanism s of mass communic ations.
The origins of the assumptio n that different iation reflects a
breakdown of social integratio n may lie in an implicit analogy with the
political hegemony of state-lev el societies . Political and cultural
unity are not inextrica bly tied, although state-lev el societies do often
attempt to impose a common language and religion on subordina te
Such assumptio ns are often incorrect even in that context.
populatio ns.
Neverthel ess, even those who would explicitl y reject the notion that
central political control is at issue among the Hohokam seem to
predicate their interpret ations on the belief that someone, or some
cultural entity, is in control of the cultural, if not the political ,
system. Much of the debate about the Salado phenomeno n of east-cent ral
Arizona as it relates to the Hohokam and the Mogollon certainly reflects
this.
Alternati vely, more tradition al interpret ations associate change
Thus the notion arises that the
in diversity with shifts in ethnicity .
tion of the Tonto Basin during
manifesta
cultural
"Salado," the dominant
foremost, a distincti ve ethnic
and
first
s,
the Classic period, represent
the Hohokam heartland
in
tions
manifesta
group, and that similar
1976).
(Haury
group
this
of
s
represent intrusion
The purpose of this chapter is the reevaluat ion of informati on
about the Hohokam with respect to integratio n and different iation at
both local and regional levels. It is argued that useful
reconstru ctions should focus on defining the mechanism s of regional
integratio n and their developm ent, as well as the nature of local and
regional diversity , in order to explain the relations hips that exist.
Wood and Mc All is ter (1982: 83) observe that "Indeed, the
similarit ies between Salado and Classic period Hohokam are so strong
that it is impossibl e to draw a distinct boundary between them as one
leaves the mountains and drops into the ope n river valleys of the core
area." Thus, one of the groups most specifica lly cited as evidence of
different iation so pronounce d that a failure of the regional system must
be inferred can, looked at from a different perspecti ve, provide
In this view, the specific
evidence of regional integrati on.
developm ental history of the Tonto Basin area, including interactio n
with other local populatio ns, induced variabili ty without loss of
systemic integrati on.
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Regional Diversity During the Preclassic
It has long been recognized that Hohokam culture attained
greater regional homogeneity during the Pioneer period than was the case
in successive centuries. Haury (1950: 546-547), in defining the
"Desert" and Riverine" Hohokam, made the point that:
For the Pioneer Period there is little more than pottery
left for us to study and so far this has appeared only in
Ventana Cave of the desert area. Since, on present material,
this is indistinguishable from Gila Basin Hohokam ceramic
products the inference may be drawn that the oldest pottery
producing inhabitants of the desert were of the same order and
were in a similar stage of development as those along the river.
The same appears to hold true for the Tucson area where, during
the Pioneer Period, remains are practically indistinguishable
from those of the Gila Basin. The distinguishing qualitites in
Hohokam Culture of Papagueria really appear only toward the end
of the Colonial Period while these become evident somewhat
earlier in the Tucson area. In both sub-areas, the deviation
from the Gila Basin pattern becomes intensified with time so
that, by 1400, the ultimate had been reached.
It is precisely this early homogeneity that has prompted so many
to perceive the early regional expansion of the Hohokam as the
consequence of migration of populations from the central Gila and Salt
River drainages rather than (or at least in conjunction with) the
incorporation of local populations into an existing system (Haury 1976;
Masse 1980; Hayden 1970; Wilcox 1979). In some cases, for example in
the area around Gila Bend on the western periphery of the Hohokam, the
accumulation of additional data suggests rather a stronger role for the
enculturation of local populations in this regional expansion (Teague
1981), but this does not preclude considerable movement of individuals
throughout the region. It is noteworthy in this respect that during the
Pioneer period and indeed into the Gila Butte phase of the Colonial
period there is every reason to suspect that the regional population
was, overall, quite low. As was observed in Chapter 4, Part II, this
volume, there is no reason to believe that the numbers of people
involved in the overall regional interaction sphere during the Pioneer
and early Colonial periods were great, however those individuals came
to be part of that system. With low total regional populations,
substantial homogeneity might have been the consequence of the
necessarily large geographical extent of ordinary interaction networks.
Exchange, mating, and many social functions would have entailed the
participation of some minimum number of participants, in the Pioneer
period achievable only over distances substantially greater than was the
case in later periods characterized by higher population densities. The
process can be seen as an extension of that initiated during the Archaic
period, entailing continuing development of diversity.
The real character of developing regional differences should be
examined. As McGuire and Schiffer (1982: 209) note, much of the
argument for ethnic difference within the Hohokam interaction sphere is
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predicated on ceramic ware differences , for e x ample Hohokam buff ware
and Sonoran Brown ware, which have not been evaulated as indices of
ethnicity.
If identicial types could have been produced and were not,
then the argument for cultural diversity would presumably be
strengthene d, but it is still not clear that the kind of diversity in
question is ethnic, or that it represents minimal interaction . Regional
integration may have been differently expressed.
The SGA Project has provided a great deal of evidence of local
variability even within the hohokam "core" area during the Preclassic.
Architectur e in the Queen Creek and Siphon Draw areas differs from that
identified at Snaketown on the Gila River (Sires, Chapter 3, Part II,
this volume). Varieties of the comraon ceramic types can be
distinguish ed (Abbott 1984; Crown 1984d). Even in the Colonial period
discrete exchange networks involving intrusive ceramics can be
distinguish ed, with little overlap in the external areas with which the
local geographic units interacted.
The differences observable between the ceramics of the area
normally regarded as the Hohokam "core"--the central Salt and Gila River
drainages--a nd the "peripherie s" are pronounced, but appear to follow a
pattern consistent with the notion of developing local traditions w~thin
areas interacting economicall y and in other aspects of social behavior.
Rather than abrupt shifts in ceramic wares we see, as data accumulates ,
the subtle gradations attributabl e to overlapping local traditions and
exchange networks involving increasingl y distinctive types.
For
example, Doyel (1977b: 105) observed that there are many similaritie s
between Sonoran Brown · Ware and Hohokam Buff Ware ceramic styles,
contrasting with the pronounced differences observable i !t paste and
temper and likely attributabl e to differentia l material availabilit y.
At the western p1;.: riphery of the Hohokam world, at Gila Bend, a
local tradition of use of sherd temper and low frequencies of micaceous
schist appears to be present throughout the temporal sequence,
independent of other evidence (which varies) of integration into the
larger Hohokam interaction network, suggesting again the importance of
local tradition in ceramic manufacture and the minimal degree to which
some aspects of that manufacture may reflect economic and social
integration on a regional scale (Teague 1981).
In the SGA Project data Abbott (1984) has also documented local
variation in the stylistic characteris tics of red-on-buff pottery, as
well as differentia l appearance of temper type changes in local
assemblages within the Hohokam "core."
Overall, then, the evidence suggests that traditions of pottery
manufacture varied locally and regionally by the late Colonial period,
in patterns reflecting material availabilit y as well as subregional
interaction spheres.
Local differentia tion takes many other forms among the
Preclassic Hohokam than that represented by ceramics alone.
For
example, while cremation is indeed the characteris tic burial form of the
Hohokam "core" during the Preclassic (Haury 1950), inhumation is found
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as a frequent or dominant burial method in the Papagueria (Haury 1950)
and in the Rosemont area of the Santa Rita Mountains south of the Tucson
Basin during the Rillito and Rincon phases (Ferg and others 1984).

Regional Diversity During the Classic Period

The quote from Haury earlier in this chapter points out that the
process of increase in deviation from the Gila Basin pattern continued
through the Classic period. Doyel (1977a: 216) is also correct in
observing "considerable local variation" in both the Soho and Civano
phases. Wood and McAllister (1982: 94) point out that even within the
"Salado" there is a great deal of variety; they observe that "complex
processes similar to those at work between cultures characterize the
relationships between the various groups within these traditions."
During the Classic pe riod, the same kinds of local variation
within the core area indicated by the SGA Project Preclassic data are
apparent, and the pattern of different interaction spheres from some
forms of regional exchange continues well into the Classic.
It is
fascinating, too, that while the Classic period is generally identified
as that in which the Tucson Basin became most conspicuously
differentiated from the central Gila and Salt drainages, it is at this
time that the greatest emphasis upon trade with the Tucson Basin is
apparent in both ceramic and shell distributions.

Mechanisms of Integration

In the Preclassic, the kinds of interaction that characterize
the Hohokam regional system are reflected in geographical expansion of
the ritual system represented by ballcourts and the area in which
general styles in material culture are similar as well as evidence of
participation in shared regional exchange networks.
In the Classic
Period, interaction is most clearly evident in the latter rather than in
uniformity of ritual or material culture. Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg
1983) perceives the "collapse" of the Hohokam regional system as the
Sacaton phase termination of a widely distributed ballcourt complex
representing a shared belief system. However, it is pointed out
(Chapter 5, Part II, this volume) that there may be significant
parallels between the ritual behavior of the Classic period Hohokam and
that of others in a far-flung interaction network.
The ballcourt system
did cease to have its previous importance, evidently in the Hohokam
"core" as well as on the peripheries.
It would scarcely provide
evidence of continuing interaction to find it preserved on the
peripheries when it was in decline in the "core." Further, the general
assumption that similarity to the "core" directly reflects integration
of the whole system vresumes a centralization of cultural influence and
development that seriously oversimplifies the realities of regional
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development involving many groups having somewhat different natural and
cultural environments.
The specific ritual complex represented by the platform mound
did not have the wide distribution of the ballcourt system, but several
factors may have affected this other than systemic "collapse." It has
been argued in Chapter 6, Part II, this volume that the mounds, unlike
ballcourts, represented a specific economic and political complex as
well as a belief system. The development of this complex may have been
integrally related to irrigation management, among other factors.
During the Classic period the extent of the mound system is not too
disimilar from that of riverine irrigation, including the central Salt
and Gila drainages, the Tucson Basin and the Tonto Basin, but excluding
mountainous areas, the Papagueria, and most other areas where riverine
agriculture was not the foundation of the economy. As was observed
earlier, aspects of the belief system associated with the mounds may
have been widely distributed in the Southwest; the mounds themselves may
have related more specifically to a particular economic system.
This
does not address the possibility, unresolved at present, that other
features and in particular "fortified" structures may have been in some
sense functional equivalents of mounds, or that the system may have been
extended beyond the limits of irrigation based local economies in
response to other regional or local social and economic circumstances.
Whether irrigation is or is not the deciding variable here, it
is simply not possible to argue that the meaning of ballcourts and that
of platform mounds are so similar that their distributions can be
compared as of equivalent social significance.
In terms of material culture, the distribution of the Civano
phase polychromes must inevitably come into any discussion of regional
integration. Wilcox (Wilcox and Sternberg 1983) takes them to be
evidence of the emergence of a "Salado Regional System" supplanting that
of the Hohokam.
Certainly it is different, but the implications of
Wilcox's terms are cause for concern.
The results of SGA Project ceramic analysis indicating that
polychromes were locally produced within the Salt-Gila Basin and in
other areas where they are common rather than manufactured in a few
locations outside of the Basin and exchanged into the area, does not
weaken the argument that these ceramics reflect some form of regional
integration, but is this a new regional system or a new form of evidence
for patterns of interaction that were already established? Exchange in
ceramics and presumably in other commodities within the areas
encompassed by the polychrome distribution predates the appearance of
polychromes, although there were apparently substantial shifts in trade
networks at the end of the Classic period.
In addition, the association of the system with the "Salado" is
disturbing, once again raising the specter of a controlling center in a
system unlikely to have had such a center.
It is also argued in Chapter
6, Part II, this volume that Hohokam internal economy was strong in both
the Soho and Civano phases, and decline in the central area during the
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Soho phase cannot be used in support of a need for a replacement central
cultural pattern.

Conclusions

1

To attempt to argue that regional integration was stronger at
It is apparent
one time or another risks comparing apples and oranges.
that changes occurred in regional trade patterns. Some areas that in
the Preclassic had been closely tied to the Hohokam were reduced in
population and certainly in strength as trading partners in the early
Classic. At the same time, economic ties to other areas strengthened.
It is obvious that regional economic interaction in the form of trade
was complex, involving differing networks for different commodities, so
that expansion of the data available on trade distributions is essential
to further clarifying this issue. However, there is every reason to
believe that the Hohokam were active partners in substantial regional
trade networks throughout the Preclassic and Classic.
It is argued here that regional increase in diversity of
material culture styles is a normal outgrowth of population increase and
a continuation of a process begun much earlier, rather than evidence of
systemic collapse.
It is further argued that the question must be left open as to
what extent the Hohokam continued to share with their Southwestern
neighbors a distinctive belief system. There are suggestions that they
The
did in the forms of ritual paraphernalia and their distributions.
platform mounds may have been a specific expression of that system
related directly to local circumstances, rather than an integral part of
the ritual that was inseparable from the beliefs expressed.
These points do not resolve the question of whether a Classic
period resident of the Tonto Basin would have been more or less likely
to perceive those in the central drainages as alien in some way, but
this is not the most crucial point for most of the arguments that have
Intensity of
been offered regarding change in Southwestern societies.
economic interaction, communication, and the integrity of social and
political institutions are at the heart of most of these discussions.
It cannot be established that these suffered any substantial impairment,
ot!:ier than that brought about by an internally generated succession of
local institutions in the abandonment of the ballcourts and the rise of
the mound system and by regional shifts in the economic well-being of
some members of the system. These certainly altered the specific
character of the cultural system, but this fact does not warrant the
implications of "collapse," particularly given the many centuries
involved in the process of change.
Conditions in the very latest documented Hohokam occupation of
the SGA Project study area may begin to illuminate some of the larger
trends. As was observed previously in Chapter 6, Part II, this volume
i .n discussions of economy, there is reason to suppose that the Hohokam
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may have become in the fifteenth century relatively weaker partners in
the regional system, in fact far weaker than was the case in the Civano.
Nevertheless, there was continued participation in regional trade, and
continued interaction with areas that had previously been tied to the
people of the central Salt and Gila River drainages by economic and
social relationships. This time period certainly represents collapse of
the mound system; whether the term might be extreme in characterizing
the fate of the larger networks is uncertain with the little data
available, but the autonomous economy of the Hohokam definitely seems to
have been eclipsed.

Chapter 10
CONCLUSIONS

Lynn S. Teague and Patricia L. Crown

Volume IX is, in effect, the concluding chapter of the SGA
Project reports. We have attempted to present a coherent progression
from data through site-level anct topical syntheses to interpretations
related to major problems in prehistory. A framework for completing
this process was suggested by Emil Haury when he asked how many of our
interpretations could be defended before a jury. The question is a good
one.
In the process of attempting to deal with the implications of the
SGA Project, we have developed some ideas for which there is substantial
and firmly convincing evidence.
There are some things of which the
Hohokam could be convicted without great hesitation. There are others
that fall along a spectrum ending in outright speculation.
Distinguishing between these is vital, particularly in the effort to
progress beyond the SGA Project in understanding the Hohokam.
So, we
present in this chapter a response to Haury's question.

The Potential of the SGA Project Data

Within any one topic area, at least three levels of confidence
in our data and interpretations can be defined. At the lowest level are
the raw data: information on flora, fauna, and artifacts recovered and
features excavated. Statements about these data are as valid as any
statements made about the past.
Interpretations based directly on these
data are slightly less certain, but considerable evidence can be
marshalled in their defense.
It is the chronological placement of the data which has been the
most difficult and perhaps the most important aspect of their
interpretation. Virtually every statement made in the project volumes
hinges on correct chronological placement of features, artifacts, and
paleoenvironmental samples. Because we have only been able to place
most of these items within a 200-year time period it is difficult to
evaluate processes of change in Hohokam society at less than this gross
level.
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At the level of least confidence are our models of prehistoric
cultural systems and the explanations that we offer. Acknowledging the
problems with chronological control, it is possible to provide some
assessment of our own confidence in the data and interpretations
provided in these nine volumes.

Environmental Studies

A total of 400 pollen and 580 flotation samples were analyzed
and 374 land snails and 13,424 other fauna were recovered and analyzed
by project personnel.
These data are presented in individual site
reports and in Volume VII of this series. The basic identifications
reflect current analytic procedures, and while more specific
classifications may be possible in the future it is doubtful that any of
the identifications would change drastically.
These data provided the basis for environmental reconstructions.
Probably the most difficult part of the environmental reconstruction
from samples of these types is the separation of the natural environment
from the environment disturbed or created by man.
The work of Fish
(1984) suggests the degree to which man-induced disturbance of the
environment around sites effects the pollen record.
Barber (1984) also
notes that land snails are attracted to the disturbed environment at
sites or in adjacent agricultural areas. By contrast, most macro-flora
and fauna recovered can be considered to have been brought into sites by
the site occupants. These facts make use of the SGA Project data in
environmental reconstruction difficult, for the pollen and snail species
represented result in part from their occurrence in a disturbed
environment, and macrofloral and faunal species recovered must be
evaluated in terms of their representativeness in relation to the
species available naturally.
It is not surprising then that the
environmental reconstructions presented by Barber, Miksicek, and Szuter
do not correlate for all phases. It is, thus, not possible to state
that the SGA Project has provided an unequivocal environmental
reconstruction. However, SGA Project research has certainly added
considerable amounts of data to those available for understanding the
past environment of the Salt-Gila Basin. As additional information
becomes available from other projects and as refinements in our
chronological control permit more precise dating of prehistoric data,
the SGA Project data should aid considerably in environmental
reconstruction.

Subsistence

As with the environmental data, information on plants grown and
gathered for economic purposes and animals hunted come from pollen,
m~cro-floral, and faunal specimens. The identifications of the
materials are secure. Both Miksicek (1984) and Fish (1984) suggest that
several species were semidomesticated or cultivated rather than wild.
Miksicek notes morphological changes in at least one species (amaranth)
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supportive of this position and additional evidence comes from numb e rs
and types of plant parts recovered and size of pollen grains.
It would
be difficult to prove that any plant was actually grown in any one
locale, but the amount of evidence presented would tend to support their
interpretation at this time.
Likewise, there is considerable information on wild plants and
animals recovered at SGA Project sites. Unfortunately, despite the fact
that we can document their presence and relative frequencies, it is not
possible to specify the makeup of the Hohokam diet. Furthermore, it is
suspected that this diet was so varied from year to year that the
relative contribution of any one plant cannot be estimated. Assessments
of the amounts of plants grown or gathered by the Hohokam must,
therefor, remain speculative.

Agricultural Technology

A wide variety of agricultural features was found within the SGA
Project study area. There can be no question that these features were
Hohokam and that they were related to subsistence activities. While the
morphology of the features can also be documented, dates of use and, in
many cases, feature function cannot be evaluated.
In discussions on
agricultural technology presented in the SGA Project reports, inferences
have been made regarding temporal placement of features on the basis of
proximity to sites and ceramics found in association.
It is recognized
that these are not a totally satisfactory means of dating features, yet
at the present time no other method exists. All interpretations of the
prehistoric agricultural technology within the study area are based on
the chronological placement of the features, and refinements in the
chronology may necessitate refinements in the interpretations presented.
Likewise, more detailed explorations of the use of such agricutural
features as rock piles, may provide the information needed for a better
understanding of· Hohokam subsistence techniques.

Artifactual Variability

Considerable variability has been documented in the ceramics
recovered from SGA Project sites.
The basic question addressed in
examining this variability concerned the production mode of Hohokam
ceramics.
Several analyses explored this problem using different wares,
assemblages, attributes, or analytic techniques. Table 11.10.1 reviews
the interpreted results of these analyses.
It can be seen from this
table that differing techniques used to explore identical assemblages
did not always lead to the same conclusions. Although the validity of
some of our conclusions might be questioned on the basis of these
conflicting results, several points can be made in support of the
results. First, the results of technological and stylistic studies will
not always necessarily match, nor should they be expected to.
Manufacturing traditions may call for greater stability and uniformity
in technology (if something works, use it) than in style.
It may also
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Table 11.10 .1
INTERPRETATIONS OF HOHOKAM CERAMIC PRODUCTION MODES
BASED ON SGA CERAMIC ANALYSES

Materia l s
Analysis
Crown (1984d)

Technological
Analysis
(Abbott 1984)

Stylistic
Analysis
(Crown 1984 a,b , c)

Ware and Temper Type

Plain ware
mica / sc h ist
tempered

heterogeneous
local produ ction

heterogeneous
loca 1 product ion

Plain ware
phyllite
tempered

homogene ous
exc hanged

distinct and homog eneous
exc hanged

Red ware

homogeneous

patt ern polish h ete rogenous
exchanged from few centers

exc hanged from few ce n ters

Buff ware

Polychrome

*

**

homogeneous
exchanged from few ce nt ers

heterogeneous
?

heterogeneous by site
regiona 1 or local
p r oduction

heterogeneous
spatially separated manufa c turing
traditions within ti me dep th

heterogeneous tempora l or spatial
variability

Results of comparing assemblages from differen t drainages and time periods
Interpretation of results

be the case that the technological or material attributes recorded do
not accurately measure actual variation. For instance, this is believed
to have been the case for the X-ray fluorescence analysis of buf f ware
In any event, we should not think merely in terms of local
ceramics.
production versus a single production center, particularly within an
It is quite possible that
area as large as the Salt-Gila Basin.
specialists at each site, or a few localized production centers
manufactured vessels.
It is thus possible that all of the analytic results presented
in the reports in Volume VIII are correct, the conflicting
interpretations merely focusing on opposing ends of what is actually a
ceramic production continuum from local to mass production.
Overall, the variability documented in ceramics by the SGA
Project analysis cannot be disputed, but increasing work within
additional assemblages will be necessary before the full picture of
Hohokam ceramic production becomes clear.
Study of SGA Project lithics confronted many of the problems
that have plagued all studies of Hohokam lithic artifacts, not the least
In a search for
of these the rarity of formal tools in the assemblage.
of a
development
the
that
found
was
it
alternative approaches,
attributes,
wear
use
and
morphological
on
based
typology
functional
supported by experimental studies, provided useful information regarding
the range of activities at functional site types in the SGA Project
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sample. Perhaps the most productiv e line of investiga tion that was not
pursued to the extent possible was that of physical analyses to identify
lithic material sources and to clarify problems of productio n and
distribut ion of stone tools. Much important work remains to be done in
this area in order to understan d Hohokam subsisten ce and, more
generally , Hohokam economy.
Species identific ations of shell materials are certain, and it
has been possible to confident ly assign areas of origin to all but the
few spcies which occur along both the Californi a and Gulf of Californi a
coasts.
It is thus possible to assess actual area of origin for the
shell, although we may only speculate on precise exchange networks from
these sources. Furthermo re, there is little direct evidence for shell
manufactu re at SGA Project sites, so that loci of manufactu re are not
known with certainty . Finally, the function of shell ornaments in
Hohokam society and the iconograp hy of the designs on these artifacts
are a matter for speculati on at this time, although further study of the
iconograp hy and patterns of contextua l use may aid in addressin g these
questions in the future.

The Interpret ation of the SGA Project Data

Settlemen t and Populatio n

There is strong direct evidence in our data of major changes in
the distribut ion of Hohokam populatio ns between and within local
environme ntal zones.
To the extent that interpret ations of populatio n
as a variable in the cultural system are predicate d on these changes we
believe are firmly defensibl e.
There are also indicatio ns of growth in
total populatio n through time in the central area until the end of the
Civano phase, but the many unknowns with respect to populatio n
distribut ions on a regional basis are sufficien t to prevent a reliable
quantitat ive assessmen t of regional populatio n size change through time.
It is certain that there was high mobility, particula rly during
the Preclassi c, such that individua ls frequentl y had multiple places of
long or short-term residence . This has substanti al implicatio ns for the
interpret ation of populatio n levels, particula rly since the extent to
which patterns of multiple residence prevailed , changed significa ntly
through time.
The specific reconstru ction that we have proposed entails
dispersio n of settlemen t during the mid-Colo nial period into
intermitt ent drainages within the Hohokam "core" area. This is
consisten t with prevailin g reconstru ctions of settlemen t at that time,
although SGA Project data strongly support the somewhat surprisin g
conclusio n that areas like Queen Creek and Siphon Draw were genuinely
attractiv e in terms of subsisten ce productiv ity.
This represent s a
rejection of previous notions that these areas were marginal and must
have represent ed some kind of "List resort" in times of stress. The
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greatest ambiguity in this reconstru ction concerns short-term
condition s. Occupatio n of these areas could have been quite unstable at
times, with significa nt increases in use by seasonal occupants during
particula rly favorable years.
There is also certainty that at the Sedentary -Classic transitio n
there was a major shift in populatio n distribut ion, with greater
aggregati on in well-defi ned community complexes along the major streams.
We are confident of our interpret ation that environme ntal change does
not account in itself for this and regard it as likely that additiona l
variables having to do with regional economic and social organizat ion
assumed greater importanc e in determini ng the location and character of
This would include
settlemen t during the Classic than in earlier times.
a general trend toward aggregati on as a consequen ce of change in the
socio-po litical system as well as more specific developme nts related to
economic geography .
The character of populatio n distribut ion during the post-Clas sic
includes dispersio n back into central Queen Creek, but this event may
have occurred earlier; our data do not establish this with certainty . A
substanti al decline in overall populatio n can be regarded as certain,
but it is likely that many settlemen ts of this period have not been
previousl y identifie d and that this decline is somewhat less severe than
might have been assumed previousl y.

Subsisten ce

As stated above, all interpret ations of Hohokam subsisten ce

technique s hinge on our temporal placement of the agricultu ral features
and floral and faunal materials . Although we can argue for specific
chronolog ical assessmen ts of agricultu ral features, in few instances
would these assessmen ts be considere d totally indisputa ble. These data
It is,
may, then, be subject to alternati ve interpret ations.
s were
technique
ral
agricultu
of
nonethele ss, the case that a variety
diverse
a
of
part
as
areas
c
employed within limited geographi
subsisten ce base. Furthermo re, evidence suggests that these varied
agricultu ral technique s were used throughou t the Hohokam tenure in the
SGA Project area and that the variabili ty is not strictly a result of
populatio n pressure or stress. All evidence points to a diverse
subsisten ce base which abetted Hohokam expansion into a variety of
geographi c situation s and permitted their lengthy tenure in sometimes
difficult environme ntal situation s. In the absence of evidence for real
change in the Hohokam agricultu ral technolog y, we can only speculate
that populatio n growth was dealt with through expansion of existing
It is also possible that
systems and additions of new crops or strains.
s, although this
situation
amenable
in
practiced
was
double cropping
present.
at
ted
demonstra
cannot be
The distribut ion of sites relative to agricultu ral features has
been used to interpret patterns of land use along Queen Creek and the
Gila River. Once again, absolute contempo raneity of sites and features
Furthermo re, although data derived from other
cannot be demonstra ted.
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projects were used as much as possible, our sample is limited both by
the paucity of data available from outside of the SGA Project study area
along Queen Creek and the Gila River and the problems with comparability
between available samples outside this area. Hopefully, however,
refinements in the existing chronology and exploration of land use
patterns along other drainages may aid in assessing the models
presented.

Social Organization

Some of the most speculative discussions in this volume relate
to the importance of the ceremonial system in defining the role of the
The meaning of symbols in the ceremonial
individual in Hohokam society.
system is very poorly understood and the available data on burial and
ritual assemblages are very sketchy indeed. Nevertheless, some elements
of the interpretations in this volume rest on convincing data and are
important to further study of the problem.
The development of an elite class tied to a system of mound
That
ceremonialism by the Sedentary period seems certain at this point.
elements
all
virtually
by
participation
involved
the ceremonial system
of Hohokam society is also indicated by the data.
The puebloan analogy (used in generating archaeological
expectations), has produced variable levels of certainty in defining
parallels between Hohokam and puebloan ritual structure. There are
strong indications that there were interlocking ritual societies
centered on, but not confined to, the platform mound compounds
themselves. Many of the problems encountered in identifying ritual
assemblages (related to the platform mound phenomenon) may arise from
Individual roles in the system may
the complexity of this structure.
the level of assigning meaning to
at
is
It
complex.
have been equally
possible multi-community
inferring
and
system
the
of
specific elements
speculative. Whether,
highly
becomes
discussion
the
that
hierarchies
for example, overall direction of ceremonialism resided in an
individual's havingrespons ibilities related to calendrical maintenance
through primitive astronomy, and whether this level might have been
present above that of the ordinary mound leadership, is entirely
It is, however, a problem that can and should
speculative at present.
be investigated archaeologicall y.
The historical basis for comparability in ritual organization in
the Southwest is of enormous importance in defining the nature of
regional interaction. Very similar ritual paraphernalia appear in the
It is likely that
Hohokam and Chacoan societies at about A.D. 1000.
developing elites in the Southwest adopted some of the signs and symbols
of authority from the more highly developed societies of Mesoamerica at
about the same time. However, a far more credible case can be made for
the local growth of complexity than for external imposition of an
elaborated class structure. At most, the Hohokam could be convicted of
the appropriation of symbols to express socio-political structures that
were new to them, symbols accessible because the Southwest represented
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the far reaches of an interaction sphere extending beyond the political
boundaries and economic control of southern states.
Economy
Problems of sample size affected analysis of Hohokam economy.
If it could be assumed that all commodities were produced and exchanged
identically, this problem would not be so burdensome. But, instead, it
that Hohokam economy included a variety of interlocking
is evident
networks at any one time. The problem is one of dealing with a sample
representing a very diverse universe.
Nevertheless, the repetitive character of the patterns evidenced
in the available data makes a convincing case for the growth of the
platform mound system as a central social and economic institution in
Hohokam society. It functioned first in the distribution of prestige
goods but eventually incorporated more broadly based functions that must
have included a role in the management of irrigation and probably in the
distribution of agricultural products.
There were other levels in the economic organization of Hohokam
society. The division of the central area into clearly bounded
northern, central and southern units predates the formal mound system
but continues to exist until the post-Classic. This economic level
definitely involved regional trade in intrusive pottery from areas
adjacent to the Hohokam heartland; it is unclear whether it was central
to all regional trade in prestige goods.
It is also certain that communities along irrigation networks
were economically interdependent. Their common reliance upon a single
resource permitted nothing else. Beyond this, much of the evidence is
c·ircumstantial. The early development of regional exchange is little
understood, as is the interaction of economic networks within the
system. A valuable, but relatively accessible, object like a buff ware
pot might have moved about in multiple networks. How were the
transitions made between them? It seems likely that Hohokam economy was
in some respects centralized at a level above the individual mound
community but below a state level of integration during the Classic
period. lbe most obvious candidates for this level are the irrigation
system and the geographic units operating in regional trade.
Population and Change
It has been proposed that popluation played a significant role
in causing the Hohokam to become more socially and economically complex.
The least certain element in this is population estimation itself.
Beyond this, however, the role of population distributions and
the character of group activity can be more safely assessed. It is in
these respects that more certain statements regarding the role of
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population in Hohokam culture change can be made.
Very generally,
complexity does vary with apparent shifts in regional population. This
is true not only in the long period of growth and development extending
through the Civano phase, but in the subsequent correlation of declining
population and lessened complexity.
More specifically, both of the economic activities directly
associated with the growth of complexity, regional trade and irrigation,
involve coordinated interaction between large groups, and among large
numbers of individual groups.
This would have been true very early for
regional trade and only later for irrigation.
Therefore, while specific elements of our reconstruction can be
questioned, there is reason to suppose that an increasing need to
coordinate activities involving many individuals and groups was a
decisive factor in Hohokam culture change.

Regional Integration

Various aspects of regional integration have been discussed in
this volume, including social and economic mechanisms contributing to
unity in the changing Hohokam regional system.
It is apparent that
religion and exchange, seldom operating entirely independently of one
another, were both important in the initial appearance of a recognizably
Hohokam cultural pattern and in its continued development.
In Chapter 9, Part II, this volume, the crucial issue of the
relationship between cultural diversity and regional integration is
discussed.
It is concluded that the evidence provided by the Hohokam
and by other cultures does not support the notion that integration
varies directly with cultural homogeneity as represented in styles of
mate~ial culture or approaches to basic subsistence activities. We are
quite confident of this conclusion. It is proposed that population
increase, rather than a breakdown in regional integration, can be
posited as a central factor in increased differentiation among the
people of southern and central Arizona during the later periods of
Hohokam prehistory. However, we would not wish to maintain that this
was the only variable affecting the growth of diversity; progressively
more specific adaptations to particular circumstances of the natural and
cutlural environment undoubtedly played an important part in the
process.

Summary

Perhaps the most obvious question about the SGA Project is
whether the effort, funding and archaeological resources devoted to it
are justified by the results. Ultimately, only time will establish the
value of the project to American archaeology.
It is certain, however,
that the SGA Project contributed a large and very valuable body of data
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regardi ng the prehis toric Hohokam of Arizon a--data not previou sly
our
availab le to Hohokam schola rs. As a conseq uence, we believe that
by
ified
exempl
conclu sions are far less specul ative than has been
studies in the past. The archae ologica l commun ity will inevita bly
benefi t from this effort .
Nevert heless, we acknow ledge that at times we have chosen to go
beyond the provab le. In time, our conclu sions will be refined and
le
sometim es refuted , yet this process itself will have been made possib
will
future
the
in
s
ologist
by the SGA Projec t data. We hope that archae
d
enjoy the enormou s potent ial and comple xity of the opport unity provide
by the SGA Projec t as much as we have.

Appendix A
ANALYSIS OF SURFACE INTERFACE RADAR SURVEY
Greg

Laden

Peabody Museum
Harvard University

This chapter addresses the application of subsurface interface
radar (SIR) at Frogtown (AZ U:15:61) (ASM) conducted by the Institute
for Conservation Archaeology (ICA) and its consultant, Detection
Sciences Group. The SIR study was conducted on this site after
preliminary testing in July 1980, and again before more extensive
excavation in October of 1980. Because the present evaluation of the
radar data was completed after both of these excavations, the focus of
this analysis is not prediction of subsurface conditions for use in
further testing, but, rather, to document the radar survey and to assess
the utility of this technique under the conditions associated with this
particular effort.
Subsurface interface radar, also known as ground penetrating
radar, has been applied in a number of archaeological cases throughout
the many environmental zones of North America (Bevan [1977]; Bevan and
Kenyon 1975; Barber 1979; Roberts 1981a, 1981b; Jeffrey Brain and Ian
Brown, personal communication).
In many instances, there are
difficulties in determining the technique's utility as a remote sensing
method.
The results of the current analysis are more tantalizing than
they are explanatory. No conclusions are clearly drawn regarding the
structure and nature of Frogtown, but a number of ideas are generated
that will be helpful in future experimentation with this technique.
While SIR has not yet been adequately developed as an archaeological
technique, the work conducted thus far, especially in connection with
the Salt-Gila Aqueduct Project, has resulted in contributions of
significance.
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Research Design

The overall objectives of this study are to determine (1) the
effectiveness of ground penetrating radar at Frogtown, and (2) the
problems and advantages of ground penetrating radar as an archaeological
technique, especially with respect to its use in the Sonoran Desert.
Unfortunately, a number of factors diminish the utility of the Frogtown
SIR survey in addressing these objectives. A significant portion of the
radar transects at Frogtown are not associated with subsequently
retrieved excavation data, and the results of a substantial portion of
the excavations that do spatially correspond with the radar transects
failed to produce results that allow a comparison of the two techniques.
Therefore, only a small percentage of transects are of practical utility
in assessing the viability of this technique in finding subsurface
features of archaeological importance.
The following observations may be made regarding the possible
utility of SIR: (1) SlR does, in fact, "see" at least some
archaeological remains beneath the surface, (2) it is difficult to
detennine if some phenomena are detected only by this method, or if SIR
observations are redundant with observations possible with other
techniques, and (3) the possibility that certain subsurface aspects of
archaeological sites are visible through radar, but not necessarily
through excavation. This study uses these observations as expectations
to be tested by analysis of the Frogtown SIR survey data.
Although the field and data analysis components of this study
would, ideally, be treated as an experiment in which certain conclusions
are drawn through application of a second, relatively independent method
(excavation), such is not entirely possible in this case. Only a small
percentage of the radar transects produced data that may be tested
against a relatively small percentage of the field excavation data.
This comparison will be the basis for assessment of the first
expectation stated above: radar sees what excavators see.
The second expectation stated above is not particularly
conducive to evaluation based on the available data. However, a less
empirical examiniation of the utility of SIR v~s !_~ other methods is
presented. It is suggested that future experiments be conducted with
the explicit purpose of assessing the relationship bet~een various
noninvasive testing methods, such as aerial techniques; resistivity
survey, magnetometer survey, and, the easiest of all, visual observation
of the surface.
Finally, an attempt is made to determine the capability of SIR
for producing information not necessarily available through otlu~r
techniques. For example, a singular aspect of canals may be observabl@
only in the radar spectrum. Also, it is possible that radar may be used
to assess the general intensity of culturally generated anomalous
conditions that do not necessarily correlate to specific~ excavatable
features. This may be useful in stratifying excavation areas into
subareas and identifying zones of culturally affected anomalies that may
not be observable through excavation. This sort of approach frees the
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researcher from the difficulties of making feature by feature (or
anomaly by anomaly) evaluations, and allows for a broader and perhaps
more efficient use of the technique.

Survey Results
For
SGA Project
232, "Radar
The methods
essentially

a detailed description of the methods used on this and other
radar surveys, the reader is referred to ICA report number
survey at Las Colinas, Phoenix, Arizona" (Roberts 1981a).
of field and laboratory analysis used for Frogtown were
the same as described therein.

After careful examination of the signatures in the Frogtown
radar data, I was struck with two impressions. First, most of the
signatures are vague; well over half of the signatures would be
evaluated in different ways by different people. The clearest
signatures are those of probable geologic association, which for the
most part, are deeper than excavation depth or in areas that were not
extensively tested. Clear signatures are also related to canals.
Second, most potential signatures do not correspond to the excavation
record because they are not in tested areas.
This problem is handled in the following ways. Vellum sheets
that overlie the radar printout had been used by Roberts (1981a) to
indicate his interpretation of the signatures. These sheets are now
part of the archive of data related to this excavation. Following this
relatively simple technique for handling the data, the analysis
presented in this chapter focused on those areas for which comparative
data exist. Moreover, this analysis was unidirectional, beginning with
the field data and then turning to the radar data to see if it was
"right" or "wrong."
Tables 11.A. l and II.A. 2 include all the usable comparative data
related to this SIR survey. Although SIR is quite capable of providing
vert ical data , it is in reference to this dimension that most of the

serious problems of the application of radar occur. For this reason,
this analysis do~s not focus on the vertical axis of feature location,
but rather on the horizontal aspect.

Correlation
In a report describing the results of surface interface radar
survey at Las Colina~, it was determined that a "hit'' versus ''miss"
ratio of appro~imately 4;7 (57 p@rcent) was obtained (Roberts 1981a:
34-36), It was ~tated that under the conditions associated with that
survey, ''SIR ·s not a reliable tool for locating prehistoric features"
(Rob ~rts 1981a; 40). However, it may be demonstrated that a 57 percent
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chance of a correlation between SIR data and excavation data represents
a nonrandom occurrence.
If the chance of finding a featurelike anomaly during a ground
penetrating radar scan is completely independent of the chance of
finding a subsurface feature in excavation, then the probability of a
spatial correlation between the two "finds" is dependent upon the
density of the radar anomalies and the density of subsurface features.
If the density of radar detected anomalies is one per 100 m, and each
anomaly is 1 min length, then the probability of encountering a radar
anomaly in any given meter section of scan is 0.01 (1 percent). If a
similar density ratio is assumed for excavated features in corresponding
excavated areas, then the probability of both methods "finding" a
feature of anomaly in the same 1 m -section of scan and excavation trench
is 0.01 x 0.01 = 0.001 (O.l percent). The observed correlation between
feature-like radar anomalies and excavated features is somewhere near
0.57. A significantly lower correspondence would be expected if the two
techniques were independent.
In order to answer the question "does radar work?" other factors
must be taken into account. If the objective of a SIR survey is to
locate features for subsequent excavation, then a 50 percent chance of
"hitting" a predicted feature with a backhoe or a trowel may or may not
be cost effective. If the objective of a particular testing program is
to locate features without necessarily confirming their existence by
excavation, then a 50 percent chance of being right is insufficient,
especially if interpretations based on these data will be on a featurespecific basis.
Table II.A.l presents locational and descriptive data of
excavation-detected features that were crossed by one or more radar
transects and indicates whether or not each feature shows up in the SIR
data. It is interesting to note that not only do the Las Colinas and
Frogtown results have the same number of testable cases, but the same
ratio of hits to misses was arrived at in both analyses. Although I
offer no explanation other than coincidence for the similarity in number
of testable cases, it is possible that the equivalence in apparent
effectiveness of the method is meaningful, although a total ·sample of
just over a dozen cases between the two areas of investigation is
insufficient to arrive confidently at conclusions.
As indicated in Table II.A.l, trash features are sometimes
indicated by the presence of clusters of point targets; SIR signatures
that indicate the presence of an object that lacks significant length
with respect to the alignment of the radar transect. Buried metal pipes
show up very well as point targets. Artifacts that are different fabric
from the soil matrix are also potential point targets. Of all the types
of radar signatures point targets are probably the most clear in the
Frogtown data with the possible exception of large geological features.
The SIR radar signature associated with pit houses is the "W"
shaped anomaly. An example of such a signature that actually
corresponds to an excavated pit house is shown in Figure II.A. l.
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Figure II.A.1.
Facsimi le of a section of radar transect crossing
Structur e 86, showing the "W'! shaped signatur e charact eristic of pit
houses.
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Potential pit house signatures (the "W" form) often correlate in
space with pit houses confirmed in excavations. However, "W" shaped
anomal i es are virtually ubiquitous in certain radar transects.
It is
interesting that "W" shaped signatures are more frequent outside site
boundaries than in central areas.
The "W" form is sometimes the result
of tilting the SIR antenna during the survey process, as the antenna is
dragged over hummocks of grass or other irregularities. Many confirmed
pit house signatures may be the resulc of this process.
In summary, SIR is capable of detecting trash features and
structures, but the chances are only about 50 percent that subsurface
features will be spotted by radar. Many radar signatures are not
indicative of subsurface conditions of archaeological interest but are
the result of other factors.

Comparison of Methods

Subsurface Interface Radar is a means of sending an electromagnetic signal into the ground and recording the resulting "echo" with
a receiver. The nature of the echo will reflect (theoretically) the
nature of subsurface conditions by indicating planes of soil interface,
point objects, and so forth. But there are other factors that figure
heavily in determining what radar signatures will look like.
The first of these is resistivity, which is a corresponding
factor with electrical conductivity.
Conductivity is a function of a
myriad of factors, including soil moisture, organic content, salinity,
soil chemistry, soil structure, and temperature ... These factors are
interrelated in a complex way; it is far beyond the scope of this study
to explain these phenomena. However, two things can be said of the
Frog town case relevant to' this issue. Low levels of moisture in areas
subjected to any kind of electromagnetic survey are usually
advantageous. This is because the moisture that is present will tend to
accentuate subsurface features much in the way that staining accentuates
protozoa observed under a microscope. However, arid lands are usually
associated with high salinity, which tends to ground-out the radar
signal and drastically limit tile depth to which the signal can "see."
The second factor is microtopography. As the sled carrying the
radar antenna is dragged along the ground surface, a cone shaped signal
is projected into the ground. This signal reflects back and is picked
up by a receiver.
If the signal is sent into the ground at a right
angle to the ground surface, the reflection is accurate with respect to
depth and position. However, if the sled is tipped sideways (roll) or
along the axis of the transect (pitch), the penetrating signal swings in
a corresponding manner and the reflection is distorted to produce
"signatures" that are artifacts of the process. One such common pseudosignature is very much like the "W" shaped signature characteristic of
pit houses.
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To clarify some of the complications as outlined above: if a
pit house is associated with an irregularity in the surface topography,
the divergence from the horizontal plane that the antenna experiences as
it passes over the archaeological feature may generate a "W" shaped
feature. If the presence of a pit house affects the moisture content of
the soil, not only will the radar possibly pick up the moisture
difference, but differential vegetative growth over more or less moist
areas will cause further pitching and rolling. Also, the presence of
additional vegetative matter beneath the antenna will cause an air gap
that attenuates the strength of the signal.
All these factors working in unison would serve to increase the
likelihood that a feature would be picked up during a radar scan, but
natural variations in moisture that cause natural changes in vegetation
would also be picked up easily. And of far greater importance is the
unsettling fact that if all these things are happening in association
with a pit house, then the presence of the feature would be quite
visible to the eye of the trained archaeologist. Why, then, bother with
radar?
Traditionally, radar is a technique that has been used with a
great deal of apparent success in finding utility lines beneath paved
areas, testing fill patterns beneath airport runways and similar
surfaces, and so on. TI1is suggests that the best use of radar in the
Southwest might be in paved areas, where other forms of surface
observation are not possible.
When features of archaeological interest are near the surface
and there is no associated pavement or drastic grading, other methods of
remote sensing such as aerial photography or surface observation may be
more effective. When the object of survey is of moderate depth but the
surface is irregular, resistivity, or similar methods relying on
electromagnetic energy capable of penetrating the earth, might be
considered, along with radar. When the focus of survey is of moderate
to extreme depth, radar might be the best method if the surface
microtopography can otherwise be controlled. Paved areas may be best
examined through the use of radar, but if the depth of features or
objects exceeds the range of the technique, then it will not suffice.
Invasive techniques may then be necessary.

Results Obtainable Only Through Radar
It is possible that SIR may be useful in identifying aspects of
the archaeological record that are not otherwise observable. Radar is,
after all, a method by which we can see in a part of the electromagnetic
spectrum that is different from what our eyes are capable of detecting.
This analysis suggests that at least one phenomenon, canals, may be
identified better through SIR than through other methods.
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Two canals are observed in both the SIR survey data and the
excavation of Frogtown. The smaller of the two appears as a section of
the radar scan that is flat and $u,rrounded by apparent anomalous
conditions (Fig. II.A.2). The larger of the two is associated with a
relatively broad stretch of flat (uniform SIR output) surrounded by
areas of anomaloµs con4itions. Ba~ed on iocational information derived
from the field maps, this canal i$ situated along one side of the
signature, a~ indicated in the example provided in Figure II.A.3.
It is apparent that these canals are of different types, based
both on size and on the dtfferential nature of the associated SIR
signat~res. The presence of the broad, fl?t signat~re off and to one
side of the larger canal is pa.rti~ularly interesting. This effect could
be the re$ult of alterations to the groundwater patterns or su,rface
vegetation patterns that are off$et to one side of the feature. Or,
th.ts could be the res~lt of a~t:i,vities associated w:lth the canal that
tended to occur on one siQe and not the otber. For example, if this
cangl wa.s dredged one or more times and the material removed froJ,D. the
cana.l proper was placed on one side only, a SIR signature of much
broa4er appearance than the canal itself might re$ult from the buildup
ot salinity or soil on one side. A very caref~l examination of
e~cavation data vis a vis ragar data might ailow an assessment of this
phenoJ,D.enon.
Table II.A.2 presents th~ locational and descriptive data
related to these two canals. It is important to note that the
vi~ibility of the smaller canal in the radar data :ls very subtle; if it
wa.s not known that thi,s canal was present, it might very well have been
mis$ed. The larger canal, however, is very clear and convincing in
appearance. Further, if the broad signature associated with the larger
canal is, in fact, indicativ~ of a behavioral pattern not otherwise
recognized, the SIR survey m_a y be capable of helping to identify
patterns i,n the material record not otherwise obtainable through other
sour~es.

Conclu$ion
The results of this study indicate that radar is not an
in~recUbly useful technique when used to find features on sites in the
Central Gila Basin, b4t modifications to the approaches th<,1t have been
u~ed thus fa.r would be likely to yield more useful results.
About half the time that a raqar antenna pa$ses over a
su~stantial feat4re, that feat~re ha.s clearly been identified by the
raqar. It i$ probable that this i4entification process is redundant in
most ca$es with other less costly and more direct methods, such as
visual inspection. However, it i$ possible tha.t SLR survey is capable
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Figure II.A.2.
Facsimi le of a section of radar transect crossing the
larger of two prehisto ric canals associat ed with Frogtown , showing
"levelin g-off" phenomen on next to canal proper.
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of detectin g phenomeu a not otherwis e observa ble, as in the case of the
two canals and associat ed signatur es of Frogtown .
Before the use of SIR survey on any site in the Central Gila
Basin, the followin g steps should be taken.
1.

A complete SIR survey should be conducte d on a typical site in
such a way that each radar transect is associat ed with a
subsurfa ce excavati on unit (that is, a trench or zone of
intensiv e testing) . At this point, a thorough two-dire ctional
analysis (rather than the one-dire ctional analysis conducte d
here) should be conducte d to determin e if anything that the
radar "saw" was present , if the radar "saw" signific ant
phenomen a not observed in the excavat ion, and to determin e what
the radar missed.

2.

The above describe d experim ent should be conducte d using a range
of equipme nt types, and under varying conditio ns of moistur e.

3.

Several "set-ups " consisti ng of systema tically buried objects,
modified ground surface s, and so forth should be created , and
used to test the radar equipme nt. This should include extreme
cases, such as very small objects and materia ls not of
archaeo logical concern .

4.

Some method or device should be impleme nted to address the
problem of pitch and roll.

Append ix B

FREQUENCIES OF MATERIALS AND ARTIFACT CLASSES
USED IN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Lynn

s.

Teague

Table II.B . l
LITHI C MATERIAL CLASSES :
ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY IN LITHIC ASSEMBLAGES
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Table II.B.3
FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF STONE SPINDLE WHORLS
IN THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGES OF CENTRAL AREA SITES
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11.B . 4

OBSIDIAN COMPARED WITH TOTAL LITHIC AND CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGES FROM CEN TRAL AREA SITES
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Table II.B . 5
RATIOS OF FINIS HED SHELL ARTIFACTS TO SHERDS AT SELECTED HOHOKAM SITES

Site

Period or Phase

Sher ds

Shell

Rat i o

Bartley

Cl assi c

419

1

But t es Dam Site

Co l on ial-Se de n tary

18 176

21

1 :8 66

Casas Pe quefias, Loc us A

Colo n ia l

18055

13

1:389

Casas Pequefias , Loc us B

Sedenta r y

3850

7

1:550

Colo n ial - Sedentary

3 72 28

667

Colonia l-Sede n tary

33 703

94

Cashion
with burials
without burials
Citrus

Sedentary

6765

38

Ellswor t h

Sedentary

436 7

2

Esca l a n te

Civano

16 76 7

80

Fortified Hi 11

1: 419

1 : 56
1 : 359
1: 178
1 : 2318
1 :210
1 : 243

Frog t own

Co l onia l-Sedentary

300487

811

Gatlin

Colonial - Sedentary

32442

306

1 : 106

Gopherette

Soho

93 74

22

1:426

1:37 1

Jones Ruin

Sedentary

20833

31

1 : 6 74

Junkyard

Colonia l- Classic

16 749

18

1 : 558
1:141

Las Co l inas

So ho

5013 4
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Las Colinas

Civano

8424 7

285

1 : 295

Las Casitas

Soho

4138

20

1:20 7

Las Fosas

Civano

57350

157

1 : 365

Rancho Sin Vacas

Sedentary

3 165

9

1:352

Rock Ball Co urt

Colonial

Sacaton- Turnkey

Colonia l-Sedentary

Sidewinder

Soho

Silo

Co l onia l

Siphon Draw

Co l onial - Se den t ary

Smiley's Wel l

Sedentary

Snake town

Pioneer-Sede ntary

5461

41

1 : 133

12000

38

1 : 316
1:326

5869

18

39 750

42

1 : 946

111295

178

1 : 625

4515

4

ca 1500000

2837

1 : 1129
1:529

Van Liere

Colonial - Sedentary

7648

24

1 : 319

Westwing

Sedentary

889

1

1 : 889

AZ T : 8 : 31,35,38

Sedentary

327

1

AZ T : 14 : 12

?

AZ U:13 : 9

Colonial - Sedentary

AZ U: 15:72

Sedentary

AZ U:15:22

Soho

AZ U:15:23

52500

21

446

1

1: 446

1468

3

1: 489
1:337

Sedentary

1337

1

AZ Y:8 : 3

Sedentary

15500

173

AZ Z:1:7 - 8

Colonial - Sedentary

2431

6

AZ Z: 1 : 11

1 : 32 7
1 : 564

?

1:2500

1:90
1: 405
1:587
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